
PART TWO:

RIG ‘DZIN TSHANGS DBYANGS
RGYA MTSHO’I GSUNG MGUR



TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE

The assumption throughout this text has been that the meter for all the gzhas is two couplets, each con-
sisting of two trochaic trimeters, and it is in this format that each of these poems is presented.  When
this structure is not represented in the original text, or when a word is spelt in a nonstandard way, I
have generally, but not always, amended the line in question between the original and my translation.
All amendations follow Sørensen (1990) unless tagged with “(WS)”, in which case they are my sugges-
tions.  The 54 poems found in a similar form among the Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’i mgu glu are so
marked, along with a page reference to Sørensen (1990):  due to the large number of MS versions of
the mgu glu, I leave it to the reader to peruse there the various different readings for these poems.  

The decision as to how to deal with the words bla ma and karman has been complicated by the angli-
cisation and common usage of “lama” and “karma” in modern-day language.  My choice is to use “lama”
and “karma” throughout, except when quoting directly from a Tibetan source, when the original orthogra-
phy for the latter  - bla ma - is retained.  The same choice was made for the names Potala and Lhasa
and for the more common terms in Buddhism.

So far as the mgu glu itself is concerned, neither the present volume nor anything published thus far
goes close to matching the scholarship and painstaking accuracy of Sørensen’s critical edition and I
would urge anyone interested in gzhas, Tibetan poetry in general, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, or the
dGa’ ldan pho brang period to find, read, reread and reread again this excellent book.

In conclusion, I would point out that this is one of the first, if not the first, western-language book to
treat Tibetan poetry from the point of view of poetic theory and to place a considerable emphasis upon
subjecting every poem to a close prosodic analysis.  I would greatly welcome any and all comments
and suggestions concerning this work in particular and the future study of this branch of Tibetan literary
studies, which should be sent to me at wickhamsmith@gmx.net or care of the publishers.

Simon Wickham-Smith
Leipzig, July 2005



INTRODUCTORY VERSES

RGYl.RNms.[ugs.RJeai.]u.gter.gvs.cn.pai/

legs.b*s.ris.med.bs,ub.SKYes.m]xn.dpeai.gzugs/

STov.du.abr.bs.[ub.bSTn.pd(oai.]xl/

bZd.mjxd.]xvs.db*vs.RGY.m]xor.bgYiao//

Hail to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, whose thousand rays
Cause the lotus garden of Shakyamuni’s teaching to blossom forth.

From the churning of the many mertis of the Tibetan people, 
The water-treasure of compassion was given birth.

svs.RGYs.gfis.p.b)o.bzv.g+gs.pa.yis/

bSTn.p.RGY.m]xoai.gos.cn.m[r.SPel.b/

gZn.d+in.mi.ajog.gnm.sai.dbv.\*Ug.]e/

legs.b*s.]es.]er.abr.bs.]es.]er.gsuv.//

And hail to him, who spreads far and wide upon the sea-clothed earth
The teaching of bLo bzang grags pa, the second Buddha:

Hail to the perfect ruler of earth and sky who, of his own accord,
Blazes forth goodness and fiercely protects.

s,id.p.RM.b*ai.RGYl.moai.mjxd.p.]e/

\un.sum.]xogs.ps.gsuv.mgur.legs.bZd.sTon/

SN.]xogs.cir.yv.a]r.bai.m]xn.bRGY.yis/

kun.yid.a\,og.pai.bSTn.bcos.yi.ger.\b//

I’ve put into words, in various ways,
This enchanting collection of a hundred hues,

Accurately presenting these noble songs,
The lovely queen, the worldly peacock.



ZZes.mvGlai.SG+s.dge.br.b*s.ns.A’o.s-STi.dper.n/

mangalam - may virtue increase!
om swasti - may all things be well!

These three verses, acting as a combined mchod par brjod pa and rtsom par dam bca’ ba, identify the
compiler as one skilled in the ornate and rhetorical style of Sanskrit kavya poetry, beloved by literary
Tibetan poets and the discourse in which much of the more complex religious verse still employed today
in both east and west is written.  Notably, both sde srid Sangs rgya rgya mtsho and the 5th Dalai Lama
bLo bzang rgya mtsho were masters of this poetry, the latter even writing his own personal guide to the
genre and its application.

Since the present book is an analysis of the gzhas style and not the kavya style, I shall leave it to oth-
ers more knowledgeable in this field to write an exhaustive analysis of these three verses.  Sørensen
(1990) has already made a start and I have no doubt that others will continue from where he has left off.

Suffice it to say here that the first verse is a verse of praise directed to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
himself, containing a number of stock images taken from the Sanskrit and describing the development
and establishment of the teaching and conduct of the Buddha, here called the Muni, or Sage (a refer-
ence, of course, to the Buddha as Shakyamuni).  The presence of the lineage of the Dalai Lama, here
represented by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and embodying the earthly manifestation of Avalokitesvara
in Tibet is due, it is claimed here, to the good karman of the Tibetan people.

The second verse offers praise to Tshong kha pa, bLo bzang grags pa, called here sangs rgyas gnyis
pa and also, using skillful embedded wordplay typical of the genre, and to Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho,
whose name is found in the first two syllables of line one and the second two of line two.

The commitment to write the book is expressed in the third verse.  Srid pa’i rma bya’i rgyal mo has yet
to be positively identified but it seems most likely to me to be a simple description of the mtshon brgya
yis kun yid ‘phrog pa’i bstan bcos, that being the 459 poems (maybe more in the original text) which fol-
low.



qu.b*Ug.mon.ns.yov.dus/ nm.z)ai.s.bcud.\ebs.sov./

]uv.ad+is.b*ms.p.a\,d.ps/ lus.sems.LHod.por.lv.sov.// 1

mgu glu 46 (Sørensen p220)

When the cuckoo comes from Mon, the time of fertility is here.
I meet with my sweetheart - my body softens and my mind is eased.

This collection begins with the word cuckoo (khu byug), and with the image of the cuckoo coming from
Mon.  In this opening line we have not only an indication of the entire text in poetic terms but also per-
haps in biographical terms too.  After all, the cuckoo is described in Tibetan literature in both royal and
divine terms (lha bya, lha rje) and is equally an echo of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s name (dbyangs
snyan, dbyangs snyan sgrog).

The cuckoo, returning to Lhasa from Mon, is a harbinger not only of spring but also of love.  Of course,
this annual migration reminds us of the way in which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho arrived from Mon in
1696 for his enthronement - a royal and divine figure who was also a poet and singer.  But the terminol-
ogy here is maybe more earthy:  sa bcud points us to the readiness of the earth to produce fruit, its sap
rising, while the syllable khu signifies semen and virility.

The second couplet builds upon this image:  the poet meets his lover and, fired not only by the rising
sap and rising temperature but also by the feelings of love, his body becomes relaxed and happy.  Of
course, this is a common conceit within literature, but for Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho the idea of the
chung ‘dris is somewhat more complex.  Throughout this collection, as throughout the sixty-six songs
which make up the mgu glu, the image of the lover whom he has known since childhood constantly
appears and it is useful to interrogate this phrase do discover its deeper signification.  

As many commentators have suggested, it could be a reference to the daughter of sde srid Sangs
rgyas rgya mtsho, almost certainly one of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s lovers.  But it could also refer
to the practise of meditation, which is also a subject to which images of love and renewal frequently
attach themselves.  After all, we have only to look at the Psalms of David or the writings of European
mystics such as St Juan de la Cruz or Julian of Norwich to understand the connection between love and
contemplation.

Of course, in this specific context, the more likely option is a mundane reading of the poem, but it is
worth keeping in mind that for one trained, as was his predecessor, the Great Fifth, not only in the dGe
lugs pa tradition but also in the rNying ma pa tradition, such a dovetailing of ars amatoria and ars con-
templatio would have been neither unusual nor unreasonable.

In looking at the language used in the poem, we should notice that both couplets emphasise a move-
ment, whether literal or metaphorical.  Both couplets end in a verb and song and the arrival of the bird is
mirrored by the easing of the poet’s body (and that of his lover, too, perhaps).  Indeed, lang has the
meaning of  “arrive, come forward, reach” , which emphasises this connection.  So here we can see
perhaps the poem coming full-circle:  the mind, eased through meditation, suggests to us the Mon pa
lha bya Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho. 

Qr.\*ogs.ri.boai.RCXe.ns/ dkr.gsl.z).b.Qr.b*Uv./

m.SKYes.A.mai.Zl.rs/ d+n.lov.l.adUg.go 2

mgu glu 1 (Sørensen 44)

From the eastern peak rises the clear white moon.



The face of the unborn mother is blinding my thoughts.

This poem is almost identical with the opening poem in the mgu glu collection.  What is interesting here
is that, like the poem just described, it presents a metaphor of the cyclical natural world (in this case the
lunar cycle) and relates it to a spiritual and erotic experience.

The eastern direction is, of course, the source of the sun in the early morning, of the day itself, and
thereby, in a sense, of renewed life:  the echo here of shar - and the semantic relationship between
‘char and shar - is obvious and it is from a mountain in the east that the clear, white moon arises.  The
full moon is a traditional time for lovers’ trysts, but it would seem here that the lover’s face is in the
mind, rather than the presence, of the poet.

In discussing the second couplet, Sørensen refuses to entertain the possibility that this is a reference
to the ultimate truth (ma skyes ba nyid).  It seems to me, however, that it concerns both the truth (in the
ultimate form perhaps of Prajñaparamita) as well as the lover who is so beautiful and alluring that she
can surely not be human.

The final line of this poem, unlike its counterpart in the mgu glu, relates directly to the brilliance of the
moon.  In the other version, of course, the final line (yid la ‘khor ‘kor byas byung) describes the experi-
ence of the mind, but here the experience is far more visual, far more physical, in keeping with the
earthier nature of the entire collection.  

In both versions of this poem we find a kind of madness, perhaps - a mind sent in circles by the pure
beauty of a woman and a mind blinded by that beauty.  So not only is the full moon a symbol of beauty
and purity, but also it points towards a lunacy brought on (as the word implies) by the moon - but equal-
ly of course by the lover’s face.  

But love-blindness is not the only idea here, of course.  If we understand the ma skyes a ma as the
unborn truth, the Buddha nature (and also this brings to mind the topos of the Unborn which is so
prevalent in the writings of the Zen teacher Bankei), then maybe we have here the idea of accidie, the
madness which comes from too much contemplative practise.  There is of course a tradition in western
spiritual literature of a kind of madness - perhaps a form of schizoid behavior - brought on for example
through continual meditation on the crucified Christ and it could be that this is what is, at least partly,
under discussion here.

n.niv.SKYes.pai.LJv.Zon/ d.lo.sog.mai.\on.]og

\o.gZon.RGs.pai.lus.p/ hor.gZu.ls.SKYo.b// 3

mgu glu 2 (Sørensen p49)

Last year’s tender young sprouts are this year’s stalks of straw.
Young men’s bodies grow old, stiffer even than a Mongol bow.

One of the central themes of the gsung mgur is the way in which the world changes, and that not
always for the better.  What is new and vigorous eventually loses its strength and becomes awkward
and unsupple.  I resist the idea - advanced by commentators such as Xiao Diyan - that this is a com-
mentary upon the political situation which prevailed in Lhasa at the end of the seventeenth century and
prefer to see it as a simple observation upon life.  Indeed, when we think about the emphasis placed
upon impermanance in (Tibetan) Buddhist  thought, it would be unlikely that a poet would use such an
obvious approach to discuss obscure political machinations.

In the version found in the mgu glu, the bow in the second couplet comes from the south (lho) - in par-
ticular, as Sørensen suggests, from Bhutan (lHo rong).  That the word here indicates Mongolia is, per-
haps, less likely, and I would suggest maybe that what is written hor here is a contraction of lHo rong.

Both this and the following poem form a pair concerning, then, the transitoriness of life.  What is signif-
icant here of course is that they are marked for gender:  the present verse is about young men growing
old (pho gzhon) while the next verse deals with the aging of a young girl (sman shar).  That these two



verses form a pair appears unlikely, given the fact that the following verse is found only in this specific
collection, but here their proximity surely indicates that they be read together, so as to contrast the male
and female experience.

me.tog.yl.bai.[u.lu/ ng.po.l.bLTs.ps/

A.LCe.RGn.mos.SMn.Qr/ bu.mo.yv.los.b*s// 4

1b nag po de la bltas pas
2b bu mo de yang los byas

I look upon the blackness of a withered flower.
It’s so true - that old woman was once a young girl.

As with the previous poem, we have here an idea of the transitory nature of life.  The image of a black
flower fading away is very striking:  the presence too of nag po in the emphasized position in the sec-
ond line is also significant.  We should also notice the echo between nag po de and bu mo de, as
though a connection is being set up between the two images, a connection thereby made much
stronger than that between the old men’s bodies and the stiff bows in the previous poem.

That both these verses are clearly marked for gender is interesting.  While they are certainly about
love and about the way in which people grow old and move towards death, the language is noteworthy
nonetheless, in that the second couplet in both verses seem to mirror one another - in particular the
echoing of rgas po/rgan mo and lus...las...los....

The similes here strike at the very heart of human experience.  We see the same processes happen-
ing in the natural world, the poet is saying, but we fail almost always to acknowledge them in our own
lives:  hence the los here, which in a way might be read as emphasising both the message here as
much as in the previous poem.

But the interactions are also interesting.  In the first of the two poems,the poet talks about the way in
which things change;  in the second, he (for surely this is a he) actively looks upon the flower and draws
a link with the woman in his mind.  This then is a kind of meditation - like the presence of the skull in
western renaissance painting, it is a momento mori for us to consider and apply to ourselves.

Within love literature, however, it seems somehow strange for a poet to point out the futility of our
obsession with the apparently everlasting vigor of youth.  But I would say that to see these as love lyrics
is important, and not simply because this is a text associated with Tsangs dbyangs rGya mtsho as the
presumed author.  Rather they are love lyrics perhaps because they call on the reader to acknowledge
the transformation from youth to old age - whilst still appreciating the liveliness of oneself and one’s
lover.  Of course, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s training would have emphasised impermanance, whilst
his desires would undoubtedly have emphasised the joys of vitality and physical beauty:  I would sug-
gest that this training is directly mirrored in these poems.

]xe.adi.b*.b*ed.RNm.g+vs/ ]u.nv.gi.ri.mo/

ri.mo.zd.p.med.pai/ ].lugs.l.gzigs.dv.// 5

1b chu yi nang gi ri mo
2b cha lugs de la gzigs dang

The present and the future are like images reflected in water.
But notice, though, the image which doesn’t fade.



Here we have another object of contemplation, not so much a momento mori as in the previous two
verses (although it can be seen in those terms), but rather an encouragement to look into the nature of
what is real and not to confuse it with what is illusory.  

The first couplet is interesting in that it immediately places our focus upon what is being done, and
what will be done in this very life (tshe ‘di).  These innumerable activities are like a reflection in water.
This reminds us, as Sørensen suggests, of the standard image of the moon appearing in water, but I
would also say that the term ri mo opens the conceit out and encourages us to consider all our activity
as equally unreal - but, like reflections, appearing real at first glance.

In the second couplet, another image is contrasted with the images seen in water.  The poet here sug-
gests that we observe that there in fact is something which doesn’t disappear, which is permanent.
This, of course, is the Buddha nature which is not subject to outside influences (influences such as rip-
ples upon water), which  can be accessed through meditative and contemplative practise.  

The use in the final line of the word cha lugs requires some investigation.  Cha lugs can be rendered
as “costume, appearance”, and so the appearance of the image which doesn’t change offers us a very
profound commentary upon the problem of describing the undescribable.  We’re presented here with a
paradox - the standard  reflection in water against the possibility of the unchanging Buddha nature - but
still there is the acknowledgement that the idea of Buddha nature is simply an idea, cha lugs, and not
the thing itself.

mi.RTg.a]i.b/ SFiv.ns.m.d+n.dv.zer.n/

LCv.d+Uv.ajxom.kYv./ don.l.LKUg.p.dv.ad+.b*Uv.// 6

mgu glu 47 (Sørensen p223)

If we claim we don’t contemplate death in our hearts,
Though we meet at the willow tree, we’re like fools, we’ve got no idea.

Much in keeping with the previous poems, this is a meditation upon the transitory nature of things - it’s
another momento mori and, moreover, it contrasts feelings of love with spiritual practise.  This contrast,
of course, is central to the mgu glu and is central too to the mythology which has grown up around
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.

The first line contains only the idea that the time of death is uncertain:  this is one of the most impor-
tant teachings of Buddhism and is reiterated endlessly in Tibetan religious literature.  Unlike the verse in
the mgu glu however, this line does not start with the word skye ‘gro - it is less specific but somehow
also more direct, pointing to the changing nature, not only of human life, but of all life and, by associa-
tion, of all things without exception.  We may feel that our love is permanent, that nothing can come
between us, but the situation is always in a state of flux and we must not be fooled into believing that
we might be immune from such change.

The second couplet of the poem describes more explicitly than that in the mgu glu the nature of lovers
who think that they are invincible.  The willow tree (lcang), a common place for lovers’ trysts, is found
here in place of the homophone spyang grung, indicating (apparent, assumed) wisdom.  So, to continue
the idea found in the first couplet, the second begins in a circumspect tone:  however much a couple
might be in love, without an understanding of the ever-changing nature of the world....

...as regards the true meaning of things, such people are like fools.  This might seem a harsh judg-
ment on people who are lost in love for one another, but it contains I think a deeper significance than a
simple reprimand against the craziness of passion.  The idea of love of course stretches beyond that for
another person:  the three “poisons” (dug gsum) in Buddhist psychological literature are anger (zhe
sdang), ignorance (gti mug) and lust (‘dod chags), and these all extend to our attitudes towards every-
thing.  So the foolishness here is opened out to incorporate all those who pretend to themselves that
they are not subject to the nature of things.



Unlike the mgu glu text, I think that this text, with its specific reference to lovers, is very much the work
of someone with Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in mind (if it is not in fact by the 6th Dalai Lama).  It
could perhaps be read as a melancholic commentary on the foolishness of love - or at least on the fool-
ish mind which comes from being enraptured by another (person or object or idea) - and thereby a com-
mentary on the mythic personality of the Dalai Lama.  We can safely assume, I think, that, due to his
story being so well-known, this poem could be read as saying, “If the Dalai Lama himself could be
caught up in love, you should be even more careful that you don’t end up in the same situation.”

rv.sems.zug.pai.mi.de/ gtn.gYi.mdUn.mr.b*Uv.n/

RGY.m]xoai.gtiv.ns.nor.bu/ lon.p.dv.ad+.b*Uv.// 7

mgu glu 3 (Sørensen 52)

The one who’s got my heart - if we could be together always,
It would be like taking a jewel from the ocean’s depths.

There is a poignancy to the language in this poem which serves to remind us of the humanity of
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, a physicality too, indicating the deep feelings that love provoked in him -
and, by inference, in ourselves too.  

Most notably is the use of zug pa in the first couplet, a word variously meaning “seize, pierce, touch,
penetrate, sting, take hold”.  This person then has had a dramatic - even violent - effect on the poet, so
much so that he is considering being with her forever, of taking her as his wife (mdun ma).

The second couplet introduces, as Sørensen points out in his notes to the version found in the mgu
glu, a standard simile indicating something of great value.  Of course, not only is the jewel in the ocean
identified with Buddha nature, but the ocean (rgya mtsho) is a direct reference to the Dalai Lama.  The
idea of the precious Dharma and the wish-fulfillment which it provides should also be borne in mind.
The association of the lover with such an idea is praise indeed, but we should also remember the con-
stant tension between the worldly and the spiritual lives which is so prevalent throughout these poems.

We should also note the relationship between the ideas expressed by the words zug pa and lon pa in
the two couplets of the verse.   Whilst the first is, as I have suggested, quite aggressive, the second is
merely a general word for “take”.  The act of falling in love is in a way here made a more powerful expe-
rience than the simple discovery of a jewel (or of one’s true nature) hidden in the depths of the sea.

The obvious conclusion, of course, is that this is simply a love lyric.  But another possibility, perhaps, is
a spiritual interpretation.  If this poem in fact is by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, it could be a commen-
tary on meditation, focussing on the specific experience of meditation rather than on its theory.  The use
of mdun ma should remind us of the fact that it is not only in Catholic theology that the spiritual life is
seen as a form of marriage:  Jalalud’din Rumi talks often of his relationship with God as that of being in
love and the Mongolian dGe lugs pa monk Danzhinravjaa (1803-1856) uses the distant lover as an
analogy for the Buddha nature in and upon which one meditates.  So it is feasible to see this poem -
and, indeed, the entire output of love lyrics attributed to the 6th Dalai Lama (and thereby maybe all
those in the sgung mgur not already found in the mgu glu) - as simultaneously both love poem and spir-
itual poem.

ag+o.Zor.lm.buai.SFiv.SDUg lus.d+i.zim.pai.bu.mo/

gyu.]uv.g+U.dkr.rFes.ns/ SKYUr.b.dv.ad+.b*Uv.// 8

mgu glu 4 (Sørensen p54)



She took my heart upon the road, the girl with a sweetly perfumed body -
Like getting hold of an exquisite turquoise, only to throw it away.

When compared with the version found in the mgu glu, this is a remarkably confusing (and even con-
fused) poem.  The use of the term snying sdug is especially noteworthy, since the second syllable can
be used to express both positive (“beautiful, lovely”) and negative (“misery, sadness, affliction”) ideas:
this would suggest to me a situation in which the lover is a source both of happiness and sadness,
which also points towards the historical and political interpretation as put forward by Xiao Diyan and
Sørensen in their commentaries.

The description of the girl as “sweetly smelling” seems somehow significant - much in the same way
as the “leprous stink” of another (or maybe the same?) woman is mentioned in 52.  It is as though the
inner nature of the girl manifests in her outer appearance, in the atmosphere which surrounds her.  This
then emphasizes the way in which she has caught his attention, enraptured him perhaps.

The use of the turquoise as a metaphor for a dear lover has been covered extensively by Sørensen.
To this I would add a slightly different reference, namely the “perle of greet price” in the mediæval
English poem “Pearl”, which stands as a symbol not only for a belovèd child but equally for the relation-
ship between the poet and God.  We can maybe read the turquoise here, again, as Buddha nature.

Such an interpretation would only add to the idea put forward by other commentators, that the
turquoise/lover is Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, firstly taken up as the sprul pa of the Great
Fifth, only to be rejected and thrown away when his behavior and political situation conspired to create
problems for the religious establishment.

smes.p.\r.l.Qor.kYv./ m]xn.moai.gfid.[eb.cog.gis/

fin.mo.lg.tU.mi.lon/ yid.[v.]d.rog.yin.p// 9

mgu glu 6 (Sørensen p64)

I’ve lost my mind to her - at night I cannot sleep.
By day, she’s not to hand, and sorrow is my friend.

There appear two related interpretations for the first couplet of this poem.  Sørensen suggests that the
phar la in the opening line implies a tshur la, that the idea is of two people falling in love with one anoth-
er.  In the mgu glu, however, this line ends with nas, but here the consessive kyang is used, which sug-
gests a more complex use of language.  The poet seems here to be talking about bittersweet lovesick-
ness - the fact that the joy one feels in love is an ache which keeps one awake at night and makes all
regular activity impossible.

The other reading of this couplet, which no-one has thus far (perhaps for fear of offending the sensitive
reader) mentioned is that the poet can’t sleep at night because he and his lover are too busy making
love with one another (which would reflect well the phar la tshur la reading).

This strikes me as maybe a more interesting approach - and moreso in connection with Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho’s political position.  During the day his lover is not at hand (lag tu), and surely this
is because during the day (as we hear also in mgu glu 54) he has to be the Dalai Lama and so cannot -
maybe not even after returning his vows and becoming a layman - spend time with his lover.  The sor-
row which he feels at this - and the frustration too - runs through both this text and the mgu glu and
although one could overemphasize the corporeal problems which this gave the young Dalai Lama, it is
clear that it affected his mind and disposition very deeply. 

This experience is particularly obvious in the final line of the poem.  Rogs not only means friend, but
also a companion or comrade:  the extent of his sadness and aloneness is conveyed here through the
idea of despondency or sorrow as being his (and, I think, by implication, his only) friend.



me.tog.nm.z).yl.sov./ gyu.SB+v.sems.p.m.SKYo/

b*ms.pai.ls.a\,o.zd.p/ v.ni.SKYo.RGYU.mi.adUg 10

mgu glu 7 (Sørensen p68)

The time of flowers is past, but the turquoise bee’s not sad.
And now our love has run its course, I too will not be sad.

The spring time is so central in love literature that it maybe needs no comment here.   Suffice it to say
that in this poem, it’s characterised by flowers, the female recipient of the turquoise bee’s love.  The
turquoise bee is said to represent Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, no doubt because of the association of
turquoise with a person of great value, just as he was to his people.

The word skyo in both couplets can be translated as “sad” but it can also mean “tired, weary” and, as
with the preceding poem, I would tentatively suggest that it means that the bee and the poet are still
energetic enough to mate with the objects of their affection, that they are not yet tired.

Although Sørensen undertakes a lengthy analysis of the use of las ‘phro in Tibetan poetics, he doesn’t
really address the use in an apparently secular poem of what is in fact a Buddhist concept, the workings
of fate (or of karman).  The meaning of byams pa here is equally uncertain, since it could either refer to
the lover herself or else to the act of loving.  That said, the two could be taken together, either as a per-
son or as an object of love - and, if the last, then variously this could be Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
himself (the belovèd, either of sde srid Sangs rgyas rGya mtsho, or of the Tibetan people and state) or
the office of Dalai Lama (belovèd of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho).  Whichever of these we choose, it is
clear that the poet is resigned to the loss - and I feel is convinced that the object of his love should be
equally resigned to it.

Thus we could see this poem, whether or not it is by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, as encouraging a
more philosophical attitude in its readers:  the nature of the world - whether it be the seasons or one’s
feelings of love - is to change, and it is wisest to accept it and not to be sad.  And not to be weary too,
to move on and explore other possibilities.

RXCi.[og.b.moai.q.l/ RKYv.ser.r)Uv.gi.\o.f/

me.tog.SB+v.m.gfis.kYi ab,l.m]xms.b*ed.mqn.los.yin/ 11

mgu glu 8 (Sørensen p73)

On the face of the hoary grass - messenger of the winter wind:
It’s you, for sure, who separates the flower from the bee.

As has been noted by many other commentators, the first couplet of this poem presents us with a prob-
lem.  These lines have been variously translated, but no-one I think has indicated the parallelism here,
that they could both be phrases using the attributive genitive, the opening four syllables describing the
final noun.  This is how the second line is rendered, but the first is more complicated.  I would suggest
that la is figurative, rather than physical, and that rtsig thog ba mo is an adjective phrase meaning
“hoary grass”.

In other respects, the poem seems quite straightforward.  If we wish to interpret the poem in political
terms,  there are many ways of understanding the messenger who separates the bee and the flower -
as the Qan, as the Regent or as the Tibetan state itself.  It is, of course, uncertain as to whether this is
a poem by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho or not;  and even if it is, it’s possible that it is simply a poem



about lovers drifting apart (maybe because of the cold harshness of the real world?) or about the
changing seasons.  All of these ideas, though, could function on different levels in the mind of both poet
and reader, and we should keep this in mind as we read through the collection.

vv.p.adm.l.]g.ns/ re.Zig.SDod.dgos.bsm.kYv./

m]xo.m.q*g.ps.bSDms.ns/ re.Zig.q.[g.]od.sov.// 12

mgu glu 9 (Sørensen p77)

Enchanted by the marsh, the goose thinks to rest awhile.
But for now in his heart he accepts the ice freezing over the lake.

The association between the goose (it could equally be a swan or even a duck) and Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho is clear here.  This bird, as Sørensen says, is regarded as being divine (lha bya ngang pa)
and is also, notably, identified with the so-called Brahmany duck, a name with divine and noble reso-
nance.  That these birds mate for life is well attested and their commitment to one another is a frequent
topos in literature.

It would seem more likely to me that this poem is concerned with the political world in which Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho moved than with his love-life.  After all, even though he is linked quite strongly with
the daughter of the Regent, he is nonetheless not well-known as being a faithful partner.  On the other
hand, he seems to have felt a strong sense of duty to his status as Dalai Lama, whether as a monk or
as a layman.  What we might surmise here is an acceptance of his lot:  the repetition of re zhig is signif-
icant, I think, indicating a willingness to wait for the situation to change, rather than trying to force it.
The faithfulness of the goose is clearly tied up here in an acceptance of the world as it is, a modus
operandi central to Buddhist philosophy.

Finally, of course, the reference to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as the mtsho mo must not go unno-
ticed.  The freezing of the lake could here indicate to the way in which the young man was frozen out of
the political situation, first by the Regent, and then by the Qan.  It could also, however, refer to the frosty
relationship between the Dalai Lama and the Regent, which would probably have given the young man
more emotional sadness than would have his political situation.  In either context - but more so the latter
- the bird’s acceptance of its lot is noteworthy:  maybe he cannot change it, but nonetheless such wis-
dom and forebearance is uncommon and, at the same time, very welcome.

g+U.Qn.bsm.p.med.kYv./ RT.mgos.\*i.mig.bLT.gis/

q,el.gZUv.med.pai.b*ms.ps/ v.l.\*i.mig.mi.bLT// 13

mgu glu 10 (Sørensen p84)

The ferry has no mind, yet turns its horse’s head to look at me.
My lover is not modest, she never turns her eye to look at me.

This is a poem about fidelity, but especially perhaps about the infidelity of people.  The ferry has been
identified as that which travelled across the lake behind the Potala to the klu khang, built by Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho and the place in which he is said to have entertained some of his lovers.  It seems
to me as though this is not a literal image - since, as Sørensen points out, this would necessitate the
ferry travelling backwards - but rather a metaphorical image, indicating that the ferry comes back evey
time (and this perhaps because it has no mind, so cannot choose another path).



The lover, on the other hand, clearly does have a mind with which to make her own decisions.  But
she has no modesty and no concern for the poet’s feelings, she will never look him in the eye and
shows him no kindness:  it is as though she’s always looking for someone else to flirt with, or else (and
this might be more to the point and also misunderstood by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho) that she is cir-
cumspect about admitting that she is in a relationship with the Dalai Lama.

The phrase phyi mig...blta in both couplets seems to indicate the act of glancing, of looking to one side
or looking backwards:  this is a deliberate act of acknowledgement.  It’s possible, then, to read this in a
political way, to see the lover as the Regent (whose hunger for power seems to have made him unfaith-
ful) or as lHa bzang Qan, who eventually rejected Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as Dalai Lama.

v.dv.]xov.dus.bu.mo/ ]xig.gsum.dm.pai.dUd.p/

q,.moai.SB+Ul.l.m.RGYg rv.s.l.g+ol.sov.// 14

mgu glu 11 (Sørensen p87)

I and the market-girl with three words tied a love-knot.
You don’t undo a spotted snake - it frees itself itself.

Girls who cruise the markets in Lhasa are traditionally not faithful people.  They shift allegiance from
one lover to another, ever ready to find another man to woo.  This is the traditional view of these
women, but we should remember that they were also probably without pretentions:  they are not con-
cerned as to what other people might say about their relationship with the Dalai Lama and so are in fact
more likely to treat him with respect than the fashionable women who wish to accrue status.

We can maybe imagine this traditional three-word formula as being something like “I love you” - words
which we say in the heat of the moment, but which we don’t really mean and upon which we don’t nec-
essarily act.  Throughout both this text and the mgu glu we come up against the idea of the Dalai Lama
as the wronged party, but of course it’s not likely that he was always the one who was left behind:  we
should maybe read these poems, not as being about infidelity so much as about the problem of being in
love after the passion has worn off.  And for one brought up to see the world as fleeting and imperma-
nent, it’s likely that the passion, for Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho at least, might well have worn off
quicker than for many of his lovers.

The second couplet, as has been noted elsewhere, refers to a popular saying.  I would say that the
parallelism suggests that the knot cannot be tied from the outside, but only through the decision of the
parties involved.  Weddings, for instance, are merely formal events and, whether through infidelity or
through a growing alienation, marriages can fall apart quite easily.  Love, though, carries on within the
heart and between the hearts of the people involved.  So this is, perhaps, a poem in fact about fidelity
and true love - and how you cannot really organise such a thing in a deliberate way.

]uv.ad+is.b*ms.pai.r)Uv.SKYed/ SKYe.legs.log.ns.gcxud.yod/

LCv.s,uv.Zl.vo.dba.Qes/ SDov.q.RGYg.p.m.gnv.// 15

mgu glu 12 (Sørensen p91)

I tied a fluttering windhorse for my lover from the side of a beautiful tree:
O gentle protector of the willows, don’t go throwing things in her face.

As I have already suggested, the lover might be seen as the poet’s spiritual practise, something close to



him since childhood, something central to his heart.  Of course, it’s equally likely that this is in fact a
woman - or, maybe, it has political significance;  but as with much poetry, I would suggest that all these
possibilities be kept in mind as we read the text.  

Whereas in the mgu glu the tree is identified as a willow tree (lcang ma) here it is simply a beautiful
tree.  Willow groves are where lovers meet, so does this mean that we should play down the love ele-
ment here?  It is hard to say, but it’s clear though that the windhorse, the prayer flag, has been tied
upon the tree for remembrance, for acknowledgement.

That the one supposed to protect the willows (and in the second couplet the trees are identified thus)
should try to sabotage what the poet has done is curious.  If we think of the chung ‘dris byams pa as
the lover, then this could be the Regent’s daughter and a poem about the attempt by the Regent to pre-
vent the young couple from seeing one another (at least openly).  If the lover is Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho’s spiritual life, then it is less clear as to what the willow protector is being accused of.  Nowhere is
it suggested that anyone stood in the way of the Dalai Lama’s spiritual development - indeed, frequently
he talks of going into retreat and dedicating his life to practise.

Nonetheless, the presence in the final line of the term sdong kha is significant, since it seems to be a
conflation of the word for a trunk (sdong) and the honorific word for a face (gdong) which words, at least
in the Lhasa dialect, would have been homophonous.  So, taking together all the language here related
to the trees, we have on the surface a very confused mishmash of ideas:  looking below the surface
however, it is clear that the poet is pleading to be allowed his head, to find his own way, whether in love
or in his spiritual or political life.  That he chooses to make his choices obvious (the act of tying a color-
ful flag to a tree is not exactly subtle) is, perhaps, something of which he should be made aware - but
not in the harsh and ungenerous way described here.

b,is.pai.yi.ge.ng.]uv./ ]u.dv.[ig.ps.ajig.ag+o

m.b,is.sems.kYi.ri.mo/ bs,ub.kYv.zubs.mi.adUg 16

mgu glu 13 (Sørensen p95)

Small black letters can be destroyed by water or erased.
The unwritten writing of the mind, through rubbed out, is never rubbed away.

The obvious figure here is the contrast between bris and ma bris, between what is written and what is
within the mind alone.  Physical letters, says the poet, can be destroyed by water, but the images within
the mind are impervious to being eradicated.  

The poet emphasises his messages here through the contrast drawn between yi ge and ri mo, the first
being written letters and the second drawn images:  from a modern perspective, we might characterise
this as left brain and right brain thinking, the first being rational and cerebral, the second being intuitive
and deeper within the psyche.  With the smallness of the written text, it’s almost as though he is indicat-
ing that in fact these letters are powerless when placed against the powerful inner workings of the intu-
itive, yet unrecorded, mental pictures.

As for the interpretation, I am reminded of Edward FitzGerald’s translation of the Rubayat of Omar
Khayyam, where it is said, “The moving finger, having writ moves on...”.  Nothing can ever obliterate
what is recorded within the human psyche and it could be that this is simply a poem about this realisa-
tion.  

Alternatively, it could be,as Xiao Diyan has said, a poem about the documents from the Qan to the
Chinese Emperor K’ang Hsi purporting that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was in fact not the true Dalai
Lama.  What remains, the poet seems to be saying, is the truth of the situation which, whatever it may
be, cannot be changed by texts written by human hand.  In fact, of course, Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho remained the Dalai Lama for the people who really mattered - the Tibetan people themselves -
and the replacement offered by the Qan, Nga dbang ye shes rgya mtsho, was never accepted as any-
thing but a puppet.



RGYb.pai.ng.]uv.[eaus/ gsuv.SKd.ab*on.ni.mi.Qes/

q,el.dv.gZUv.gi.[eaus/ so.soai.sems.l.RGYob.dv.// 17

mgu glu 14 (Sørensen p98)

The stamp of a small black seal cannot speak in human language:
May both of our hearts be sealed with discretion and candor.

Whereas the previous poem contained contrast between written and unwritten, this poem contrasts two
different types of seal - an official seal which seems to have no emotion, and the seal of discretion
which binds the hearts of two people.  A deeper contrast seems to be made here too between the dumb
seal which stamps whetever is needed to be stamped and the wise discernment which chooses what
should and what should not be spoken.

It is uncertain to whom the phrase so so’i sems refers.  Sørensen suggests that it could be the Dalai
Lama and the Qan, which while strikes me as a rather hopeful reading of the situation.  I would suggest
rather that the other person in this poem is the lover, of whom the poet asks silence and discretion
rather than boastful declarations.  However we read it - and it could be that the other character is the
Qan or the Regent - it is clearly written by one who has experienced a lack of modesty and a lack of
fidelity from others:  the gentle imperative in the second couplet ending in dang conveys a kind of inti-
macy, as if to encourage a comradeship and openness to one another, the like of which - whether from
those supposed to be protecting him or from those with whom he feels a bond of love and affection - he
has rarely felt.  In many ways, then, this is a rather melancholy poem.

STobs.LDn.h.loai.me.tog m]od.qv.l.[d.n/

gyu.SB+v.gZon.nu.v.yv./ LH.qv.l.q,id.mjxod// 18

mgu glu 15 (Sørensen p100)

Mighty hollyhock, if you go straight to the offering hall,
Take me, the young turquoise bee, into the temple too.

Both Sørensen and Xiao Diyan have discussed at length the possible meanings of this poem, as it
appears in the mgu glu.  The present verse replaces stong ldan in the first line with stobs ldan, which I
read as an allusion to the strong stem of the hollyhock as much as with its profusion.  The beauty of the
flowers could also be worth such an accolade, of course.

If we simply read the flower as an analogy for the belovèd girl, the adverbial thad, meaning “directly,
straight” indicates perhaps that she bears no real concern for the poet’s feelings, that in a way she sim-
ply sweeps past him into the offering room - to offer herself to the monastic life.  We hear a little of the
poet’s sadness at this, I think, in the nga yang at the end of the opening line of the second couplet and
in his use of the honorific khrid mdzad, which is in some contrast to the khrid dang in the mgu glu.  It’s
almost as though, by offering her respect, he hopes that he can persuade her to look favorably upon
him - or even to look upon him at all.

Here again we have the image of the beautiful turquoise bee and his mate the hollyhock flower.  It
seems possible that the hollyhock could be used here as an ironic comment upon the number of
women with whom Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was connected, much in the way that the image of the
market-girl is used.  It’s perhaps a combination of (macho) amusement and slight moral censure - and



also, perhaps, a form of respect, an acknowledgement of how Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was disin-
terested in the class or level of sophistication of his lovers.  That this disinterest might have come from
a desperate search for love wherever he could find it is also possible.

sems.sov.bu.mo.mi.bZUgs/ dm.pai.]os.l.[d.n/

\o.gZon.v.yv.mi.SDod/ bden.pai.ri.q,od.l.btv.ag+o 19

mgu glu 16 (Sørensen p104)

If my belovèd girl won’t stay, but heads off to holy Dharma,
Then nor will I, her young man, hang around - I’ll go off to the mountain wilderness.

No longer do we have here the poetic language of the flower and the bee:  this poem is about the poet
and his lover, a woman described yet again in honorific language (bzhugs).   But it is unclear quite how
the poet understands his situation:  is he bitter at being left by the one he loves or is this simply an
acknowledgement that his fate is thereby sealed?

It is frequently argued that poems such as this - in which the poet is somehow rejected - show
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s frustration or anger at his lovers (and perhaps also at his Regent) for
their perceived betrayal.  I would like to suggest, however, that frequently, as here, the tone goes
beyond acceptance and shows a kind of relieved awareness that now, finally, he might be able to prac-
tise in peace.  With this in mind it is helpful to remember that, in the Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’i
gsang rnam, the lama decides specifically that, on leaving Kokonor, he will adopt the life of a wandering
yogin:  I would say that the poetic and biographic texts here reflect one another, that they are different
sites in which the same rôles are somehow played out. 

The choice of the honorific language when talking of the lover might suggest a high-born woman (the
Regent’s daughter comes to mind) or it might reflect, again, the poet’s perception of practitioners as rep-
resenting a superior stratum of society:  after all, the term bzhugs is used for yi dam and lama in
Vajrayana sadhanas and this would clearly, while not necessarily on a conscious level, be part of the
young man’s sociocultural discourse.

The term ri khrod in the final line not only indicates its usual meaning of mountain hermitage but, taken
together with the wilderness (dben pa) and the echoes of the gsang rnam, points to a flight (or a
release, perhaps) into obscurity.  I read here very clearly a (thinly-veiled) yearning for normalcy, for the
chance not only to practise meditation, but also to be left alone and permitted a real life rather than the
restricted existence into which the young Dalai Lama was forced.

m]xn.LDn.b).mai.d+Uv.dU/ sems.q,id.ZU.br.\*in.ns/

sems.l.SGom.pai.m.[ub/ b*ms.pai.RJes.lvs.sov.// 20

mgu glu 17 (Sørensen p106)

In the presence of the venerable lama, I’ve come to ask for guidance.
But my mind’s not up to meditating - it’s off after my belovèd.

Whether the venerable lama here is the Panchen Lama, bLo bzang ye shes, to whom Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho caused so much frustration and sadness, is unclear;  it could of course be his tutor ‘Jam
dbyangs grags pa, or even the Regent, to whom he has gone for help:  the Tibetan term mtshan ldan
indicates one who has the hallmarks of a teacher, so better to read this individual perhaps as a symbol



for the  lama in general rather than as any one specific person.  Nonetheless, the poet has come for
assistance - whether regarding his spiritual practise per se or something more mundane - and yet not
even the presence of the teacher can bring his mind to focus on the matter in hand.

It is tempting only to see this as a symptom of something else, of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s extra
curricular activity, but it could also be a kind of teaching in itself.  After all, it is an unusual meditator
whose mind does not wander, even in the most elevated of company, and here we come face to face
with the humanity, with the normality, of the Dalai Lama himself, more interested in his girlfriend than in
the refined and sublime fruits of enlightenment.

The repetition of the word sems here seems to pull these two readings together:  on the one hand,
there is the mind which desires instruction while, on the other hand, there is the mind which is incapable
of meditation.  In the final line, the mind is searching after the lover, tracking her down:  it’s surely a
familiar feeling to all those who aspire to contemplation, the mind seeking out an object of desire, rather
than concentrating upon the meditative state.

bSGom.p.b).mai.Zl.rs/ yid.l.a]r.RGYU.mi.adUg

m.SGom.b*ms.pai.Zl.rs/ yid.l.a.le.au.le// 21

mgu glu 18 (Sørensen p109)

I’m meditating on my lama’s face, but it won’t come to my mind.
I’m not meditating on my lover’s face, but, oh, clearer and clearer it comes to my mind.

This is clearly another version of the preceding poem, albeit in a slightly different context.  Here there is
no doubt that the poet is simply meditating, bringing (or trying to bring) the lama to mind, presumably  in
a form of guru yoga.  What actually happens is that the lover’s face comes again and again, clearer and
clearer.  The sound of the phrase a le u le is, for me, erotically charged, the clarity being a kind of fanta-
sy, driven not only by visual but also by imaginative definition.

More interesting than the perceived meaning is the poem’s stark parallelism.  While on a semantic
level, the first lines of both couplets are similar, on an aural level they are almost identical (each syllable
is repeated, albeit in a different order, with the exception of byams and bla).  bsGom pa bla ma is con-
trasted, at first sight, with ma sgom byams pa, but the latter could also indicate a woman (ma), the lover
upon whom he is meditating (an idea cannily hidden within ma sgom).

In the second line of each of the two couplets, the relationship between the face mentioned before the
caesura and the poet’s mind is presented to us.  Note that the face is, both times, presented in the hon-
orific form (zhal ras) - again, as in the last poem, an indication perhaps that the lama and the lover are
each accorded an equal, superior status.  Although there is a contrast here between the semantic end-
ing of the first couplet and the onomatapoeic ending of the second couplet, there is nonetheless an
aural echo in the unstressed fourth and sixth syllables.

I think that this poem offers a very subtle series of echoes, within and between the lines, suggesting
that we should look at the similarities in the two experiences, rather than the apparently frustrating dif-
ferences.  In both this and the previous poem, we have a perennial problem of meditators - the wander-
ing mind - ostensibly acknowledged by none other than the Dalai Lama.  What is significant though is
that, while these poems (or at least the versions in the mgu glu) have heretofore been interpreted as
signalling the young lama’s frustration (whether in his practise, in his political position or in his lovelife),
nothing in the Tibetan indicates such a feeling.  In fact, it is possible, I think, to read these poems as a
nexus of ideas:  first, that a wandering mind is in the nature of contemplative practise;  second, that
since all images are held anyhow to be illusory, there is nothing inherently wrong, when perceived with
clarity, in focussing on one’s lover, as opposed to the lama (hence the use of the honorific form for both
lama and lover);  and thirdly, as a kind of humorous acknowledgement by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
that even those held to be the highest incarnations are immune, neither from a wandering mind nor
from the erotic and lustful focus of such a mind.



]uv.d+is.b*ms.p.ri.q,od/ SKU.m]xms.l.[d.n/

gZon.pai.s.gv.s.gZis/ ]os.RGYg.l.\ul.]og 22

1b sku mtshams de la thad na
2b chos rgyag de la phul chog

My lover go off to a mountain retreat?
Then everything I have I’ll offer to religion.

This is a similar poem to 20, although the rôles seem here to be reversed.  If the lover goes off to
retreat (ri khrod sku mtshams is more clearly a proper enclosed retreat than the wild fastness expressed
with dben pa’i ri khrod), then the young poet will give to religion whatever he has to support himself.
This is a more definitive poem than 20, however, since here Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho chooses to
dedicate himself to religion rather than to a simple life of wandering in the mountains.

What is curious about both of these poems is the way in which the poet identifies himself as being
young (gzhon).  It could be a way in which the true poet (not the Dalai Lama) wishes to ally himself with
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, who was known (or at least believed) to have died at a young age;  on
the other hand, it could suggest that at a young age we believe that we have time to have fun and only
then attend to serious things such as spiritual practise - the implication being that we don’t and that we
should not wait for our lover to get religion, rather that we should apply ourselves right now to the
religous life.

v.dv.SFiv.SDUg.\,d.p/ LHo.rov.LJon.pai.ngs.gseb/

SM+.mqn.ne.]xo.A.Qes/ gsv.SGo.RTol.b.m.gnv.// 23

mgu glu 50 (Sørensen p229)

My sweetheart and I meet in the densely forested southern valley.
Please, chattering parrot, don’t go piercing our secrecy.

Secret liasons are not simply an exciting way of developing a relationship:  they can be a necessity,
when powerful people disapprove.  Even after his scandalous disrobing before the Panchen Lama in
1702, the preferred perception of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as a celibate practitioner appears to
have continued.  Clearly, his attempts to hide his behavior (whether for his own sake, for the sake of his
lovers or for the sake of political propriety we can never exactly be sure) did not always meet with suc-
cess and,sometimes, he had to resign himself to the inevitable sinecure:  as poem 53 of the mgu glu
puts it, “secrecy matters little now that footprints have been left in the snow” (gsang dang ma gsang mi
‘dug |zhabs rjes gangs la bzhag yod).

The forests of the southern valley are far from Lhasa, but not far enough from prying eyes and ears.
Given the extent of the Regent’s desire for control over the young Dalai Lama, it would not be surprising
had spies been sent after him to check up on his activities.  The fact that the poet gives expression to
this concern suggests that he was under no illusions as to what was happening.  We should remember
here that the relationship between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and his Regent was not unlike that
between many sons and their fathers:  the child desires freedom and the parent resists granting the
freedom, lest it be misused - nonetheless, the child attempts to wrest power from the parent, whether
secretly or not, and this state of affairs is acknowledged and, to a certain extent, accepted by the par-



ent.  We can see this dynamic being played out during the Dalai Lama’s life and it might be a mistake to
read too much genuine heartache into Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s frustrated declarations:  he was
probably enjoying the battle with his Regent as much as he was frustrated by it.

]xig.gsum.SFiv.gtm.bQos.s/ neau.siv.LCv.rai.SBUg.SKYog

b*iau.ajol.mo.m.RTogs/ su.dv.gv.gis.mi.Qes// 24

1b ne’u gsing lcang ra’i sbug skyog

In the furthest corner of the willow grove, with three words we spoke our love:
The witless sparrow and thrush know neither who nor how.

This is a different take on the previous poem.  It also lends credence to my suggestion that the poet is
amused by the situation and by the irritation which his actions are causing.

The secret canopy of trees again provides a hideaway:  the willow is a standard topos for a trysting
place and here the furthest point within the grove recalls the dense forests of the southern valley in the
previous poem.  There is also a sense of magic, of wild(er)ness, in the idea of forested areas:  in medi-
aeval European literature, the forest is a place of transformation, where the civil order breaks down (a
startling example is the eleventh century laï of Marie de France, Bisclavret, in which an otherwise
respectable man transforms into a loup garou on entering a forest) and we should further recall also the
passage in the gsang rnam in which a pair of mi dred emerge from a wooded island and pursue the
narrator and his companion.  So we can perhaps imagine the ways in which the cover of trees - and, by
extension, the cover of the natural, rather than the built, environment - can be seen to have encouraged
behavior which would not elsewhere have been accepted.

Whereas the parrot - whose ability to “speak” meant that it was accorded an unusual level of intelli-
gence, though not necessarily wisdom, in Indo-Tibetan society - knew exactly what was going on in the
previous poem, here the poet seems entertained by the ignorance (ma rtogs) of the sparrow and thrush.
These two birds have been identified as representing the Qan and the Regent, and this seems a likely
reading:  not only are they portrayed as ignorant, but they are unaware of what is going on effectively
right in front of their eyes.  In this regard, the last line strikes me as exhibiting a very witty and very obvi-
ous double entendre, the like of which would have been as amusing to a man of Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho’s age in Tibet at the turn of the seventeenth century as it would be to his modern counterpart.

SFiv.SDUg.b*.RDo.lm.\,d/ A.m.]v.ms.SBYr.b*Uv./

ln.]gs.\,U.gU.b*Uv.n/ gso.SKYov.q*e.rs.SNv.ZU// 25

mgu glu 28 (Sørensen p162)

I met my love by chance upon the road - you put us up, Madame, at your inn.
Please look after any children, any debts we mightI incur.

This poem strikes me as too generic to be attributed to any specific author, but its place in the mgu glu
suggests that it might, nonetheless, be by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself.  I feel it’s generic sim-
ply because it presents a standard tale of a casual affair and the abrogation of fatherly responsibility,
although that in itself might be a reason for doubt.  

That bya rdo lam phrad implies a casual meeting is certain, but it could equally suggest, I would say, a
coup de foudre - especially with the phrase snying sdug attached.  The use of snying sdug in this poem



(and in 23, 26 and 28 too) is interesting:  sdug means both “beautiful, lovely” and “misery” and echoes
somehow the polarity between the English word gift and the German Gift (“poison”).  That attractiveness
is something which can create sadness is explicitly stated in countless Buddhist texts:  the antidote is to
remember, as we read in 4 above, that physical beauty is transformed over time through the process of
aging.

A ma chang ma, a landlady or hostess, is so frequently used of a Madame (since, as in so many other
cultures, Tibetan inns doubled as brothels) that it is hard to be certain whether the young girl was a
prostitute or whether the couple simply needed a place to stay the night.  45 presents us with another
way of looking at the chang ma phenomenon, but I think there is no doubt here that she is an ordinary
landlady.

That the girl could have somehow been attached to the landlady’s inn is indicated in the second coup-
let.  The debts - in the form of children - would in some sense have been the landlady’s responsibility,
had the girl been one of her prostitutes, which lends the respectful snang zhu a tongue-in-cheek, almost
mocking, tone.

Zg.gcig.bRKYvs.pai.SFiv.SDUg s,od.l.aja.b.gnv.ZU/

[o.rvs.nm.z).btv.dUs/ ab,l.m]xms.b*ed.p.los.yin// 26

Come evening, my sweetheart of one day wanted to meet.
Come morning, we had to part.

Here the contrast is between the evening and the morning, the time of covert and overt activity.  Again
we have an indication of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s confused position - at night he can be the lover,
but by day he must act according to his rank.

The respectful use of gnang zhu indicates his relationship with his lover:  although he has only known
her for a single day, nonetheless the discourse suggests that he feels her to be someone special.  It’s
strange, however, that he should use such language of a casual lover - this is not the honorific language
used when talking of a lover who might leave him for the religious life:  rather it is language which, more
likely, should be used for someone whom he has known for some time.  One is tempted to see Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho as the sort of person for whom all lovers are, at the moment in question, the ideal;
we see this played out continually, if we are to take at face value the poems - such as the next - in
which he talks of his frustration with deceitful girls. 

SFiv.gtm.gZn.l.m.bQd/ ]uv.ad+is.b*ms.pr.bQd.ps/

b*ms.p.Qr.\o.mv.ns/ SFiv.gtm.dg+.bos.go.sov.// 27

mgu glu 29 (Sørensen 165)

Secrets not told to others I tell to my belovèd -
And, from her many suitors, my enemies hear my secrets.

That the word here translated as “secrets” - snying gtam - means literally “heart talk” is significant, since
what are clearly intimate and private feelings are being divulged by the lover to her other male friends
(not necessarily, though maybe also, her other boyfriends).  This is an example of Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s being deceived by his lovers, of his perhaps assuming more loyalty on the part of his girl-
friend than is wise.  The use of the word bshad suggests that this is more than just idle talk, that there is
something important, maybe profound, being conveyed.



It could also be, of course, that the lover here is the Regent.  He clearly had a very intimate relation-
ship with the Dalai Lama and, moreover, was probably not averse from passing on details to unscrupu-
lous hangers-on.  As with poem 29 in the mgu glu, the secrets here might be personal or they might
have to do with spiritual practise, especially the (homophonous) rNying ma practises undertaken by
both the 5th and the 6th Dalai Lamas.  The political implications of such revelations would have been
significant, despite the “Great” Fifth’s own predeliction for rNying ma ideas.

The characterisation of the loud-mouthed suitors as shar pho (“stags”) indicates surely that these are
people who are not only haughty, but who also think themselves to be important:  I would imagine that
these are men who would enjoy spreading scandal, arrogant men who might want (whether for their
own reasons or for broader political gain) to destabilise the hierarchy, or who might want to win the
favor of the Regent (who was still without doubt the most powerful person in the state).  But, in doing
so, they reveal the Dalai Lama’s secrets to a wider audience, most probably to the Qan and his follow-
ers.

Poems such as this one are hard to gauge, since they can be read on a number of levels, both politi-
cal and romantic.  For Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, loyalty came at a high price and it is important to
remember that every young woman with whom he slept was a potential spy, either for the Qan of the
Regent:  it must have been tempting, for even the most apolitical of his lovers, to spill the beans to a
friend or to another lover or client...and so, like falling dominos, the chain of information fed out to pow-
erful and important people.

SFiv.SDUg.yid.\,og.LH.mo/ RVon.p.v.rs.zin.kYv./

dbv.]en.mi.yi.dpon.p/ nor.bzv.RGY.lus.a\,og.sov.// 28

mgu glu 30 (Sørensen p167)

My love, my captivating goddess, even though I am the hunter who took you,
The powerful ruler Norzang Gyalbu has stolen your body away.

This poem, as Sørensen has pointed out in his commentary to the version in the mgu glu, relates to one
of the scenes in the Jataka story Sudhana, transferred to the stage in a Tibetan version by Tshe ring
dbang ‘dus during the lifetime of the 6th Dalai Lama.  

The dakini Yid ‘phrog lHa mo has been captured by a hunter wielding a magical lasso;  the hunter is
advised by a hermit to offer the dakini to Prince Nor bu bzang po, which he does;  the Prince marries
Yid ‘phrog lHa mo and the story develops from that point towards its happy conclusion.

In the first couplet, there is perhaps an echo of mgon po (lord) in rngon pa (hunter).  This seems to me
an indication that the poet identifies himself as someone who is to protect his beautiful lover from other
suitors:  that her lovliness is such as to captivate the mind (yid ‘phrog) is clearly a perilous situation, not
only for her but equally for the poet.

In the second couplet, the divine girl is contrasted with the human prince, the mi yi dpon po, while the
rngon pa seems to be set up in a powerplay against the dpon po.  These pairings are used to create a
tension which is also present in the drama of the original story.  The use in both couplets of the word
‘phrog is also significant:  the dakini steals the young man’s mind while the prince steals the body of the
dakini.

It seems particularly likely here that this should be read as a political poem, with the hunter, the prince
and the dakini standing in for, in no particular order, the Regent, the Qan and Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho.   Sørensen has covered the relationship between this poem and the story of Prince Nor bzang,
in some depth, however, and it is to his analysis that I would direct the reader for further investigation.

nor.bu.lg.ns.yov.dUs/ nor.buai.nor.fms.m.]od/



nor.bu.mi.l.Qor.dUs/ SFiv.r)Uv.STod.l.]xv.sov.// 29

mgu glu 31 (Sørensen p174)

When in your hand you hold a jewel, you never guess the value of the jewel;
When to another you lose the jewel, your heart boils up in rage.

The similarity between nor bu (“jewel”) and nor (“to err, to be mistaken”) should not be forgotten when
reading this poem.  It’s a standard piece of moralising, of course, about the importance of understand-
ing what you have and of not relinquishing it.  We can read many themes here - the loss of Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho from Tibet (both that he was taken from Lhasa towards Peking and that he either
died on the way or escaped to a kind of freedom in Alashan), a warning to hold fast to one’s spiritual
practise, a warning to hold onto the government of Tibet in the face of the Mongol assaults - and each
of them returns to the idea that the loss of something which has great, if unrecognised, value later cre-
ates profound distress and sadness in the heart.

If this poem is indeed by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho then it seems to be a warning to those whom
he feels are playing games with the government of Tibet.  While it could also, I suppose, be a poem
about lost love, such an interpretation somehow doesn’t ring true - this is a man who expresses his
emotions and so will admit to the love he feels for another person.  Moreover, I feel that the very physi-
cality of his rage, as shown in the last line, is more in keeping with his political frustration and fears for
his position and for Tibet in general than with the personal and intimate matters of his love affairs.

me.tog.Qr.ns.yl.sov./ b*ms.p.g+og.ns.RGs.sov./

v.dv.ser.b*Uv.buv.bai/ b)o.[g.de.qs.]od.sov.// 30

1b byams pa ‘grogs nas rgas song
2a nga dang gser byung bung ba’i

A flower blossoms, then fades;  my love, once met, grows old.
The little honeybee and I, we accept our lot.

A poem reminiscent of 4 and 10, dealing with a key Buddhist topic, the acceptance of the ephemeral
nature of the world.  What is noteworthy here is that, whilst the lover grows old, there is no indication
that a similar process affects the poet.  An alternative reading would be to see byams pa as love itself,
the passionate newness of which quickly transforms into one of a number of emotions, from blissful
companionship to a bitter split.  If read in this way, the poem could also be seen as a commentary on
political change and the favors inherent in political life, or else as a sad though clear-sighted commen-
tary on Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s worsening relationship with his Regent.

Q.]x.Zn.p.]es.ns/ aqor.bai.[en.[g.yin.p/

m.b*s.dmn.Qr.bu.mos/ q,el.gZUv.mi.adUg.gsuv.gis// 31 

The great desire for love is the rope pulling Samsara along -
But if I didn’t have it, this young girl would say I wasn’t up for it.



This is a psychologically complex poem, insofar as it presents a difficulty which I suspect is found wher-
ever there is a cultural emphasis upon monastic practise.  The phrase sha tsha points to the passion,
the steamy heat of lovemaking, which fills the poet’s mind.  But this, as we read endlessly in Buddhist
texts, is also the catalyst for samsaric, worldly, existence, the one solidifying the other ever more.
Desire is one of the ropes, but ignorance and anger complete the triangulation and we should be aware
that both of these are also somehow invoked in the first couplet.

Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s choice to disrobe gave him - at least on the surface:  we have no idea
how much, if ever, he strayed from the confinements of the vinaya before he disrobed - the chance to
take lovers and to explore the worldly pleasures enjoyed by people beyond the monastic boundaries.
But, as one schooled in the Buddhadharma, he would have been aware - at least theoretically - of the
pitfalls and the mental stress which this can create.

The first couplet, like so many of these verses, is not a personalised statement, there is no “I” with
which to identify an actor.  The second couplet implies that the poet is somehow pretending to be pas-
sionate - or else that he has these feelings despite himself:  it’s poignant here to consider how the act of
disrobing can create greater mental bondage rather than less.

However we read the phrase ma byas here, it’s clear that he wishes to save face with his lover (of
course such things as penis size and potency and creativity can be seen coming together in this
phrase).  But the lover is described in a strange way:  she is a dman shar bu mo, but the verb which is
used for her is the honorific (gsung).  Since dman shar is only one of a number of words which could
have been used for a female,  this would seem to be a deliberate choice.  It would seem that the poet
wishes this woman to be seen both as his inferior and superior - a kind of passive-aggressive relation-
ship, perhaps, exists between the two.  

Elsewhere in this text (and in the mgu glu) we have the term khrel gzhung used in the context of
shameless women, lovers who show no concern or modesty.  Here, on the other hand, we have it used
of men whose performance in bed leaves something to be desired.  The poem reveals a challenging
double-bind situation for the disrobed monk.

me.tog.yl.bai.adb.m/ A.sr.zd.pai.SFiv.SDUg

ajxum.dv.so.dkr.bSTn.kYv./ sems.l.dga.]xor.mi.adUg 32

1b a gsar zad pa’i snying sdug
2a ‘dzum mdangs so dkar bstan kyang

Leaves wither on the trees, my sweetheart’s youth fades away.
Her smile is lovely and her teeth are white, but my heart holds no joy.

Yet another poem comparing the cycle of the natural world with the fading beauty of the poet’s lover.
The parallelism in the first couplet, between the leafy tree whose blossoms fade and the lover whose
youth is exhausted, is structurally striking:  the final two syllables, emphasized, are each preceded by
their qualifying noun-phrase.  Me tog and a gsar are clearly the way in which the two - the tree and the
girl - advertise themselves (to bees and to prospective suitors):  but they only last a short time and what
is left, the poet seems to be implying, holds no attraction.

The concessive clause which opens the second couplet only stresses this lack of permanent beauty.
Maybe this smile also holds a message beyond the obvious:  maybe it relates to the way in which
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was treated as Dalai Lama, with fawning smiles and superficial respect,
whilst he was in fact being shut out of the affairs of state and the governance to which he was entitled.
This reading would fit with the frequent identification of the lover with the Regent, as one who gives love
while simultaneously refusing to hand over the reins of power;  it would also fit with the choice of the
term snying sdug to describe the lover.

The echo between snying sdug and mi ‘dug is, then, perhaps quite significant.  The lack of joy which
the situation brings to the poet is directly connected to - rather than simply identified with - the



lover/Regent.  This poem holds a deep sadness concerning the unsatisfactory nature, both of life itself
and of the superficial appearance of things.

\.ms.bcol.bai.mdUn.ms/ mi.yov.ZU.RGYU.med.kYv./

rv.sems.\,.mo.]uv.ad+is/ b*ms.pai.RJes.l.lv.sov.// 33

2b byams pa’i rjes la langs song

Even though I never asked them, my parents chose this woman.
In my mind, I’m reaching out for my fine and gentle lover.

Who here are the parents?  We can identify perhaps the poet’s real parents or else the Regent and the
Qan, or maybe even the blissful union of wisdom and skillful method as personified in the yab yum form
of Tantric yi dam practise.  Each of these couples has presented a possible bride:  Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s parents handed him over at a very young age into the care of the Regent, the Regent and
the Qan bequeathed him the poisoned chalice of political (im)potence and a highly uncertain status, and
the Tantric parents offer the truth of reality through spiritual practise, albeit compromised by his political
rôle and his arrogant teachers.  However we read this poem, there is anger and frustration, that what
could have been good in fact turned out to be hopelessly flawed.

There is bitterness in the first couplet, then.  The second, however, is moving in its simplicity.  It is per-
sonal (rang sems) and speaks of the wish for a gentle and refined lover, in contrast we might imagine to
the proud male egos which filled the Potala.  As in 20, the phrase rjes langs song seems to imply a per-
suit (whether in fantasy or reality), a desperate attempt here to find someone with whom, away from the
machinations and manipulations of powerful men, he can finally be happy.

sems.p.adi.l.ag+o.ag+o dm.p.]os.l.sov.n/

]xe.gcig.lus.gcig.rv.l/ svs.RGYs.[ob.p.adugo 34

mgu glu 19 (Sørensen p111)

Though my mind wanders through the world, if I went to the Dharma,
I could get myself enlightened in one life and one body.

This strikes me as another poem which is too generic to fit specifically into the subject matter of this
text.  It is a standard commentary on the contrast between the secular and the spiritual, playing the
mind wandering in samsara against the mind focussed upon contemplation.

The idea that one can become enlightened (or as here, more accurately, become Buddha) in a single
lifetime is central to the Vajrayana worldview.  The poet seems to be reiterating the texts which remind
worldly people to start practising as soon as possible (“as though your hair were on fire” is one of the
most popular images), rather than wait for a more suitable moment.

qm.bu.z.RGYU.med.pai/ qm.sov.ab,s.bu.nil.nil/

SFiv.SDUg.ag+ig.RGYU.med.pai/ gtm.gsum.mi.qai.RJXg.RJXg 35



I shouldn’t eat the peaches - the fruit clustered on the peach tree;
I shouldn’t date these girls - my three words jamming the mouths of others.

The association of young girls with ripe peaches is a common theme in love literature.  The terms nil nil
and rdzag rdzag here indicate a clustering together - of peaches on the boughs of a peach tree and
(more onomatapoeically) of words filling the mouths of chattering people.

Whilst this is obviously another poem about betrayal at the hands of a lover, it’s also an admission of
the poet’s own guilt in the matter.  He is fully aware of the consequences of going with these girls, and
yet he follows his heart and not his mind.  The parallel structure of the two couplets illustrates this
understanding:  the fact that the first line of both couplets declares what shouldn’t be done assures us
that this in fact is what will be done.  

The word ‘grig doesn’t necessarily imply anything more than spending time in another person’s compa-
ny, so the fact that the poet feels that this is going to cause problems should remind us how tight were
the “silken ropes” which bound Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho to the Potala and the Tibetan political hier-
archy.  One is tempted perhaps to imagine that the gtam gsum here is simply harmless flirting on the
part of the Dalai Lama - but which, in the mouths of those wishing to cause him harm, might become
the harsh rdzag rdzag of malicious gossip.  Again, of course, the mediators are the snying sdug who,
maybe a little like the Harpies of Greek legend, are both beautiful and destructive.

do.nub.r.yv.gzi.sov./ gns.moai.\,g.l.fl.]og

sv.Zog.ag+o.bai.nm.]xod/ b*.\o.]x.lus.gnv.yov.// 36

2a sang zhogs ‘gro ba’i nam tshod
2b bya pho mtsha’ lus gnang yong

So drunk tonight, I’ll sleep on the barmaid’s shoulder.
Come morning time, the cock will crow me awake.

As in other poems in this collection, we have here a contrast set up between the evening, when the
darkness obscures one’s activities and the light of morning, when the crowing of the cockerel brings
back clarity and order.

The theme of being too drunk to go home is universal and this is a poem full neither of hidden mean-
ings nor of particular references to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  In fact, given the account which we
possess of his drinking bouts, in which he remained sober despite endless quantities of alcohol (a feat
mentioned in fact in relation to a number of Tibetan Buddhist yogins over the centuries), it seems possi-
ble that this poem is not necessarily even about Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, let alone by him.

r)Uv.RT.yr.ag+oai.[og.l/ r)Uv.bSKYed.dr.LCog.gcxug.yod/

ajxv.m.m.svs.bu.moai/ mg+on.po.l.bos.b*Uv.// 37

mgu glu 21 (Sørensen p143)

The windhorse rears up, a fluttering banner unfurled:
A girl from the nobility has invited me as her guest.

Given that the Dalai Lama occupies the highest rôle in Tibetan society, this poem - if indeed it is by



Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho - seems to be ironic.  The celebratory unfurling of the fluttering windhors-
es presages great joy or expectation, it sends prayers into the skies for good fortune and for happiness.
But, for one who is more frequently seen carousing with prostitutes and spending time with the drunk-
ards and low-life down in front of the Potala in Zhol, an invitation from a young lady of the nobility would
be a cause of excitement - and of relief, one imagines, to the authorities.

The girl is described as ‘dzang ma ma sangs, almost an aural palindrome expressing both the social
position of the young woman and, somehow, her beautiful impurity.  This brings to mind again the para-
dox of the term snying sdug, it is as though for this poet (and maybe for the linguistic consciousness of
Tibetan society in general) beauty in women goes hand-in-hand with a sense of foreboding - of evil, per-
haps.  So however high-ranking her family might in fact be, this girl is nevertheless a danger, with her
beautiful appearance and her rich lifestyle.

If the poem is not by - or about - Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then such an interpretation is overly
cynical.  In this case, then, it is simply a poem of genuine excitement at being invited as a guest into the
house of a noble family - and at the possibility of some kind of liason with this young woman.

so.dkr.LPgs.pai.ajxum.mdvs/ bZUgs.g+l.SPYi.l.bSTn.kYv./

mig.zur.\,.moai.SG+il.m]xms/ gZon.pai.gdov.l.bLT.gis// 28

mgu glu 22 (Sørensen p146)

Her white teeth, her smiling, shing skin were clear to me from my privileged seat.
And, from the corner of her eye, she was gazing into my youthful face.

bZhugs gral spyi, the head position in the parallel rows of monks sitting together in a temple, clearly
indicates either a monk who has reached this position in (relative) old age after years of service, or else,
like the Dalai Lama, a sprul pa, the human embodiment of a yi dam.  Given the context, the latter would
seem to be the obvious reading.

This, then, is a poem about unspoken attraction between a monk and a young, beautiful woman.
There is something curious however about the phraseology employed in the verse.  It is almost as
though the poet is surprised, flattered even, by the attention of this woman, shown by the concessive
kyang:  even though her shining smile and her lovely skin are obvious to all, it is to the young poet’s
face that she gives attention.  

The subtle, sideways glances implied in the phrase mig zur phra ma have a sort of coyness about
them, a coyness which would not likely be found in the girls who hung around in the market or in the
red-light districts:  maybe this is the noblewoman mentioned in the previous poem (note that the two
texts are also found in sequence in the mgu glu).

h.cn.sems.l.a\,os.ns/ ag+og.ad+is.Ae.yov.bLTs.ps/

Qi.b,l.b*ed.n.m.RTogs/ gson.b,l.mi.[ub.gsuv.gis// 39

mgu glu 23 (Sørensen p148)

I’ve been thinking too much, wondering if I’ll see my love.
“When death will part us is uncertain”, she says, “but life - that’ll never part us.”

This is an unusual combination of Buddhist teaching and love poetry.  The first couplet seems to be an
acknowledgement of desire and the anxiety which that can bring:  ha cang sets the tone at the begin-



ning of the verse, emphasising the poet’s irritation at his obsessive behavior, while e yong lends a fur-
ther desperation.  The use of ‘phros, too, is noteworthy, in that it suggests a diffusion, of energy sent in
a number of different directions and of attention lacking a clear focus.

In the second couplet, the uncertainty of death is contrasted with the certainty that, during this life, he
will never be parted from his lover.  That it is clearly she, not he, who has said this (note the use of the
honorific gsung) makes me wonder whether this might just be another woman who is stringing the poet
along with false promises.  That she is referred to as ‘grog ‘dris, a term indicating perhaps a shorter,
more casual relationship, suggests that this is all the more likely, especially given the use of gis at the
end of the verse, which leaves us hanging in the air somewhat, drawing our own conclusions as to the
honesty of this girl’s protestation.

ajxvs.mai.sems.dv.bSTun.n/ ]xe.adi.]os.SKl.]d.ag+o

dben.p.ri.q,od.ag+im.n/ bu.moai.[ugs.dv.agl.ag+o 40

mgu glu 24 (Sørensen p150)

Going along with my bright girl’s heart, I’d foresake my chance to practise Dharma.
But wandering in the lonely mountains goes against a woman’s heart.

Here, unlike in the corresponding poem in the mgu glu, we have what seem to be two distinct ideas
expressed by the two couplets.  Overall, the poem is, of course, about the poet’s contradictory set of
desires - whether, on the one hand, to stay with his lover or, on the other, to persue the life of a wander-
ing yogin.  As I have previously mentioned, the Vajrayana stresses the potential to reach enlightenment
within a single lifetime (tshe ‘di):  whilst there is also a tradition (especially in the rNying ma, in which
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is said to have had considerable interest) of householder practitioners,
this appears not to have been given credence here.

What is striking about these couplets, though, is the way in which the regular word for heart or mind,
sems, in the first couplet is contrasted with the honorific word thugs in the second;  there also appears
to be a contrast being made between ‘dzangs ma and bu mo, as though the former referred to the
poet’s lover (whose mind or appearance is bright and shining), whilst the latter applied to women in gen-
eral.  

It is tempting to speculate as to why these two words for heart/mind are used.  As I have translated it,
it might be that the poet is raising the importance of women’s experience to an honorific level - much in
the way in which mediaeval courtly literature raised up the belle dame, both for her own sake and for
the sake of spiritual experience.  Taken in this way, then, it could be seen in fact as an encouragement
to undertake the practise of a householder, or even to enter into a secret union with the lover as a spiri-
tual consort (yab yum).  To follow such a path would, however, contradict the idea of the first couplet.

Sørensen has suggested that the lover in the mgu glu version is perhaps a symbol for the Regent, that
the poem is about the poet’s desire to practise Dharma and how the machinations in the government
prevent him from so doing.  In this version, however, I would suggest that the first couplet might refer to
the lover and the second to the Regent, that it might be a commentary on the two main problems in the
Dalai Lama’s life.  That is to say, if he lived with his lover, he would be unable to spend time in medita-
tion, but that if he disappeared into the mountains - ie became anonymous - that would displease the
Regent.

Of course, the interplay of these two terms - the one regular, the other honorific - is what gives this
version of this poem its particular interest.  It depends upon how we read the implications of such shifts
in discourse as to how we understand the deeper meanings and interrelationship of the two couplets. 

SB+v.bu.bRGY.l.zin.ad+/ kov.a\,ug.gZon.pai.sems.p/



Zg.gsum.fl.rog.b*s.n/ \ug.yul.LH.]os.adod.gis// 41 

mgu glu 25 (Sørensen p153)

Like a bee trapped in a web, the Kong po kid’s thinking...
“Three days she’s been in my bed - and I’m thinking of religion...”.

This has echoes of the previous poem - and of others throughout the collection - insofar as it concerns
the choice between the religious and secular ways of life.  The period of three days traditionally indi-
cates that a relationship is becoming serious, that it is not simply a casual affair:  and yet, this young
man is thinking about contemplative practise.

Given the fact that Kong po has no particular claim to fame in the life of the 6th Dalai Lama, I would
conjecture that this may neither be by him nor about him.  As it stands, it was probably a common
theme in the life of young men in a country like Tibet, for whom religious life was an ever-present focus.
The bee trapped in the spider’s web mirrors both the experience of lovers in an unsatisfying relationship
as well as the experience of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho caught up in the affairs of the Tibetan gov-
erning classes - it could refer to all of these things or to just one.

dmn.Qr.SKYes.ab,s.m]xr.l/ j.]v.adod.yon.jxom.p/

Qi.ns.LH.lus.b)vs.kYv./ adi.ls.dga.ves.mi.adUg 42

1b ja chang ‘dod yon ‘dzoms pa

Beautiful girls and tea and beer - a mixture of all my desires.
Even if I die and go to heaven, nothing for sure is more joyful than this!

Whether or not we should read this poem alongside 45 is unclear:  it could be simply a poem about
worldly pleasures, or it could be an indication of something more profound, of the transformation of
worldly pleasures through spiritual practise in this life.  I would suggest that the simpler reading is likely
to be the better one, that the poem can also be understood as a good-natured acknowledgement of life
and its pleasures.

It is interesting, in the context of this text as a collection of so-called “love” lyrics, that half of the first
couplet is given over to beautiful girls and only one syllable each to beer and tea:  this is certainly a
telling statistic.  The language used too is significant: dman shar indicates the inferior birth which is pre-
sumed to have befallen a woman, while skye ‘bras and mtshar both indicate physical attractiveness.

In the second couplet, this admixture of pleasures is contrasted with attaining the body of a god.  To
acquire the body of a god (notice that this body is a lus rather than the honorific sku) still means of
course that one has not yet attained enlightenment and still requires time and effort to do so:  indeed,
as a human practitioner, one is assured that the gods spend so much time enjoying themselves that
they give no attention (less even than humans) to spiritual practise and so, when the time comes for
them to die, they are faced with enormous sadness and frustration, due to their disinterest thus far.
Given this reading, it might in fact be the case that there is a hidden tantric meaning to this poem:  in
this world, pure enjoyment (and it is the purity here, of course, which is hard to attain) of drink and sex
gives one more (enlightened) joy than becoming a god.

bu.mo.a]i.b.med.n/ ]v.l.mjxd.p.mi.adUg



gZon.pai.gtn.gYi.SKYbs.gns/ adi.l.bcol.bs.los.]g 43

mgu glu 34 (Sørensen 181)

If girls never died, we’d not need to brew beer:
An eternal refuge it will become for this young man.

Another universal theme of the life of love is to drown your sorrows after your lover has left you.  But,
perhaps more poignantly, this appears to be about the death of the poet’s lover - or maybe a poem writ-
ten in response to a friend’s loss.

The term gtan gyi skyabs gnas reminds us of the eternal Buddhist Triple Refuge of Buddha, Dharma
and Sangha.  Maybe the poet is here suggesting that, in situations like this, all the contemplation in the
world is powerless to assuage such deep sadness, that all we can do is drink our misery away.  This is
made all the more sad, somehow, by the emphatic positioning of the young man, gzhon pa, at the
beginning of the second couplet, contrasted also with bu mo in the same position in the first couplet.

SKYes.ns.Qi.bs.m.]og mdUn.m.ab,l.RGYU.yin.n/

Qi.ns.br.doai.\,v.l/ sems.p.SKYo.rog.yin.p// 44

2a shi nas bar do’i ‘phrang la
2b sems pa skyo rogs yin pa

If I were to be separated by death from my wife,
In the journey after death, my mind would be my consolation.

Unlike Sørensen, I see this poem as a positive acknowledgement of the meditative mind.  The poet con-
siders that were he not only to die, but also thereby to be separated from his wife, then in the bar do
state after death - a time of great fear and confusion for the mindstream as it makes its way along the
footpath (‘phrang) between lives - the mind, which he has developed in this life through meditation,
would be his companion and consolation.

This is, as far as I can see, a commentary upon and encouragement in spiritual practise.  If you prac-
tise, the poet says, you will be able to withstand all the problems after death:  not even the loss of your
dear wife will overburden you.

Structurally, the poem revolves around the words placed at the start of each couplet - after birth (skyes
nas) and after death (shi nas).  In many ways, this is a poem about the absolute necessity of contem-
plation and of mind-training, about the ideas found at the very center of Buddhist philosophy and prac-
tise.

dg.p.Qr.riai.gvs.]u/ k)U.bdud.RDo.RJe.zil.p/

bdud.RCXi.SMn.gYis.\b.RGYUn/ ]v.m.ye.Qes.mqa.ag+o

dm.]xig.gcxv.ns.gtuv.n/ vn.sov.m*ov.dgos.mi.adUg

gZon.pai.]xe.gv.bsgs.pai/ SDig.SG+ib.Zor.l.dg.ag+o 45



mgu glu 20 (Sørensen p113)

Pure glacial waters from the eastern mountain and dewdrops from a vajra-plant,
Brewed with the yeast of ambrosia by the beery dakini of wisdom:

If you drink it with pure intent, you’ll never experience the lower states.
The errors and sins of this young man’s life will be purified.

In his long and exhaustive commentary upon the version of this poem found in the mgu glu, Sørensen
investigates the topographical identity of the eastern mountain (Dag pa shar ri), the biological identity of
the Bonnet Bell-flower (Codonopsis, klu bdud rdo rje), the practical use of phab rgyun in brewing and
the iconographical identity of the goddess Ye shes mkha’ ‘gro (the jñanadakini rDo rje phag mo, or
Vahravarahi).  The meaning of the first three couplets (the three which appear in the mgu glu) seems to
be fairly straightforward.

As in 42, we appear here to have a poem in which Tantric practise - that is, using all experience as
transformatory, as a means of attaining one-pointed focus and, thereby, an enlightened state of mind - is
encouraged:  if our experience is pure, then we can never experience ngan song - the hells, the lower
states of existence.  Although this is not so frequently encountered in everyday Buddhist practise in the
Tibetan tradition, it is nonetheless an tradition with a long history:  indeed, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
is sometimes placed alongside other eccentric poet-yogins such as Mi la ras pa and ‘Brug pa kun legs
as a practitioner of this kind of ro gcig (one taste) technique, in which all things are seen as equally illu-
sory and thus equally conducive to pure contemplation.

The final couplet, here, is peculiar to the present text.  By practising in the way outlined above, it
claims, the mistakes which the poet has made will be purified.  So abstruse is this poem (interested
readers can investigate further amidst Sørensen’s thirty sides of elegant explication) that we cannot
really begin to speculate whether the mgu glu version (or this version) is in fact by Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho.  What is interesting here is that the rather awkward addition of the fourth couplet in a text
whose title alludes to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as a rig ‘dzin (vidhyadara) suggests to me firstly that
this is not by the Dalai Lama and secondly that the addition has been made as a kind of prayer for
purification.  Now, whether this is a prayer for the poet himself or for Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho (or
for some other person) is unclear, but it is important to ask for what reason was this final couplet added
to an otherwise elegant and esoteric text.

b*ms.p.m]xr.bai.SGv.l/ b.]xv.bRCXe.dUv.]e.ns/

d.lm.ri.q,od.ag+im.pai/ agYvs.].ZU.dgos.b*Uvo.// 46

1b bar tshang brtse gdung che nas
2b ‘gyangs cha zhu dgos byung ngo

Desire is more and more getting in the way;  now, my beautiful love -
She’s asking me to put off my journey into the mountains.

In Sørensen’s commentary on this verse, he mentions the problems involved with translating the term
bar tshang:  it can, he says, be read in several different ways, and suggests that it is here best under-
stood as “to tamper, to meddle with someone else’s affairs”.  Desire, the third party, is creating problems
for the poet in his relationship with his lover:  we are back again with the problem of secular versus reli-
gious lifestyles.

That the poet wants to go to the mountains - ostensibly to practise as a yogin - is clear.  His problem is
that his lover wants him to stay - her desire for him and his desire for her are conspiring to delay the
realisation of his vocation.

Again we can read the lover as the Regent, trying to dissuade Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho from fol-



lowing a religious path.  The use of the word mtshar here (and elsewhere also of mdangs) reminds us
of the intellectual and creative genius of Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho - but also of his arrogance and his
predeliction for fine and elegant clothes.

ajxum.dkr.so.dkr.bSTn.kYv./ gZon.pai.b)o.q,id.yin.p/

SFiv.ns.Q.]x.yod.med/ dbu.SN.a\er.b.Ae.yod// 47

mgu glu 27 (Sørensen p159)

Your white smile, white teeth - so clear they’re leading this young man on:
But if you’re really hot for me, please give me your word.

This seems to be a poem in which the poet is entranced by a woman, about whose honesty he is
uncertain.  The white smile is perhaps an indication of superficiality, either in intention (she has no deep
feelings for him) or more generally in her behavior.  The term blo khrid recalls, as Sørensen says, the
explanation (khrid) which is given by a lama to a meditator who is embarking on a new Tantric practise:
the girl is thus expected to be offering a lesson to the poet, about lovemaking perhaps - or else about
the dishonesty of love affairs.  The alternative, homophonous, reading is blo ‘brid, indicating mental cap-
tivation - hence the translation here, which combines the literal meaning of khrid with the inferred mean-
ing of ‘brid.

In the second couplet, the term sha tsha brings to mind the heat of passionate lovemaking, but per-
haps also it signifies, by extension, the depth of feeling which the poet doubts in his lover.  He asks her
to give her word, to make a promise that she will be his:  as we see throughout this text, however, it is
hard for him to receive such promises from his lovers - and hard for them to give him their assurance.  

In this connection, it is possible to read this poem as a commentary on the Regent’s attitude towards
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  Although the two clearly had great love and affection for one another,
Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho nonetheless seems to have been incapable of true honesty, always aiming to
impress others and to act for his own advantage.  In this poem, then, he is shown as superficially ele-
gant and attractive, able to effect a kind of blo ‘brid over not only the Dalai Lama but also over the entire
Tibetan court.  That the poet asks for a promise (of fidelity,of honesty) from the Regent only goes to
illustrate his own feelings of instability - and, thereby, the instability of the state itself.

Of course, in this and in the other poems in which the poet’s presumed lover is in reality a symbol for
the Regent, we can see heavy irony at work too.  After all, Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho was not effeminate,
he clearly had an sexual interest in (noble) women and probably would have not have taken kindly to
having his honesty called into account.  But all this of course indicates that the poet in fact expects to
be let down by this most frustrating and Janus-faced of men.

g+o.jm.ml.sai.nv.gi SFiv.SDUg.dUv.sems.cn.m/

ao.loai.RGYU.nor.len.p/ gyo.SGYU.b*s.p.min.nm// 48

mgu glu 55 (Sørensen p245)

My sweet love, soft flesh within my bed,
Are you not deceitful to steal away this young man’s wealth and virtue?

As with the previous poem, this seems to be addressed to a dishonest lover, who is acting in a deceitful
and maybe cruel fashion.  Note again the use of snying gdug to describe the girl, who is clearly a beau-



tiful and desirable lover.  The adjective dung sems can ma refers both to one who is passionate (and
that in every way) but also one who is loving and full of desire:  one might immediately opt for the first
reading here, but I would suggest that it’s precisely the confusion between the two which is the source
of the poet’s uncertainty (and, of course, of his lover’s power).

In the second couplet, the term rgyu nor is equally ambiguous:  on the surface it means “wealth”, but
while other recensions (at least of the version in the mgu glu) have dge nor (virtue) we could also see
the idea of “wealth” as extending to the moral, ethical wealth to which, as Dalai Lama, Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho can be said to have been heir.

If we again read the lover as the Regent here, we have an even more direct accusation, that he is
responsible for the loss of everything which the young lama really treasures:  I would read not only
virtue into the idea of wealth, but maybe also the personal riches of independence and privacy, of the
chance to lead his own life in his own way.  The deceitful behavior (gyo sgyu byas pa) of which he is
further accused would seem to indicate the fact that, whereas Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was in
name the Dalai Lama, with all that that entailed, nonetheless it was the Regent who effectively ruled the
country and who controlled the hierarchical structure, ostensibly for his own benefit.  

]gs.SDv.ser.SNs.bsgs.pai/ adod.yon.SGYU.mai.nor.RJxs/

]uv.ad+is.b*ms.p.b*Uv.dUs/ ser.SNai.mdud.p.g+ol.sov.// 49

Desire, hatred and greed are illusory pleasures:
When my love appears, the knots of greed are untied.

That desire, hatred and greed are illusory and that they are the three interlinked poisons which drive the
ever-turning wheel of Samsara is endlessly attested within Buddhist philosophical and exhortatory texts.
The illusion of course is that they have an influence upon the true nature of the mind, which is pure
awareness and therefore not affected by ephemeral experiences.  Here they are termed nor rdzas
which means “possessions, wealth”;  that literally nor rdzas could also mean “objects [causing] error” is
also significant - even though the illusory nature of these objects remains that which is, in fact, of ulti-
mate importance.

The second couplet introduces the poet’s lover as being one who, when met, can undo for him the
knot of greed.  Now, whether this ser sna stands for the three poisons or simply as itself is irrelevant:  to
break the poisonous chain is to annihilate it completely.  Grol here, of course, is the standard word for
liberation and freedom and for the unknotting of knots;  but it is also an echo of the yi dam Tara (sGrol
ma), the female aspect of sPyan ras gzigs and thus intimately connected with the Dalai Lama, who lib-
erates everything from samsara.

So this is a poem about the power of love - or, perhaps, about the power of the imagination:  when a
visualisation (for example, of Tara) is purely integrated within the consciousness of the practitioner, then
the knots of samsara are all untied and the mind is freed.  It could be that this is about a particular per-
son, a particular girl, but it seems more likely that it’s a comment about love in general - or, possibly,
that it’s a veiled commentary upon Tantric practise.  This might be pushing the envelope of credibility a
bit too far - although, of course, it is not unusual for religious poets to use erotic or amatory imagery in
their work.

gtn.g+ogs.q*ed.l.bsm.pai/ q,el.dv.vo.]x.med.n/

mgo.l.RGYb.pai.gcxug.gyus/ SKd.].SM+.ni.mi.Qes// 50

mgu glu 26 (Sørensen p156)



When considering you, my eternal friend, I feel no shame or wonder:
The turquoise I’ve placed in your headdress can say nothing.

The term gtan grogs refers to a very close friend of long-standing, maybe akin to what is meant by
chung ‘dris in other poems here and in the mgu glu.  Again I am tempted to suggest that this “eternal
friend” might be a person whom Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho knew intimately - a lover, perhaps, or the
Regent - but that it might also refer to the Buddha mind, eternal and unchanging, in which he had for so
long been trained during his minority.

The poem is clearly about the fact that the gtan grogs is so extraordinary, so other, that nothing of its
nature - good or bad - can ever be expressed.  That the language in the first line of the second couplet
contains honorific references (mgo, gtsug) even more suggests to me that this is either a totally meta-
physical poem or else, as with previous poems in this collection, the lover is being compared with a
spiritual - or at least a superior - being.

It is interesting for a moment to consider the implications for a poet - and for Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho in particular - of the final statement, skad cha smra ni mi she.  For one who was, at least accord-
ing to tradition, a poet, a complete inability to express oneself would be a hard situation in which to find
oneself.  That this could have happened in the presence of a woman bespeaks of a depth of personal
as well as physical beauty;  the same could be said of course of the Regent:  an alternative to both of
these readings is that the lover and/or the Regent were so exasperatingly difficult for Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho that the young man simply gave up trying to formulate what was in his mind, his relationship
with them was so complex.  This is not necessarily a negative analysis, since the same is said of the
Divine, the Buddha nature - that it cannot be expressed and that, finally, we realise this to be the case
and simply give up the search for words altogether.

Q.\o.fin.aqor.m]xn.aqor/ ]xov.adUs.A.LCe.dmn.Qr/

dbu.SN.SKYel.b.m.mjxd/ v.ni.gtn.g+ogs.mi.b*ed// 51

1a shva pho nyin ‘khor mtshan ‘khor

Day and night, stags circle the young girls in the market:
They shouldn’t give their word - they’ll never be eternally mine.

This is another generic poem, sung, as Sørensen points out, both by men and by women.  The stags -
young male suitors - hang around the market throughout the day and night and flirt with the market-
girls, who are by reputation easily wooed.

Both sides - men and women - criticise the other in this song, depending upon who is singing about
whom.  In general, though, the implication is that the men chase the girls and the girls enjoy being
chased (but not chaste):  in the final analysis, however, neither side is honorable and, the poet says, it’s
inconceivable that any member of the one group would be able to enter into a longterm romantic rela-
tionship with a member of the other group.

This is standard “battle of the sexes” material, both humerous and cynical.  It seems unlikely that it
would have been written by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, although if it was it would appear to make no
real difference to its meaning.

dmn.Qr.Ae.d+in.bsm.ns/ gdov.p.ao.ms.q,U.gis/

SVon.]d.q*o.k.med.pai/ lo.RGYUs.gsuv.b.mqs.kYv./



lus.l.jxe.d+i.q.b/ g.cxug.b*s.ns.b*Uv.b// 52

1b gdong pa ‘o mas ‘khrus gis
3a lus la mdze dri kha ba

This woman thinks of getting me interested, she’s washing her face in milk,
Telling me her story, that she’s never been married:

But where on earth did her body get that leprous stink?

Another poem about women’s cynical attempts to achieve love (or, failing that, at least a husband).  She
(and note that the word here is dman shar, an especially pejorative choice) tries to make her skin softer
and more attractive by washing in milk and says how she has never been married (which Sørensen
interprets as a barefaced lie).  She’s trying to sell herself as an attractive and desirable catch.  That she
has not, she says, had a husband (khyo ka), is interesting, since this word has also implications of hero-
ism and valiance - so maybe she’s hoping that the poet will be a strong partner for her, that he will pro-
tect and take care of her.

The concessive kyang at the end of the second couplet, however, leads into a savage put-down from
the poet:  she has the stink of leprosy about her.  The contrast between her appearance and the reality
of the situation is clear and the poet is disgusted - certainly by her, maybe too by the fact that he has
hung about so long, listening to her story.

This and the previous poem are obviously meant to be humorous and to illustrate the reality - not
always pleasant - of everyday life.  It would be unnecessary to look deeper into them for a message
beyond the one presented on the surface.  Nonetheless, the fact that they are included in this specific
text, ascribed to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho should alert us to the fact that they - and others like them
- have been included (assuming that they are not in fact his own work) to render the young lama more
and more human, to show that he had a sense of humor, that he could make ribald comments about
beautiful - and not so beautiful - women, that he was simply a man in a special (and often frustrating)
situation.  When looked at in this light, these poems lend a poignancy to the collection - and to our
understanding of the way in which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was and is seen within Tibetan society.

SDom.med.g&.pai.].lugs/ bcxun.mdog.gZn.ls.q.bs/

m.b*s.mi.q.SDv.b/ v.dv.\o.rog.ng.]uv./

b*s.kYv.mi.q.mi.adUg qov.dv.SKY.q,.hor.p// 53

He boasts more than others about his clothes, of the school without obligations.
I, the little black crow, doing nothing and saying nothing, am hated.

That Mongolian falcon - whatever he does, nothing gets said, nothing happens.

The three couplets here refer, respectively, to the Regent, to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and to the
Qan.  That Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho wore the robes of a high-ranking monk and yet behaved like a lay-
man (lampooned in mgu glu 29) means that he acts as though he were without obligations and duties
(sdom med):  he is, in fact, a hypocrite - who clearly, in his treatment of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as
much as of the rest of the Tibetan hierarchy, showed little interest in what was expected of him, rather
he behaved just as he pleased.  Here he is portrayed as vain, showing off his nobility and extravagant
dress (btsun mdog) - but none of this impresses the poet, of course.

The poet himself identifies with the standard Tibetan scapegoat, the little crow, who does nothing but
who is blamed - as we see in the final couplet - for the falcon’s misdemeanors.  This central couplet is
striking for its bitterness:  is this hatred (sdang ba) genuine or simply perceived as such by Tshangs



dbyangs rgya mtsho?  Given the relationship between the Regent and the Dalai Lama, it seems very
unlikely that real hatred (but quite possibly anger, another translation of sdang ba) would have played a
part here, despite the worsening of their relationship in the last few years of the Regent’s life.  The Qan,
however, might well have hated Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho for standing in the way of the Tibetan
throne - once the Regent had been killed, of course, the Qan moved to destroy the young Dalai Lama
so that his Mongol empire would thereby grow.

The final couplet is, then, about the Qan.  The traditional Tibetan battle between the crow and the fal-
con, mentioned by Sørensen in his commentary, plays out well here.  The Mongolian falcon’s actions
are always blamed upon the crow, since the falcon is never at hand.  The distant warlord moves to
attack and the young Dalai Lama is blamed - for what precisely he is responsible is unclear, though:
maybe for being a weak leader (weakened though by the ultimately destructive power of the Regent),
maybe for being disinterested in statecraft, maybe for simply being the wrong person in the wrong place
at the wrong time.  But nothing is said against the Qan, which allows him the chance to increase his
power an influence.

This is more than a cynical and critical poem, however.  It’s effectively an encapsulation of the prob-
lems which beset the Tibetan government at the turn of the seventeenth century.  The interplay of the
Regent and the Qan created a highly volatile and destructive situation, but Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho, the real leader of the Tibetan people, was manoevered out of the situation and then criticised -
at least within the government - for his passivity and lack of statecraft.  Such a situation, as we now
know, led to the death of the Regent, to the disappearance (and probable death) of the Dalai Lama and
to an ongoing period of instability between the Mongols and Tibetans.

qv.p.RCXig.Q.s,b.l/ g+ov.p.]d.ls.dgos.p/

bu.mo.b.cxv.cn.m/ vu.ZUg.RGYg.p.m.gnv.// 54

2a bu mo bar tshang can ma

In a house with thin walls, the villagers roar with laughter.
Don’t scream so much, you indescreet girl!

The next two poems are straightforward and require little commentary.  In pre-modern societies, of
course, people in community lived closer to one another than we do in today’s western societies.
Suffice it to say that, with thin walls here, the passionate lovemaking of the couple could be heard in the
nextdoor room.  And, as is still true in films and in hotels today, this kind of entertainment remains a uni-
versal source of amusement.

The use of bar tsang here implies both “affectionate” and “meddlesome” - which combination, in the
present context, only adds to the humor.

[n.p.RGYb.pai.b*e.[v./ sim.sim.]r.ps.mi.vom/

mos.SKom.adod.p.cn.mr/ dp*d.ps.]xim.dUs.mi.adUg 55

1b sim sim char pas mi ngoms

A desert hit by drought isn’t satisfied by gentle showers:
And, ever thirsty to be used, this girl is never satisfied.

This is obviously a poem written by a man about a particularly enthusiastic lover who, it appears, is



never satisfied.  The metaphor, however, is interesting:  the gentle sim sim of the rainfall might indicate
a restrained and gentle technique in lovemaking, whereas the girl might want something rougher (note
the word dpyad in the final line, indicating that she is being “used”).  Alternatively, and even more basi-
cally, it could possibly refer to ejaculation - that she prefers men who can perform more powerfully and
more frequently than those whom she has, alas, thus far encountered. 

adod.]gs.dp*d.ps.mi.mjxd/ mi.]xe.h+il.por.lv.sov./

adod.]gs.lm.dU.SPYod.pai/ RNl.ab*or.\o.mo.yin.n/

]xe.adi.g+ogs.lm.bde.l/ \*i.m.RN.sos.SKYid.p// 56

1b mi tshe hril por langs song

Lustful desires shouldn’t be misused during a person’s life.
If a yogin and a yogini steer a lustful path,

The joy they have in friendship now will later bring contentment.

As an antidote, perhaps, to the previous two poems, we have a poem discussing the way in which sex-
ual desire can be used wisely in this life.  

The contrast between the use of dpyad here and in the previous verse strikes me as deliberate:  in 55,
the girl could never get satisfaction in being used for sex, but here we are warned not to misuse lustful
feelings (‘dod chags).  The emphasis is that restraint should be throughout one’s whole life (mi tshe hril
po), so this is clearly not only about youthful sexual encounters, as one might imagine implied in the
majority of this collection.

The second couplet explains what is meant by such “misuse”, insofar as it is contrasted with the sexu-
al union of a yogin and a yogini.  What we have here, then, is a comparison between sex which adds to
lustful desire and, thereby, further turns the wheel of samsara and the contemplative loving union which
is represented by the (ideal) enlightened union between committed practitioners of Tantrayana.

The path of sex and the path of friendship, around which the second and third couplets revolve, is the
ultimate attainment for the non-monastic practitioner.  It is quite possible that, given his interest in the
practises of the rNying ma pa, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho might have decided to disrobe in order to
follow this path rather than the strictly monastic path in which he had been raised.  

The result of following the path of friendship is rna sos skyid pa, which denotes a tranquility and con-
tentment associated with the escape from samsara which is nirvana (literally mya ngan las ‘das pa).
Far from being an encouragement merely to have a more reasonable view of sex, this poem seems to
be encouraging sex from the point of view of (pure) contemplative practise:  it could, then, be seen as a
core teaching on the transformation of sexual desire into an experience of the enlightened mind.

b.cxv.]xe.dUv.med.pai/ SFiv.SDUg.m.bZevs.LH.SKU/

ag+os.dv.gom.p.med.pai/ RT.m]og.fos.p.ad+.b*Uv.// 57

1b bar tshang brtse gdung med pa’i

My sweetheart’s divine and uncreated body is without wanton desire -
It’s like buying a fine horse who won’t step out.



While Sørensen sees this as a sarcastic poem, I read it as simply a comment - albeit somewhat baffled
- about how a sublimely beautiful woman can nonetheless have no interest in sex.

The opening syllables of both lines in the first couplet - bar tsang and snying sdug - indicate the dual
nature of lust:  on the one hand it’s passionate (bar tsang) and lovely (sdug) - but, on the other hand,
both words here carry negative meanings too, the first of a difficult, irksome natue and the second of
misery.  So, even though the lover’s body is so beautiful it seems (like an idealised form) to be uncreat-
ed, nonetheless she is described as snying sdug, a lover who holds within her the power of destruction,
and who has no interest in the passionate yet sometimes difficult experience of sex.

The complexity of this situation is obvious.  The second couplet offers a simpler way of understanding
the problem - that to have a fine horse which refuses to move is pontless.  Somehow there is a feeling
that the original difficulty has been resolved by this statement, although there remains the question of
how best to use sexual desire. 

me.tog.nm.z).riv.b/ neau.siv.SPv.loai.SPv.RGYn/
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1b ne’u gsing spang lo’i spang rgyan
2a gser chung bung ba’i blo sna

In the grassy meadow, the time of flowers is long.
The bumblebee should take it easy, just a while longer.

This is a poem advising caution in lovemaking - or, perhaps, more accurately, in courtship.  The poet
seems to be saying that he (the bumblebee, ornamenting the grassy meadow) should be circumspect
when it comes to finding a potential lover, since the time of flowers (that is, of mating) is long.

The association of the bee (albeit not the bumblebee, as here, but the turquoise bee, gyu bung) with
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho appears to be an offer of advice on the part of the poet.  Perhaps the
notoriety of the Dalai Lama’s penchant for beautiful girls has given rise to the idea that, rather than sim-
ply follow his heart, he should take a break from flirtation and instead relax amidst the grasses and the
flowers.

An alternative reading could see this as a piece of political advice, suggesting that the young lama
should wait and not be too hasty, either in criticising those in authority or in making a rash decision.
After all, mating often has (potentially disasterous) repercussions, which cannot in conscience - or in the
reality of politics - be ignored.

bu.mo.SKYes.pai.]og.p/ k)U.mo.m]og.yg.LH.mo/

SVr.ad+is.b*ms.pai.gnsu/ a]i.bdg.bs,iv.b.gnv.ZU// 59

1a bu mo skyes pa’i mchog pa
2a sngar ‘dris byams pa’i gnas su

Like the Queen of the Nagas, this girl is divine -
So let’s carry on together, me and she, whom I’ve loved so long.

The lover here is described as being divine, like the Queen of the Nagas.  As a Naga, when properly
propitiated, she is a source of blessing and wealth to humans.  The first couplet thus suggests that this
girl offers great favors - in love, perhaps, but also in material terms (and we should here bear in mind



the liason between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and the Regent’s daughter) - but only when granted
favors (of whatever sort) in return.

This relationship has clearly been going on for some time:  the term sna ‘dris is comparable to chung
‘dris and suggests a long-term friendship or love.  But now the poet asks for a deeper, more extended
commitment from his lover.  Somehow the echo between bu mo and klu mo in the first couplet leads me
to wonder what the girl will require of the poet for such a commitment to succeed.  The requesting tone
(gnang zhu) might also suggest a sad resolution.

This could also be read as a request by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho to the Regent to make amends
for past difficulties and to return to how their relationship had once been.  After all, the Regent carried
the power and, maybe, also the bearing of a Naga and could make or break even the young Dalai
Lama.  But their relationship had been, it appears, so close and intimate that the later breakdown must
surely have been hard for both of them.

SFiv.SDUg.q.ab,s.m]xr.b/ STg.m.Qiv.gi.lo.m/

bsm.nv.dUg.gis.SBYor.bs/ \n.dv.gnod.p.m.b*Uv.// 60

My lovely sweetheart is like a rhododendron leaf:
Her poisonous thoughts bring neither good nor ill.

The poet here speaks of his lover with the same, in some ways destructive, enthusiasm as in 49.
Nothing that she might do can in his eyes be wrong and however she might abuse him and conspire
behind his back, nothing bad will come of it because of his love for her.

The term kha ‘bras in the opening line is a nexus of connected meanings, all concerned with the physi-
cal beauty of the girl.  The homophonous reading kham ‘bras, a peach tree, chimes with the idea of
“she’s so good I could eat her”, while a second such reading, khams ‘bras, implies what Sørensen
bashfully calls “a fruity nature”.  The beauty and juiciness of a peach and the fecundity of the peachtree
itself are a favorite topos in Tibetan love poetry and represent the loveliness of a young woman and
both the chance for sex with her and, subsequently, a choice marriage.

So here we have a beautiful woman, her beauty further emphasised by mtshar ba and her ambiguous
danger by snying sdug, as we have seen many times before.  She is also likened to a rhododendron’s
long and lovely branch, full of leaves, to enhance her litheness, perhaps.  

But away from the surface, poison clouds her thoughts.  Here dug (poison) echoes snying sdug and,
although it is said to be within her, rather than without, it appears nonetheless to be powerful.  However,
so encaptivating is her beauty that the poet is unaffected by her machinations.  Are we, however, being
led to believe that in fact this rather naïve state of affairs will soon change, that he will see this woman
for what she truly is?  

Maybe again, the girl stands for the Regent who has been such an influence upon Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho throughout his short life.  Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho was attractive and brilliant, but within he
could be said to have harbored ideas likely to be poisonous to the state and to the Dalai Lama.  In due
course, it appears that his actions found him out and, with the attempted murder of Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s friend Thar rgyas nas, the relationship between Regent and the young man reached a cri-
sis point.

me.tog.SV.yl.\*i.yl/ SB+v.m.fin.]xe.fin.aqor/

Zen.ps.bcivs.p.m.RTog ag+og.yun.[uv.rv.d+g.b*uv.// 61

2a zhen pas bcings pa ma rtogs



2b ‘grogs yun thung rang drags byung

Flowers blossom early and fade late, the bees circling all the day:
If I don’t bind her with love, our friendship will be all too brief.

Here we see again the stock motif of the bee and the flowers.  The opening and closing of the flowers
early in the morning and late in the evening seems perhaps to indicate that the girls spend the entire
day hanging out and waiting for potential suitors to come along.  While they wait, the men circle them:
the use of the verb ‘khor gives us an echo of the circumambulation of sacred sites and monasteries,
suggesting perhaps an atavistic sense of worship of female beauty and fecundity.  Even in blatant
courtship rituals there will be ancient urges hovering in the background.

The second couplet introduces a very physical idea of binding the girl, albeit with desire.  This is clear-
ly not a violent action, but it is nonetheless a very definite and powerful one:  zhen pa suggests far more
than love, it suggests the longing and desire with which lovers attract one another - the almost allitera-
tive zhen pa bcings pa draws together the idea of longing with a gentle kind of control.

That without such an action on his part the poet will lose the friendship of the girl implies to my mind
the importance of friendship over love.  ’Grogs implies more companionship than physical attraction:
here we see an echo of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as a romantic, a man who wants to settle down
into a happy relationship with his lover, rather than simply a lusty youth.

RGYU.lus.Q.yi.me.tog dUr.sai.q,od.l.bZg.yod/
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2b bar do’i ‘phrang la ‘grims ‘gro

A flower in human form, planted in a burial ground:
The mind, a bird’s feather carried on the wind, travelling between.

In this poem we have the fragile and ephemeral human form compared with a short-lived flower.  This is
in keeping with the Buddhist teaching that life is not only short but that its end is unknown, that like a
delicate bloom it can wither at any time.  That the first term in the opening couplet is rgyu lus is also
important, carrying as it does the idea of illusion:  the body, like all created things, is illusory and subject
to change, and cannot therefore be relied upon.

The flower planted in a graveyard clearly refers to the human corpse.  Of course, a corpse is
biogedradable and can nourish the soil, from which grow more flowers, all equally illusory and all equal-
ly beautiful.

The transferral of the mindstream into the between state of the bar do is a central tenet of Tibetan phi-
losophy.  Here, the mind is likened to a feather carried by the wind (similar, in passing, to Hildegard von
Bingen’s description of herself as a “feather on the breath of God”).  It is interesting that both the body
and the mind are associated with natural things - one ostensibly short-term (the body) and the other
seen frequently carried on the breeze (the mind).  The distinction between the freedom and per-
manance enjoyed by the two is starkly contrasted here - especially with the use of the verb ‘grims, indi-
cating travel and wandering:  the mind is pictured as wandering through the bar do looking for a new
body to inhabit.

This is a standard Tibetan Buddhist idea conveyed in a figurative and rather elegant way.  It does not
introduce any new ideas about the state after birth, but it offers a more attractive set of images, per-
haps, than the traditional formulæ with which Tibetan writers tend to present this topic.

gZon.pai.]xe.gv.bsgs.pai/ SDig.SDig.fes.pai.\uv.po/



SFiv.SDUg.yid.LDn.LH.mo/ do.nub.Zor.l.SBYov.dv.// 63

The evil and sin collected throughout this young man’s life
Is cleansed at evening, in union with my sweet goddess.

Another poem similar in intention to 49, in which the power of love is capable of overcoming all difficul-
ties and errors collected throughout the life of the poet.  In fact, it is unclear as to how often the physical
union takes place and exactly what is implied by the phrase do nub.  We could understand it as a one-
off, a casual affair, or we can see it is as a daily occurrence (that the lovers are in some kind of perma-
nent relationship), or else that do nub somehow indicates the evening of the poet’s life when, finally, he
can enter into a spiritual union with a consort of his choice.

That the lover is identified with Yid ‘phrog lHa mo (here however Yid ldan lHa mo) brings us back to
the tale of Prince Nor bzang.  The lovers - the dakini Yid ‘phrog lHa mo and Nor bzang - are reunited at
the end of the story, and it might be to this that the poet is referring.  It could, then, be a way of storing
up all his misdeeds until a time when he can finally settle down to contemplative practise - either with a
physical consort or with a clear visualisation - and thereby cleanse himself.

If we read it like this, it provides an interesting companion piece to the previous poem.  There, we are
reminded of the fragility of human life, fading all to quickly like a blossom;  here, we are offered a way of
purification through union with a divine consort, whether tonight (in other words, immediately) or else
later in life (depending on the length of time allotted to us).

If, however, we read the poem as nothing but the poet’s naïve feeling that the joy to be had with his
girlfriend will release him from his misdemeanours, then the imagery is clearly more of the divine girl,
enchanting and almost untouchable, whose love and (sexual) favors turn the world once again to rights.

b*iau.b*is.\,ug.gcig.l/ mi.bsm.p.med.de/

dpon.po.SKu.dbv.bcxn.ns/ bu.mo.rv.dbv.m.adUs// 64

1b mi bsam bsam pa med de

The young sparrow is losing his mind,
But her master has her and she’s powerless.

The first couplet here presents us with the poet (ie the sparrow) going insane, it appears, either for the
love of a girl or else because (as we read in the second couplet) she is essentially unreachable.  We
should perhaps be aware of the word byis here, which is clearly indicating youthfulness (and is homo-
phonically joined to the bird) but which also points to a naïve ignorance on the part of the young man.  
If the bird is a reference to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then I would suggest that the girl is possibly
the daughter of the Regent.  As Sørensen points out, the term used of the powerful master (dbang
btsan) is precisely the same term used in the so-called “secret” biography by Ngag dbang lhun grub dar
rgyas.  Whether there is truly a link between the two texts is impossible to establish, but it could of
course be that the Regent was colloquially referred to in such terms during his lifetime.

Structurally, the poem is interesting because it is clearly - given the context - a poem about frustrated
love.  But only the very last line concerns the object of the poet’s affection and the fact that she has lost
her independence.  The poem turns on the power established in the third line, then, as the Dalai Lama’s
life turned on the actions and decisions of his Regent.

\*i.ni.$<.g.ge.sr/ nv.gi.pd(.ge.sr/
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Outside is cobra’s saffron, inside is a lotus flower:
On the surface I’m a powerful lord, in my heart is the love of my life.

In both couplets here the outer and the inner are compared, but the parallelism is also clearly to do with
the person of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself.  Sørensen has analysed the botanical elements in
the first couplet and identifies both as being astringent substances effective against snying tshad (“heart
fever”).  That said, the cobra’s saffron seems also perhaps to indicate the saffron robes of monastics,
while the lotus flower within is a reference to the Buddha mind as a lotus growing in mud.

In the second couplet, the Dalai Lama’s external rôle is contrasted with the tender feelings he keeps
within himself for his lover.  The poignant romanticism of this poem, then, is very close to the surface
and the use of the term chung ‘dris also reminds us of the lifetime commitment which he seems to feel
for this woman.

The term kha of course can also mean “mouth” and we can then see a contrast between his words
(maybe these poems, in which he presents himself sometimes as a less than loyal lover) and his heart,
in which he has feelings only for one person.  

So we can see also the contrast in the two couplets as being between the religious and the secular,
the ideal as represented in the teachings of Buddhism and the day-to-day political and emotional reality.
However, there is a case for looking at the chung ‘dris byams pa as being the Buddha nature, contrast-
ed with the surface and the language of an apparently powerful religious ruler. 

k.bs.d+v.po.b*s.yod/ k.gZUs.aq*og.p.m.mjxd/
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2b byams pas sprel bzhugs ma gyug

Pillars are straight, and arches shouldn’t twist:  
Girls keep love affairs going - don’t shake the monkey’s tale, my love.

This is one of the few songs in the collection which may very well be sung by a girl.  The contrast here
between the straight, upright (ie honorable) pillar and the twisting (ie fickle, changeable) arch relates to
the respective behavior of the lover and her partner.  A twisted archway would seem to indicate not only
its own instability but the instability it would bring to the entire structure - ie of the relationship.

Girls are the ones who keep relationships going, says the poet (a significant change of tone from many
of the previous songs, in which it is the girls who are unreliable).  The monkey’s tail is said to be short
and to agitate or twist it would confuse the situation and bring about the end of the affair.  

bu.mo.]uv.ad+is.b*ms.p/ qm.bu.Qiv.ls.SKYes.p/

A.gsr.yl.b.qm.buai/ me.tog.ls.agYog.p// 67

mgu glu 35 (Sørensen p183)

The peachtree’s daughter is my childhood sweetheart:
But her enthusiasm fades quicker than the peachtree’s flower.



As we saw before in 60, the peachtree (kham bu shing) is a metaphor for a beautiful and passionate
girl, one with whom a good marriage - or at least a good love affair - can be made.  Here we have the
young girl - again, the lover known from childhood - associated with this tree.  It is also well-known that
peach blossom fades quickly and the phrase here (a gsar yal ba) mirrors that used of very fickle and
easily distracted people (a gsar can).  So this emphasises not only the beauty but also the easily-
swayed nature of the young woman.

So fickle is she, in fact, that she changes her mind faster than the peachtree changes its blossom.
The poet seems to be showing here a combination of genuine love and exasperation, he appears
amazed that this girl could be so changeable.

We could also read the girl, as elsewhere in this collecton, as representing the Regent who, in his own
fickle behavior, was more than a match for girls and peach blossom.  Considering this frequent associa-
tion between the Regent and what appear to be Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s closest lovers, it is
noteworthy that in his behavior, the Regent acts in a way more traditionally connected with women
rather than men.  There seems perhaps to be a sensitivity and femininity in his personality - or at least
the personality which the author of these poems, and the poems in the mgu glu, wants to convey to us -
such that the idea of him as the strong and powerful leader of Tibet cracks somewhat:  we are shown a
vulnerable figure, and it is maybe this figure which both attracted and repelled the young Dalai Lama as
he was growing into manhood.

bu.mo.A.mr.m.SKYes/ Qog.buai.Qiv.ls.SKYes.p/
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mgu glu 35 (Sørensen p183)

Some girls were born to a paperbark tree, not to a woman!
My sweetheart’s fickle as the paperbark’s flowers.

The term a mar ma skyes means that the girl is unnatural and strange, as a girl might indeed be had
she had not been born to a woman.  As with the peach tree, the paperbark’s blossoms fade quickly and
are here contrasted with the enthusiasms of the poet’s lover.

A lce is a softer, more intimate word than bu mo:  the second couplet is more personal than the first,
dealing not only with the poet’s own experience, but also clearly - as in the previous poem - with a girl
whom he both loves to distraction and who frustrates him beyond belief.

Again, this could be another comment on the Regent and it strikes me that both these verses can sim-
ply be understood as a means by which the poet is able to relieve his irritation.

s.l.ri.mo.b,is.p/ nmqai.SKr.]xod.lon.gis/

Q.ajm.lus.l.SBYr.bs/ b*ms.pai.qog.p.m.lon// 69

mgu glu 49 (Sørensen p227)

1b nam mkha’i skar tshod lon gis

I draw pictures on the ground and plot the stars in the sky.
Though joined with my lover’s pliant flesh, still I can’t get inside her.



In this poem, the lover erects astrologial charts so as better to understand his girlfriend.  That this hap-
pens in today’s western world as much as it did in eighteenth century Tibet is an indication, not only of
the influence that the macrocosm is believed to have over the microcosm, but also how far people will
go in order properly to get the measure of the people who mean most to them.

The first couplet is straightforward, contrasting the image on the ground with its source in the sky.  The
second couplet, however, is striking when compared with the version found in the mgu glu.  Instead of
khog pa, with its physical and - to my mind - somewhat intimate ambiguity, there we have gdeng tshod,
which simply implies “the measure of a person”.  We should also note that the explicit (though not nec-
essarily coarse) word sbyar, implying (sexual) union here, replaces the slightly more innocent word ‘dris
in the mgu glu.  This, then, would seem to be a earthier version of the other poem, though of course
with similar implications.

On the surface, this is about a woman who just cannot be fathomed, even using metaphysical meth-
ods.  Despite having sex with her, still the poet is unable to get inside her, to get to her core.  

By changing the implications somewhat, we can replace the woman with the Regent:  if we read sbyar
literally, it means “joined with”, which would refer to the lifetime of infuriating togetherness which
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho spent with Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho.  As I have said before, to equate so
explicit a description of sexual union with the Regent is not always desirable, but the experated tone of
this verse lends a kind of humor to the poem, in the light of which such a sexual innuendo would not
necessarily be out of place.

b).m.dm.pai.gdm.vg ZUs.n.gnv.gi.adug.STe/
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1a lama dam pa’i gdams ngag

If asked, the holy lama gives his advice:
I shouldn’t reveal my secrets to my lovers.

Here, the poet goes to his teacher for advice, but we get the feeling that he already knows what the
advice will be.  The idea of the gossiping lover runs throughout this text (and throughout the mgu glu)
and, moreover, the fragility which seems universally to exist within a new relationship means often that
we tell our lovers things which we wouldn’t ordinarily tell to such a recent acquaintance.

But if this poem is either about - or, more interestingly, by - Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then we
should be cognisant of the political importance that the lama’s advice holds.  First of all, I would surmise
that his teacher can only be the Panchen Lama, bLo bzang ye shes (despite the approbation and dis-
comfort which the Dalai Lama’s disrobing in 1702 had caused him, one imagines that it would have pos-
sible for him to continue the teacher-student relationship);  to go to Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho might have
proved too emotionally taxing (especially if the lover in question were the Regent’s daughter).

The importance of keeping the secrets to which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, as Dalai Lama and as
supposed Head of State, would have been privy is clear.  Given the encroachment of the Mongols
under lHa bzang Qan, any information which leaked out of the Potala into the ears of spies - or simply
of malicious bystanders - might literally have proved fatal.

Of course, this might equally be a simple man (or woman) going to a lama for help and receiving an
obvious piece of advice, however hard it might be to swallow.

]u.mo.gtiv.]xd.riv.kYv./ f.mo.LCgs.kYUs.lon.gis/

SFiv.SDUg.q.dkr.gtiv.ng qog.p.d.dUv.m.lon// 71



The water is deep, the fish is taken with a hook:
The dark, inmost depths of my fair lover - even now I cannot grasp.

A similar poem in tone to 69, albeit with clearer references to female energies.  In the first couplet, both
the water and the fish are given the feminine endings mo.  The motility and depth of water has rendered
this - in the eyes of men at least - a universal symbol for the ungraspable nature of woman.  Here, as
we shall see, the depth of the water is contrasted with the (emotional) depth of the lover.  Nonetheless,
the fish is trapped with a simple iron hook - because it can be seen in the clear water.

The second couplet, again starting with the ambiguous term snying sdug, contrasts the girl’s fair, ele-
gant surface with her dark, hidden depths.  Here, as opposed to 69, khog pa in the last line clearly
refers to the girl’s emotional center, rather than to anything more sexual (although the same phraseolo-
gy - khog pa...ma lon - is used).

So this is yet another poem about a man’s frustration with his lover’s confusing personality although,
like so many such songs in this collection, a reading of the lover as representing the Regent is a rea-
sonable alternative.

bu.mo.]uv.ad+is.b*ms.p/ SPYv.kiai.rigs.RGYUd.min.nm/
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mgu glu 36 (Sørensen p185)

Maybe this lover I’ve known so long comes from the wolf’s line:
Even when given flesh and skin, she’s off into the hills.

The poet here speculates about his love, who seems to have rejected him (or at least disappeared)
after what I would imagine has been a brief, though passionate, relationship.  The particle nam in the
first couplet is a poetic device to introduce such speculation, a wondering tone, into the verse.
Sørensen has suggested that the word ‘brel here is too strong a word for the likes of Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho to have used, that it should read ‘dris.  I would say that, given the fact that this is part of an
oral tradition, the near homophony of ‘dris and ‘brel here means that both could be used to create a
punning ambiguity.  This would add credence to some interpretations of the phrase sha ‘brel lpags ‘brel
as indicating cohabitation of some kind - and, in this way, an even greater rejection of the poet.

That the lover is one known from childhood suggests to me that the poet, in using nam in the first
couplet, is saying - as in 69 and 71 - that he still cannot understand her psychology.  The wolf goes off
into the hills after being fed, but that is in his nature:  the girl receives what she clearly wants (sex, love
- even marriage perhaps) but then she too is gone.  It is a confusing situation for the young man.

The last phrase is interesting, since it uses an honorific verb (grab mdzad) and also recalls the earlier
poems in which the girl wants to go and practise meditation in a mountain retreat.  Could it be that the
rejection here is in fact for a religious life, and not for yet another relationship?  The association with the
wolf, then, might be more to do with the solitude of meditation rather than with any negative desire to
escape. 

d+in.cn.\.ms.m.SG+ig bu.mo.rv.adod.b*ms.p/

gl.s,id.gson.SKYur.b*Uv.n/ \.mai.l.yog.los.yin// 73

2b pha ma’i la gyogs los yin



The girl’s desires are not organised by her kind parents -
But if they’re thrown awry now, it’s down to her parents’ revenge.

This seems to be an ironic poem, given the opening phrase drin can pha ma, a standard encomium in
Tibetan texts praising the kindness of one’s parents.  In fact, the irony I’m suggesting here is not found
in the first couplet at all, which points out that the girl has decided to organise her own affair(e)s:  she is
clearly a determined person, being described both as loving (byams pa) and willful (rang ‘dod).

The second couplet introduces a rather bitter note, however.  It is the parents whose retribution (la
gyogs) is to be blamed should anything go awry in the girl’s life.  So this is suggesting that the parents,
though maybe appearing kind on the surface, will create problems for the girl, which could lead to sad-
ness and a disasterous outcome.

I suggest that the girl can here be read as Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and the parents as the
Regent.  This would square with the history of rebellion and attempted control which characterised their
relationship.  It also reminds us of the way in which Sangs rgyas gya mtsho would undoubtedly, given
his certainty that the young man was the rebirth of the Great Fifth (who himself may well have been the
Regent’s own father), have attempted to do his best in raising the Dalai Lama - but only with occasional
success, and less so as time went on.  The revenge mentioned here was certainly present - again the
case of the attempted murder of Thar gyas nas proves this point - and would certainly have caused a
great deal of anguish between the two men.

Understood in this way, there is, as is so often the case, truth hidden amongst the irony.  What is per-
ceived as interference by parents is done sometimes with the best of intentions, and an equally head-
strong child can create problems from even the kindest parents in the simplest situations.

Qin.de.A.m,.m.Zim/ A.m,ai.b,s.bu.Zim.p/

bu.mo.SKYe.ab,s.mi.bsm/ Q.]x.Zen.p.bsm.gis// 74

The sharply-scented mango tree has sweet and juicy mango fruit.
I’m not thinking of how she looks - only how I love her hot flesh.

Here we have a contrast between the surface appearance and the (physically or emotionally) deeper
reality, between also a mango tree and a beautiful young girl.  The similarity in pronunciation between
the nasalised mid- and high-centered vowels of zhim and bsam form a sonic link here, as do their corre-
sponding positions in the verses.

The contrast between the mango’s subacidic form and it’s soft and juicy fruit is quite pronounced.  Of
the girl, it seems that maybe she is not so attractive, whether physically or materially - but that she is an
enthusiastic lover:  sha tsha is an obvious link to the excited heat of lovemaking.  The gis at the end of
the poem offers a kind of verbal trailing off into the thoughts of the poet, thinking of making love with his
girlfriend.

Sørensen suggests an alternative reading, in which the poet loves the woman for her devotion to him
and not for their physical attachment.  Given the use of sha tsha here I would think, however, that this is
unlikely to be the case.

RT.RGod.ri.yr.RGYb.p/ SFi.dv.Zgs.ps.zin.gis/

b*ms.pai.vo.log.RGYb.pai/ [ugs.vo.zin.s.mi.adUg 75

mgu glu 37 (Sørensen p188)



A wild horse, sent into the hills, can be taken with a trap or lasso.
But my defiant sweetheart turns away, her heart defies capture.

This is another poem about the frustrating personality of the poet’s lover, how she is impossible to tame.
The wild horse (or maybe stallion) is released into the hills and subsequently can be recaught with a
lasso or some kind of lure.  That a wild horse is notoriously wide-roaming and hard to capture is impor-
tant here since, whereas it can be caught, it’s impossible to control the young girl mentioned in the sec-
ond couplet.

As with catching the horse, the relationship between the poet and the girl is here described in psycho-
logical terms.  The two occurences of ngo here indicate the apparent lack of recognition which is so
important within a relationship:  maybe he thinks she doesn’t want to acknowledge him in public, or else
that she now wants nothing more to do with him.  Either way, the poet perceives this as a haughty -
especially since she turns away from him (ngo log rgyab pa) - and baffling response.

As with 72, there seems to be here a contrast made between the natural proclivities of an animal and
the considered actions of a human, a contrast forged through the repetition of rgyab:  the horse natural-
ly escapes (or is freed - the precise meaning is here ambiguous), but it appears unnatural for a woman
to turn away from one whom she is supposed to love, to pretend not to recognise him.

If we see the young girl as an allegory for the Regent, it could be an indication of his fickle, rather
petulant nature, that he is one day very open and loving, the next cold and dismissive.  Reading
between the lines of the relationship between Regent and Dalai Lama, I would imagine that such emo-
tional bullying might well have been one of the main sources of discord and frustration - and neither was
likely, given the closed world of the monastic system, to have the emotional maturity and experience
properly to deal with the situation.

]xon.dUs.A.LCe.dmn.Qr/ SP+Ul.p.agYed.RGYU.yod.p/

SFiv.SDUg.re.reai.d+Uv.dU/ Zl.gdn.re.re.gnv.gis// 76

Lowly girls in the market, sending out signals -
And each of these brazen girls, each of them make promises.

This seems a quite savage indictment of the girls in the market, who are traditionally considered to be of
easy virtue and disinterested in honorable and faithful relationships.  That they are referred to as dman
shar further emphasises this negativity:  it recalls the patriarchal concept in premodern Buddhist thought
which holds that a female rebirth is lower than a male rebirth.  That the signals that these women give
out are described as sprul pa also echoes a key concept in Tibetan Buddhism, of the emanation body
(or bodies) of yi dam or of a highly-realised yogin.  On a more mundane level, though, sprul pa indi-
cates illusory activity or juggling and this pretence, this show, is clearly what is intended here.

The second couplet, of course, begins with the now-familiar snying sdug, which only serves to
enhance the poet’s disgust with these women.  The term re re points to the way in which they constant-
ly are sending out these signals and enticing young men, that they are relentless in their flirtation and
their disinterest in their men’s feelings.

Seen in this way, we could almost read this as also being an implied criticism of the men, that their
endless willingness to follow the girls and thereby encourage them in their behavior only creates more
of the same problems.  We could alternatively read zhal gdams in the last line and, together with the
honorific term gnang, see it as a sarcastic suggestion that the girls are offering their advice, like a (reli-
gious) teacher.

me.tog.adb.m.gcig.l/ SB+v.bu.zi.dir.dgU.dir/



dmn.Qr.bu.mo.gcig.l/ Q.\o.]xv.RGYg.Qig.Qig 77

The bees are swarming around a flower’s leaves:
The stags are crowding around a young girl.

A simple poem comparing bees’ swarming around a flower with the young men pushing in on a woman
(the onomatapoeic zi dir dgu dir and tshang rgyag shig shig give a flavor - at least in the mouth when
spoken - of the movement and the sound).  Again the woman is described as dman shar and so may
well be a market girl.

Whether or not this is by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, it could be that the poems about market girls
are referring to the Regent’s sexual and political promiscuity.  The stags here can be seen as those
wishing to curry favor with him and to receive his attention.

]u.aqor.]u.ris.zd.zd/ cxm.p.bzv.[g.vn.[g

bu.mo.n.so.RGs.RGs/ SFiv.SDUg.bzv.]xol.vn.]xol// 28

1b rtsam pa bzang thag ngan thag

While the water flows, the watermill keeps turning, grinding barley, good or bad:
This woman’s getting old, keeps searching out sweethearts, good or bad.

A cynical poem, seemingly about sexual (or material) desperation.  The parallelism between the first
and second halves of both couplet is structurally significant, especially given the additional rhythmic and
rhyming similarity.

The waterwheel turns while water flows, the woman is likewise moving on, getting ever older (here zad
zad echoes rgas rgas).  Neither the wheel nor the woman exercises quality control, however, indicated
through the repetition of bzang...ngan.  But, unlike the waterwheel, the woman actively seeks out her
lovers (and note that the term snying sdug is here used, presumably, of men), whereas the wheel stays
and grinds whatever it is fed.

As with the last poem, we could maybe see the aging woman as the Regent, constantly looking for
people to fawn before him, to make offerings to him and to give him respect.  Of course, it might be
more likely, with this kind of analysis, that this would be about a particularly proud person (whether
woman or man is irrelevant) who is always looking for reassurance and honor among whatever kind of
people she can find it.

RT.l.rus.]xug.mi.gcxo/ Q.[og.SPu.bcd.gcxo.bs/

b*ms.p.rus.]ig.mi.gcxo/ dkr.poai.SGor.SGor.gcxo.bs// 79

1a rta la rus tshugs mi gtso
2a byams pa rus tshigs mi gtso

A horse’s body isn’t important - what’s important is his mane:
A girl’s body isn’t important - what’s important is her round face.

A similar poem to 74, concerning a contrast between the outward appearance and the inner quality of,



on the one hand, a horse and, on the other, a young woman.  The physique of neither is important,
rather it is the horse’s mane and the girl’s round face which are important.  

Just as the mane of a horse shows the wellbeing of the animal (much as in the way we can tell a lot
about someone’s health from the quality of their hair), so - we are here led to believe - from the fairness
and regularity of a woman’s face one can tell the sort of inner nature she possesses.

As with 74, though, this can be read as a more considered poem, contrasing the unimportant, physical
qualities of what we must presume is a potential lover with the more important qualities, namely faithful-
ness, honesty and emotional intelligence.

gyu.]uv.g+U.dkr.yod.n/ v.fo.lg.p.SKYon.gis/

dmr.Qr.m]xr.mo.yod.n/ v.adod.]xv.RGYg.Qig.Qig 80

We reach out crazed hands to buy a white turquoise:
We crowd around in our desire for a beautiful girl.

A white turquoise is recknoed to be particularly beautiful and delicate, and therefore especially valuable.
The foolish craziness which such an object brings to an otherwise sane and reasonable mind is shown
by the word skyon, which implies falseness or wrongheadedness and sometimes an even graver error
(Jäschke also glosses it using the Christian term “sin” - although it’s not sure whether this he is here
using the modern meaning or that denoted by the etymology of the Greek New Testament term hamar-
tia).  An alternative reading for skyon is rkyong, indicating the grabbing, stretching hands:  the similarity
in pronunciation means, though, that the aural ambiguity remains.

The ononmatapoeic phrase depicting the demented men crowding around the beautiful girl - tshang
rgyag shig shig - is the same as that used to describe the men circling the woman in 77.  Here, though,
it is the stupidity of this situation (given the likelihood of the girl’s disinterest - or else of her sudden dis-
appearance) that is being emphasized.

zg.bcs.SGYU.mai.\uv.po/ bs,ed.ns.dgos.des.mi.adUg

sems.p.gcig.tU.bs,es.ns/ adod.p.bgo.Q.RGYob.dv.// 81

2b ‘dod pa bgo bsha’ rgyob dang

Surely we don’t need to mix our illusions -
Let’s mix our minds as one and share out our desires!

Here the poet seeks to entice his lover into bed, perhaps, or else into a relationship of some other kind,
with a witty comment on Buddhist teachings.  The nature of existence is maya, constructed through the
activity of the mind and, thus, illusory.  The term phung po is used in Tibetan to render the Pali term
skandha, meaning “heap” or “collection”.  He is saying, then, that there is no need for them to add to
their delusion by mixing together the unreal images and ideas in their minds.  Maybe this is a way of
saying that they should have no preconceived ideas about how a relationship should progress.
We have a cross-couplet and cross-cæsura rhyme in bsred nas and bsres nas, linking the unnecessary
mixture of illusory forms with the poet’s suggestion that they mix their minds together, combining what
are presumably similar wishes.

But the poem really turns on how we interpret the word bgo bsha’.  If we think that this distribution is to
one another, then the poem remains one about a couple, seeking to develop a relationship.  If however
we see bgo bsha’ as referring to distribution outside the two people, then we have perhaps an acknowl-



edgement that they both need more love and sexual activity than they can offer, just the two of them, to
one another.  

In this case, then, the first couplet would mean something like “Let’s not delude ourselves that we’re
happy with just what we’ve got now” - another type of illusion altogether, though framed within a
Buddhist discourse.

b*iau.ri.b*il.\,.mo/ v.l.sems.bso.[ov.dv./

ri.b*il.r)Uv.l.bbs.dUs/ v.l.sems.bso.btv.]og 82

Ease my mind, you subtle mountain bird,
And, when you fly down to the valley, I will ease your mind .

A simple, though beautiful, poem on the exchange of love between the poet and his belovèd.  Although
in the mountains, the delicate little bird is asked to give succour to the poet in the valley, in return for
which he will offer her consolation when she flies down to him.

This is indeed a simple verse and a simple reading will suffice.  Nonetheless, the distance implied
between the lovers points perhaps to a reference to a lover which the young man (maybe Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho, locked in the fortress that is the Potala) cannot, for whatever reason, see as fre-
quently as he wishes.

Sørensen claims that this could be sung by either a man or a woman, but I feel that the explicit use of
the feminine ending on phra mo (Jäschke cites - via Csoma de Körös - phra bo as an alternative), as
well as the traditionally feminine symbolism of a small delicate bird, suggests that this would be a man’s
song.

ngs.gseb.luv.pai.\u.yi/ adb.]gs.A.br.ne.cxo/

SFiv.SDUg.RKU.l.Qor.sov./ g.sov.bQod.rog.gnv.ZU// 83

2b gar song bshod rogs gnang zhu

Cute little parrot, from the upper slopes of the wooded valley -
Please help me find where they’ve taken my lover.

The parrot, frequently identified as  a chatterbox, is also (maybe because of its powers of mimicry) cred-
ited with intelligence.  Here, the poet calls on a particularly helpful and friendly parrot (a bar seems to
be a pet name - Sørensen suggests “sweetie” or “cutie” - for an intimate friend or confidante) to help
discover where his lover has been taken.

If we read this poem as being by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then the inference is clear.  He has
become too closely involved with a girl and she’s been removed from his reach, presumably by people
employed, if not directly by the Regent, then acting nonetheless with his authority.  We have no idea, of
course, quite how many such situations actually transpired in the life of the Dalai Lama, but we can
assume that this, given his position and the attempts by Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho to keep him under
control, would not have been an unusual turn of events.

Of course, we could read this as the poem of another man, not of any special rank or status, whose
lover has been spirited away - maybe by her parents, unenthusiastic at such a match.

The alternative reading, in the light of a common theme here, is that the poet foolishly assumes that
his girl has been taken off against her will.  It could be, however, that she has simply left him for another
man (maybe in another village), or else has decided that she is not interested in furthering her relation-



ship with the poet.

b*iau.ajol.moai.ag+o.s/ LHo.rov.LJon.pai.ngs.seb/

gsuv.fn.RGY.SG+g.bod.SG+g LH.sai.\*ogs.ns.SKYUr.b*Uv.// 84

1b lho rong ljon pa’i nags gseb
2a gsung snyan rgya bsgrags bod bsgrags

In the forests of the lHo rong valley, the little thrush makes its home:
From Lhasa the sweetness of its song is heard everywhere.

That the thrush has a sweet voice is well-attested and reference is made to the beauty of its singing in
the mgu glu as well as here.  lHo rong and Mon yul are the oldest terms for Bhutan and, of course, it
was from the borderlands of Mon yul that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho originally came, via sNa ga rtse
to Lhasa.  By implication, then, we can assume perhaps a factual error on the part of the poet here,
mistaking lHo rong as the home of the Dalai Lama.

The bird sings its melody (gsung snyan - note the honorific discourse) from Lhasa but it extends every-
where (India and China counting as everywhere beyond Tibet).  This strikes me as a political poem,
indicating the fame enjoyed by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and the poems ascribed to him, despite
his restricted life in the Potala.  It could also, of course, hint at the religious and spiritual effect which the
Dalai Lama had upon the people of Tibet, that, wherever he might be physically, his excellent discourse
(gsung snyan) is heard by all.

It is satisfying to think that this might have been one of the songs sung in Lhasa during Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho’s life, in protest at the way in which he was being treated by the Regent and by the
dGe lugs pa hierarchy, that he might indeed have heard it or had it reported - and sung - to him by his
friends and his lovers.  The confusion between lHo rong and Mon yul, however, indicates that this is
very unlikely to be a song of his own composition.

SP+eau.rv.b)o.lv.ns/ fin.pr.RKUn.m.RKus.ps/

rv.mig.SBr.mos.bkb.kYv./ gZn.mig.qebs.p.mi.adUg 85

1a spre’u rang blo langs nas

The monkey decides to go stealing every day -
But even if he hides his eyes, the eyes of others are not covered.

Sørensen interprets this poem as being about Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho alone, but I would suggest
that it could also be an attack upon the Regent.  After all, both could be said to have used their position
in ways which were seen as inappropriate:  while the Dalai Lama might or might not have broken his
vows, he certainly did behave in a way which was considered unwise for someone in his position;  the
Regent not only pretended to be a monk whilst behaving like a layman, he also clearly used the enor-
mous power that he wielded more for his own benefit than for that of the polity of Tibet.  

Whoever the target is, however, the meaning is clear, recalling the way in which people refuse to
acknowledge things which are clearly visible to everybody else.  The monkey, though a very clever
creature, is nonetheless selfish and acts neither with a thought for others nor with the thought that he
might get caught.  Both these accusations could also be made against both the Regent and the Dalai
Lama.



dkr.ng.ls.kYi.s.bon/ d.LT.LKog.tU.btb.kYv./

ab,s.bu.SBs.ps.mi.[ub/ rv.rv.so.sor.SMin.gis// 86

Seeds of good and bad, now sown in secret,
Will not bear hidden fruit, but will ripen just as they will.

Much in the same way as the monkey in the previous poem hopes that his wrongdoing will go unseen -
or at least ignored - so, the poet is saying, we cannot hope that the things we do, for which we feel
shame, will produce only hidden results.

The theme of this poem, of course, is karman (las), and the standard image of seeds bearing fruit is
employed.  The secrecy mentioned in the first couplet can be linked, as in the previous verse, to the
hypocrisy of the Regent and the foolishness of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in acting too blatantly with-
out their official rôles.  The fact that we have the seeds both of good and bad karman being sown indi-
cates to me that if, in fact, we are going to understood this as being a commentary on the situation in
the Potala, then the poet is acknowledging that both parties acted out of ignorance, that their actions
were not deliberately malicious.

The second couplet reminds us that karman can ripen when we least expect it and that, by implication,
we should always be on our guard.  The possibility of embarrassment, of course, is something to be
aware of in this connection - not only in the case of a high-ranking but careless dignitary, but also of the
humblest and poorest Lhasa poet.

dWgs.yul.s.RNms.g+o.l/ dWgs.mo.RNm.[r.legs.p/

mi.RTg.a]i.b.med.n/ ]xe.gv.SDd.kYv.SDd.]og 87

2b tshe gang bsdad kyang bsdad chog

In the heat of Dvags yul, the girls are beautiful:
I’d gladly spend my time with them, if death and impermanance weren’t around.

This is a companion piece, perhaps, to the poems in which the poet weighs up the opportunity to spend
time with his lover against disappearing into the mountains to practise meditation.

The heat of Dvags yul makes the girls beautiful - maybe because they are not wearing very much, or
maybe simply because the sun makes the world happier and more conducive to love.  Whether or not
we accept Sørensen’s suggestion that the women are singing Tibetan opera (rnam thar) with lovely
voices, we have nonetheless a situation where fun and relaxation is to the fore, where no thought is
given to difficulties or problems which may arise.

The ever-present (one might say almost permanent) teaching in Buddhist texts about impermanence
and the unpredictability of death, however, means that the poet feels compelled to ignore such pleas-
ures and, instead, we can infer that he chooses meditation.  This forms an interesting link with the previ-
ous verse - we could see it as the poet’s way of establishing himself as someone who gives considera-
tion to his practise.  It’s also a way, perhaps, of encouraging others to do the same - whilst ancknowl-
edging the loveliness of the girls, on whose company they would thereby be missing out.



LCv.g)iv.qm.LTr.abol.b/ SFiv.SDUg.duv.sems.]e.b/

gZon.p.LH.]os.b*ed.pai/ lm.bu.bkg.p.m.gnv.// 88

1b snying sdug gdung sems che ba

Soft like a peach are the body and mind of my sweetheart.
Don’t ask this young man to turn away from the path of religion.

The strong resolve of the last poem is slightly weakened here and the poet is again torn between his
meditation seat and the bed of his beautiful lover.  Again this enchanting snying sdug is compared to a
soft and juicy peach, her body and mind are described as che ba, here probably implying elegance and
intelligence.  It’s significant that her mind is mentioned:  women do not get praised often in this text for
their intelligence - whether intellectual or emotional - and, although she is clearly perceived as an obsta-
cle to practise, she is also nonetheless regarded as a person of some distinction.

The poet’s lover seems to be encouraging him away from the path of practise:  the word bkag implies
that she is stopping him somehow from meditating - whether by her actions or by direct requests.  We
can feel his frustration at having, effectively, to ask her not to be the person that she is, simply so that
he can have an easier life, without her to tempt him.  It’s almost like a poem of rejection on the poet’s
part, although it reads as though he knows that he can never truly be free until he dedicates himself to
religion.

nub.\*ogs.ri.boai.RCXe.ns/ SP+in.dkr.gnm.l.lov.lov./

v.l.yid.ajxin.dbv.mos/ LH.bsv.btv.b.los.yin// 89

2b lha bsabgs btang ba los yin

From the western peak, a white cloud rises into the sky.
Yid bzhin dbang mo’s offering me incense.

The first line of this poem repeats exactly the first line of the opening poem of the mgu glu, with a
change in direction from shar to nub.  Whereas the moon rising in the east - implying new opportunity
and a new day - reminds the poet of the ma skyes a ma, here the white cloud of love rises in the west,
the place of the setting sun and hence of of the darkness of night. 

Yid bzhin dbang mo, like Yid ldan lHa mo in 63, is clearly another reference to the story of Prince Nor
bzang and his lover Yid ‘phrog lHa mo.  Her power (dbang) here is obviously in her ability to summon
her lovers and this, we are led to believe, is the point of the white cloud.

The offering of incense (lha bsangs) is also one of the eight offerings made to yi dam in Vajrayana
sadhanas and this might be a play on the idea of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as the sprul pa of sPyan
ras gzigs, offered incense by a beautiful goddess.  This seems a little like lovers’ fantasy, creating new
identities for themselves and imagining that these new identities have particular attributes and powers
which their “real” forms lack.

r)Uv.po.gv.ns.lv.lv./ \.yul.\*ogs.ns.lv.lv./



]uv.ad+is.b*ms.pai.lus.po/ m.nor.r)Uv.pos.aq*er.b*Uv.// 90

1a rlung po gang nas langs langs
1b pha yul phyogs nas langs byung

The wind rises all around, it comes from my father’s land.
Surely it’s carrying the one I’ve loved so long.

Here the natural world is seen as a messenger, the wind bringing from Mon yul the lover whom the poet
has known all his life.  Nature, as we have seen, occupies a powerful place in these poems, but that it
is acting, ostensibly, for the benefit of the poet is a new theme.

The gang nas...phyogs nas echo strengthens the link and the repetition of langs further emphasises
the physicality of the wind.  The term pha yul, of course, refers to both the idea of “fatherland” and to
“the land of my father”:  given the association here is with something and somewhere far away, it is the
poet’s melancholy homesickness, his desire to see his lover again, that is to the fore.

We can imagine that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho would have felt very much a foreigner in Lhasa -
which, as a Mon pa, he was.  That the lover here is mentioned in terms of lus po is important, since
there is no attempt to hide the physical behind an honorific form:  the implication is clear, that the poet
wants to be with the physical, desirable body of the woman he has cherished all his life.

]u.dv.ao.m.ad+es.p/ ab*ed.mqn.gser.gYi.rus.SBl/

SFiv.SDUg.Q.sems.ad+es.p/ db*e.mqn.su.yv.mi.adUg 91

The turtle can separate water from milk -
But no one can separate lovers from one another.

This is a simple poem of comparison, indicating the power of love.  The ability of tortoises - and geese
too - in Indo-Tibetan myth to separate milk from water is well attested.  Although they are able to
achieve what would appear to be an impossible feat, it is truly impossible to separate the hearts, minds
and bodies of lovers.

It is significant here that physical inseparability (sha) is mentioned.  After all, not only Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho had problems with being restricted in his movement and in his opportunities to meet with his
lovers.  But the implication seems to be that, since a loving mind is able to overcome physical distance,
so given time a pair of lovers will physically be once again reunited.

If this is by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then, we should read it in conjunction with the preceding
poem, as a kind of melancholy, hopeful desire that he can be joined again, physically, with his lover.
The fact is - and this might well be implied in this verse - the restricted life which he led in the Potala,
from which he could only by night escape, means that no such meeting can last beyond a few hours.
But maybe this is what he is implying, that simply to be for a short while with his girlfriend is sufficient to
rekindle their love.

v.dv.b*ms.p.SMos.ns/ gb.RCXeai.STev.dU.SBol.bs/

mo.l.bdUn.zur.bb.ns/ rim.g+o.SG+Ub.dgos.b*Uvo.// 92



2b rim gro sgrub dgos byung ngo

My love and I, we spoke together, compared our horoscopes:
We cast opposing lots - then sorted it with rites.

In his commentary, Sørensen deals extensively with the tradition of astrological consultations carried out
for lovers, as well as the idea of opposition, an idea found also in western astrology.  Suffice it to say
that the opposition here is interpreted as a problem for the lovers, that the stars proved inauspicious for
their life together and, maybe also for their immediate future.

The outcome of this process was that, despite the ominous reading, they were able to address the dif-
ficulties with rituals.  On the one hand, this might seem a cynical approach - that, whatever happens,
the situation can be rectified with further rites, carried out either by themselves or by another (presum-
ably well-remunerated for their efforts).  On the other hand, it was clearly sensible to discover that
something was wrong with the situation before the difficulty became too great:  at least some measures
could be taken against further sadness.

However we read this process, we should nonetheless be aware, in context, of the expertise of Sangs
rgyas rgya mtsho in astrology.  He wrote what is still the standard work on Tibetan astrology and was, at
least technically, clearly a master of the art:  we cannot be certain, of course, as to how successful he
proved as an interpreter.  That Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho also received lessons in astrology is
beyond doubt and he seems also to have had an interest in the subject, especially if we are to ascribe
this poem to his hand.

LH.qv.aun.qus.RJXs.pr/ Zim.mi.SFi.l.m.zin/

SBYor.b.gZn.gYis.b*s.pai/ mi.q.v.l.mi.ajog 93

Don’t catch the cat - the pigeons are to blame for the chaos in the temple:
And don’t slander me either - others are to blame for what’s been done.

As in 53, we are here led to believe that the poet is being blamed for problems within the religious hier-
archy.  Sørensen sees the comparison between the pigeons and the cat as being concerned with how
they deal with their faeces - the one chaotically and the other secretly and carefully.  This may be a suit-
able reading, but I would suggest that it might also simply be a comparison between the pigeons’ flap-
ping wings, leaving disorder in their wake, and the quiet, careful movement of cats.

However we understand this comparison, the second couplet draws a parallel between false accusa-
tions against the cat by the temple authorities and false accusations against Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho by the religious hierarchy:  the half-rhyme of rdzas par/byas pai here provides a link between the
two lines  Again as in 53, all the blame seems to fall on the young Dalai Lama, whether or not he is truly
responsible for the problems.  

So this is another poem about the poet’s frustration at having his life interfered with and at being con-
tinually misrepresented within and by the establishment of which he is supposed to be head.

Qi.de.dm*l.bai.yul.gYi ]os.RGYl.ls.kYi.me.lov./

adi.ns.k+ig.k+ig.mi.adUg de.ns.gzigs.p.gnv.ZU// 94

mgu glu 58 (Sørensen p255)

Death, you King of Hell, you mirror of karman:



Please grant me the fairness after death which I’m not getting in life.

To end this sequence we have a poem which, in another form, frequently concludes the mgu glu.  After
death, according to Tibetan Buddhist tradition, we are judged by our life of activity and, if found to be
worthy of one of the sixteen types of Hell, that is where we are sent.  Here, we are reminded that the
judgment is simply a mirror of karman (las kyi me long) and therefore dependent solely upon how we
have lived our life.

In the second couplet, we have a contrast between this life (‘di) and the time of judgment in the after-
life (de).  The term krig krig implies things which are fair and appropriate - which the poet says he is not
getting in this life.  The half-rhyme of gzigs in the final line is an honorific request to the King of Hell
requesting a fair deal, at least in judgment after death.

We could see this poem as having been written by the Dalai Lama as he approached death.  Xiao
Diyan has him writing it at Kun dga nor, on his way to Peking in 1706.  Xiao also suggests that this
could have been a response to the murder of the Regent in Lhasa a year earlier.  I would not discount
either of these possibilities, but I would point to the fact that there is no clear “I” character in the poem.
Given his popularity, both during and after his lifetime, it could equally be that this poem was written by
another poet, in order to help Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho when he came finally to judgement:  the
implication of this, I suppose, was that he had made mistakes - of whatever kind, but in this context
most probably concerning power and sex - and deserved to be given the fair trial which he seemed to
be constantly denied in the Potala.

]uv.ad+is.b*ms.p.\*ogsu/ vo.bs,uv.dr.gYi.gYog.ps/

b*ms.p.a]i.bdg.a[uv.ns/ q,el.gZUv.]xer.ms.bQd.sov.// 95

1a chung ‘dris byams pa’i phyogs su
1b ngo bsrung dar gyis gyog pas
2b khrel gzhung ‘tsher mas bshad song

Turning silk to save the reputation of the one I’ve loved so long,
Our love lasts only a short time and we feel the thorns of shame.

So important is the poet’s lover to him - they have always known each other - that he seeks to protect
her honor, to cover up (with the metaphoric purity of silk) whatever wrong she has done.  Whether or
not this is Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s writing, we can imagine that the shame she feels here is
maybe the result of a liason between two apparently unsuitable people, or else that the poet is, in fact,
more keen to protect his own reputation by directing the focus onto his lover.  If this is in fact the Dalai
Lama - or some other high-ranking person - we should realise the sacrifice which this might entail in the
eyes of the authorities and the Lhasa élite.

In the second couplet, the repetition of byams pa links the lovely girl with the love which quickly turns
sour and dies (the term ‘chi bdag - orthographically nonstandard, but homophonous with the correct
phyi thag - is especially harsh and final in this context).  The pain from the thorns of shame, the poet
implies, are very hard to bear:  in a Tibetan saying, silk is used to cover up the harshness of thorns, but
now they are laid bare and starkly felt.

Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s reputation as a womaniser would undoubtedly have made this a fairly
regular experience for him, but we should not assume that this made him impervious to shame and to
retribution.  A brief flirtation which turns sour can be hard to deal with and it seems, from the contrast
between silk and thorns, that the suffering here has been great.  This would particularly be the case, I
suspect, because of the long friendship between the couple:  chung ‘dris here seems to imply a genuine
friendship enjoyed since childhood, and to lose this after a short and misplaced liason would clearly
have been painful for both parties.



rv.sems.q.btgs.dkr.po/ m.nogs.p.ZUs.yod/

mi.sems.SNg.]xai.ri.mo/ ab,i.adod.yod.n.b,is.Qog 96

1b ma nogs pa cig zhus yod

Please don’t dirty the white offering scarf of my mind:
Record the inky writing of others’ minds if you want.

The kha btags, the ceremonial scarf offered to high lamas by the faithful, is a central part of Tibetan reli-
gious life and would thus have been common to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, both as the recipient and
as the one presenting.  For the poet here to associate his mindset with a pure white kha btags is signifi-
cant, given the exchange which these scarves imply:  one makes an offering of it and then the recipient
returns it, commonly placing it over one’s neck.  The energy of the gift, then, goes both ways and thus
indicates a type of relationship between two people (and, in Vajrayana terms, perhaps indicates a kind
of commitment between student and teacher).

With this in mind, then, we can read the first couplet as a request not to impugn the reputation of the
poet with false and malicious words.  As before, this recalls the treatment - or at least the perceived
treatment - of the Dalai Lama by the Regent and by the Regent’s lackeys, and also by the Qan, all of
whom attempted to gain control over the political situation through misrepresentation and stark power.

The second couplet compares the poet’s mind (rang sems) with the mind of other people (mi sems).
The semantic relationship between nogs pa (a kind of deep black) and snag (Indian ink) may well refer
to the fact (as mentioned also in 53) that the actions of the Qan and the Regent were never criticised,
and that a record of their actions (written down, as emphasised by the homophonous ‘bri...bris) would
be of some benefit - whether psychological or practical - to the Dalai Lama.

The impression which I get from this poem is that the poet is somehow at the end of his tether, waiting
for another accusation to be levelled against him, secretly hoping that the slander and maliciousness of
his accusors will finally be revealed to those people who, while not in fact knowing the truth, nonethe-
less (naturally) want to believe the gossip and lies which are circulating about the young man.

b,g.dv.r)Uv.po.a[b.ns/ RGod.poai.SG+o.l.gzn.gis/

gyo.cn.RJXU.bg.cn.des/ v.l.gzn.po.b*s.b*Uv.// 97

mgu glu 38 (Sørensen p191)

The rock and wind combined to wear down the vulture’s plumage:
I have been worn down by deceitful people.

Sørensen has addressed the historical implications of this poem in his commentary to its equivalent in
the mgu glu.  Whatever the true source of the imagery, it is obvious from the language here (the word
gzan, for instance) that there has been a great deal of psychological and perhaps physical harm done
to the Dalai Lama and to those whom he holds dear.  Not only is there the case of Thar gyas nas, who
is frequently wheeled out as the cause célèbre of these assaults:  we should remember that there were
many others - lovers, drinking partners, archers and general companions - with whom Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho probably had close connections and it is not hard to imagine how easily it might be for the
powerful Regent to deal, in one way or another, with their perceived harmful influence.  Such things
would have frustrated everyone concerned in many different ways and to a greater or lesser extent.

The deceitful people (gyo can and rdzu bag can) may or may not refer partly to those friends who



have been bribed as spies for the Regent, although this is certainly possible.  I would read this, though,
mora as a general outpouring of frustration, that the young man is beset on every side by deceit and
lies and that he has no idea now whom he can trust.  It is a poignant and desparate poem and, given its
position in the mgu glu it seems more likely than not that it could well be by Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho himself.

\r.sems.b*ms.dv.SFiv.RJes/ SP+in.\uv.gsr.dU.aq,ig.kYv./

]ur.sems.SDUg.pai.r)Uv.pos/ yv.ns.yv.dU.gtor.b*Uv.// 98

1b sprin phung gsar du ‘khrigs kyang

Compassion for others creates new cloudbanks:
Other people’s poisonous thoughts forces them further apart.

This is a poem whose tone and meaning is similar to that of the previous verse.  The terms phar sems
and tshur sems contrast the poet’s thoughts for others with their thoughts for him:  the two phrases cre-
ate then a semantic link, onto which a comparison may be grafted.

The first line of each couplet, then, shows the nature of these thoughts.  The poet’s thoughts are in
keeping with the love which is present in his heart and mind, whilst the thoughts of others are charac-
terised as a poisonous wind.  The contrast, then could not really be starker and again we are forced to
see this perhaps as frustrated hyperbole on the part of the poet, exaggerating for the sake of venting his
spleen, rather than because this is actually how he views his relationship with all those with whom he is
spending time.

The activity of these two types of thought is also contrasted, in the second half of the couplets.  The
first creates new banks of clouds, the second breaks them up, forcing them further and further apart.
One might be tempted to equate the sprin phung here with the white clouds of love in 89 and thus read
this as a poem about the attempts made to sabotage Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s lovelife, but I
would suggest that this, like the previous poem, has a far wider range, indicating the general frustration
and disgust with which he greets yet another act of deceit.

SP+in.p.q.ser.gtiv.ng sd.sv.ser.bai.gZi.m/

b$.de.SKY.min.ser.min/ svs.RGYs.bSTn.pai.dg+.bo// 99

mgu glu 39 (Sørensen 195)

A cloud - yellow within, black without - produces frost and hail.
A wise man - neither monk nor layman - is an enemy of the Buddha’s teaching.

Sørensen has again already investigated the different interpretations which can be placed upon the
characters in this text.  Van Huerck’s assertion, that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho holds the enemy of
the teaching of the Regent (note the word play on his name, Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho) to be himself -
that, after his disrobing, he is neither monk nor layman and, therefore, is potentially destructive - is an
interesting theory to add to the identification of this character with the Regent.

I would also suggest that we can read the cloud as the entire dGe lugs pa sect - or at least its hierar-
chy in the Potala:  after all, it was they who effectively placed Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in the situa-
tion in which he found himself and they who prevented him from fulfilling his rôle as practitioner and as
Dalai Lama.  The frost and hail which they produce can be likened to the rock and the wind in 97, wear-
ing down the mental and physical wellbeing of the poet.  This would still leave the Regent - or perhaps



the poet - identified as the wise pandit.
If we go along with Van Heurck’s suggestion, then this is an especially ironic poem.  For, by the use of

sangs rgyas, we have not only the teaching of the Buddha but also the instructions of the Regent -
ideas which seem to be contradictory and which, therefore create an ambiguity when considering the
true meaning of “enemy”.  After all, to oppose the Regent’s orders might be good for Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho and might thereby equally be good for the teaching of the Buddha, especially as it was prac-
tised in Tibet.

s.bcuai.STev.n.gns.pai/ dm.cn.RDo.RJe.]os.SKYov./

m[u.dv.nus.p.yod.n/ bSTn.pai.dg,.bo.SG+ol.mjxod// 100

mgu glu 45 (Sørensen p217)

Protector rDo rje Grags ldan, residing in the tenth sphere:
If you have the power and the skill, then liberate the enemies of the teaching.

The repetition of the term bstan pa’i dgra bo here recalls the enemies of the teaching in the previous
poem, however we might choose to interpret them.  The identification of the dam can rdo rje chos 
skyong with the oath-bound Dharmapala rDo rje Grags ldan, whose medium is the Tibetan State
Oracle, seems further to indicate that this is perhaps some kind of official prayer, made by the poet in a
desperate attempt to address the situation which is becoming too hard for him to hold.

The first lines of the two couplets, however, are slightly problematic.  If we, as Sørensen suggests, see
sa bcu’i steng na gnas pa as indicating that the Dharmapala has reached the level of a Buddha, it is
hard to understand precisely why the word na is used in the second couplet:  a Buddha, being perfectly
enlightened, would seem to have the ability and the power to fulfill this request.  Maybe this is some
kind of acknowledgement that, in some ways, the Oracle remains a simple monk and is not always able
to reveal the explicit knowledge of the chos skyong whom he, for a brief time, embodies.  If my reading
is correct, this suggests an interesting insight into the relationship between different realities within the
Tibetan Buddhist world, and the figurative ways in which they can be expressed.

We know that, following the attempted murder of Thar gyas nas, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho asked
the Oracle to reveal the identities of the plotters and subsequently had them put to death.  This could be
a reference to this event, or else it could be a hope that the same process can be used to discover
other treachery.  

Note, however, should be made of the verb sgrol, which suggests liberation rather than destruction.
This is, then, not a vindictive request, rather it is a plea for mercy mixed with a direct and forceful desire
finally to be rid of the problems caused by such people.  It is, indeed, the standard kind of compassion-
ate activity which we can imagine from a Buddhist practitioner such as the Dalai Lama.

r)Uv.po.nv.ls.lvs.pr/ go.].\*i.ns.bSDm.sov./

mi.q.[l.bai.bu.yug sv.bai.dUs.]xod.mi.adUg 101

1b go cha phyi nas bsdams song

A wind arises from within and a lock is fixed outside:
It’ll take too long to block up the cracks letting out the gossip.

While the symbolism here is fairly straightforward, the way in which it is expressed should give us pause



for thought.  The nang...phyi contrast revolves around the Potala, truly an impregnable fortress;
Sørensen suggests also that this refers to the dGe lugs pa school itself, but it seems somehow too
physical an image to be concerned with the changeable fortunes of a group of fallible humans.

The corresponding contrast is between rlung po and go cha.  So as to prevent the wind, the rumors
about the activity of the Dalai Lama (including his choice in 1702 to disrobe), from escaping, a lock is
fixed to the door in the form of the Regent.  This strikes me as a strange poetic figure, since the ease
with which wind moves cannot be said to be halted by a simple lock;  maybe, though, this is an ironic
comment with precisely that intention - that the Regent was a hopeless failure as a lock, simply
because he was not flexible, that, if he had been more open to the young Dalai Lama’s personality,
there would never have been a need for the scandal and problems which later appeared.

And the inefficiency of the lock is indicated sharply in the second couplet.  The gossip mill works too
quickly and there is no time to prevent the leaking of information.  The political intrigue which seems to
have surrounded events in the Potala at the beginning of the eighteenth century would obviously have
made for claims and counter-claims, espionage and counter-espionage and we can even imagine that,
so as to control the very gossiping that he was trying so hard to control, the regent himself might have
“allowed” certain less significant allegations to escape, so as to put the persuers off the scent of more
lurid and potentially damaging information.

dUs.gsum.[ms.cd.mq*en.p/ d+in.cn.RCX.bai.b).m/

SPYi.g]xug.fi.z)ai.STev.dU/ ab,l.med.bRTn.pr.bZUgs.Qig 102

The kind root guru, who knows the three times,
On the sunmoon disc above my head:  may he remain firm and unwavering.

The rtsa ba’i bla ma is the Panchen Lama, bLo bzang Ye shes, who seems, despite his sadness and
outrage at Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s disrobing, to have remained honorably outside the political
machinations surrounding the position of the Dalai Lama.  The root guru is seen here, as is traditional,
upon a disc of the sun and moon on the head (specifically at the crown, the fontanelle, spyi gtsug) of
the meditator:  he knows the past, present and future (ie is omniscient) and is therefore impervious to
the changing fortunes of beings with lesser understanding.

The final line of the poem perhaps harks back to the fact that this Panchen bLa ma had little if any-
thing to do with the difficulties which beset the Potala and the dGe lugs pa school during this time.  The
poet prays that he should remain firm, that he should not alter his position:  put in these terms, the
somewhat formulaic ‘bral med brtan par bzhugs becomes a cleverly obscured request that his apparent-
ly neutral position should not alter, that he should not interfere between the Regent, the Dalai Lama and
the hierarchy.

]u.bur.mig.vor.Qr.bai/ m.dg.SNv.bai.d+i.m/

agl.aq,Ul.fms.]g.adUg.n/ ye.Qes.db*ivs.ns.bQgo 103

2b ye shes dbyings nas bshags so

Ulcers erupt on the eyes and cause impure vision:
So, if mistakes or harm be done, I request forgiveness from the realm of wisdom.

This is a metaphorical poem, of course, although the theory of karman might have it otherwise, that any
problems one might suffer with one’s eyes or with sight come directly from impure attitudes towards the



world.
The poet here requests forgiveness, for all the mistakes caused by having impure vision, from the wis-

dom aspect of the Buddha nature, where - if we can conceive of it in physical terms - correct view is
based.

This verse could be seen as another acknowledgment by the Dalai Lama that his actions have not
always been pure and appropriate.  For one in his position - exalted in theory but dismissed in reality -
such humility might have been hard to achieve and, if this is in fact his work, it further suggests a strik-
ingly intelligent and sensitive understanding of his psychological and practical difficulties, as we saw
previously in 100. 

gvs.dkr.Qel.l.gns.pai/ sev.]en.dkr.moai.ao.m/

ro.bcud.]e.rv.g+g.ns/ SNod.kYi.m.]un.zer.n// 104

2a ro bcud che rang grags nas
2b snod kyis ma chun zer na

The milk of the white lion, who dwells on the crystal snow,
Is so strong, that my cup cannot hold it.

As Sørensen says, this poem is almost as complex and abstruse as 45 (20 in the mgu glu).  His identifi-
cation of the white lion with the Tibetan national symbol, the snow lion, indicates that it is in fact the
state of Tibet which is being invoked.  The milk, or nutritious food (ro bcud), which Tibet offers however,
is less clearly understood:  maybe it is the religious activity of so many of its male population, or maybe
it is the proud and independent spirit which unites its people.  Either, or both, of these could be the sub-
ject here and we can imagine that such is the strength of feeling in the poet’s mind that he would indeed
find it hard to contain such feelings.
To read the poet as Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, however, is to realise how true this could have been
for him.  It is almost as though he’s at breaking point, that the project of which he is a part, the state
whose leading rôle he is being denied, is too much for his body and mind to bear.  In this case, then, we
have a contrast between the intense feeling of duty and pride which the young poet feels and the heavi-
ness of his situation.  
If we read the verse as a purely mystical text, however, we could hear a similarity between the pronun-
ciation of ro bcud and ro gcig:  thus, the so-called “one taste” (in which the mind recognises the inherent
illusory nature of everything and is therefore able to remain at once involved and unmoved by experi-
ences) is conflated with the essence of the snow lion’s milk;  this, like the beer of the wisdom dakini in
45, is a drink through which the mind is transformed and perceives the truth of Buddha nature.

gns.gsum.Ziv.m.RGYU.bai/ m.dv.ye.Qes.mqa.ag+o

db*ivs.ns.bQgs.p.abulo/ [ugs.RJeai.LCgs.kYUs.gzigs.Qig 105

2a dbyings nas bshags pa ‘bul lo

I request forgiveness from the realm of the dakini of wisdom,
Who arises from the three places:  look upon me, please, with your hook of mercy.



Unlike Sørensen, who understands the gnas gsum as being the three superior classes of beings (lha,
lha min and mi - gods, demigiods and humans), I read this phrase as being the seats of (perfected)
body, speech and mind (the physical sternum, throat and forehead).  By appealing to this site of wis-
dom, the poet would be assured of forgiveness and purification.

The dakini is, moreover, associeted with the ma, the mother principle, which reminds us of the mother
Prajñaparamita, the perfection of wisdom:  indeed, there might here be some conflation of the two ideas
for poetic and religious effect.

The request is for forgiveness and for the dakini to look upon the poet with compasison - the verb
gzigs suggesting perhaps the identification of the Dalai Lama with the poet with sPyan ras gzigs.  As
with other poems, such as 102, this is clearly first and foremost a prayer, whether it is the work of
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho or not.

yon.tn.SBs.pai.gv.zg nor.bu.gv.bai.RGY.m]xo/

m]od.RTen.r)Uv.gi.bSKYod.kYv./ v.ni.bSKUr.b.mi.adebs// 106

2a mchod rten rlung gis bskyod kyang

A person of hidden qualities is an ocean full of jewels:
A wind whistles round this stupa, but I will not add to it.

The key word here is rgya mtsho and, despite the presence of both Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho and
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in this story, I would suggest that the mchod rten in the second couplet
indicates that the subject is dead and preserved in a mortuary.  The obvious candidate would seem to
me, not an individual, but the ocean of jewels which is the lineage of the Dalai Lama, who by this point
in history had established the tradition of echoing the Mongolian word dalai with the Tibetan translation
rgya mtsho.

There were rumors that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was not the true Dalai Lama and, moreover, that
the Regent was the son of the otherwise honorable “Great” Fifth.  Add to this the unholy commotion -
some of it caused by his own actions, some not - which followed the young Dalai Lama wherever he
went and we clearly have the wind of gossip swirling around the mchod rten of the lineage.

The poet chooses not to add more problems to the situation through further indiscretion.  If Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho is the author, this is probably more irony than goodwill;  otherwise, we should prob-
ably read this as either more goodwill than irony, or else the poet-as-observer’s acknowledgement that
the zenith has been reached and nothing worse than what has already happen could now transpire.

mr.bcud.ao.ms.gv.b/ gsv.b.dm.pai.LH.]os/

m.rig.log.ps.SG+ib.n/ SFiv.ns.agYod.ps.bsgso// 107

2b snying nas ‘gyod pas bsags so

The essence of butter is milk, of the Dharma the secret path:
If you are obscured by ignorance, and sincerely repent, then you receive forgiveness.

Another prayer, much in the style of 103, but which seems to be pointing at the innermost aspects of
the teaching, already hinted at in 45 and 104.  Indeed, we should note, if only in passing, the echo of
104 in the first four syllables of the present verse.

Butter is made by churning milk, so butter, although different from milk, has the same basic nature.  So



it is with the Dharma, the lha chos or “truth of things”:  according to the teaching, when one realises the
world seen from the secret path, it is identical in its physical appearance to the constructed world (the
world of things, or chos, which is a translation of the Pali dhamma, signifying “compound things in gen-
eral”;  chos has etymological links with the verb bcos, “to fabricate, make”) - although, like butter and
milk, the nature of the two realities is quite different.

So bafflingly complex and simple is this realisation that, if you are fooled by your ignorance into disbe-
lief or misunderstanding, then you should offer heartfelt repentance and thus receive forgiveness.  As in
103, such forgiveness will result moreover in a purification of ignorance and thus lead to full realisation.

rv.sems.nmqai.gQis.l/ rv.bZin.agYUr.mdog.med.kYv./

fon.movs.SP+in.LTr.aq,Ugspai/ SNv.bai.agYUr.mdog.STon.b*Uv.// 108

1a rang sems nam mkha’i gshis la

The mind has the nature of the sky and, although it doesn’t change,
Its pain quivers like clouds and its appearance is changed.

Yet another poem presenting standard Buddhist doctrine.  The mind is described as being as wide and
as clear as the sky.  Throughout the Buddhist world, the mental stirrings - characterised as the cycle of
anger, greed and ignorance - are taught to be like clouds in the sky:  they are temporary and do not
affect the nature of the sky in which they float.  The sky, the mind, remains pure and clear - but it is
down to the practitioner to realise the truth of the teaching for him- or herself.

That here the choice of mental oscillation is nyong mongs, or pain and misery, is obviously a particular
- though not by any means exclusive - reference to the situation of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.
When pain floats into the mind, the poet says, the true nature (‘gyur mdog) of the mind appears to
change, despite in reality remaining as it is.  The repetition of ‘gyur mdog in the second half of both cou-
plets in a way mirrors the nature of the mind:  it is surrounded by change, yet never itself changes.

The prayer in 102 somehow relates to the present poem:  the request that the guru remain steady is
unnecessary, since the nature of the guru’s mind is enlightened and thus firm and unchanging.
However, the possibility that the Panchen Lama might get embroiled in the politics of the Potala is
enough for the relative truth of the cloudy sky to encourage the poet to make the prayer.  In the present
poem, though, we are reassured that, however things appear, the mind is clear and without prejudice or
favor.

]xogs.d+Ug.dbv.poai.SPYod.yul/ SNv.b.sems.kYi.d+i.m/

dg.dv.m.dg.db*e.bs/ aqor.ads.gYes.m]xms.b*ed.gis// 109

The sphere of the six senses is that of the six mental stains:
Divided into pure and impure, it comes down to Samsara and Nirvana.

Another disarmingly simple Buddhist poem.  The six senses - the sixth is mental activity - have their
corresponding six mental delusions, as explained in countless religious treatises.  If you divide these
experiences into pure and impure, you can recognise nirvana and samsara.  

In the light of the previous poem, however, we can take this a stage further.  Given the fact that the
mind, like the sky, is not changed by the (mental) clouds which float across it, so the division into pure
and impure, nirvana and samsara, is false and untrue and unreal.



SB+v.bu.SKYe.b.SVs.sov./ me.tog.Qr.b.\*is.sov./

ls.a\,o.med.pai.SFiv.SDUg mjl.ajxom.b*ed.p.agYv.sov.// 110

2b mjal ‘dzoms byed pa ‘gyangs song

The bee is born before the flower blooms:
My sweetheart is delayed because she has bad karman.

The first couplet offers a parallel between a bee being born and a flower blooming:  the one happens
early, the other late.  The situation therefore seems to be completely hopeless, the mating unlikely to
happen at any stage.

In the second couplet, the lover’s lack of (favorable) karman is given as the cause of the failed rela-
tionship.  More accurately, there is a delay in their meeting, which suggests perhaps that the poet has
been stood up - or else that she has been held back and he perceives that she has stood him up.
Whatever is the case, he is more resigned than angry and blames the situation entirely upon her.

We should notice here that the girl is decribed with the telltale word snying sdug, further pointing to her
as the one to blame for the situation.  But, of course, karman is inexorable and might stem from many
lifetimes in the past:  by using this as an excuse, we could see his attitude as perhaps one of under-
standing or forgiveness - it’s not her fault directly, but the fault of her previous actions.

SPv.mgo.ser.por.lv.sov./ RGYn.SB+v.bus.dor.sov./

n.so.RGs.pai.mi.\o/ ]uv.ad+is.b*ms.ps.SKYUr.b*Uv.// 111

1a spang mgo ser por langs song
1b spang rgyan sbrang bus dor song

The meadow turns yellow and the ornamental bees reject it:
A man grows old and is thrown out by his beloved.

A kind of parallel poem to 4, and others in this collection, pointing out the way in which people fall on
emotional hard times as they get old.  The natural cycle means that the bees stop pollinating the flowers
in the meadow when they turn yellow and wither.  Similarly, a man grows old (note the presence of the
key word for age, na so, at the start of the second couplet) and his longterm belovèd (the chung ‘dris is
now transformed perhaps into a haridan) rejects him.

In both this and the previous poem, of course, the blame for bad behavior is laid at the door of the
woman:  one might assume that a women’s songs would turn the tables on the men.  

nm.z).s.bcud.d+os.sov./ g)v.]uv.rog.po.ai.vur.SG+

dmn.Qr.bde.d+od.RGYs.pai/ SKYo.g)U.sems.l.d+n.b*Uv.// 112

1b glang chung grogs po’i ngur sgras



glang chung grogs po’i ngur sgra (WS)

The season is warm and the oxen are lowing:
The young girl’s happiness makes her hot and her songs of sorrow come to mind.

This and the next poem form a pair, commenting on the sad songs sung, firstly, by a young woman and
then by a young man.  Here, we have the beginning of summer, when the first signs of fertility are past
and the summer sun is growing warmer.  The sa bcud, the essence of the earth, is becoming strong,
which increases the excitement of the young woman (the corresponding homophones between the two
couplets - dros and drod - though falling on different and unequally accented syllables, clearly link the
two ideas).

While the heat of nature is common to the first lines of the couplets, the second lines are linked by its
sound.  The lowing (ngur sgra) of oxen parallels the songs of sorrow, sung by the young girl.  sKyo not
only means sorrow and sadness, but also weariness, and there seems to be a kind of melancholy, a
lethargy even, present here.

The description of the girl as hot, however, is important, since it has not only a temperature reference,
but also indicates their vigor and excitement as the time for love comes upon her.  At once, she is ready
for love and all that entails, whilst also somehow being aware of the sadness which goes along with it.

mi.med.luv.pai.\u.l/ b*is.pai.SKYo.g)U.LHv.LHv./

g)U.l.g)U.ln.S)og.mqn/ ri.zur.ajg.me.SBUb.STov.// 113

On the upper reaches of an empty valley the young man’s songs of sorrow are heard:
The hollow blades of grass plow back the songs into him.

While the girl has the heat of the sun and the oxen for company, the young man is alone (mi med, with-
out company) in the empty valley and here one is reminded perhaps of the loneliness in the paintings of
Caspar David Friedrich.  Again, the term for his sad songs is skyo glu, ringing out clearly in the air.
The echo of his songs, caught in the hollow grasses round about, are all that can be heard.  The fact
that the final word (sbub stong) ends in the idea of emptiness (stong) adds to the effect of the sounds
singing into nothingness.

In these two poems, it is the feeling of the man’s loneliness and aloneness which is strongest.  The
woman has company and is not standing in the middle of nowhere, she has an audience.  While both
sing songs of sorrow, the description of the man’s situation seems more empty and more desperate:
these are more likely to be sung by a man, comparing the relative happiness of women (their songs
bring sadness to the mind of the poet, not into their own minds) with the emptiness felt by men.

b,g.l.ku.gcig.RGYb.ps/ ln.l.]xig.ab,u.mi.adUg

SFiv.gtm.\r.l.bQd.ps/ g+os.mgo.adon.mqn.mi.adUg 114

When I yell at a rock, I get not a syllable back:
When I tell you my deepest thoughts, you say nothing in return.

This sounds like a retort in a particularly fierce argument, with one person accusing the other of taking
no notice of what they are saying.  The comparison is effected by mi ‘dug and by the participial use of
the instrumental in the first lines of both couplets.

It is tempting, perhaps, to read this poems as being by, or about, the relationship between Tshangs



dbyangs rgya mtsho and the Regent, expressing the immense frustration which existed in the hearts of,
and between, both men.  I would think, however, that this is most unlikely to be by the Dalai Lama, and
should probably be seen more simply as a comment on the battle of the sexes.

Again here we have the term snying gtam, indicating the deep thoughts and secrets which are in the
speaker’s heart.  The use of phar also indicates a proactive attempt to communicate, while gros
mgo...mi ‘dug indicates precisely the opposite:  one person wants to speak intimately and about things
which are dear to them, whilst the other is disinterested, even negative in their (lack of) response.

lus.po.]u.yis.dk+Us.ns/ sems.pai.SG+ib.p.dg.n/

]u.nv.gser.mig.f.mos/ [r.p.[ob.p.adUgo 115

1a lus po chu yis dkrus nas
2b thar pa thub pa ‘dug go

If you could cleanse the mind of obscurations by washing your body in water,
Then the golden-eyed fish in the water could achieve liberation.

Once our mental defilements, caused by attachment (in the form of anger, ignorance and desire) to the
things which we perceive, are washed away, our mindstream is purified and we can achieve the libera-
tion of Buddhahood.  The use of thar pa (“liberation”) here chimes well with the idea of washing away
the stains (sgrib) which obscure our mind, emphasised by the half-rhyme connection between dag and
dug.

vur.SM+ig.mdog.gi.bSGYUr.bai/ b).m.yov.RGYU.yin.n/

m]xo.STod.gser.b*.vv.ps/ ag+o.b.ad+en.p.adUgo 116

1a ngur smrig mdog gis bsgyur ba’i
2b ‘gro ba ‘dren pa ‘dug go

If you could become a lama by putting on saffron-colored robes,
The golden goose in the ocean could be our guide.

This is clearly directed, if not at the Regent himself, then at people like him, who wear monk’s robes
(ngur smrig) without having taken ordination.  Chab spel Tshe brtan phun tshogs suggests, also, that
this could be a warning to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho not to continue wearing the robes for show
after he has in fact disrobed.  That there might have been encouragement to do so, from certain quar-
ters of the dGe lugs pa hierarchy, is not surprising - although it seems unlikely, from what we know of
the Dalai Lama, that he might have been at all persuaded by their entreaties.

Of course, the fact that the word mtsho is so prominent in the poem, placed at the beginning of the
second couplet and parallel to ngur smrig in the first, should alert us to the historical identification of the
Regent and/or Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  The use of the term ‘gro ba dren pa in the final line
should also remind us of the similar description used, both of the Buddha himself and of the Dalai
Lamas.

gZn.zer.Qig.z)os.q*er.bs/ bs)b.gsum.bSTn.p.ajxin.n/



adb.]gs.A.br.ne.cxos/ ]os.aqor.bSKor.b.adUgo 117

2b chos ‘khor bskor ba ‘dug go

If you could grasp the highest teachings by reciting what others tell you to,
Then a cute little parrot could turn the Wheel of Dharma.

Given the predominant place within Tibetan Buddhism of written texts, this would seem to be a particu-
larly direct hit at the heart of the dGe lugs pa school, where debate and learning is held so dear.  The
term zlos khyer implies a thoughtlessness which might go with casual, even cynical, recitation - again
for the purposes, largely, of show.  If, by so doing, we thought that we would grasp (‘dzin) the true
meaning of the three highest teachings - morality, absorbtion and analytical wisdom - then the sweet lit-
tle parrot (whom we have met already, in exactly the same descriptive guise, in 83) could, simply
because he has the ability to repeat verbatim what he has heard, begin to teach the Buddhadharma.

gv.gsuv.RJes.z)os.gsuv.bs/ dbv.bSKUr.[ob.RGYU.yin.n/

sems.med.b,g.].STov.ps/ SKU.bZi.g+Ub.p.adUgo 118

2b sku bzhi grub pa ‘dug go

If you could achieve empowerment by reciting whatever needs reciting,
A mindless echo could attain the four kaya.

The dbang (“empowerment to practise”) is the initiatory rite for Vajrayana practice, in which the individ-
ual is introduced, through symbols and through a physical interaction with the lama, to the principle of
enlightenment represented by the specific yi dam.  If all that was needed was to recite the formulæ of
empowerment, then a rock, by echoing the words spoken, could also achieve the essence and form of
a Buddha.

The important point here seems to be that the rock is mindless and, it is implied, cannot understand
the teaching.  Simply to repeat without understanding, we are led to believe, is considered by some to
be enough:  clearly, the poet tells us, this is a crazy - indeed, mindless - approach to practise.
The fourth kaya here is the svabhavikakaya, the body of the fundamental essence of enlightenment.

dg+.adUl.gfen.SKYov.ajxoms.ps/ svs.RGYs.[ob.RGYU.yin.n/

gcn.gzn.dUd.ag+oai.kYU.yis/ ]xe.gcig.mvon.pr.RJXogs.p// 119

1a dgra ‘dul gnyen skyong ‘dzoms pas
2a gcan gzan dud ‘gro’i khyu yis

If you could achieve Buddhahood by taming demons and by protecting your relatives,
Then, in a single life, a wild animal could claw its way to perfection.

If these are in fact poetic swipes at the Regent, we should be aware that, although the idea of
Buddhahood runs throughout the sequence, it is only in this poem that the term sangs rgyas is used.
Although fighting demons and taking care of those around you is important, it is not the way finally to



achieve enlightenment.  The Regent, however, looked after his own - was maybe, in the case of the
Dalai Lama, over-protective - and attempted to tame the demons who threatened his power.

The comparison here with the fierce, atavistic protection of a wild animal is significant, whether or not
the Regent is taken to be the target.  If you behave without wisdom and compassion, then your actions
lack the necessary intention, without which Buddhahood cannot be achieved.  Violence, even when car-
ried out in the best interests of others, is not usually mediated by the profound clarity which is required
in such cases and it frequently results in more difficulty.

adod.yon.lovs.SPYod.]e.bs/ dbv.bSKUr.[ob.RGYU.yin.n/

nor.bdg.k)U.yis.dbv.pos/ SKYe.gsum.rFed.p.adUg.go 120

2b sku gsum rnyed pa ‘dug go

If we could attain empowerment by enjoying the things we desire,
Then the nagaraja Kubera could, with his power, attain the three bodies.

Finally, another poem about attaining the empowerment to practise.  The naga were traditionally propiti-
ated in order to gain wealth and whatever material benefits one desired and these ideas are clearly rep-
resented in the first lines of both couplets.  As the king of the naga, Kubera would have had the greatest
power to attain whatever he wanted.

The emphasis here seems to be the direct connection between empowerment and the possibility of
attaining the three (or, as in 118, four) bodies of enlightenment.  Through empowerment, one is able to
access the essence of the yi dam, represented not as an ideal, but as a visualised physical manifesta-
tion of Buddha nature.  Vajrayana practise encourages the meditator, even when not in a formal medita-
tion session, constantly to visualise him- or herself as the yi dam, thus eventually leading to the realisa-
tion of that embodiment.

mon.yul.s.RNms.d+o.l/ mon.mo.br).Q.dkr.b/

adod.]gs.d+g.po.b*Uv.ns/ mon.mo.gZon.nus.q,id.sov.// 121

When desire rises up in the heat of Mon, for the white thighs of the women of Mon,
The young men lead the women of Mon away.

A poem about Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s homeland of Mon.  The heat creates lust and desire in
the minds of the young men at the sight of the fair skin of the girl’s thighs.  The near homophonous con-
nection between dro and ‘dod (chags) makes this feeling even stronger.

The reciprocation between the girls and the young men is emphasised also by the way in which, in the
first couplet, the girls advertise their physical attractiveness with their exposed thighs (fair skin seems to
be universally favored) and how, in the second, it is the young men who lead them off - to make love,
one assumes.  But in the second couplet, it is the girls and not the men who are placed at the stressed
opening syllable of the final line, continuing a theme of these songs, that it is the women who control
the men and not the other way around. 

This poem is clearly a commentary upon the society in Mon yul, but it seems also that, placed within
the present collection, it could be an attempt to explain away Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s behavior -
that, despite being Dalai Lama, his ancestry and socialisation as a Mon pa means that he is naturally
drawn to beautiful women and the pleasures of the flesh.



LJov.Qiv.lo.adb.RGYs.pai/ yl.g.yi.RCXe.ns/

qu.b*.SVon.mo.LDiv.bai/ gsuv.SKd.kYi.SFn.p/

ao.loai.]uv.ad+is.b*ms.pai/ gsuv.SFn.yid.l.d+n.b*Uv.// 122

1b yal ga de yi rtse nas
2b gsung skyur skad kyi snyan pa

From its perch, in the branches of the trees of the wide-leaved valley,
The sweet song of the soaring emerald cuckoo

Calls to mind the sweet voice of the young man’s lover.

The meaning of this poem, as Sørensen points out, requires no elucidation.  It is simply the beautiful
voice of the emerald cuckoo reminding the poet of his lover’s voice.  

Structurally, however, there are some notable points.  First, there is the repetition of the genitive pa’i at
the close of each couplet’s opening line, directing us forward into the final decisive nominal statement.
In the second and third couplets, we have the use of the honorific gsung for both the bird and the lover.
The poet is also at pains to stress the memory of the lover and her voice, shifting the emphasis from the
first and last syllable pairs in the second couplet (khu bya...| gsung...snyan) to the three syllable pairs
around the caesura in the third (chung ‘dris byams pa’i | gsung snyan).  In oral literature, such associa-
tive links are inherent in the poetic practise, of course, but they nonetheless create specific feelings in
the minds of the listeners and it is these specific feelings - here perhaps of love and of memory and of
desire - of which should be most aware.

gya.dv.SPv.l.SKYes.pai/ b*.de.LH.b*.gov.mo/

b*ms.p.sems.p.SKYo.bai/ SKYo.rog.l.\ebs.dv.// 123

2b skyo rogs la ni phebs dang

Amid the slate on the mountain pastures, this grouse
Comes to console my lovesick heart.

The grouse’s Tibetan name, lha bya gong mo, indicates its supernatural nature:  note the use, in this
regard, of the respectful verb phebs.  Here, this bird is the consoling presence for the young poet’s
lovesickness, emphasised by the repetition of the word skyo.  

That the grouse is accorded a feminine mo ending, might indicate in this situation that she can play a
balancing rôle for the young man, functioning as a safe and reliable female, whose desire is to help and
assuage sadness, rather than the young girl who, one assumes, is giving the poet a hard time.

m]xo.dv.vv.p.ab,l.m]xms/ b*ed.SFm.p.med.de/

m]xo.mo.q*g.ps.SDm.ns/ dbv.med.l.lv.sov.// 124



1b byed snyam snyam pa med de
2a mtsho mo ‘khyag pas bsdams nas
2b rang dbang med la langs song

The goose does not think to be separated from the lake -
But, since the lake is frozen over, it is out of his control.

This and the next poem form a natural pair, with much of the second lines of both couplets being
repeated.

Here we have also an echo of 12, in which the goose and his beloved lake are separated only by the
natural icing over of the water.  The repetition at the beginning of each couplet of mtsho (in the second
couplet it is accorded its feminine ending) reminds us again of the rgya mtsho present in the names of
both the Regent and the Dalai Lama.  This then might be a reference, as is clear in the next poem, to
the harsh and cold action of Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho in restricting the young Dalai Lama’s lovelife.  That
he has no power to change the situation is due, here, to the natural order, where ice covers water in the
winter time:  in the Potala, though, the ice was of an altogether different, though no less decisive,
nature.

v.dv.b*ms.p.ab,l.m]xms/ b*ed.SFm.p.med.de/

dbv.]en.dpon.po.\,l.ns/ qg.qg.l.lv.sov.// 125

1b byed snyam snyam pa med de
2b khag khag rang la langs song

I do not think to be separated from my lover -
But the powerful official gives us no alternative.

In a sense, 124 is a prelude to this poem, setting the scene in a metaphorical way.  Here, the first coup-
let is identical, but for the replacement of the lake and the goose with the “I” character (almost certainly
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, whether or not it is in fact his own work) and the lover.

The powerful official is clearly identified as the Regent.  The use of the harsh khag khag indicates that
there really is nothing for the lovers to do but to split up.  If we read this poem as the denouement to the
previous poem, the companionship between the lovers here, mirroring the companionship of the lake
and the goose, should in fact be renewed after the present situation has changed for the better, just as
then the lake melts again the goose will return.  So perhaps this poem suggests a more hopeful out-
come than the one we had earlier expected.

bLT.b.l.mos.m.m[ov./ l.mo.]e.b.dg+.red/

ag+o.b.]u.mos.mi.[r/ ]u.mo.]e.b.dg+.red// 126

No seeing past a pass - a great pass is the enemy:
No access across a river - a great river is the enemy.

The two couplets here are identical in structure and mirror each other in their meaning.  When a pass
stands between the poet and his belovèd, they cannot see one another and when a mighty river stands
between them, they cannot reach one another.



As in the previous two poems, we can see these natural obstacles as representing, for Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho, perhaps the Regent or equally the dGe lugs pa school itself.  Unlike the lake, how-
ever, neither the pass nor the river will change enough to allow easier access and it appears that the
lovers are doomed never again to meet.  

But the deliberate femininization of both the pass and the water here could mean that there is another
reading, maybe hidden behind the more obvious one set out above.  Perhaps the girl’s considerable
(che ba) presence and importance for the poet means that she is standing in the way of what he wants
to do - maybe the thought of her is preventing him from realising his desire to be a yogin, as we saw
earlier in the collection.

\.yul.s.[ug.riv.b/ lus.sems.gfis.kYi.dg+.red/

b*ms.p.b*es.l.sov.b/ m]xn.moai.gfid.[eb.LCog.gis// 127

2b mtshan mo’i gnyid thebs lcog gis

My father’s land is far off - my mind and body are the enemy.
My lover’s gone abroad, I’ll forego my night of sleep.

The first couplet here echo the idea of the previous poem.  The poet’s homeland (Mon yul, perhaps) is
far away and, in his sadness, his mind and body become troubled by homesickness and lovesickness.
The loss of his lover, too, is a great burden to him, keeping him from sleeping at night.

These seem to be two parallel and connected experiences, rather than one approached from two
directions.  The poet is simply sad at being so far from those he loves and the country of his birth.  This
is not a feeling, of course, exclusively reserved for Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, but the experience
nonetheless was undoubtedly one which he would have suffered in his enforced loneliness within the
Potala.

]u.mo.mr.ag+o.Qd.Qd/ yr.ag+o.yin.n.dga.b/

mi.gi.LCv.g)iv.SMUg.SKYid/ \.gZis.yin.n.SKYid.p// 128

The river keeps running downhill, but I’d be happy if it ran uphill:
If the happy willow grove below were in my father’s estate, I would rejoice.

The implication of this poem seems to be that one can wish for anything, but somethings are just impos-
sible to achieve.  Water, after all, cannot run uphill:  the shift of direction is mirrored in the greater
emphasis upon yar ‘gro in the second line of the first couplet.  Similarly, the willow grove - a traditional
place for lovers’ trysts - will never belong to the poet’s family.  

Nonetheless, if these circumstances were to change, the poet would be pleased.  Note the different
verbs used for this experience:  dga’ strikes me as a more measured, inner feeling of joy than skyid,
which seems more external and more akin to laughter and happiness.

The ma...pha pair in the second couplet, while being grammatically different, are echoes of the parents
which the poet has left at home and whom he cannot now see.  The loyalty shown by Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s parents (especially his mother, who, just before she died, wrote a letter to the Regent con-
demning the way in which her son had been treated) is important to remember when considering his
position:  the fact that the Regent effectively became the young man’s father is no consolation for the
restrictions which were placed upon his parents’ access to him.  Since such separation from one’s par-
ents at an early age was and is common in Tibetan monastic society (not unlike the English boarding



school system), such a feeling would definitely have resonated with many monks other than the hapless
Dalai Lama.

mda.mo.aben.l.\og.sov./ mdeau.QUl.l.lus.sov./

]uv.ad+is.b*ms.p.a\,d.b*uv./ sems.fid.RJes.ab,v.lv.sov.// 129

2b sems nyid rjes ‘brang langs song

The arrow was fired at the target, but its head went astray:
I went to meet my lover, but followed my mind.

This is a curious poem, seemingly another comment on the tension between the poet’s lovelife and his
religious leanings.  

The arrow-head, though fired in the right direction, ends up in an empty and uninhabited place (shul).
A possible translation of lus here is “to be forgotten”, which could either indicate the positive idea of
being alone or else the negative idea of being rejected.  

Going to meet his lover, the poet says, like the arrow, he went awry and followed the natural course of
his mind (sems nyid).  This last term has connotations with the Buddhist teaching on the nature of mind
and suggests here, I feel, that the poet in fact did not go astray but went precisely where he was des-
tined to go - namely, into retreat, following the arrow-head into a desolate and lonely place.

If this is a poem by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, it is more likely to be a wishing poem, than a poem
about an actual experience.  It could be, of course, that he was able to find a place within the Potala or
its environs where he was able to meditate undisturbed - and this might well be what the ri khrod of pre-
vious poems might represent, the inner wilderness rather than its outer manifestation.  Nonetheless, I
would imagine that, like most of his emotional liasons, any desire which he held for prolonged retreat
was soundly vetoed by the Regent.

SPv.dv.SPv.RGYn.ab,el.b/ nm.z)ai.dUs.]xod.yin.p/

v.dv.b*ms.p.ab,l.b/ ]xe.SNon.ls.a\,o.yin.p// 130

The season is come, when the gentian grows in the meadow.
As we get older, my separation from my lover grows longer.

The parallel structures of the two couplets here is striking for a number of reasons.  In each line, the
final pair of syllables (‘brel ba, ‘bral ba and yin pa) are rhymes, creating a strong internal rhythm.  In the
first lines, too, we have an implied parallelism set up by the semantic structure of spang dang spang
rgyan:  just as the gentian is the ornament of the meadow, so we are told that the lover is the ornament
of the poet (nga dang byams pa).

Nonetheless, the ‘brel ba...’bral ba rhyme is a rhyme of opposition:  the flower is ever more associated
with the meadow, while the lovers are ever further apart.  Such is the nature, the “benefits” perhaps, of
time (tshe snon las ‘phro) and the curse of distance.

]u.bo.]e.bai.sems.nd/ g+U.Qn.gfn.p.sel.sov./

sFiv.SDUg.Qi.bai.m*.vn/ su.gs.sel.rog.b*ed.p// 131



2b su gas sel rogs byed pa

The surly ferryman will allay my frustration at crossing the great river -
But when my sweetheart dies, who will console me then?

As if to stress the message of the previous poem, we have the poet’s sadness at his lover’s death.
Given the miserable separation mentioned in 130, this would have been the final straw.  Can we
assume that the Regent had some of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s lovers killed, much as he seems to
have plotted against Thar rgyas nas?  Of course, sudden death from natural causes is quite plausible
and would have equally been a source of sadness.

Unlike in 126, the river here is decidedly masculine.  The ferryman (gru shan) echoes one of the
Buddha’s epithets and, moreover, the Potala (gru ‘dzin) seems also to be invoked here.  As for his iden-
tity, especially given his fierceness (gnyan pa), this might be a wrathful yi dam or Dharmapala, such as
rDo rje grags ldan (as in 100), the traditional protector of the dGe lugs pa.

The poet appears to be saying that, whereas he has all the teachers and meditative textbooks - and
maybe the experience of practise too - that he needs for crossing the great river of Samsara, nothing
can prepare him for the death of his lover.  Here, too, we must notice that snying sdug carries slightly
different connotations from its usual meaning:  the lover is the source, but not intentionally so, of his
grief - that she is his lover carries  the inherent sadness of eventual parting, another experience in the
ocean of samsara.

Qiv.de.RCX.b.gcig.l/ RCXe.mo.sum.bRGY.d+Ug.cu/

v.yi.A.b.b*ms.p/ b)o.SN.fis.STov.lV.bRGY// 132

A tree has a single trunk, has three hundred sixty branches:
My cute little darling has twenty-five hundred ideas!

A simple poem about a girl’s fickle mind, filled with a myriad of ideas.  The three hundred and sixty
branches on a tree (a curiously complete number, carrying with it the idea of circular totality) is com-
pared with the (literally) 2,500 ideas (blo sna) in the lover’s head. 

A.mai.SDig.gyu.]uv./ dbu.l.SG+on.dgos.bsm.kYv./

bu.mo.b)o.SN.mv.ns/ gyu.]uv.adog.vos.m.dod// 133

1a a ma’i sdig pa’i gyu chung
2b gyu chung ‘dogs ngos ma ‘dod

Although she thinks to place her mother’s turquoise, lamplike, on her head,
She’s not worthy of it, so fickle is her mind.

The turquoise placed on a woman’s head to signify betrothal is here also identified as a kind of lamp,
shining out the light of her happiness.  The first word in the poem, a ma consciously places the jewel in
the woman’s family, as an hierloom which the daughter (bu mo at the head of the second couplet) must,
in a sense earn.  The concessionary kyang at the end of the first couplet hints strongly that she has not
earnt the right to wear the hierloom.

It is not so much that she is not betrothed yet.  Indeed, the phrase dgos bsam suggests that in fact



she wants to get engaged and has not yet done so.  Maybe, though, this is because she is so fickle and
cannot make up her mind about what - or whom - she really desires.  The phrase blo sna from the pre-
vious poem is repeated here, emphasising her inability to focus on one idea (or here, presumably, on
one man).

Because she cannot decide, she is not worthy to fasten the turquoise to her head.   An alternative
reading of ‘dogs ngos na ‘dod is “reluctant to fasten” and, considering the cross-couplet repetition of the
word gyu chung, this might be a more appropriate reading.  However we approach this final line, how-
ever, the idea of the poem remains clear and the girl remains unengaged (or, due to her mental confu-
sion, perhaps disengaged).

RGYl.qms.SPYi.lo.fes.p/ sems.q,l.yov.b.qg.q*g

SFiv.SDug.LKog.l.Qi.bai/ SDUg.bSVl.[ol.l.b*Uvo.// 134

2b sdug bsngal ‘thol la byung ngo

When things go wrong throughout the land, anxieties spread of their own accord.
The death in secret of my sweetheart brings even more suffering.

As in 131, the death of the poet’s lover is even worse than the problems of statecraft.  Given the posi-
tion of Tibet at the turn of the seventeenth century, beset by warring Mongols and ruled by a despotic
Regent in the stead of his stubborn and vulnerable ward, this is quite a claim.  But, if this text is in fact
by that stubborn and vulnerable ward, then the contrast between politics and love is clear and the out-
come obvious.

The ancient relationship between the microcosm and the macrocosm is set out in the first couplet,
where the khag khyag (like the khag khag in 125) is a harsh reminder of social and material problems
mirroring the wider political and international discord.

And, as with 131, the lover is described as snying sdug, because her existence - and the joy which
that causes - carries with it the inevitable sadness of her loss.  It is unclear exactly to what the secrecy
(lkog) here refers - perhaps she has been spirited away from the Dalai Lama’s presence, or maybe he
cannot allow himself to grieve openly for her.  

The word sdug bsngal at the beginning of the last line not only links up with the snying sdug at the
head of the couplet, but it also reminds us of the Buddhist concept of suffering, as expressed by this
word in Tibetan and dukkha in Pali.  The loss of things to which we feel attachment is for us all, even for
the Dalai Lama, a source of suffering.

v.dv.b*ms.pai.LKog.g+ib/ Qi.gsv.ro.gsv.b*s.p/

gtm.gsum.mi.q.vn.ps/ s.STev.kUn.l.q*b.sov.// 135

Whatever happens, I’ll keep what me and my girl do secret until death -
Slander and wicked rumors got spread about anyhow.

The choice of the term lkog grib to describe the activities of the poet and his lover seems oddly nega-
tive, although it could be an ironic use (especially given the impliactions of the second couplet).  Equally
telling, somehow, is the verbal phrase shi gsang ro gsang byas pa, where the idea of the poet’s death is
clear:  whether this is some kind of prophetic statement is impossible to tell, but it could just as easily be
a figure of speech.

He also seems to be resigned to the fact that, however he might keep his activities secret, nonetheless



there are many people around the country who are prepared to slander and defame his reputation, with-
out (as the frrst couplet implies) really knowing the truth of the situation.  

The word khyab echoes Buddhist texts, in which the truth and compassion of the Buddha fills (khyab)
the universe.  In a sense, then, this is the antithesis of the present situation, where the universe is filled
with negativity.  Nonetheless, the poet seems to be saying, it doesn’t matter what other people do, so
long as he himself is honorable and restrained.

rv.l.dga.bai.SFiv.SDUg mig.gi.br.l.lv.sov./

qov.dv.b*ms.pai.LCov.gis/ lus.kYi.Q.yv.SKm.sov.// 136

1b mig gi bar la langs song
2a khong dang byams pa’i lcong gis

My sweetheart - she makes me happy - comes into my mind’s eye:
My flesh is thirsty from lovesickness.

This poem is reminiscent of 20 and 21, though without the reference to Buddhist instruction.  The poet
sees his lover, the one who makes him happy, before his eyes.  For Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, of
course, in the Potala, the vision of the lover might be all he actually gets to experience.

The lovesickness (lcong) from which he suffers is most probably the standard feeling in the pit of the
stomach when one’s lover is not to hand, like an emptiness perhaps.  It makes his body, his very flesh,
dry - that is, thirsty for the juices of love and lovemaking.

In some ways, this is quite an explicit poem:  it deals with the physical need of a man for his girlfriend,
but the physical yearning is increased by the uncertainty of when they will next be together.  And, as
with 20 and 21, it is something of an obsessive poem too, filling him with a deep sexual and emotional
longing.

Zim.poai.bza.btuv.SKYUg.p/ nv.roai.bun.lov.yin.p/

v.dv.b*ms.pai.db*e.m]xms/ SGm.bu.]gi.bkod.sov.// 137

2b sgam bu chag gis bkod song

To vomit up tasty food and drink is the result of illness.
When I and my love are separated, my chest is broken asunder.

As Sørensen says, bun lon in the first couplet could be a misspelling of bu lon, indicating the debt which
one pays for eating fine food and drinking too much.  Whatever the reading here, the meaning is obvi-
ous - that to vomit after dining well is the result of some kind of illness, that it is somehow both a natural
(in that the body wishes to get rid of whatever poison has infected it) and unnatural (insofar as the food
was good and wholesome) reaction.

In a similar way, then, when the poet and his lover are separated, he says, his chest is split in two:
sgam bu chag seems to me to be a metaphor for the wrench which the heart feels on being parted from
one’s belovèd, that the box of the torso is somehow split and broken apart by the great sadness.

While this could surely be a commentary on anyone’s emotional life, for someone in Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s situation, as a supposedly powerful man, Head of State, and able to eat probably as well
as anyone in Tibet, such a comparison would be indicative of a real feeling of desparation.  We have
seen this kind of physical reaction to emotional stress and yearing elsewhere, but what we read here is



somehow a particularly blatant acknowledgement of his physical and mental reactions.

bod.yul.s.yi.LTe.b/ dpl.gYi.]os.aqor.LH.s/

v.dv.b*ms.pai.gfen.mdUn/ m.gcig.dpl.LHs.SG+igs.sov.// 138

The Lhasa mandala is at the center of Tibet:
Ma gcig dpal lha arranges a marriage for me and my lover.

Lhasa, politically at the very center of Tibet, is protected by the goddess dPal ldan lha mo, otherwise
known as Ma gcig dpal ldan.  For Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, as the Dalai Lama, his identification
with Lhasa would not, being a Mon pa, have been especially strong;  nonetheless, in his official rôle, he
would surely have acknowledged the preëminence of the Tibetan capital and the significance of its pro-
tectoress.

The nature, however, of the marriage (gnyen mdun) between the poet - presumably Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho - and his lover is less clear.  There is no record that he was married after disrobing, nor that
he had any intention so to do (although, in contradiction, see the notes to 453):  one can imagine that
the Regent would definitely have made forceful efforts to prevent such a course of events.  We can
speculate, nonetheless, and it seems possible that the author of this poem, if not the Dalai Lama him-
self, is doing precisely that - imagining that a marriage between the young ruler and his closest lover
(perhaps the Regent’s daughter) was contracted and performed, in secret one must assume, within the
confines of the Potala.  In this case, then, the presence of the protecting deity here would have lent the
rite a certain amount of credibility and an aura of respectibility.

me.tog.SV.yl.\*i.yl/ ]uv.ad+is.b*ms.p.dgos.adUg

dmn.Qr.adb.m.b*ed.ad+r/ mi.b*ed.k.med.b*Uv.vo.// 139

Flowers blossom and fade - this is how the love of my life would have it.
But this woman, like the leaves, was unchanging.

Here the poet presents us with the difference between the the way his lover would prefer to be with the
way she in fact is.  On the one hand, she would prefer - maybe true to her nature - to be fickle and, like
the flowers, to bloom and wither with the seasons.  But, on the other hand, she remains - like the leaves
(and one should understand these as evergreen leaves on a tree, rather than leaves on a flower), she
remains unchanging (the double negative in the final line being pleonastic).

Sørensen sees her decision not to act in a changeable way as being the result of social pressure, that
she felt it necessary to be honorable and loyal to her lover.  It might also be that, while her preference
might be to play the field and enjoy the company of other men, still the implications of being Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho’s girlfriend would have outweighed the desire to fulfill her wishes.  Since we have
no idea to whom this poem refers - indeed, whether it in fact refers to the Dalai Lama or simply to a ran-
dom and unremembered poet - we can only make guesses as to the meaning:  suffice it to say that the
lack of fixed evidence makes it a lot easier to create stories to fit the picture.

mdo.nUb.mjxa.bai.SFiv.SDUg sv.Zog.qg.qg.so.so/



]gs.Qen.med.pai.b*ms.p/ ]os.aqor.LH.sr.adUg.go 140

1b sang zhogs khag khag so so

My lovely sweetheart this evening - but tomorrow morning, all alone,
Wandering without desire around the Lhasa mandala.

The contrast here is between tonight, when the poet and his lover are together, and tomorrow morning,
when they are parted once again.  It reminds us of the tension between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s
days as Dalai Lama and his nights with the drinkers and prostitutes in Zhol.

The term khag khag so so seems to mean something like “we go our separate ways”, meaning that
the poet returns to the Potala (or else the girl escapes from the Potala).  She spends the day wandering
round the city - but crucially, unlike many of the girls mentioned in these poems (and, as Sørensen
points out, the girls of Lhasa are considered particularly unfaithful), she is chags zhen med pa, without
lustful desire.

If we assume this poem to be about or by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, the second couplet
throws up an interesting question.  The use of chags zhen med pa in one line and the chos ‘khor Lhasa
in the other hints perhaps at a spiritual theme.  Could it be that the lovemaking in which the couple have
indulged was in fact contemplative, that this girl is Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s yum, his spiritual con-
sort?  Of course, the girl could also be too tired to think about sex as she wanders around, but the alter-
native reading definitely seems possible here.  In this context, too, the marriage arranged by dPal ldan
lha mo in 138 could also have been a type of contemplative, alchemical marriage between the Dalai
Lama and his consort.

Qr.ns.SKr.m.Qr.b*Uv./ SKr.mai.lo.RGYUs.mi.adUg

bdg.yod.bdg.po.ab*or.sov./ SFiv.SDUg.g.le.[s.Qig 141

A star rises in the east, its story unknown.
And, when the husband turns up, the lover has to leave.

We have seen elsewhere this poet’s interest in astrology and the workings of the heavens, so that he
compares his lover to a star rising in the east (it’s perhaps a nice speculation to imagine that this is the
evening star, Venus, with all the earthy and destructive implications which that heavenly body carries) is
no real surprise.  The history of the lover/star is unknown and we can assume that the two have just
met - maybe on the street, maybe in a tavern.

In the second couplet, however, another presence comes to the fore:  the repetition of bdag yod bdag
po very powerfully marks the entry of the woman’s husband - indeed, when read aloud, the entire line
sounds like the heavy and agressive stepping of boots.

Contrast this with the lightness of the syllables in the final line and we have the sound of the escaping
poet - here it is he who is described as snying sdug - saying a rushed farewell.  The humor in the sound
of these lines - there is an echo here of some of the narrative technique of Chaucer’s more bawdy
Canterbury Tales - is not necessarilythe same humor to be found, of course, in the reality of the situa-
tion.

Although the idea of linking the woman with Venus is purely speculative, that she is described as a
star should not go unnoticed.  Clearly she is thought of as beautiful and, perhaps, remembering the
Greek word planetes, as a wanderer - from bed to bed, from tavern to tavern.



bu.mo.duv.sems.cn.m/ RMi.lm.nv.l.yov.gis/

Qi.ns.br.doai.a\,v.l/ bg.]gs.RGYUgs.p.adUg.go 142

1a bu mo gdung sems can ma
1b rmi lam nang la yong gis

A girl with a beautiful body walks my dreams:
After death, memories rush through the bar do.

In this poem, in some ways reminiscent of 44, we have a noteworthy contrast between the world of
dreams and the afterdeath state of the bar do.  This is presented in structural terms, with rmi lam nang
la after the caesura in the first couplet echoed before the caesura in the second couplet by bar do’i
‘phrang la.  That there are taught to be an infinite number of bar do (a phrase meaning “between state”
and therefore, technically, applicable to the bar do between split seconds as much as between lives)
means in reality that the dreamstate (in which one is, as presumably one is after death, unconscious) is
the closest we can get to the afterdeath state without dying.

In life, the poet says, he dreams of a beautiful woman - whether it is his real lover or else an ideal
lover we are not told.  After death, he says, the mind travelling through the bar do is haunted by memo-
ries of passion (bag chags).  The use of the verb rgyugs is clearly meant to indicate the onrush of such
memories, crowding and frustrating and blocking his mindstream, preventing him from the clarity which
is needed at this time.

If we choose to link this poem with 44, however, we could read the second couplet as being more
reassuring than confusing (although we might thereby have to disregard the use of rgyugs).  The mem-
ories of the poet’s lover are positive and comforting, like the memory of his wife in the previous text.

d.dUv.sems.kYi.SNv.bs/ aqor.bai.STod.\ur.RGYb.b*Uv./

gdms.vg.b).mai.rl.g+is/ Zen.pai.[g.p.]od.dv.// 143

I am staked down now by the visions in my mind.
I’ll cut the cords of attachment with the knife of my lama’s instruction.

We can read this poem as a kind of antidote to the (perceived) problems expressed in 20 and 21.  As
there, the poet is controlled by the visions (of beautiful girls, we suspect) which beset his mind.  The
term used for the control they wield is interesting:  stod phur rgyab is the pegging down of tents and
other objects likely to fly away and, moreover, it invokes the phur, a ritual dagger used for staking out
sites for contemplative practise and for other, part-Buddhist, part-shamanic, rites.  So we can see the
poet as being held fast by powerful and, maybe, by cosmic forces - forces which require an equally
powerful counter-measure, so that he can be set free.

The knife of the gdams ngag, or instruction, given by the poet’s teacher has, he seems to believe, the
required power.  Compared with the sentiment of the earlier poems, 20 and 21, in which he seems rela-
tively happy with the presence of his lover’s face in his mind, we can imagine that now the situation is
quite grave and he is prepared to do anything in order to cut these attachments, that they have become
obsessional and delusional.

What appears here to be a tent metaphor might suggest that the poet wishes now to move away,
whether figuratively or literally, from where he has heretofore been staying.  Perhaps he now wants to
go into seclusion and spend his time in meditation, or maybe he wants simply to get the memories of a
failed relationship out of his head.



]xe.adiai.SNv.b.aq,id.lugs/ b*ms.ps.SKYo.g)U.LHv.LHv./

qms.g.SKYo.cig.SKYo.n/ qms.gsum.aqor.b.adi.l.SKYo.b// 144

2a khams gsum skyo cig skyo na
2b ‘khor ba ’di la skyo ba

Lovers sing of the sorrow of the pictures in this life.
If you’re tired of the three worlds, you’ll be tired of samsara.

Sørensen reconfigures the final couplet, which appears to have been altered through scribal error, into
the two six-syllable lines which we should expect.  

Here we have an opening couplet which acts as a kind of commentary to the previous two poems.
The phrase skyo glu lhang lhang indicates the clarity with which lovers can recite the problems which
beset them in their lives, the difficulties of finding and keeping a loyal partner and the mundane prob-
lems which can change for the worse even the happiest relationship.

The images which crowd into this life are, moreover, described as ‘khrid lugs, things which lead us on,
as though by the ropes in the poem before.  There seems a kind of rhyme set up between tshe ‘di...’khri
lugs here which further links these ideas, focussing the listener on life as it is lived here and now.

In the second couplet, the repetition of the word skyo emphasises again and again (always in a
stressed position) the sadness, weariness and misery of the world.  The emended version of the poem
simply suggests that someone who cannot deal with the frustrations of past, present and future will not
therefore be able to deal either with the wheels within wheels which constitute unsatisfactory, samsaric
existence.

As I suggest, we could read this as a commentary on the experience laid out in the previous pair of
poems.  We could also see it as an acknowledgement that lovers, though deluded by attachment, are
nonetheless a useful source of insight, that their work (and thus the work of Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho and, if they are not one and the same, the present poet too) has value in a spiritual sense as
much as in a secular sense.

mdvs.gsum.fl.bai.RJes.l/ SDd.bai.QUl.yv.mi.adUg

]xe.adi.bden.bden.ad+.yv./ ]gs.SGo.movs.pai.rus.]xogs// 145

1b bsdad ba’i shul yang mi ‘dug

No trace remains of where we lay last night:
This life really seems a source of disaster.

Sørensen suggests that this poem and the next be read as a single poem.  Whether this is a suitable
suggestion is open to question, but doubtlessly the two do form a connected pair nevertheless.

The comparison here is between last night (mdangs gsum) and the wider context of this life (tshe ‘di).
Nothing remains to record the lovemaking of the couple during the previous night - not even a disturbed
space (shul).  That this is a good protection against prying eyes is not the point here - the poet is dis-
tressed that there is no physical record of his lover, nor of their mutual and sexual affection.

The second couplet seems to be a commentary on the sadness which is inherent in life.  The emphatic
use of bden bden is striking here, especially directly following the supposedly unreal nature of this life
(tshe ‘di).  The final line contains three terms (chags sgo, rmongs pa and rus tshogs) all of which refer
to disaster and misery:  this is the nature of life for the poet at the moment.



But does this feeling come from the lack of proof for his night of love?  Or is it in fact a result of this
realisation that he bemoans his life and, by implication, feels it better to practise meditation in retreat?
The final line, full of sadness, does seem to echo the dissatisfaction proclaimed in Buddhist texts and, if
Sørensen is right and we should read this and the following poem together, then the coming denoument
fully confirms this.

adi.nv.agg.pai.]xe.n/ mdvs.gsum.RMi.lm.ad+.bs/

mjxes.mai.rv.b*Uv.Q.yi/ me.tog.l.]gs.ps/

SPv.ns.dben.pai.ri.q,od/ gns.m]od.l.Ae.[d// 146

2b me tog de la chags pas
3b gnas mchog de la e thad

My emotions are blocked - it’s like last night’s dream.
Desirous of the flower, whose self-produced form is so lovely,
I’ll disappear into the mountains and wander off into retreat.

It could be that the lack of evidence for the night of love in the previous poem is due to it having been
simply a dream:  as the poet says, there are obstacles in his life - such as his yearning after love and
emotional security.

The second couplet in this poem is more problematic.  Sørensen reads it as referring to the flower of a
girl’s beauty (maybe because of the fleshly word sha), but I would see it as meaning that he desired the
me tog gi rang byung of realisation, self-arising and pure as a flower (maybe the lotus flower growing in
the mud of mundane desire).  If my interpretation is correct, this would mean that the word chags here
was a crossover word, since in context it could refer to sensual or to spiritual desire.

Finally, the third couplet has him leaving for retreat (gnas mchod), going off into the lonely mountains,
away from the meadows and the society in which he has previously lived.  The rhyme-scheme in the
three couplets, one indication why they should perhaps be taken as a discrete whole, comes to a head
at e thad, with a form which is  grammatically different from the previous two.  

The use of the honorific verb thad here is curious.  In 22, it refers to the lover going off to the moun-
tains, but here it appears to refer to the poet himself.  It’s possible that it’s used because of the signifi-
cance of retreat, or equally plausible is that it’s referring to his lover who has left him to dream of her
while she practises in retreat.  However we read the poem, it is clearly dealing with memory and with
sadness and, possibly, with the call of the religious life.

\,l.\ug.fms.su.b)vs.pai/ LH.]os.sems.l.bZg.ns/

]xe.adU.kUn.tU.SKYid.pai/ aod.gsl.fi.m.Qr.sov.// 247

1a ‘phral phugs nyams su blangs pa’i

Both now and in the future, I’ll set my mind to practising the Dharma.
A ray of sunlight rises up to bring pleasure to my life.

This could conceivably be a companion to the previous two poems and could also be a response to the
disappearance of the lover (whether or not is is she who has gone into retreat).  The poet decides to



dedicate himself to the religious life from here on (‘phral phugs).  The decision is shown here by the way
in which the object of the desire (lha chos) is surrounded by verbs describing determined mental activity
(nyams su langs pa |...sems la bzhag) and we get the impression that this is a deliberate and deter-
mined step.

This decision brings sunlight into his life.  The phrase ‘od gsal nyi ma shar is redolent of the descrip-
tions found so frequently in Tibetan Buddhist texts describing the activity of the Dharma in the lives of
practitioners, or else the appearance of a great yogin or bodhisattva in the world.  It is a phrase full of
genuine joy, though it is conveyed here using a traditional formula.  Nonetheless, the entire couplet
brings a feeling of lightness, not only to the previous couplet, but also in addition to the previous two
poems. 

adod.yul.rigs.pai.bza.btUv./ SPYod.yul.gYi.me.tog

zg.med.rig.ajxin.bdUd.RCXiai/ ro.m]og.m*ov.RGYU.b*Uv.n/

zg.bcs.dbv.po.m*os.pai/ bde.b.yin.pr.m.Qes// 148

1b spyod yul gyi ni me tog
3a zag bcas dbang po smyos pa’i

Food and drink are the objects of desire, flowers the sphere of activity.
But, if you taste the essence of the nectar of equanimity,

You’ll not know the craziness of misdirected senses.

This poem is clearly related to 45 (and to 20 in the mgu glu) and deals with the idea of ro gcig, which is
mentioned in the commentary to 45.

In the first couplet, we have a comparison being made between the sphere of desire (‘dod yul) and
that of activity (spyod yul).  Food and drink are obvious sites of desire, but the flower as a site of activity
is less obvious.  I would suggest that we recall the term rang byung sha yi | me tog in 147 and see the
flower as representing the pure activity of realisation.  In this way, we have a contrast between what is
perceived as destructive and constructive by the discriminating mind.

When seen with the wisdom of equanimity (here zag med, the state of being untroubled and unaffect-
ed), however, you’ll experience the supreme taste (ro mchog, an aural variation on ro gcig).  

The language of the final couplet is slightly unusual.  The experience of ro mchog will mean that you’ll
not succumb to the madness of the affected state (zag bcas).  This not-knowing is described as bde ba,
or joyful - so here the idea of ignorance is indeed blissful.  The poet seems to be saying that, having
once known the experience of discrimination, no longer to be affected by it - to be ignorant of it - is truly
joyful.  This slightly paradoxical explication is thus used to considerable effect.

Again, as with 45, we are left with the idea that this could well be a poem by the Dalai Lama, or by
another poet with specific knowledge of the higher reaches of Tantrayana practise.  It also has the feel-
ing of a rNying ma text, another area in which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is known to have had an
interest.

zg.med.dga.bZiai.SFoms.ajug ajxd.med.gtn.gYi.bde.b/

dg+.gfen.]gs.SDv.SPvs.pai/ btv.SFoms.gYi.s.gZi// 149

2b btang snyoms gyi ni sa gzhi



To experience equally the four blissful joys brings eternal pleasure -
It’s the basis of total purification of hatred towards enemies and favor towards kin.

Here we have what is probably a companion to the previous poem, insofar as it builds on the idea of ro
mchog and the effects associated with that experience.

Experience of the four kinds of joy (dga’, mchog dga’, khyad dga’ and lhan skyes dga’) brings everlast-
ing and permanent happiness.  This permanence is not of the mundane type, but is complete and with-
out time:  it is inexhaustible (‘dzad med).  This is the level of joy which the Buddhas are said to experi-
ence and it is the result of deep and total contemplation.

The result of such a practise is the elimination through purification of preference, whether against
those whom one dislikes or for those whom one likes.  The key word in this poem is snyoms, which
implies calmness and equanimity and consistency and which links across both couplets in correspon-
ding positions (albeit one unstressed).

A further structural point here is the relationship between the terms zag med dga’ bzhi and dgra gnyen
chags dang, which open the two couplets.  To have these seemingly contradictory ideas in equally sig-
nificant positions is telling, as though the poet wishes to trick the audience into associating them - only
to find out that the one annihilates the other.  Such rhetorical sophistication is not common in the pres-
ent text, so we might assume that this could well have been written by an experienced practitioner, or at
least an experienced poet, such as Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.

rv.sems.kun.l.\n.p/ b*v.]ub.me.tog.aq,Uv.ns/

don.SFiv.mvr.bai.SB+v.RCXi/ ajxd.med.lovs.su.SPYod.n/

gdul.b*ai.RKv.d+Ug.g+vs.med/ SFn.pai.]os.gr.bSGYUr.ro// 150

1b byang chub me tog ‘khrungs nas

The flower of enlightenment is born to help the minds of all.
If its sweet honeyed essence were to be used unceasingly,

The endless six-legged students would join a swinging Dharma dance.

Here again we have the flower of enlightenment, already encountered in this sequence - and here
accorded the honorific verb ‘khrungs.  The description seems to suggest that it has its own birth, not
dependent upon the mindstream which realises it, and that this flowering comes about for the benefit of
all.  The flower could refer to the flower with which the Buddha catalysed the experience of enlighten-
ment in his disciple Ananda - which would mean that this citation of me tog is at once both figurative
and literal.

Were the sweetness of honey (the nectar or amrita suggested by sbrang rtsi, itself an echo of bdud
rtsi) to flow unceasingly (again the word ‘dzad med), then the innumerable bees (representing here
those requiring instruction) would take part in a melodious dance of Dharma.  

This is a remarkably exciting image for the normally staid world of Tibetan Buddhism, where dance is
usually the religious ‘chams:  one is here put in mind more of of the kind of ecstatic dancing favored by
bhakta yogin and yogini in India - or even of a dance number in a Walt Disney cartoon.  It should also
remind us of the popular gar or ‘khrab dances which are inherent in the performance of gzhas.
Nonetheless, the ecstatic connection is perhaps important, for the nature of amrita, of course, is imme-
diate since it is transcendent and would therefore turn otherwise hardworking bees into yogin bees
drunk on enlightenment.



\u.l.gvs.ri.yod.bsm/ mda.l.Ziv.]uv.btb.ps/

s.gZi.[n.ps.]xig.sov./ gvs.ri.[ugs.bsm.bZes.dv.// 151

The upper slopes have snowy peaks, the lower slopes are sown with fields:
When the land is parched in drought, snowy peaks, please water them with love.

A poem with a single idea here but with unspoken implications.  The primary theme is a contrast
between the upper slopes and the lower slopes of a valley.  The beneficial relationship between the
snow-capped upper peaks and the fields sown below comes into effect when the lower part of the valley
is beset by drought (than pa).

The simplicity of this explicit meaning, though, belies the deeper and heartfelt meaning in the poet’s
mind.  The drought-stricken land refers to his loveless situation and he calls on the pure, white moun-
tains to look compassionately upon his plight.  The nature of water, too, is both to quench thirst (ie
desire) and to produce an opportunity for growth - here of a relationship, perhaps, but also of the poet’s
ability to love again.  After all, we can imagine the despair that drought brings to a society without effi-
cient irrigation:  it can threaten the very existence of the people which, here, is associated somehow
with the act of love.

Qiv.de.cxn.dn.SDov.por/ mr.ajxegs.gtov.br.m.\*in/

yr.ajxegs.]xe.SVon.ls.kYis/ bkod.p.rv.los.yin// 152

2a yar ‘dzegs tshe sngon las kyis
2b bkod pa rang ni los yin

I won’t go climbing down the sandalwood tree:
For sure, we climbed up the tree before.

In this poem, again, there is a contrast between the upper and the lower, but this time concerning the
sandalwood tree, a source of oil for incense and for bathing - and thereby associated both with religion
and with sweetly-scented skin.

The key words here are mar ‘dzegs and yar ‘dzegs, found at the beginning of the second line of the
first couplet and the first line of the second couplet.  The poet says that he’ll not climb down the tree,
which we should assume, as Sørensen suggests, is a metaphor for the love between these two people.
But more important than his desire not to leave his lover is the reason for their being in the tree in the
first place.  Here we have a definitive statement that their relationship comes from the action of previous
karman (tshe sngon las).

In connection with Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, of course, it is his karman from previous lives that
has resulted not only in his position as Dalai Lama but as the kind of Dalai Lama he in fact has become.
We could imagine this as a statement on his part that he will neither deny himself, nor will he deny his
love for the woman with whom he is perched in the tree of love.  If this is not by Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho, moreover, it can still be read as a resolute and direct rejection of other people’s prejudice, as
much as as a statement of affection for an unidentified lover.

bsm.bsm.RT.\o.bsm.kYv./ ag+o.qr.RKv.[v.bbs.b*Uv./



SMUg.]uv.d+eauai.l.yog yin.p.rv.qg.q*g 153

2a smug chung dre’u’i la gyogs
2b yin pa rang ni khag khyag

I think hard about taking a stallion - but go instead on foot.
The vengeance of the little sorrel mule is obvious.

There would appear to me to be two possible readings for this poem.  One, as Sørensen suggests, is to
see the poet as having tried to win the heart of a woman, only to fail and settle instead for his second
choice.  The implication here is that the first woman has for some reason exercised some kind of mali-
cious vengeance (la gyogs) upon him.

While this is possible, I would make the case for another, though connected, reading.  My idea is that
the poet chose a humbler girl and that the vengeance of the haughty stallion is yet to come - and that it
is the inevitability of the revenge which is obvious (khag khyag).

Either way, there is a historical parallel which could link this poem with Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.
If we understand the stallion as being a guide, then it could well stand for the Regent, who is rejected
(as too controlling, perhaps, like a stubborn sorrel mule) in favor of self-determined study.  The struc-
turally most significant point of the poem - the repetition of bsam in the first line - suggests that the poet
has done a good deal of thinking before finally making his decision, albeit that the mule still demands
revenge.

Ziv.dv.mu.qai.m]xms.ns/ RT.\oai.STod.[g.RGYb.yod/

mi.\o.b)o.Qes.yod.n/ STod.[g.ag+ol.br.\ebs.Qig 154

A stallion is tethered at the edge of a field.
A wise man would go set it free.

The stallion, in both this and the last poem, strikes me somehow as a strange image for a beautiful
young woman, especially given the masculine pho element inherent in the word.  Nonetheless, as we
saw above, we could see this as an indication of the natural excellence and emotional power of the girl
rather than in terms of a more physical idea.

Here, then, we can see possible references to the girl herself, and to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho,
tethered, as Sørensen suggests, within the confines of his political rôle.  Although the field is almost cer-
tainly figurative, in both instances, we might hear in it an echo of the Buddhafields (sangs rgyas kyi
zhing) with which a building such as the Potala might be compared.

The idea of the horse being tied up is expressed with a similar phraseology to that employed in 143,
except that the (more symbolic) (stod) phur is replaced here by (stod) thag, a phrase which is repeated
in the final line.

It would seem to me likely here that the second couplet is ironic, that the wise man seems to be a fig-
ment of the imagination - or, at least, not likely soon to appear on the horizon.  It is, perhaps, a wish for
the freedom which the Dalai Lama so desired and was never granted.  

If we read the stallion as the lover, however, this might be another poem about her wish to disappear
into retreat or else to break off the relationship for another man.  The poet seems to be saying that the
more he attempts to keep her for his own, the more distressed she - and so he - will become.

SKm.po.b*e.m.log.gi ng.po.SDig.p.r.cx/



RGY.m]xo.m[o.ru.m.gtogs/ dma.ru.ag+o.s.mi.adUg 155

1a skam po bye ma’i logs gi
1b nag po sdig pa rva tsa

The scorpion on the surface of the dry sand:
Such creatures do not inhabit the ocean’s brim.

In the original text, the first couplet here constituted the final couplet of the first part of the MS and the
second couplet the first of the second part. Sørensen points out that, given the nature of the present
MS, the first two lines here can be linked with the two lines of 446 (which open the fourth section of the
MS):  this would constitute a poem similar to others attested elsewhere.  If we try to read this as a com-
plete verse, however, it is hard to understand the real import being conveyed.

Nonetheless, the first couplet is straightforward enough.  The black, poisonous scorpion is found on
top of dry sand.  If placed with 446 (lcags kyi lham chung gyon nas | sprad sprad pa e gtong), the con-
cluding line would read perhaps “Let’s put on our iron-toed shoes and get to work” - ie, we should go
and kick and stamp on the scorpions and so kill them.

If read in this way, the poem seems perhaps to be a fierce attack against the Regent or the Qan (or
both):  if so, then it is tantamount to an encouragement to treason - which might well be the reason for
its lack of obvious clarity within the present text.

If we attempt, though, to read the two couplets in MS sequence, we have a commentary on creatures
like the scorpion, who choose not to get involved with the billowing ocean swell.  Note of course the
rgya mtsho element here:  I would say that the scorpion is looking more and more like a reference to
the Qan who, though a key player in the power fight in Tibet at the turn of the seventeenth century,
nonetheless kept something of a distance, rather allowing the situation to escalate before he made a
move.  

We could speculate that the split couplets here constitute a happy accident, a kind of quasi-deliberate
mix-and-match approach to structure:  the first couplet can be joined with either the second here or with
446, depending upon company and propriety.  In any case, those who needed to know the implications
knew them well enough - much like the political use of the fish symbol in early Christianity, perhaps.

dkr.po.dr.dv.ad+.b/ gtov.pai.rv.sems.gtv.m/

q.rg.SDd.ps.m.[ub/ fms.dga.g)U.ru.l.b)vs.gtov.// 156

2a kha rag bsdad pas ma thub
2b nyams dga’ glu la blangs gtong (WS)

My pure mind spreads out like white silk.
I can’t keep silent, I’ll put my joyful thoughts in song.

The white silk here might refer to a kha btags or simply to a piece of cloth.  If the reference is to a kha
btags, then the offering which is being made is clearly the song mentioned in the second couplet.  To
describe one’s mind as pure might seem strange here, but I would imagine it to be an acknowledge-
ment of the teaching rather than a statement about the poet’s realisation.

What is interesting in this poem, I feel, is the seven-syllable fourth line.  Whereas Sørensen says that
this is a scribal error, that either ru or la have been inserted by mistake, I would suggest the possibility
that the extra syllable is a “nonsense” syllable, intended deliberately to break the rigidity of the verse so
as to express the poet’s desire to sing.  After all, in the first line of the second couplet, he says he can-
not keep quiet:  this might produce a kind of uncontrolled babble in his mouth, conveyed in the final line
by the extra syllable (akin to “hey nonny nonny no” in Elizabethan popular song, perhaps).  If we choose



to keep the regular six syllable structure, more in keeping with the entire collection, then the retention of
la works better to preserve this awkwardness.

Note the repetition of gtong too, in the final line of both couplets, linking the spreading silk and the
pouring out of the poet’s song.

LDUm.r.ms.dv.RJXov.RJXov./ me.tog.h.lo.aq,Uv.adUg

v.]xo.dga.l.SKYid.l/ LDUm.r.aod.kYis.qevs.sov./

don.ni.dm.p.dUs.gsum/ svs.RGYs.l.abulo// 157

1b me tog ha lo ‘khrungs ‘dug
3b sangs rgyas rnams la ‘bul lo

An overgrown orchard, where hollyhocks bloom:
We’re joyful there, and the orchard is filled with light.
We’ll offer the eternal sacred truth to the Buddhas.

Whether Sørensen’s suggestion that mas dang is a scribal error for me tog is correct, the orchard is
teeming with flowers and fruits nonetheless, including the hollyhock.  We have already seen the holly-
hock used as an offering flower (18) and the honorific verb ‘khrungs here emphasises this.

The second couplet seems almost to convey a sense of paradise and it is tempting to think of this as a
poem by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho about a place where he and his friends (and/or lovers) were
happy.  The repetition of ldum ra (as well as the half-rhyme of rdzong rdzong and khengs song) across
the caesura of the first two couplets links the overgrown foliage with the light flooding in, creating a kind
of hermetically sealed Breughelesque “garden of earthly delights”.

The final couplet functions much like a prayer of dedication at the end of a sadhana:  the poet makes
an offering of the beauty and happiness of the orchard to the Buddhas (although we must not miss the
echo of Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho), so that others too might benefit from the positive experience.

In some ways this is a curious poem.  It presents us with a near-perfect image, highly unusual in this
collection - expressed in the standard two couplets, to which is added a formulaic prayer, almost as an
afterthought.  Could it be that the final couplet was tacked on by someone else, with the intention of
reminding the reader to dedicate joy in this life for the benefit of all beings - or so as to prevent an
unscrupulous reader from imagining that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, selfishly, did not have the inten-
tion of following tradition by making an offering of his joyful experience?

gser.zvs.RGY.a\ibs.aog.gi bs,uv.m.m.gcig.dpl.LH/

SVr.kYv.q*ed.kYi.m.bs)Us/ d.yv.bs)U.b.m.mjxd// 158

2a sngar kyang khyed kyis ma bslus
2b da yang bslu bar ma mdzad

Under the golden copper roof stands the protector Ma gcig dpal lha.
You didn’t deceive me before - and you’ll not deceive me now.

This seems to be a simple acknowledgement of the poet’s trust in and devotion to the principal protector
of the dGe lugs pa, dPal ldan lha mo, housed beneath the Chinese-style roof of the Jo khang in Lhasa.



The second couplet contrasts the protector’s behavior both in the past and in the present.  The oppos-
ing construction of the verbal phrases ma bslus and bslu bar ma mdzad seems stylistically sophisticat-
ed;  also, however, the modal use of mdzad here also carries with it a force which is lacking in the sim-
ple negative construction used in the first line.  This is a strongly-worded statement, on the part of the
poet, that he can rely on dPal ldan lha mo for protection, whatever might happen to him:  the presence
of the Regent and the Qan is never far from his mind.

bdg.gi.g.ns.yov.yov./ bZUgs.g+l.SP+o.br.yov.yov./

SP+o.b*ed.min.p.dk+Ug.Qin/ ZUs.yov.dog.mi.mi.adUg 159

1a bdag gis gang nas yong yong
2b zhus yong dogs mi mi ‘dug

Wherever I’ve come from, I’ve come to please the guests.
So don’t be alarmed that I’ll spoil the fun and start a fight.

Here the poet is behaving as an entertainer, performing for the guests seated at a party.  The emphatic
use of yong yong is striking, especially since it creates a kind of universality to his appearance.  It does-
n’t matter where he’s from, he says - and this of course calls to mind the image of the Dalai Lama
appearing as a minstrel at a party, entertaining the people with poetry and music.  While this might be
an over-romantic reading of the present poem, it’s nonetheless possible that this was, if not the attitude
of his hosts, then frequently the attitude with which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho went to such celebra-
tions. 

It is maybe the contrast between his official and societal position which could be the occasion for a
fight.  In the second couplet, he asks that he not be assumed likely to act badly.  Such a break in eti-
quette might well have caused this kind of confusion, and this might be construed as a challenge, per-
haps, to the more sober guests to accept him for what he really is rather than for what they imagine -
and maybe want - him to be.

adir.bZUgs.bZUgs.g+l.SGor.mo/ m]xo.l.dr.]gs.yin.p/

dr.]og.aog.ni.f.mo/ aq*Ug.so.]og.p.yod.do// 160

1b mtsho la dar chags yin pa

Sitting here, amidst the guests, like a glacial ocean -
There’s a fish darting beneath the ice.

There seem to be two interconnected ways of reading this text.  One, as Sørensen suggests, is that the
girl (nya mo) is simply adding to the relaxed situation with her beautiful and seductive movements.

The other interpretation, which I favor, is that the mtsho indicates Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, here
behaving like a meditator, his calm exterior like a frozen ocean.  It’s interesting that the language used
here is not altogether positive, that the calmness is a frozen and unmoving calmness, rather than a
completely relaxed calmness.  But, beneath the surface of this lake is the darting fish of mental agita-
tion, caused by the beautiful girl whom he can see through the half-closed eyes of meditation.  This
reminds us of the image in 38, where an almost identical situation is played out.

Placed together with the previous poem, we seem here to have two views of the young Dalai Lama.
One, that he shouldn’t take part in feasting and enjoy himself - however calm and relaxed his mind



might in fact be - and the other, that he should carry himself with the dignity of a meditator, even though
beneath the surface there might be raging passions. 

This pair, then, would seem to encapsulate one of the more frustrating parts of Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho’s story.  That he was never permitted the physical freedom he desired is clear;  that he was never
even permitted the freedom to have his own thoughts is less obvious, but somehow more distressing.
Here, we have a common perception of advanced meditators, the idea that they have relinquished
human desires and feelings:  the poet here is denying that strongly, but equally strongly in 159 he
denies that his behavior - though unusual perhaps for a Dalai Lama - belies a desire to create scandal
and to give offense.

]v.gi.gzi.m.m.RTogs/ SMYo.bcos.ZUs.p.min.no/

bka.SKYon.gnv.n.sv.Zogs/ [o.rvs.l.gnv.ZU/ 161

1a chang gis gzi ba ma rtogs
2a bka’ skyon gnang na sang zhogs
2b tho rangs nam la gnang zhu

Don’t say it’s not the beer that’s making me crazy.
If you’re going to lay into me, please save it for morning.

Following on from the previous poem, we could see this as another indication that this Dalai Lama gets
drunk like other people.  In one second-hand account, we are told that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in
fact was able to drink more than any of his companions and then to launch into song without falling over
(see the commentary to 351).  Similar stories are told about other lamas, however, so this might simply
be an attempt to show the perceived superhuman abilities of sprul ba.

The perception of the poet as being deluded or crazy (smyos bcos) is obviously being used as an
explanation of his behavior.  But he requests that reprimand is put off until the following morning (pre-
sumably when much of what is happening now has been forgotten).  This would be a common request
by most people in such a state of inebriation, and maybe we shouldn’t read too much into the chance
that the poem is by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself.

Nonetheless, we could tentatively read the morning here as being the next sprul ba of the Dalai Lama
- the implication perhaps being that in this life he has enough problems to deal with, without being held
to account for getting drunk.

Ao.lo.n.so.gZon.ns/ adi.g.ZU.b.[l.sov./

bka.SKYon.med.pai.qog.ns/ gsuv.SFn.gv.d+gs.gnv.ZU// 162

I’m young, I spoke out of place - 
Don’t tell me off - talk as gently as you can.

A poem with a similar meaning to the previous poem, maybe also to be taken with much the same impli-
cations, if we credit it to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.

Here, the poet uses his youth to his advantage, requesting forgiveness for a misplaced word on
account of being naïve - just as in 161, he ascribed his behavior simly to too much alcohol, another
common source of shame.

As with the previous verse, too, we have the phrase bka’ skyon, meaning a scolding or a reprimand.
The comparison with this term and the honorific gsung snyan, in the same position in the following line,



creates a slight feeling of frustrated anxiety, as though the poet is expecting to be treated harshly for
what he has done.

In the context of the poems ascribed to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, we can see this as a request for
understanding, for the acknowledgement that he is a young man and subject to desires for love and for
alcohol like anyone else (especially, perhaps, one who has for many years been incarcerated, both
physically and figuratively, within the walls of the vows, which he himself had not chosen).  This strikes
me, with this in mind, as a sad verse by a sad man, desperate to be understood and accepted by those
(and especially by the Regent) whom he respects and loves.

gzi.b.]v.g.SKYon.yin/ ]v.de.]v.SKYon.]e.ns/

SMYo.b.LH.ad+e.aq,Ul.yin/ LH.ad+eai.aq,Ul.]xb.]e.ns/

adi.ns.rv.reai/ bs,Uv.m.gcig.gsol// 163

3a ‘di nas rang re’i yul gyi
3b bsrung ma gcig kyang gsol shig

bsrung ma gcig kyang gsol dang (WS)

What’s wrong under the influence of beer is worse under the influence of more beer.
What is insane amongst the crazy spirits is more so when they’re displaced.

When this happens,we should make offerings to Ma gcig dpal lha.

The first two couplets here are structurally identical, both presenting an idea and its escalation under
different circumstances.  In the first, the universal truth that more alcohol creates bigger problems (and
bigger illusions, too) is stated simply and directly.  Building on this, the second adds a metaphysical or
religious element - that the removal of lha ‘dre creates a worse situation.  That these gods and demons
are described as crazy (smyo ba) may suggest that they are either the Regent and the Qan (or other
members of the government or the dGe lugs pa hierarchy) or else that they are spiritual forces whose
presence, while disruptive, would be worse were it to be removed.

In the final couplet, the poet says that the way to deal with this situation is to propitiate the protector
dPal ldan lha mo (although, as Sørensen says, the text is unclear).  To employ the services of the pro-
tector is a standard response to such physical and political uncertainty, but we should ask ourselves
precisely against what the measures would be taken.

After all, acts of drunkenness when committed by the Dalai Lama might be considered destructive, but
surely only when the people are unaware that he is no longer bound by monastic vows.  That the coun-
try has not been informed of his decision to return his robes is down to the lha ‘dre who, in their thirst
for power, have decided in their delusion not to reveal this information.  We cannot know, then, whether
this is a poem by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, but it seems almost certainly to be about his situation,
about the proud and arrogant men who surrounded him and about the destructive influence that they
exercised over his person.

Qiv.de.Qiv.SN.ajxom.p/ RGod.mqr.gYi.LH.mo/

me.tog.]os.q.m]xr.b/ rin.]en.STg.mai.me.tog

SKYbs.gns.s)U.b.med.pai/ dkon.m]og.l.abulo// 164



1a shing de shing sna ‘dzoms pa
1b rgod mkhar la gyi lha mo
3b dkon mchog gsum la ‘bul lo

A cluster of bushes on the rGod mkhar pass,
Their precious rhododendron flowers are large and beautiful.
I will offer them to the Triple Jewel, the undeceiving refuge.

As Sørensen says, the mGod khar pass between Lhasa and bSam yas is bare and unlikely to be cov-
ered in rhododendron bushes.  Wherever this pass is, it is clearly important to the poet, who describes
the flower as precious (rin chen).  The repetition of me tog in an unusual placement at the beginning
and end of this couplet is clearly meant to illustrate the flowers closely growing together.

We should all the time remember that these are oral poems, meant to be heard rather than read.  The
stag ma tree, then, associated with the goddess who protects the pass (even if we amend the term lha
mo to la mo), might also call to mind a tigress (stag mo), to protect either the pass or the poet.  

As in 157, we seem here to have an offering prayer added to the end of what is otherwise a complex
and beautiful network of images and ideas.  The rhododendron flowers are to be presented to the
Buddha, Dharma and Sangha (described, in a somewhat formulaic way, as “the undeceiving refuge”),
whether in a physical form before an altar or else in a visualisation.  

b*v.RGYUd.gZUv.gi.me.tog me.tog.SG+ol.m.LH.mjxes/

SPv.q.bLTs.p.m.gnv./ nm.mjug.bs,iv.rog.gnv.ZU// 165

2b nam mjug bsring rogs gnang zhu

Flower of the northern interior, flower of lovely Tara -
Please don’t look upon the beautiful meadow, just postpone the season’s end.

This poem, addressed to a girl from the northern interior part of Tibet (byang rgyud gzhung), carries a
wish that their relationship can continue for a longer time.  However, Sørensen’s idea, that the beautiful
meadow represents the poet’s behavior, is only one way of approaching this image.  I would also sug-
gest that, if we understand the poem in the context of the Dalai Lama’s life, the meadow could repre-
sent the Potala or the dGe lugs pa in general:  he is saying perhaps that, given his position and his
responsibilities, he needs more time, that she shouldn’t take any notice of the power politics and the dif-
ficulties which he faces.

From a structural point of view, the first couplet strongly presents the idea of the girl as a flower,
repeating the word me tog either side of the caseura.  The identification of the flower and the girl with
Tara is obviously meant to signify not only her beauty, but also her compassionate and generous nature:
it is this which the poet is clearly appealing to in the second couplet.

SBYr.lo.q,ob.q,ob.m.gnv./ SFUg.lo.sil.sil.m.gnv./

SBYr.lo.abebs.]xod.nm.z)ai/ RGYl.mo.yi.gnv.yov.// 166

2b rgyal mo de yis gnang yong

Poplars, don’t rustle your leaves, reeds, don’t whistle in the wind:
The Queen of Autumn will fell the poplars.



The two images in the first couplet - the poplars and the reeds - seem to represent respectively the
male and the female lovers.  Here the poet asks them to silence their voices, or the movement of their
bodies (in lovemaking?), presented in the form of strongly gendered onomatapoeic phrases (khrob
khrob and sil sil).

It seems also possible that these could represent the Qan and the Regent, although it is unclear which
of the two would be which:  the Regent, for one, could be seen as the sensitive and vulnerable musician
and poet or as the strong and stubborn statesman.  It is also conceivable that we could suggest
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho instead of the Qan.

Whomever they represent, the second couplet seems to reject any power which they might imagine
themselves having over their situation.  Their fortune is in the hands of the queen of the season, sTong
ka’i rgyal mo, who will cause the poplars leaves to fall.

In some ways, this could be seen as a retort to the previous poem:  it is not possible to control the
length of a season, nor of a relationship - rather it is determined by outside forces who can, at best, be
propititated.  If we read this poem in a political way, we can see that the poet perhaps understood that
nothing could really be done for his situation, that all he could do was wait and see what transpired.  

gsuv.SFn.po.rin.]en/ sil.SFn.gYi.SKYUr.ns/

RV.yb.SKed.p.q*ov.q*ov./ gnv.dv.m.gnv.mi.adUg 167

1a gsung skad snyan po rin chen
1b sil snyan gyi nas skyur nas

The precious voice of the cymbals -
No worry if the yaktail fan was vibrating.

The sil snyan, the cymbals which control the tempo of the music in a temple, here represent the male
lover, whilst the drumstick (this could also be a yaktail fan), beating time, accompanying the cymbals ,
represents the girl:  we can see, then, the poet as dbu mdzad perhaps, the girl as beating time on the
drum.  The symbolism here though is unclear:  I would read the drum as a much more male sound than
the cymbals, and yet it would be a monk who would lead the puja.  Taken together, though, the image is
clear.

The first couplet contains an interesting rythmic structure.  First, there is the repetition of the words
snyan and nas, on both the stressed and unstressed beats.  Add to this the mid-centered vowels (occa-
sionally nasalised) of snyan...rin chen | sil snyan...nas...nas and you get an approximation of the com-
plex rhythms and off-beats produced by the cymbals.

The homophonous skad...sked link the couplets together and, of course, further rhyme with the cymbal
sounds.  The second couplet has the khyong khyong of the drums, carried over beyond the caseura
with gnang dang ma gnang, a kind of syncopation perhaps.

However the instruments sound, though, it is irrelevant.  Sørensen suggests that the poet has another
lover and that however prettily the girl beats her drum (or flutters her fan) she’ll not be able to woo him.
I would also suggest a reading in which such superficial flirtation is unimportant for this relationship,
since it is so strong (or at least perceived as such by the poet).  Of course, if the general theme of these
poems is to be believed, the relationship is in fact not really very strong at all:  but for the moment, the
situation appears to be (reasonably) happy and clear.

z).b.dkr.poai.aq,Uv.bZes/ mi.RGYg.dgos.yod.ps/



SFem.]uv.SBl.p.]uv.]uv./ RDog.aog.tU.non.sov.// 168

1a zla ba dkar po’i ‘khrungs bzhes
1b mi rgyag dgos pa yod pas
2b rdog pa’i ‘og tu non song

I need to give up drink at the time of the white moon:
The humble little frog will be crushed underfoot.

It is unclear why the poet feels it necessary to give up alcohol at the time of the white moon, when mar-
riage and celebrations are held.  Maybe he feels that he should have a clear head, just in case he gets
swept up in love or else into some dreadful brawl.  Like many resolutions, though, this one might well
get broken sooner rather than later:  we have only to think about other poems in this collection for evi-
dence of this.

Nonetheless, there also appears to be a serious point being made here.  The second couplet intro-
duces the small and humble frog, represented by the chung...chung chung sound of hopping.  The final
line has him crushed by stepping (rdog pa) feet - whether by accident during the celebrations, or on pur-
pose by some malicious person.

It’s possible that the frog is representing Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho here, that he’s afraid that his
views and decisions will be vetoed and crushed by the hierarchy when they gather for a governmental
meeting.  On the other hand - and this connects the two couplets better here, I feel - it could be that the
poet is simply concerned not to get drunk and hurt someone, wither physically or emotionally.

sems.pai.SP+g.n.dr.SKUd/ [r.s.ni.mi.adUg/

lus.poai.SP+g.l.gvs.ri/ dkr.poai.yi.]od.sov.// 169

1b thar sa la ni mi ‘dug
2b dkar po de yis chod song

A silken thread cannot come between our minds -
But the snowy, white mountains come between our bodies.

This is a straightforward poem about how the physical separation between lovers cannot have any
effect on their deeper, emotional and mental connection.

This is structurally interesting, since it appears that similarities here are conveyed through rhyme
between the couplets - sprag na and sprag la, thar...ni and dkar...yis - but that the differences are con-
veyed by very different sounds - sems pa and lus po, dar skud and gangs ri, and mi ‘dug and chod
song.  So, in this way, the differences and the similarities are powerfully conveyed in oral form.

Another way of reading the poem could be as the relationship between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
and the Regent:  they are so close that, like many people in their situation, the apparent differences
between sometimes cause enormous difficulties.  The mountains, in this case, would seem to signify the
Tibetan state or the dGe lugs pa hierarchy, or simply the different expectations which they have for
themselves and for each other.

]u.mo.yur.bai.k.mgo m.agYUr.bai.RJes.su/

yur.po.k.[g.riv.kYv./ mjl.ajxom.yov.b.qg.q*g 170



1b de ma ‘gyur ba’i rjes su
2b mjal ‘dzoms yong ba khag khyag

Although the water’s course is long, it does not change,
And, from its uppermost reaches, will surely reach its destination.

Another poem about the ultimate togetherness of the lovers.  The first words in both couplets  - chu mo
and yur po - suggest male and female, the water being symbolically led perhaps by the watercourse.
This canal, unchanging, surely represents the poet’s fidelity and straightforwardness (as opposed, we
must assume, to the girl’s fickleness).

That the relationship is long echoes what was said in the commentary to 165, where the point was
made that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s unique position made such liasons more complex and
unsteady than would normally have been the case.  But nonetheless, we are told that the end will be
reached, that finally the couple will come together (mjal ‘dzoms), it is implied, for the final time.

That the water canal attains the masculine ending in the second couplet and, moreover, is given pri-
mary emphasis in the opening syllables focuses attention upon the poet and away from the girl.  It’s as
though it is more important to him than to her that they come together at last - which again points
towards the girl’s lack of certainty.

STr.q.yin.n.bcg.]og qm.bu.yin.n.mur.]og

d.loai.SKU.Qu.mgo.[og so.l.RCxed.pos.b*s.b*Uv.// 171

A walnut is for cracking, a peach is for biting:
This year’s unripe apples are sour to the taste.

Here the poet is dissatisfied with his lovers, whom he compares to unripe apples.  The first couplet
shows how certain fruits invite different approaches, the regularity of the structure (yin na...chog) sug-
gesting the mundane and boring regularity of consumption.

But fruit is only pleasing to the taste when ripe:  the apples that the poet is now trying are sour, the
girls are not willing and create problems for him.  As Sørensen points out, unripeness indicates too early
a tasting - so maybe this points to a lack of restraint on the poet’s side.  

I think that the poem could be read, in fact, as a self-criticism.  If this is the work of Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho we can definitely see it as an indication that he feels as though, in one aspect or another of
his behavior, he has acted too swiftly and with not sufficient forethought.  

a\,ev.b.bRGY.l.m.LDem/ adUd.ajxin.gcig.l.LDem.yod/

adUd.ajxin.med.pai.\,ev.bs/ g.re.b*ed.RGYU.yin.p/

2a ‘dud ‘dzin med pa’i ‘phreng bas

Don’t choose one of the beads, choose the one that holds the knot.
For, if a rosary has no knot-holder, what can you do?

The ‘dud ‘dzin is the large bead which holds the smaller beads in place on a rosary:  it is, for maybe
obvious reasons, traditionally associated with the Buddha himself and is often a precious stone.  

The structure of the first couplet here is interesting, with brgya la ma ldem contrasting gcig la ldem



yod:  the repeated palato-alveolar combination is followed by an emphasised negative in the first line,
whilst, in the second, the positive verb is placed in the stressed position.  The pronunciation of the sec-
ond couplet requires much more effort moreover, it’s almost as though the poet were strongly urging us
(or himself) to choose the knot holder.

In this second couplet, we are presented with an impossible situation, where there is no bead to hold
the knots together.  The final line means literally, “What is to be done?” and this might remind us, per-
haps, of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s frustrated position in the Potala, where there was no-one to
hold the political beads together.

So we can read this as a direct commentary on the political situation in which the Dalai Lama found
himself:  this is my preferred reading.  Alternatively, as a love poem, we could see the biggest and most
beautiful bead as either the poet (whoever he might be) or his lover:  whoever it is, clearly in this case
they are asking to be chosen, whether as a long-term spouse or as a casual affair.

d.LT.n.so.gZon.pai/ STbs.yin.bQd.q.bs/

sems.p.g.cxug.b*s.kYv./ g)U.gcig.len.fid.adod.gis// 173

1b stabs btsun yin bshad kha bas

Indeed, this young man carries himself well.
Whatever his mind is doing, he wants to sing.

The presence at the beginning of this poem of the word “now” (da lta) suggests perhaps that this is a
verse composed off the cuff, as it were - or else that it contrasts with previous behavior which has not
been so btsun, so appropriate and elegant.  From the little we know about the Dalai Lama’s general
behavior, we can definitely imagine such a contrast being made - and accepted, too, which seems to be
the point of the confirmatory yin bshad kha ba at the close of the first couplet.

The first line of the second couplet points perhaps to the tension between the young man’s inner life
and his love of music and poetry.  But, of course, it might not in fact be a tension at all, it might well be
a melding of two apparently different energies:  to the outside world, the young man seems bent on
having fun, but within he could quite easily be engaged in contemplation - and the two are not neces-
sarily opposed.  

This poem has slight echoes of the “tantric” texts in this collection, such as 45, 104 and 148.  As I
have pointed out, it indicates perhaps one who can not only enjoy the pleasures of the world, but who
can at the same time engage in focussed and creative meditative practises.  

m.SMYo.SMYo.ru.ajug.mqn/ SBv.mai.SBv.]u.yino/

bka.SKYon.gnv.l.SBv.mai/ SBv.]u.l.gnv.ZU// 174

1b sbang ma’i sbang chu yin no
2b sbang chu de la gnang zhu

Soaked in beery sediment, the sober know how to act drunk:
If you’re going to tell me off, tell the beer off too!

The most striking thing about this poem is the way it sounds.  The nasalised mid (back) vowels in
mkhan, sbang and gnang are repeated throughout to give a kind of off-rhythmic beat - maybe a kind of



onomatapoeia for this drunken behavior.  But this is the pretence of drunkenness, and the emphasis at
the beginning of the poem upon ma smyo might indicate, as in the previous verse, the difference
between appearance and reality which is so central to Buddhist philosophy.

There seems to be a deliberate echo at the head of both couplets - ma smyo...|bka’ skyon - which
points perhaps to the way in which sober people are wont to criticise drunkenness in others.  We have
already seen that the poet is irritated that he is forever being criticised by those around him and, assum-
ing that this is the Dalai Lama or else one speaking in the place of the Dalai Lama, we might suggest
that those who are being singled out here are the dGe lugs pa hierarchy and, in particular, the Regent.

\,.]uv.migi.aog.ns/ gti.mug.SGo.fl.RGYg.gis/

sems.pai.go.].gYon.ns/ gti.mug.adUl.yov.qg.q*g 175

1a phra chung mig gi ‘og nas

My eyes are closing, I’m falling into ignorant slumber:
I’ll put on my mental armor and defeat my ignorance.

A straightforward poem about the problem of falling asleep without awareness.  It’s unclear whether this
is directly related to experience in meditation, but it would not be unusual were that to be the case.
Much as with the poems related to the tension between worldly life and the religious calling, a poem
such as this, were it considered to be by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, would encourage people
to see him as a fallible human being rather than as some kind of deity.

Sørensen reads phra chung mig as khra chung mig (“luminescent eyes”) but I prefer the idea of the
eyes narrowing to slits as one drops off.  This would seem to have more connection also with the idea
of the door of sleep, as expressed in the phrase sgo nyal.  

Given the presence here of one of the three poisons, ignorance (gti mug), the second couplet is reas-
suringly martial.  The counter for ignorance is wisdom, here associated with mental armor.  The repeti-
tion of the word gti mug is noteworthy, since it sets up a contrast between the ignorance which charac-
terises sleep and the defeat of that ignorance through the activity of the mind.

This, then, is not only a very straightforward poem, it is also a very Buddhist poem.  The poet is at
pains to show that such ignorance can be overcome through mind training, presumably with the effort of
meditation.  Again, the presence of this verse in this particular collection raises questions about the
intention of the compiler(s) in including certain poems:  are we to assume that Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho was a “normal” practitioner, who sometimes failed and sometimes succeeded, or are we rather to
assume that these poems are included as a kind of teaching?  This is perhaps one of the more interest-
ing of the multitude of unanswerable questions related to this collection (and to the mgu glu too, of
course).

sems.p.dkr.bai.\*ogsu/ RT.ls.bov.bu.mgYogs.p/

RT.l.SG.].RGYb.dUs/ bov.bu.l.mo.[eb.sov.// 176

1a sems pa dkar ba’i phyogs su
2b bong bu la mo thebs song

An ass runs quicker than a horse towards good thoughts:
The ass is over the pass before the horse is saddled.



It is unclear to me whether this poem is suggesting that the ass, through being biddable and stupid, is in
fact more likely to be obedient and to act correctly than the intelligent though independent-minded
horse.  If this is the correct reading, it suggests that, in the long run, those who think less and do what
they are told are more likely to achieve their goal - that is, enlightenment.

There is an echo of the previous poem here.  In the first line of the second couplet, the go cha of 175
is replaced with the almost homophonous sga cha.  Is this a link between the armor of mindfulness and
the saddling-up of the horse?  Is this in fact another tantric link - the idea that the mind is enlightened
through simply being itself and that, in fact, no action is needed against ignorance (and here, that no
saddle is needed for a horse)?  The ass, whose bearing requires no saddle, achieves the goal anyhow.

If this is the case, we return again to the question of intention.  The more we read tantric instructions
into these poems, the more bogged down we become in their secret level and the more opaque the
whole project becomes.  However, it could be said that this opacity is the tantric project - that, for the
uninitiated, the poems are as they appear on the surface while, for the tantric practitioner, they are a
direct acknowledgement of reality as it is lived.  And if they are tantric poems, we have the strong possi-
bility that the author was indeed Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho - and, if not him, then a(nother) highly
realised and yet apparently mundane person.

k)U.SBUg.g)iv.kai.SBYr.p/ SBYr.p.bk+is.q.btgs/

SBYr.p.qog.p.rul.kYv./ SBYr.lo.s.l.mi.abebs// 177

1b sbyar pa bkra shis kha btags

The poplars in the groves of kLu sbug groves are lucky poplars.
Even though the poplar trunks are rotten, the poplar leaves don’t fall to the ground.

As Sørensen points out, the kLu sbug gling ka is a garden to the south of the Potala, their poplars sup-
posedly a good meeting point for lovers.  I suspect that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho would have used
their shade as a place to make love with his girlfriends and that this is the theme of this poem.

The simple repetition of the trees - sbyar pa - does not until the second couplet reveal their inner rot-
tenness.  That they are evergreens means that they appear constant on the surface, but this is not nec-
essarily enough.  The association between the trees and the lover is clear, although the suggestion in
the first couplet that the trees are in fact auspicious is harder to evaluate.  Maybe the poet is saying that
the outward appearance is the one which really counts - after all, the rottenness is placed in a conces-
sive clause and it is with the image of permanence that the poem closes.

vv.p.b*v.ns.yov.yov./ m]xo.mo.SFeg.ns.yov.yov./

A.m.m]xo.SMn.RGYl.mos/ vv.\,ug.SKYo.ru.m.bcug 178

The goose is coming from the north, coming in haste to the lake.
Mother, Lake Queen, don’t make the goslings sad.

As in 12 (and mgu glu 9) we have the image of the goose coming to court the lake.  His arrival, con-
veyed by the repeated yong yong, is determined, he hastens towards her from the coldness of the
north.  The fact that in the second couplet she is associated with the mother (a ma mtsho sman rgyal
mo) might link up with this search for maternal warmth.  We know, moreover, that Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s relationship with his mother was severely curtailed following his discovery:  is there some
hidden reference here to his feeling of sadness and loss?



Nonetheless, the second couplet appears also to indicate the result of the mating between the lake
and the goose.  One assumes that this is a request for a successful mating, or else that the ngang
phrug is the Dalai Lama, in the image of a single gosling, looking for affection.  The sudden sound of
the harsh vowels in the final two syllables - ma bcug - emphasises for me  the poet’s desperation and
his wish for what we might today call emotional closure.  

pd.SB+v.ser.poai.[ugs.l/ gv.ad+.yod.ni.mi.Qes/

lo.yg.LHv.pai.[ugs.l/ SB+v.]r.sil.m.adod.gis// 179

2b sbrang char bsil ma ‘dod gis

No-one knows the heart of the golden lotus bee.
The heart within green leaves desires a gentle honey rain.

Here the contrast is between the mind of the bee and that of the flower.  In Sanskrit, the golden lotus
bee is called madhukara, the honey-maker, and the explicit meaning of this poem is quite clear.  What is
more interesting is to investigate elements of the implicit meaning.

Of particular importance is the use of the honorific word thugs to refer to the heartmind of both the bee
and the flower.  Thugs describes the mind of enlightened beings, or at least of royalty and nobility.  It
might be that this bee is representing Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in the poet’s mind:  the second line
of the first couplet suggests how enlightened activity can be (mis)understood and (mis)represented by
those without understanding (that is those without thugs).

The bee’s mind, moreover, is contrasted with the flower’s, which can be known.  The fact that the
flower’s thugs can be understood points to the superiority of the bee, the untouchability of his experi-
ence.  I think we can definitely see this as a reference to the Dalai Lama and, maybe, to a noblewoman
- maybe the Regent’s daughter - with whom he was involved.

SBYr.p.SKYe.gzugs.legs.p/ LCv.m.mgo.lus.]om.p/

nm.mjug.bs,iv.bai.RGYl.LCv./ LHg.p.sems.p.Qor.gis// 180

The poplar’s fine physique matches the willow’s head and trunk.
The willow’s season is postponed, the noble’s lost his mind.

This appears to be a poem about lovesickness.  The lovers are represented by trees - the man by a
poplar with a beautiful physique and the woman by an equally elegant willow.  Notice that here, as
opposed to the previous poem, the two are referred to in non-honorific language, but that the male and
female endings (pa and ma) are retained.

The second couplet brings together the lengthening of the willow’s season, her extended readiness for
lovemaking, and the craziness (sems pa shor) of the poplar.  The word lhag pa here could mean “the
other one” or it could mean “the nobleman”:  either way, it obviously refers to the poplar, who is besotted
with the willow.

This appears to be a generic poem about love and we probably shouldn’t ascribe it to anyone in partic-
ular, let alone Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho - although the noble in the final line could conceivably refer
to him.



dpon.poai.LCv.g)iv.g+U.bZir/ mi.ag+o.ZU.RGYU.med.de/

s).gsr.SKYes.pai.]xer.m/ mjxub.moai.RCXe.l.zug.gis// 181

2a slar gsar skyes pa’i tsher ma

I can’t resist a visit to the governor’s willow garden -
The buckthorn pricks my fingertips.

The powerful governor here is clearly the Regent, Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho, and it is equally clear that
this is a poem about the tension between the Regent and Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  The willow-
garden - an ideal place, as we have seen many times before, for meeting a lover - is described as gru
bzhi, which Sørensen rightly glosses as “square”.  But this strikes me as a strange, rather irrelevant
detail and I would suggest that we remember the orality of these poems once again and read gru bzhi
as a near homophone for gru ‘dzin, the Potala.  After all, the Potala was very much the Regent’s domain
and had many of the characteristics which we see ascribed in the second couplet to the willow garden.

But on the surface, of course, this is a trysting place, and the second line of the first couplet tells us
how irresistable is this spot for the poet.  A further link to the Potala could be the presence there (and
this is speculation, since we have no knowledge of the specific circumstances) of the Regent’s daugh-
ter, the only one of the Dalai Lama’s lovers of whose identity we can be sure.

The second couplet here presents the problems of the visit to the garden.  There are thorns there,
which prick the fingers, giving the poet pain.  Again, though, we have a homophonous reading for sla
gsar skyes pa:  whereas the text reads something like “newly reborn”, Sørensen amends this to gla ba
tsher ma, or the buckthorn.  I would, again, read both here, the one echoing and augmenting the other.

Reading the poem with both of these meanings in mind, one gets an idea of the political intrigue and
the irony which this engendered in literary Lhasa.  We cannot be sure that this text is the work of
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, but it clearly relates to what people must have guessed about his situa-
tion.  In many ways, then, this makes it all the more interesting, for it seems to have been a very ill-kept
secret that the Dalai Lama was profoundly unhappy with his lot and that the Regent was equally wary of
granting him more of the power which was rightfully his.

yov.b.adUg.n.b*ed.dv./ mi.yov.adUg.n.Zog.dv./

dbv.]en.dpon.pos.bkod.pai/ m]ed.g+ogs.ni.m.red// 182

1b mi yong ‘dug na zhogs dang
2b mched grogs nga ni ma red

If you can do it, then do it:  if not, then let it go.
My friend isn’t here at the powerful governor’s bidding.

There appears here to be a feeling of tired irritation, as though the poet is again confronted by the
uncertainty of those around him concerning how they are supposed to act.  Perhaps it is a reaction to
the awe in which the Regent was held, or else a reaction to the attempted murder of the Dalai Lama’s
friend Thar gyas nas.

The use of the word mched grogs suggests a fraternal closeness with underlines the tenor of the sec-
ond couplet.  It is as though whatever is done in the present company will not be passed on to outside
influences.



Qiv.de.RGYl.LCv.SDov.por/ dr.LCog.ajxug.dgos.bsm.kYv./

RGYl.LCv.b)o.SNv.mv.ns/ dr.LCog.ajxug.vos.m.dod// 183

2b dar lcog ‘dzug ngos ma ‘dod

I think to tie a banner to the willow tree:
But she’s being so fickle, I’m not really into it.

Another willow poem and another poem bemoaning his lover’s fickleness of mind.  The rather unpoetic
construction of the first line, particularly with the opening words shing de, suggests that this is unlikely to
be by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, that it is more likely to be a popular verse composed in the
moment and inserted into this collection because the theme chimed with so many others here.  Of
course, we must not assume that the Dalai Lama was incapable of prosaic and awkward lyrics, even -
perhaps especially - when he was sober, so this might simply have been written for fun in a tavern and
thereafter circulated through Lhasa.

Whatever its provenance, the poem is easy to understand.  The poet is again confronted by a girl
whose mind changes from moment to moment.  The fact that the second line of both couplets repro-
duce a kind of fickleness on the part of the poet should not go unnoted - clearly the uncertainty of the
girl is echoed in his own heart and he is at a loss whether to stake his claim or give up the chase.

dga.po.STr.q.LCog.LCog b*Uv.n.bsm.p.m.RTog

b*ms.pai.d+i.l.aqor.bai/ yi.dWgs.ni.m.red// 184

1b byung na bsam pa ma rtogs
2b yi dvags de ni ma red

I think only of cracking the lovely walnut -
Not, like hungry ghosts, to hang around the scent of love.

The comparison here between the poet, sincerely attempting the arduous job of cracking the walnut,
symbolising hard-won love, and the yi dvags, the so-called “hungry ghosts”, who nourish themselves on
the smell of (other people’s) love is striking.  It could be that this is in fact a rather bitter and ironic
poem, criticising those people who, prudish and critical, seek to reprimand Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
for his affairs, whilst also enjoying the opportunity to hear and repeat the gossip.

From a poetic point of view, this is one of the few gzhas which exhibits the unusual (in Tibetan verse)
phenomenon of end-rhyme:  the first couplet has lcog |...rtogs and the second ba’i |...red.  From a west-
ern perspective, this results in the verse having a concise, complete(d) feeling:  the general scarcity of
end-rhyme in Tibetan poetry, however, means that this might on the contrary hold no value for a Tibetan
audience. 

The poem itself can, perhaps, be seen to follow on from the previous poem.  The poet has decided
now to crack this most difficult of nuts (the fickle mind of his girlfriend being the main source of hard-
ship) and will make a big effort, no matter what those around him might say.

ri.mo.m[o.br.m.bLTs/ ri.dp*d.legs.pr.bLTs.ps/



mi.\o.]e.b.m.bLTs/ [ugs.bQis.legs.br.bLTs.yod// 185

Don’t look at the mountains’ height - look at their quality:
Don’t look at a person’s stature - look at the quality of their heart.

Here we have a poem in which we see a reference to the critics which surrounded Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho and the fact that he wants to be recognised for the man he is and not for the office he holds.

However high a mountain is, it can be disproportionate and unstable.  The same is true of humans,
and here perhaps we have an echo of the poet’s problems with the Regent.  Another reading of ri mo
here could be as “image, picture”:  it’s the quality of the image that is important and not the quality of
the material.  Again, this could refer to the proud and arrogant Regent, who was perhaps more con-
cerned with his appearance - and the appearance of the state - than with the reality.

The rhyme and the male/female binary of ri mo and mi pho are noteworthy, but only in structural terms,
since there does not appear to be any explicit meaning carried by the contrast.  The specific use of
thugs in the final line is maybe an indication that the quality of the heart is good, or else that the person
concerned is of high status.  We could, in this regard, suggest that this is a poem about the relationship
between the Regent and the Dalai Lama - the first couplet presents the Regent as an elegant and pow-
erful man, the second presents the Dalai Lama as a good and honorable person, his high rank is irrele-
vant.

rv.sems.dkr.poai.\*ogsu/ [ig.gu.dkr.po.btv.yod/

[ig.gu.dkr.po.cxig.]xd/ m.nor.b.gnv.ZU// 186

1a rang sems dkar po’i phyogs su
2a thig gu dkar po’i thig tshad
2b ma nor ba zhig gnang zhu

To show the whiteness of my mind, I draw a thin white line:
I only hope I don’t go wrong in measuring the white line out.

The association between the white line and the pure whiteness of the poet’s heart is emphasized here
by the repetition of dkar po at the center of the first three lines.  The corresponding syllables in the final
line press home the desire not to get the procedure wrong.

But what exactly does this poem signify?  In the second couplet, the poet seems to be saying that he
fears he might not represent himself honestly, that he might overdo his good points and ignore his
faults.  If this is the work of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then this could indicate that he is aware of
being perceived falsely and of his wish to have his good side recognised - but not to hide the faults of
which he, and those aroung him, were well aware.

Whether this is the meaning, or the lack of self-confidence which is its flipside, this strikes me as a
psychologically powerful poem, an attempt to declare himself aware of his problems but aware also that
he is a good man.  Politically, too, it is significant, since the Dalai Lama was under great suspicion, not
only because of his behavior but because the truth of his very identity was being questioned.

It must be said too that, like many of these poems, there is no “I” character mentioned in the text - the
translator must, rather, decide on the perspective from which the poem should be seen.  With this in
mind, this might also be a plea from another person, that the qualities of the Dalai Lama (or whomever
the poem is about) be seen honestly.  It could therefore be seen as a kind of companion to the previous
poem, asking for honesty rather than devoted awe when dealing with people whom one holds, for what-
ever reason, in high esteem.



]xes.]en.bco.LVai.z).b/ Qr.b*Uv.n.min.p/

bdg.l.fi.Qu.\*ed.]/ Qr.dv.m.Qr.mi.adUg 187

1b shar byung na ni min pa

Nothing matters but the rising of the full moon on the fifteenth day.
I don’t care if the half-moon rises on the twentieth day.

The traditional time for lovers’ meetings is the day of the full-moon, the fifteenth day of the month.  It is
a topos much in the sense that the willow tree is a topos.  We can read this literally or figuratively, but
the important thing is that the only thing worth waiting for is the time when he and his belovèd will come
together again.  Beyond that there is nothing - not even the waning half-moon of the twentieth day. 

So, in terms of its meaning, this is a simple poem.  The sound of the verse, however, is suffused with
palatals, alveolars and low-back and centered vowels, lending the whole an air of excitement and mys-
tery.  

q.l/ pd(.adb.bRGYd/

s.l.bb.pai.SB+v.\r/ bdUd.RCXi.yin.n.dga.b// 188

1a mkha’ la ‘khor lo rtsibs brgyad
1b sa la padma ‘dab brgyad

The wheel in the sky with eight spokes, the lotus on the earth with eight petals:
If the rain which falls to earth is nectar, then enjoy it.

This is clearly an incomplete poem, as Sørensen points out in his commentary.  If his reconstruction is
correct, then it would seem that the first couplet refers, in the first line, to the so-called Noble Eightfold
Path and, in the second, to the lotus from which the Buddha is born:  the whole is either, then, a con-
densed version of the eight auspicious symbols of Buddhist tradition or else a presentation of a kind of
mystical, cosmic Buddha and an earthly Buddha.  The eight-petalled lotus in space, represented by the
text as it stands in the MS (mkha’ la pad ma ‘dab brgyad) is also possible but the couplet would then
lack a second line.

The second couplet is complete, though is most probably not originally from the same verse as the
previous line(s).  It has the feeling of a tantric text, calling to mind the other such poems in the collec-
tion.  The honeyed rain which falls to earth, if it is ambrosia, should be enjoyed:  the implication is, per-
haps, that the rain  is the pure rain of blessings from the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and Gurus and
should, therefore, be consumed and enjoyed.

dmr.RCXod.b)o.m.gv.gis/ agYUr.dog.STon.p.min.p/

]os.ajig.RTen.gfis.l/ q*d.pr.de.ni.mi.adUg 289

1b ‘gyur ldog ston pa min pa
2a chos dang ‘jig rten gnyis la
2b khyad par de ni mi ‘dug



Apart from a small sack of red dye,
There is no difference between the sacred and the profane.

This poem goes with at least the final two lines of the previous verse, insofar as it appears to contain a
tantric element of some kind.  Sørensen reads this as a satire on the apparent lack of differentiation
between the religious and the lay worlds - presumably an implied swipe at the Regent for his wearing of
monk’s robes - but, whereas this is one possible reading, I see it nonetheless as a poem about contem-
plative realisation.

It’s true that, in many ways, it is robes which separate monastics from laypeople.  But maybe here a
reference is being made to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s behavior - that in many ways he was the
same after disrobing as he was before, but that somehow his inner life had not changed at all.  We
have seen presented in other poems the idea that, if a person acts with a pure mind, they will not be
adversely affected.  This seems to me to be an extension of the theory.

It could be though that both readings are combined in the one poem, that the explicit meaning is the
ironical version and the implicit meaning is the secret or tantric version.  This would be an interesting
manipulation of Vajrayana praxis, in which symbolic language has often two or more meanings, depend-
ing upon the awareness and depth of realisation of the person reading a given text.

me.br.bai.mgo.l/ Qin.bQg.p.bRJXv.ns/

qog.m.b*.[bs.yin.kYv./ mi.]gs.p.adUg.go 190

1a me ‘bar bzhin ba’i mgo la
1b shin de bshag pa brdzang nas
2b mi chags pa ni ‘dug go

You heap a fragrent aloe tree onto a burning fire -
But an earthenware teapot can’t take such treatment.

This poem seems to be about the delicacy of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and about the torment to
which he is subjected.  Although the identification of shin bshags with the aloe tree is disputed, the
implication is clearly that whatever tree is placed upon a burning fire, it will not be able to take the heat
and will collapse, like an earthenware teapot.

The Dalai Lama’s case was such that he suffered from the effects, not of the office itself, but of the
people around him - especially his Regent - who were determined to restrict his freedom.  The associa-
tion with fragrant aloe might lead us to see him depected here as somewhat effete and over-sensitive,
but it is perhaps more likely simply to be used to contrast his (more rNying ma pa, more tantric) prefer-
ence for meditation and poetry and drink with the (overtly dGe lugs pa, overtly officious) preferences of
those around him.

There is, as ever, another possible reading of this poem.  If we read the two contrasting couplets as
being different ways of understanding the plight of the Dalai Lama, we can compare the fragrance of his
poems, catalysed by the problems which beset him at the Potala and which seem finally - at least at
Kokonor - to have consumed him, with that selfsame destruction, the frustration which proved his undo-
ing.  So, we are reminded that there are two sides to every story and that, had he been allowed to live a
more “normal” life, we would not today have any of these poems nor any of the story.

Sørensen’s reconstruction of the first couplet creates a rhyme between bzhin ba’i and shin de, linking
them together in the idea of the fire of burning wood, together with the alliteration of bshag (perhaps an
onomatapoiec rendition of the hissing, burning fire) and the nasalised echo of brdzang.



mda.mo.yb.gcig k.r.kU.QU.l.\og.n/

de.QUl.STg.SDov.q,.mo/ g.le.SKU.ZUgs.gnv.ZU// 191

1a mda’ mo yab gcig ‘phang ba
2b ga le sku bzhigs gnang zhu

If one of the two arrows hits the sweet apple -
Then farewell right then to the quiver of tiger’s skin.

It is difficult to decide how we should read the elements of this poem.  Sørensen suggests that the
quiver holds two possible lovers, in the form of arrows (mda’ mo) and that if his attempt to woo the one
hits the sweet apple of success, then the other is no longer of any importance.

This is a possible interpretation, but I see the female/male association in the words mda’ mo yab gcig
as holding a further key to understanding.  The idea of yab gcig as being one of a pair reminds us of
sexual union, and the yab here has echoes of the yab yum union of tantric practise.  If this is successful
- that is, if the practise of yab yum produces realisation - then the colorful quiver is thrown away as
unnecessary.  This might suggest that all pretence and superficiality be cast aside and pure awareness
be acknowledged.

It is possible, of course, that this is a fanciful interpretation.  Maybe we should read this text as simply
a choice between two lovers.  My problem with this is that there is nothing specific which suggests this
understanding:  I would rather see the apple as the potential lover and the arrows as being two opportu-
nities which the lover might have to win her heart.  But even this sounds forced to me.  The use of the
honorific in the final line points, I would say, to more than just another girlfriend and the lack of clarity as
to whether to read ya or yab in the first line brings both possible meanings into play.  But this is a very
complex and complicated verse, requiring perhaps further unravelling.

]v.dv.[.mi.q.ni/ SKYid.pai.yn.lg.yin.p/

gu.li.RCXm.b.med.n/ rin.]en.s,og.dv.b,l.yov.// 192

Beer and tobacco are givers of pleasure.
Without tsampa, though, you’d lose your precious life.

This is a poem presenting a simple truth about things which maybe the poet, in his more intoxicated
moments, holds to be essential but which, when placed against the very staples of life, are irrelevant.

The term gu li has not been identified, but it seems to be a type or a quality mark of rtsam pa, the bar-
ley flour which is central to Tibetan life.  Without this rtsam pa, says the poet, you’d lose your precious
life.  The use of the adjectival rin chen reminds us of the importance in Buddhist philosophy of acquiring
the so-called “precious human rebirth”.  This is, then, maybe just a warning to take care of the things
which are truly important, rather than those which simply give ephemeral pleasure.

gnm.SVon.mo.gos.]en/ LCgs.ng.gi.aog.ns/

SGo.]xigs.RGYl.mo.gser.SKed/ bcivs.p.ls.SPm.p// 193

1a gnam de sngon mo gos chen



1b lcags nag de gi ‘og nas
lcags nag de’i ‘og nas (WS)

2a sgo tshigs rgyal mo gser sked
2b bcings pa de las spam pa

Beneath the iron grey clouds in the blue sky,
You are even more beautiful than the golden Milky Way.

Here we have a poem in which the beauty of the lover is celebrated in elegant and simple language.
She is compared to the sky, deep blue in the altitude of the Tibetan plateau.  The word gos chen is also
used for a brocade dress and here we can imagine, as stated in the second couplet, that this dress is
bound with a golden tie, whose loveliness is - favorably - compared with that of the Milky Way.

This is one of the few poems in the collection which seems not to have any possible alternative read-
ings:  it is simply what it appears - a man speaking directly to his lover, her beauty surpassing even the
wonders of the night sky.

bkol.bai.j.yv.mi.a[uv./ RCXod.pai.]v.yv.mi.]uv./

RGY.ng.RGYl.pos.gnv.bai/ LT.b.gyv.ajxin.aq*er.Qog 194

1b rtsod pa’i chang yang mi ‘thung

Don’t drink the boiled tea, nor the brewed beer:
Bring me the Chinese pipe which the Emperor gave me.

Sørensen’s approach to the problematic phrase lta ba gyang ‘dzin seems effective and I think we can
be fairly certain that this refers to a type of Chinese pipe, whose superior quality leads to it’s being
described as something which upholds “an outlook of prosperity”.  The pipe and the tobacco to be
smoked are presented in the single phrase, as opposed to the tea and the beer which are refused.  

The only reading which I can bring to this poem is a political one.  The provenance of the poem is of
course unclear:  it seems to be a favorable commentary on the Chinese influence and so it could be
therefore a poem implicitly criticising the other claimants to the Tibetan state, namely the Mongols and
their leader lHa bzang Qan.  Alternatively, it could just be a poem about superior behavior (or mocking
others’ snobbish pretences?).  Unfortunately, it is impossible to glean further information about the
phrase lta ba gyang ‘dzin from its other appearance in this collection (243), where it is used in what
appears to be a neutral fashion.

SPos.Qel.ser.q.dv.b/ b*i.ru.dmr.q,.bSG+igs.p/

mu.tig.dkr.poai.RGYn.mdog SPYn.lm.l.[og.sov.// 195

1a spos shel ser kha dvangs ba
2b spyan lam la ni thogs song

Beautiful yellow amber, spotted with coral red
And ornamented with white pearl - she wears it to be seen.

The first three lines of this poem provide a description of a fine jewel - a piece of yellow amber, speck-
led in pink-red coral.  That this is costly and elegant is clear from the description and also from the pro-



portion of the poem devoted to the description - it’s like an advertisement in a society magazine.
The second couplet offers a denouement, emphasised and linking backward through the near-homo-

phones rgyan and spyan:  this piece of jewellery is worn to attract the eyes of others, the girl wears it to
be seen against her neck, the color of which is like the white of pearl.  The lightness of her skin indi-
cates nobility and the contrast between the delicate red and yellow of the jewel and her fair complexion
suggests the effect that such an image might have on a man in her presence.

But whether the poem approving or disapproving is hard to say.  It might be that her intention is so bla-
tant - though perhaps hidden beneath the subtlety of noble breeding - that nothing can really be said
about it.  That this might be a description of the Regent’s daughter is plausible, but it could also be
referring to any number of society women with whom Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho - or indeed Sangs
rgyas rgya mtsho - had affaires.

Qr.gYi.SKr.m.SMin.d+Ug yr.dpe.l.bZUgs.Qig

rv.dbv.rv.l.yod.dUs/ [ugs.l.g+os.g+os.gnv.ZU/

s.[g.riv.ns.yv.yv./ mi.mjl.p.adUgo 196

1b yar dpe de la bzhugs shig
3b mi mjal bsam pa ‘dug go

Come and sit here, you Pleiades rising in the east.
Once you are free, please tell us what you’re thinking.

So far are you from the earth, again and again we fail to meet.

The six (or seven) stars of the eastern-rising Taurean constellation Pleiades are the daughters of Atlas
and Pleione and are therefore representations, here and elsewhere, of girls and of feminine beauty.
The poet asks them to come and sit down, as if for an intimate disussion.

The second couplet here is curious, because it seems to take the personification a stage further.
Rang dbang here suggests the freedom from parental influence, while the end-rhyme (dus |...zhu) cre-
ates a strong link between the acquisition of such freedom and the outpouring of the girls’ deep wishes
(note the use of honorific forms throughout this verse).

Perhaps the stars here represent a family of girls, or else a group of friends, whom the poet (and his
male friends) wish to attract:  it is quite possible, of course, that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and his
friends could have written such poems - and the final line seems to heighten this feeling somehow.  The
distance between the earth (the poet) and the stars (the young women) is far and so, constantly, they
are unable to come together.  The distance could well be to do with social class, but if the poet is
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho then the problem is maybe more singular than societal expectations.  As
much before as after his disrobing, the Dalai Lama would have been bound by the religious conventions
demanded of his office and, his rebellious nature notwithstanding, the effort of making a genuine and
long-term commitment would - for both partners - have likely been highly difficult and stressful.

SFn.po.RGY.g)iv.SKYUr.SKYUr/ Ao.loai.gdv.kYi.mi.aq*ov./

SB+v.m.]xv.l.aqor.aqor/ Ae.Qes.p.bLTao// 197

1b o lo’i gdangs kyis mi ‘khyong 
2b e shes thub pa blta’o



The young man’s song is no match for the rgya gling’s blare.
Let’s see if he can compete with the bees buzzing round the hive.

The parallelism between the first lines of both couplets here points to a direct contrast between the
sound of the rgya gling (skyur skyur) and the buzzing of the bees as they circle (‘khor ‘khor) the hive.
Noteworthy here is the fact that the music is described in positive terms (snyan po) - both it and the
buzzing are simply facts of life, neither particularly good nor particularly bad.

If this is directly concerned with the Dalai Lama’s situation, then the imagery used is striking.  The rgya
gling represent the forceful voices and opinions of the dGe lugs pa, and especially of the Regent, per-
haps;  the bees - like ths stags in other poems - are the men who hang around young girls and try to
seduce them.  If Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s melodious voice is unable to compete with the religious
authorities, the poet says, then let’s see if he can deal more favorably with the young men (and thereby
the young women) of Lhasa.

The similarity of the words either side of the caesuræ here forms the structural pivot of the poem.  The
alternation between centered and back vowels (u/o in the first couplet, o/e in the second;  note also in
this regard the vocalic similarity between o lo’i and e shes) provides a resonance through which we can
perhaps make out the sounds of the music and the bees, the outraged Regent and the clamoring young
men.  

]v.l.aor.p.q*og.Qog gns.moai.ZUm.mr.zn.p/

SKr.m.RGYl.]en.dpg.bsm/ nmqai.[ov.l.s)eb.sov.// 198

2b nam mkha’i mthongs la slebs song

Bring us lots of beer - the landlady’s lamp has gone out.
Venus, the royal star, has arrived in the highest heaven.

In his commentary, Sørensen sees this poem as simply dealing with entertainment:  the lamp has gone
out, but Venus has appeared in the sky and will provide light by which the poet and his friends can
enjoy an inordinate amount of beer.  This is clearly what is meant on the surface of the poem, but it
strikes me that there is a more figurative reading for the text.

We have already seen elsewhere how the landlady (gnas mo) doubles as a madam throughout the
collection.  The lamp, then, could either mean her own sexual behavior or - more probably - that of her
young girls.  Maybe she has no-one available for the poet at the moment.

Venus is described as a royal star and here the ma ending is retained on the word skar ma.  Does this
directly identify the appearance of Venus as the appearance of a beautiful girl?  The reading of Venus
as a woman is surely tentative, but the fact that the poet chooses to use the ungendered rgyal chen
dpag bsam is perhaps significant. 

A contrast between the sexuality of the women in the tavern and the elegant and superior nature of the
star is striking.  If we hear Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s voice here, there might be also a relief that he
has the chance to spend time with a woman with whom he might, fundamentally, have more in com-
mon.  Reading between the lines, I suspect that his desperate search for love in the taverns of Zhol had
more to do with desperation than with love:  the fact that the Regent’s daughter is elsewhere specifically
identified as his lover leads me to think that, however much we wish to believe that this was a man of
the people, he was nonetheless not only a stranger in a strange land (both figuratively in the Potala and
literally in Bod yul as a Mon pa) but also a man whose education and upbringing made it hard constant-
ly to consort with those who were so different from himself.

In this way, then, maybe this is a poem expressing a kind of relief that something (or someone) beauti-
ful and transformatory has appeared.  The opening line of the poem, calling for what Sørensen identifies
as a “gutter-full” of beer, seems to illustrate the extent of the relief.



z).b.dkr.po.los.yov./ ]xes.]en.bco.LVai.z).b/

gnv.sos.bde.b.lus.yov./ dbv.po.yr.SKYe.yin.p/ 199

2b dbang po yar skyed yin pa

The moon is white indeed, the fifteenth day moon.
With your body happy and peaceful, your awareness will increase.

The direct relationship between these two couplets is unclear to me, but I suspect the poet is encourag-
ing himself (his lover? his readers?) to grow pure and complete like the full moon.  As a symbol of puri-
ty, of course, this also relates to the development of the pure mind which is central to Buddhist practise.
We read in many texts that the development of wisdom leads to physical beauty and here the corre-
sponding alternative is presented.

Structurally, the link between the physical body and the purity of the moon is conveyed by the near-
rhyme - los yong - and lus yong at the end of the first lines of both couplets:  in its echo of los, lus also
carries a kind of assuredness, as if the poet is emphasising his message.  

The presence of the moon at either end of the first couplet is reminiscent also of the strophic/anti-
strophic form of Hebrew poetry.  It is, also, of course, the time for lovers to meet and, in this case, there
seems to be a deliberately physical link between the full moon and bodily relaxation.  Whether this
refers to sex or to the relaxation purely of being with a lover - or to a combination of the two - is hard to
know, but it is important nonetheless to the meaning of this poem.

bkug.n.gfen.aqov.ajxom.p/ ]og.dkr.gYi.gZU.m/

btv.n.ag+o.bai.mda.mo/ ]xl.dmr.gYi.RGod.SG+o 200

1b mchog dkar gyi ni gzhu ma
2b mtshal dmar gyi ni rgod sgro

When drawn back, an exquisite white bow should be supple and flexible:
The flying arrow should bear the vulture’s scarlet feathers.

We know that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was an avid and skilled archer, and the presence of this
poem in this collection points perhaps to his authorship but almost certainly to his influence.
This, then, appears to be a straightforward poem about archery, explaining the suppleness of the high-
est quality bows and the dazzling plumage affixed to the fired arrow.  The image is of (near-)perfection,
as if from a top-level archery handbook or periodical.

Notice, however, that both the bow and the arrow are gendered as female.  Whilst this is grammatical-
ly standard, it is nonetheless interesting that they appear at the end of the poem’s middle two lines, sur-
rounded by the masculine idea of flexibility and the (assuredly masculine) vulture’s vermilion feathers.
The arrow and the bow are, perhaps, under male control, their qualities mediated by strength and daz-
zling color.  This is a poem, then, about the ultimate experience of an archer, but also about the way in
which male and female (or at least male and female qualities) can best be expressed together.

It should also be remembered that in many cultures there is a spiritual element to archery.  In Japan, a
link is made between the cultivated mind of meditation and the acute awareness, at the center of which
the bull’s eye can be hit with precision.  The Greek term hamartia, originally an archery term for “not
quite hitting the mark” became translated into Christianity as “sin”.  As in 80, we should keep these



ideas in mind when considering Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s interest in archery and its occasional
appearance in the present text. 

SGom.]en.g&.]xogs.]e.l/ ]os.dUv.mg+in.SKd.SFn.p/

dge.adUn.]xogs.pai.mv.jr/ v.ni.sems.p.Qor.sov.// 201

From within the crowd of ascetics I hear the conch’s voice.
The handing round of tea amongst the sangha gets me thinking.

Here we have a poem in which the poet returns to the attraction for him of the religious life.  The lovely
sound of the conch rises out of a group of yogins, a romantic and alluring image which seems totally to
have transfixed the young man.  We can imagine how it must have been for Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho, after so many years as a monk, when finally he disrobed:  the temptation to return must have
been great, the bittersweetness of his decision must have been hard sometimes for him to take - espa-
cially in situations such as the one described here.

The first three lines all open with religious images - the ascetics, the conch, the monks;  the fourth line
opens with nga, an explicit link to the Dalai Lama as he formerly was and maybe an explicit wish for a
return to the safety of the monastery.  In some ways, too, this is also a love poem, a poem about lost
love:  we have seen elsewhere the construction sems pa shor song used to describe infatuation for a
particular girl - it is used here for infatuation of a quite different, though no less powerful, kind.

]xe.]en.bco.LVai.nub.mo/ dpl.LH.mjl.br.\*in.ps/

don.med.A.LCe.bu.mos/ mig.]uai.SB+v.]er.bbs.b*Uv./

v.dv.pu.$*eai.miv.cn/ sems.p.SKYo.ls.mi.adUg 202

At sunset on the fifteenth day, I meet with dPal ldan lha mo.
Without reason, this young girl cried a rain of honey -

And I, Punye, have nothing but a weary heart.

Between 406 and 407, there is an interposed line which states, “my name is Punyejñana” (punye dza
na bdag gi ming), which both Sørensen and I understand as a kind of belated statement by the compiler
of this collection.  This poem seems to be the only direct (or, at least, possible) identification of this
character as the author of one of the poems.

As we have seen countess times before, the full moon day is the day when lovers meet together.  The
poet goes to pay respects to the protector of Tibet dPal ldan lha mo at the Jo khang and, we may
assume, bumps into his girlfriend.  That her tears are apparently without reason (don med) makes them
no less sweet.  Here we have the image of the alluring sadness of a vulnerable young woman, who has
also, perhaps, gone to receive succour by offering prayers to the protector.

The final couplet, in which the poet seems to identify himself, is especially intriguing.  Both here and
later, he uses the Sanskrit version of what we can assume his Tibetan name would be, namely bSod
nams (ye shes).  It would be heartening to find a text identifying this as the nom de plume of Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho, but alas, if it exists, we have yet to discover it.  What we can do here is to notice
that a man with such good merit (bsod nams) is unable to resist falling into despondency (sems pa skyo
- a phrase which occurs frequently in this collection) at his lover’s emotional state.



\.yul.s.[g.riv.ns/ d+in.cn.\.m.mi.adUg

med.kYv.SDUg.RGYU.mi.adUg m.ls.LHg.p.yod.do/

m.ls.LHg.pai.b*ms.p/ l.moai.RGYb.ns.yod.do// 203

A long way from home, with neither of my parents around -
But no need to be sad, there’s one who’s better than my mother.
My lover’s better than my mother - she’s just beyond the pass.

Somehow there seems to be a connection between this poem and the previous one.  The final couplet
of 202 and the opening couplet here, while not forming a poem by themselves, nevertheless lead the
reader forward and maybe also contain a clue to the sadness of the young woman in 202.

My tentative reading for these two combined is that the poet is waiting for his lover, who is coming now
over the pass, while the girl in the Jo khang is (secretly) in love with him, hence her sweet tears of unre-
quited love.

As for this specific poem, the first couplet is a strong reminder of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s posi-
tion so far from Mon yul and without his mother and father:  note both the paternal association in the
first two syllables of the poem and the formulaic, though thereby no less heartfelt, drin can pha ma to
describe his parents.

The echo between pha and ma across the cæsuræ in the first and second couplets and the correspon-
ding repetition of ma las in the third couplet has a melancholy ring to it - as though the poet, whilst
acknowledging his debt of gratitude to his parents (and especially his mother), is nonetheless aware
that now he requires a different, and better, sort of love and affection. 

The lover, however, is described as byams pa, which should make us pause for thought.  Could this
be, not a poem about sexual love, not a poem about a woman, but a poem about the Regent?  We
know that the bond between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho was intimate
and powerful - the problems within their relationship maybe stemmed from being too close - and it’s
possible to read ma las lhag pa as both “better than my mother” and, somehow, as “replacing my moth-
er”.  In this case, we might see the text as representing the excitement at the impending arrival of the
Dalai Lama’s belovèd guardian and protector.

If this is true, then perhaps the lover’s tears in 202 are shed because she knows that the bond
between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and the Regent are too strong, that she can never be acceptable
as a partner for the Dalai Lama.  If this sounds fanciful, we should remember the powerful influence that
parents (and guardians) can exert over their children:  however independent the child feels, he or she is
constantly trying both to retain the approval and love of the parents and to achieve their freedom.  This
was, clearly, no less the case with Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.

a\*ov.RGYs.dga.SP+oai.]xl.gYis/ b*iau.]uv.SKl.bzv.SG+ol.m/

LCv.lo.SKYUr.kYv.gsuv.SFn/ aq*Ug.so.dgos.p.b*s.b*Uv.// 204

In a grove in lovely ‘Phyong rgyas, there’s a little bird called sKal bzang sgrol ma.
Although the willow’s shed its leaves, still she sways to the bird’s sweet song.

Sørensen identifies the bird here as a cuckoo or a thrush, nesting in the pleasure groves of ‘Phyong
rgyas.  If, however, we read the name literally, it becomes “liberating good fortune”, whose voice could
well sing out the song of devotion to religous life.  



Reading the opening syllables of the second couplet figuratively, we have a girl who has cut her braids
and become a nun - although not allowed by her vows to dance to music, she can surely nevertheless
dance to the sound of liberation.  Maybe this extra level of meaning is carried by the phrase gsung
snyan, which has an honorific feeling and which underscores the ambiguity of the entire poem.

Maybe sKal bzang sgrol ma is a nun from ‘Phong rgyas who, despite her new life, still moves alluringly
to music.  This would, then, perhaps be a companion poem to all those in which the poet expresses the
tension between his religious life and his secular desires.

rov.bde.SKYid.g)iv.gi.LCv.g)iv/ qs.g+gs.rv.dv.mi.adUg

yr.ab,og.SGv.l.SPg.pai/ SKYid.p.adi.ru.s)eb.b*Uv.// 205

1a rong bde skyid gling lcang gling (WS)
1b mkhas grags rang dang mi ‘dug

The willow garden of bDe skyid gling is not well-known,
But, compared with Yar ‘brog, it’s fun to be there.

A poem comparing two estates in adjacent districts in lHo rong, near to Mon yul, the birthplace of
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  It seems from this description that the poet was not at all taken with Yar
‘brog.  bDe skyid gling, however, was in the possession of a noble family, which suggests that the poet
is the type of person who would be invited to share such people’s lives.  That this could be the Dalai
Lama is possible, although it could also be anyone else of high birth.

That a willow garden is the central feature of this estate very much suggests, as we might expect, a
love interest:  the lack of a potential lover might be the main drawback of Yar ‘brog.  Whatever the rea-
son, it is clear that the poet enjoys his time at bDe skyid gling.

SK+.lo.med.pai.mjxes.m/ kUn.bzv.RCXe.pai.A.lgs/

\.rol.sems.dpa.agUgs.pai/ LCgs.kYU.ru.adUgo 206

2b lcags kyu de ru ‘dug go

The beautiful girl with unbraided hair is the little girl of Kun bzang rtse pa.
She’s the iron hook which draws the minds of others.

The description in the first couplet, of a beautiful girl with flowing, unbraided hair, identifies her as the
child of the noble Kun bzang rtse pa family.  As in the previous poem, the noble young woman attracts
those who enjoy her company, which suggests again that the poet is of a similar background.  Again we
are put in mind of the Dalai Lama.

The iron hook here is obviously some kind of physical and sexual allure, but we should also be aware
of the hook wielded by certain dakinis and yi dam so as to draw creatures from the ocean of samsara.
If, as in 202, we read the term skra lo med pa as indicating the decision to become a monastic, then the
poem takes on a different flavor:  perhaps this girl has not only beauty but wisdom too, enough to
change the minds of others for the better and lead them towards enlightenment.  

If this reading is true, then the orthographical mistake dpa’ in the third line is in fact not a mistake.
Sems dpa’ would therefore indicate a heroic mind - of (potential) bodhisattvas, perhaps.



qm.sov.adom.p.gv.l/ me.tog.q,.]il.dgU.]il/

ab,s.bu.dUs.su.SM+in.pai/ Zn.bZes.gnv.rog.gnv.ZU// 207

2b zhan bzhes gnang rogs gnang zhu

The peach tree, mature with its teeming flowers -
Please give me such a promise of love once the fruit has ripened.

Here we have the image of a peach tree, fully blossomed and ready to fruit.  The peach, of course, is a
common metaphor for beautiful young girls and signifies a combination of loveliness and sexual attrac-
tion.  The phrase khra chil dgu chil signifies the extent of this beauty, it is almost overwhelming in its
varieties (khra) and fullness (dgu).

The second couplet is a heartfelt request for love, in the form of ripened fruit.  The final line, a single
honorific verb of requesting, shows how much the poet wants this love,  the repetition and half-rhymes
stretching the desire out as far as is possible.  Of course, the words bras bu and smin pa also conjure
up the idea of ripened karman, which also comes in its own good time (dus su):  another possible read-
ing here could be that the poet feels that he deserves love and is looking for its fulfillment.

bum.pai.]u.ni/ RGYl.poai.LDUm.r.l.RGYb.yod/

v.l.lo.gsum.qm.buai/ RCX.SPos.Zig.gnv.ZU// 208

1a chu de bum pa’i chu ni
1b rgyal po’i ldum rar rgyab yod (WS)
2b rtsa spos zhig yang gnang zhu

Watering the flowers in the royal garden,
I request a cutting from the thrice-yearly peach tree.

One assumes that this is not by the Dalai Lama.  Even if he had decided to take it upon himself to water
the flowers in the gardens of the Potala, he would not require permission to take a cutting from a peach
tree.  That said, we must remember this is the Dalai Lama who is supposed to have made tea for his
visitors and sat with them on the ground rather than on a throne.  The act of watering, however, is con-
nected with love, so it could be representative of the poet’s desire for love, as persued in the second
couplet.

Whoever the gardener is, he wants a peach tree which produces fruit every three years.  Three of
course is a number replete with symbolism.  In Tibetan lovers’ lore, it is the number of words or nights
spent together which marks a relationship as more than simply an affaire.  It is unclear precisely what
the thrice-yearly fruiting would represent, but it is likely to be connected somehow with this symbolism.

q,om.p.q,om.[g.riv.l/ q,om.[g.yuv.b.[uv.d+g

ls.a\,o.med.pai.]u.bn/ l.qev.dus.ni.mi.adUg 209

2b de la khengs dus ni mi ‘dug



de la khengs dus mi ‘dug (WS)

The well is deep and the rope too short.
The water jug is useless, it cannot be filled.

As we saw in the previous poem, water is a symbol for love.  Here, though, the apparatus used to fetch
and carry the water - to convey love between people - is not up to the job and so the project will fail.
Somehow the repetition of khrom and thag and the echoing drag produce a useless and plodding move-
ment through the first couplet, as if to show the futile attempts to draw water from the bottom of the
deep well.

But it is the chu ban, the water jug, which is blamed as being useless here, not the length of the rope
or the depth of the well.  The container, here perhaps representing the lover (that is, the poet), is literally
out of its depth and can do nothing to assuage the situation.  

It might be, then, that the woman with whom the poet is so in love is out of his reach, whether socially
or for other reasons which, in the case of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, could well have to do with his
political status.  

v.gs.k.b.ZUs.yod/ q*od.kYi.gdUv.m.gnv.ZU/

k.b.m.agYUr/ gdUv.m.agYUr.yov.dog.mi.adUg 210

1b khyod kyis gdung ma gnang zhu
2a ka ba ma ‘gyur zhus chog
2b gdung ma ‘gyur yong dogs mi ‘dug 

gdung ma ‘gyur dogs mi ‘dug (WS)

Imagine I’m the pillar and you’re the crossbeam:
If the pillar doesn’t move, then have no fear the crossbeam will.

As with 66, we have here a couple of architectural features which counterbalance each other and which
represent male and female lovers.  The “I” and “you” characters are contrasted in the first couplet,
placed at the head of the two lines.  in the second couplet the architecture takes center stage, the
words ka ba and gdung ma moving from the middle to the head of the lines.

The pillar, the man, is the part which steadies the whole edifice.  The constancy of the man creates
constancy in the woman.  Whether or not this is true - and we have seen frequent suggestions thus far
that this is not the case - there is nonetheless a feeling that the girl’s fickle mind is thereby made less
subject to change.

Notice how the verb ‘gyur is repeated in the third and fourth lines, but moved closer to the head, while
the ma which negativises the verb in the third line is deëmphasised and is in the fourth line merely part
of the word gdung ma.  Nonetheless, the sequence ma ‘gyur is retained and its meaning is left, to a cer-
tain extent, free and undefined within the wider context of the poem.

sems.bsm.pai.b*ed.]og m.nor.b.gnv.ZU/

l.dv.luv.p/ gl.te.mgo.ab,el.l.ZUs.]og 211

1a sems de bsam pa’i byed chog
1b ma nor ba zhig gnang zhu
2a la dang lung pa gnyis po



2b gal te mgo ‘brel zhus chog (WS)

Please don’t harbor wrong ideas about me in your mind.
Remember how intimate are the pass and the valley.

Whether Sørensen is correct to see this poem as a plea to a girlfriend for her understanding or whether,
as seems more likely to me, it is simply a general request, it nevertheless suggests the work of Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho and those who would misunderstand him.  It seems more likely to me that this is a
poem directed to the reader in general than to anyone in particular.

The second couplet introduces the intimate, natural, relationship between the pass and the valley - the
one leading to, and necessitating, the other.  As Sørensen says, the image in the final line of gal te mgo
‘brel indicates a profound intimacy between what are most likely to be prospective marriage partners:
extending this simile a little, we could conceive that this is addressed by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
to the Regent.

d+i.bzv.logs.l.q,Uv.pai/ Qiv.de.LH.Qiv.QUg.p/

d.dUv.SKl.p.bzv.poai/ bSTn.p.ajxin.rog.gnv.ZU// 212

2b bstan pa ‘dzin rogs gnang zhu

The juniper tree bears a beautiful scent:
May it uphold the teaching in this time of plenty.

The berries of the juniper tree, when burnt, produce a beautiful scent which is used for incense:  indeed,
the central character in the Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’i gsang rnam makes such an offering on the
peak of O de gung rgyal.  The identification of lha shing shug pa with the juniper, however, suggests
that this may also refer to a beautiful woman, perhaps a lover of the poet.

The second couplet seems, at first glance, to be a simple prayer that the Dharma continue to be prac-
tised, even when people are relatively content.  This, as Sørensen says, could well be possible, if the
first couplet is read in a literal fashion.  But if we read the juniper tree as a woman, the second couplet
becomes more complicated to interpret.

It could be a request that this girl not lead the poet astray with her fragrant body, thus retaining the
essence of the teaching, that the mind not be diverted from clarity.  On the other hand, this could be a
poem aimed at women in general - an indication, perhaps, that the poet recognises that he is too easily
persuaded.

RGYl.m]xn.bk+.Qis.dgU.bRCXegs/ bcxug.n.bsm.p.m.RTog

rs.q.gv.q.doai/ dr.LCog.bcxug.ns.gv.b*ed// 213

1b btsug na bsam pa ma rtogs
2a ras ni kha gang kha do’i
2b dar lcog btsug nas gang byed

Maybe I should hoist the victory banner of nine auspicious colors -
But what point is there in hoisting this flag of cotton squares?

An unusual poem about the language of symbolism.  The prayer flag is an important element in the reli-



gious and social life of Tibet, it carries with it many associations and assumptions on the part of the one
who raises it.  The poet’s banner, with the five basic colors (red, green, white, blue and yellow), together
with sun, moon, lotus and dagger, is, on the one hand, simply a few squares of cotton with images
drawn upon them.  However, in another sense, they are described as auspicious (bkra shis) and the
banner itself as victorious (rgyal).

This could well be the poem about unrequited love that Sørensen envisages.  It could also be a more
specific poem about the place of religious symbolism in Tibetan life:  what benefit in fact do a few
pieces of cotton actually give?  I’m not suggesting that this is a deep poem about symbolic truth and its
relationship to the world an sich, but I am suggesting that this could be one of the ideas which catalysed
the writing of this poem.

If it is by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, we could also extend these possibilities into a criticism of the
surface of religion - the endless temple services, the empty repetition of texts, the pretence of respect
for people whom one actually holds in contempt:  all this could well have been in the Dalai Lama’s mind
from time to time, especially when he saw the way in which the Regent behaved with his benefactors.

gya.dv.SPvs.gi.m]xms.su/ gvs.m.]r.Zig.bbs.b*Uv./

v.yi.SPv.RGYn.me.tog ]u.zos.l.ag+o.b// 214

2b chud zos la ni ‘gro ba

Sleet falling on the border, where the mountain pastures meet the meadows.
It will destroy the flower which ornaments my garden.

The first couplet has two images of liminality - the physical border between the meadows and the moun-
tain pastures and neither-snow-nor-rain which is sleet.  Liminality, it seems to me, was a central element
of the Dalai Lama’s life.  In many ways, he was neither fully monk nor fully layperson, even after his dis-
robing;  as a young child, he had lived for so long outside the heady monastic environment of the Potala
that he was also neither truly Dalai Lama nor regular practitioner;  he was neither lover and artist nor
hermit;  and he was neither fully a Bod pa nor a Mon pa.  Everything about him was on the border
between two things.

As we read in this poem, the sleet falling on the border will destroy the poet’s ornamental flower.
There are many possibilities as to what this refers to, including the poet’s lover and, moreover, the state
of which he was supposedly head.  Whatever the true identity of this flower is, we can read from the
context that this destruction will be a considerable blow, personally, to the poet.  

If we read the cæsuræ here as another form of borderland, the presence of the significant terms
directly on either side of the two cæsuræ - mtshams su | gangs ma char and me tog | chud zos - offers
us a further illustration of the poem’s central theme.

lr.sems.dpa.dkr.ns/ lo.dv.z).b.lv.sov./

d.dUv.b*ms.pai.Zl.rs/ m.mjl.b.adUgo 215

1a lar nas sems dpa’ dkar nas
1b lo dang zla ba langs song
2b mi mjal ba ni ‘dug go

Since I fell in love, years and months have passed.
But even now I have not met face to face with my lover.



This poem does not read as though it should be taken at face value.  If we read it as it is, it makes pre-
cious little sense.  On the other hand, if we take notice of the honorific language used about the lover in
the second couplet - zhal ras | ma mjal - then it begins to reveal its secrets.

It’s possible, as in the work of poets such as Mirabai and Juan de la Cruz and Rumi, to understand
love as being the sublime contemplation upon the Perfection which is the lover.  Whilst this is only occa-
sionally hinted at in this collection and in the mgu glu as a whole, there is no reason why we cannot see
such an experience expressed in yab yum images and in the work of Tibetan poets such as ‘Brug pa
kun legs.

What the poet seems to be saying here is that, despite having begun contemplative meditation (that is,
fallen in love) a long time ago, he has yet to realise the truth, directly to perceive the nature of things
(and, thereby, to see the face of the lover).  If we read the poem in this way, it makes more sense -
although, paradoxically, it presumably remains obscure until we also experience the Buddha nature for
ourselves.

q*ed.cg.RT.bdUn.dbv.po/ bdg.po.gnv.RYGU.yin.n/

gZon.p.v.yi.lus.sems/ de.q.cxm.l.a\,od.p// 216

If you were to give yourself to the Sun, the Lord of the Seven Horses,
That would be just fine for my young body and mind.

This is a very curious poem and I disagree with Sørensen’s interpretation, that the poet’s girlfriend is
going to marry a high-ranking person.  I cannot see that this would be described as lus sems |...’phrod
pa, unless he has decided to devote his young body and mind to religious practise, as in earlier poems.

The use of khyed and gnang, both indicating respectful speech, suggests that maybe the poet is talk-
ing to someone whom he considers his superior, or at least to whom he should defer.  For Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho, this might be the Regent and I wonder whether this could be a poem suggesting
that Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho might step aside and allow the Dalai Lama, young and fit, to take control
of the state.  

If this is, however, an acceptance of his girlfriend’s impending marriage to another man, then maybe
this is an ironic, backhanded comment, the truth being that the poet would be distraught by the loss -
which might explain the hyperbolic reference to the bridegroom as the sun.

SVgs.p.m[u.nus.cn.gYi bRGYUd.p.rv.dv.min.te/

ser.b.g+og.poai.\u.l/ agg.bZin.pai.\,os.yin// 217

2b ‘gag bzhin pa’i ‘phros ni yin

I myself am no part of the lineage of powerful weathermen -
But I’m out to stop hail on the upper part of the ravine.

Although the quasi-shamanic exorcists and weather-controllers called sngags pa play a central rôle in
Tibetan life, they are nonetheless liminal figures, of whom much is both expected and feared, due to
their being perceived as having considerable mthu nus, or power.  The poet admits that he is no mem-
ber of this lineage, but that he is going to stop the hail nonetheless.

The structure of the first couplet is interesting, insofar as the “I” is relegated to an insignificant place in
the middle of the second line, which may indicate the poet’s acknowledgement of his own lesser status



when compared to the magicians’.  In the second, we have (depending on the pronunciation) the half-
rhymes of grog (and ‘gag) and ‘phros, linking the ideas of stopping (the hail) and the (upper) ravine.
The third line, with its hard velar and bilabial plosives, also suggests the falling of hail:  the word ‘gag is
also something of an onomatapoeia for the stopping of the hail.

As with many of these poems, there is no indication of an explicit subject here.  We could well see the
central character as the poet’s I, but, if we read this in conjunction with the following poem, then togeth-
er they form an ironic pair describing, perhaps, someone who pretends to be more powerful than they in
fact are.

ZW.ng.a\o.q.bZes.p/ A.re.ajigs.p.b*s.b*Uv./

nmqai.SP+in.ng.a[ib.dUs/ gnv.LTs.l.gYr.sov./ 218

2a nam mkha’i sprin nag ‘thibs dus
2b gnam ba ltas la gyar song

Aaagh!  The one in the dress and the black hat - he’s really frightening!
But he disappeared from sight when the dark clouds covered the sky.

This poem, then, seems to be closely aligned with the previous poem and continues the theme of the
sngags pa.  The black hat and the dress worn by these figures as they carry out religious rituals are
both designed to inspire awe and to indicate the primeval, chthonic nature of their calling.  

The first couplet is an expression of anxiety, even fear, at the appearance of the sngags pa.  In the
second, however, he is revealed in his true colors:  when the black hailclouds darken the sky, echoing,
challenging his own black appearance, he disappeared from view - the implication being either that he
was a fake or else felt not capable of doing his job.  Either way, this is a mocking commentary on a
rather pathetic magician.

It could well be that this is an attack on an individual sngags pa known to the poet.  It is also possible
that it could be a comment on someone - and here we might hear Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho laying
into the proud though vulnerable Regent - who would like to be thought more capable than he actually
was.  If this is the Regent under fire, we could perhaps see him as not so frightening as he appeared,
as a vulnerable and emotional father-figure to the Dalai Lama, as someone who made a lot of noise but
whose power, despite his immense learning and statecraft, was ultimately - and, as we know with hind-
sight, tragically - limited.

gZn.gYi.g+l.z).b,l.b/ Zl.rs.dkr.gsl.z).b/

gZon.p.g+ogsu.agUgs.pai/ gYb.m]xo.dv.]xuvs.b*Uv./

2a gzhon pa’i grogs su ‘gugs pa’i
2b gyab ma mtsho dang mtshungs byung

The face of the clear, white moon has no equal amongst her friends:
She’s like the widest ocean, enticing her young lovers.

The white moon, her face clear and lovely, is a standard image for a lover.  What is noteworthy here is
the play on words between ‘gral zla and zla ba, and the aural interlacing of these words with the similar
sounding bral ba’i and zhal ras and dkar gsal.  The entire first couplet, in fact, consists of a series of
echoes contrasting the peerless young woman with her contemporaries and linking her beauty with the



bright moon overhead.
The second couplet is less straightforward.  Is this description a comment on her open heart or her

open legs?  Whilst the first couplet suggests a pure and almost naïve attitude, the image of the ocean
and the use of the verb ‘gugs pa here suggests her all-consuming and not completely positive way of
attracting lovers.

Perhaps here, as elsewhere, we can read the two sides of love:  the beauty of appearance, the fasci-
nation and the attraction of intimacy, but also the obsessive and oceanic totality of the experience.  This
is the main symptom, of course, of the poet’s love as he expresses it throughout this collection:  he falls
hopelessly in love and then is let down, whether by his own obsessions or by his fickle-minded girl-
friend.

zur.mig.gZU.dv.LDn.p/ [ugs.sems.fg.\,n.mda.mo/

gZon.pai.SFiv.gi.SPv.STod/ m[on.po.l.zug.b*Uv.// 220

2b mthon po de la zug byung

She shoots arrows of love from the corners of her eyes,
Penetrating the high pastures of the young man’s heart.

Another poem, like 200, about archery, a sport at which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is known to have
excelled.  The first couplet presents what we presume to be a girl firing tiny arrows of love from bows at
the corners of her eye.  Sørensen equates this with Cupid’s darts, but we should remember that Cupid,
as a match-maker, is in fact unnecessary in this case.

The arrows shot in the opening couplet seem directly to hit their target in the second couplet: mda’ mo
is followed immediately by gzhon pa’i snying - the heavy sound of zug byung at the close of the poem
may be the sound of the young man collapsing to the ground (or falling in love).

But why is the man’s heart described as spang stod | mthon po?  Is he half-way to retreat, perhaps, or
else trying to escape from the clutches of love?  There is a sense here in which we could read this
poem as being more about the man than about the woman:  he seems to be aloof and attempting to
resist the young girl’s allure, she is simply the deciding factor which calls him back from wherever he
has gone.

z).b.bRGYd.p.Qr.sov./ SKU.mdog.ser.por.lv.sov./

SBYr.lo.SP+in.gYis.SBYr.kYv./ mi.ab*r.adUgo 221

1b sku mdog ser por langs song
2b mi ‘byar ba ni ‘dug go

The eighth month comes and the world turns yellow.
Even if you reglued the leaves onto the poplar, your chance would be lost.

This poem harks back to poems much earlier in the collection, in which the cycles of the natural world
mirror the course of love affairs.  Here, the yellow of fall is coming to the trees and the leaves are about
to wither and drop away.

The second couplet includes the homophonic repetition of sbyar...sbyar...|...’byar, the sequencing of
which mirrors the entropic process:  the leaves fall and cannot be glued back on and so the chance for
love is gone.  Sørensen’s alternative reading of the last line - ‘byar ba skal ba mi ‘dug - indeed sounds



like an improvement, but I feel on the contrary that the awkwardness here (whether deliberate or not)
seeks to replicate the awkwardness of love forlorn and the desperate attempts to recover it.

dgon.p.se.r.ab,s.SPUvs/ m.agYUr.bRTn.pr.bZUgs.Qig

rov.]en.rov.]uv.RGYb.dUs/ dka.ls.gZn.ls.]e.b/

b).m.p$.]en.mjl.dUs/ \.m.yod.n.bsm.b*Uv.// 222 

Monasteries of Se ra and ‘Bras spungs, please stay firm and unchanging.
I have more difficulties than others when I’m travelling through Rong.
And when I meet with the Panchen Lama, I’m thinking of my parents.

What is immediately obvious in the first couplet is the fact that dGa’ ldan monastery, the third of the
three main dGe lugs pa seats, is missing from the list.  That dgon po could be an orthographical mis-
take, or else the result of attention deficit, is quite possible:  the poet nonetheless opens the poem with
a prayer that the dGe lugs pa remains strong and firm and, as we read on, we must assume that this is
a poem about, or possibly by, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself.

The places indicated by rong chen and rong chung are as yet unidentified, but in all likelihood they are
on the way from wherever the poet began his journey (Mon yul, perhaps, or Lhasa?) to bKra shis lhun
po, the seat of the Panchen Lama, in this case the second sprul pa, bLo bzang ye shes.  

Why is it more difficult for the Dalai Lama to travel through this area than it is for others?  If, as
Sørensen suggests, this is a poem about the journey which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho made so as
to return his monastic vows, then the difficulties could well relate to his nervousness and uncertainty as
to the rightness of his actions.  A more practical consideration could be that people might recognise him,
maybe not as the Dalai Lama but as a high lama nonetheless and ask him for things - prayers, bless-
ings, counsel - which he felt himself, for whatever reason, unable to give.

We know for sure that the decision to return his robes was met with shock, anger, sadness and
incredulity on the part of the Panchen Lama.  Again and again he requested Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho to rethink his decision, again and again the Dalai Lama refused.  In what may or may not be an
apocryphal denouement, the young man threatened to commit suicide if his request was rejected;  and
so his life as a layman bagan.  The memories of his mother and father were clearly strong in his life,
although we could read this reference as being both to his biological parents as well as, perhaps, to his
spiritual parents, here perhaps the Panchen Lama and the Regent.

This poem, then, presents us with a confused vision.  A hasty prayer for the continued success of the
dGe lugs pa, with which the poet was so intimately involved, followed by a disparate pair of couplets
indicating his uncertainty and lack of inner and outer security.

k)U.bRGYd.dkYil.aqor.bZevs.kYv./ gdug.RCXUb.adi.ad+.yin.n/

q.rog.SDd.ps.mi.[ub/ s.SKo.RDo.s)og.btv.gtov.// 223

2a kha rog bsdad pas mi thub

Even if the eight Nagas are unhelpful once you’ve set up the mandala,
Still you can’t stay silent, you must overturn the earth and rocks.

It would be hoped that propitiatory action towards the Nagas would produce helpful results.  After all,



they are supposed to bring wealth and good fortune when correctly treated.  Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho built himself a klu khang in a lake in the grounds of the Potala, beautifully decorated with murals,
in which he is supposed to have entertained his lovers.  Nonetheless, it is possible that the Nagas might
not respond favorably, remaining, rather, contrary and harsh (dgug rtsub).

To the verbs in the first couplet are added respectively concessive and potential particles:  that is to
say, nothing is fixed in this situation.  Maybe the poet is indicating how hard it is to be sure of a situa-
tion, even when one thinks that everything has been taken care of.

The decisive action suggested in the second couplet strikes at the very heart of the project, and we
should look here for other readings of the text.  To stay silent is not an option and one should destroy,
not the perpetrators of the problem, rather the circumstances in which the problem can flourish.

From a historical viewpoint, this sounds like a poem of advice to the young Dalai Lama, or else by him,
but advice couched in somewhat abstruse terms.  Are the Nagas, proud and prosperous and powerful,
an image for Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho or else for the entire dGe lugs pa hierarchy?  Placed after the
previous poem, with its apparent prayer for the dGe lugs pa’s continuing good fortune, this would seem
to be a private, whispered retort, expressing a personal opinion rather than the opinion of the more for-
mulaic opening couplet of 222.

dbus.kYi.LCgs.po.ri.ni/ [v.STov.RGYl.poai.\.gZs/

ls.a\,o.su.yod.mi.Qes/ SKd.RJX.bcxug.ns.\ebs.mjxod// 224

At lCags po ri in dBus, the family estate of Thang stong rgyal po,
I don’t know who has the luck - but get the ladder and come up here!

The name of Thang stong rgyal po (1385-1464), the famous rNying ma pa gter ston and engineer,
seems to me included merely to site the lCags po ri within the rNying ma pa tradition, to which not only
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho but also his predecessor bLo bzang rgya mtsho bore close allegiance.
So this is ostensibly a counter to the previous two poems, which deal with the dGe lugs pa:  more
specifically, it could be the natural outcome of the action advised in 223, the apparent overthrow of the
dGe lugs pa.  Although the Great Fifth’s interest in rNying ma pa practises seems never to have been
explicitly criticised, it would seem likely that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s interest would have met with
disapproval from both the hierarchy in general and from the Regent in particular.

Although Sørensen’s reading of the second couplet, as an encouragement to prospective lovers to join
the poet on the lCags po ri or on top of the Potala, is quite possible, I think it is more likely that this is
an explicitly political poem.  Considering again the previous two poems, this is perhaps a dramatic - if
foolhardy - call to arms:  in the first line, the poet admits he doesn’t know who is going to have the
upper hand, but the final line nonetheless urges his audience to action.

It is, of course pure speculation, but perhaps there was - whether in reality or in the fevered imaginings
of Lhasa’s youth - a groundswell of political outrage at the treatment of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho by
the dGe lugs pa.  We know how fervently the people tried to prevent his being taken to Peking in 1706,
so it is perhaps not so fanciful to imagine such a scenario based around the lCags po ri, as an alterna-
tive seat of power to the much more recently established Potala on dMar po ri.

ri.de.gys.riai.log.l/ sug.p.g+ns.med.LKog.yod/

v.dv.m.SKYes.A.mai/ mi.q.q,Us.ys.b*s.gtov.// 225

1a ri de gyas ri’i logs la



We dug soapwort from the right side of the mountain,
The unborn mother and I, we used it to clean away the gossip.

As with 2, we have here the ma skyes a ma, the mysterious figure which could be a mystical reference
to Buddha nature or else to a praeternaturally beautiful girl, or which otherwise could refer to both, but
in different contexts.  The mi kha which is cleansed by the sopawort, after all, could be of a malicious
and prurient nature, but it could also be criticism of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s interest in areas of
practise which were not strictly dGe lugs pa.  The term ma skyes a ma sounds to me as though it has a
poetic connection with the esoteric rdzogs chen teachings, and this could be the focus of his critics ire.

The significance of the right side of the mountain is unclear, as is the identity of the mountain itself:  it
could conceivably be the lCags po ri, following on from the previous text.  This is clearly a symbolic
poem, however, and to grasp the specific meaning of the first couplet would maybe permit us a deeper
understanding of the poem as a whole.

v.dv.m.SKYes.A.mai/ gfen.SG+ig.LH.bsvs.gtov.RGYUr/

ri.de.gyon.riai.log.ns/ SP.Qug.ad+es.m.RTog.yod// 226

2a ri de gyon ri’i logs nas 

The unborn mother and I offered incense for our togetherness:
From the left side of the mountain, we collected juniper.

This poem obviously follows on from the previous poem.  Here the poet and the ma skyes a ma take,
from the left side of the mountain, juniper for incense, so that their relationship be preserved.  The word
describing this relationship - gnyen sgrig - indicates more a state of companionship and togetherness
than the passionate love which has thus far been indicated in this collection.  This makes me think that,
in fact, these two poems are more about the poet’s spiritual development than about his personal friend-
ships.

Again, the signification of the left side of the mountain is unclear.  It’s possible that the right and left
have something to do with the skillful means and wisdom of tantric practise, but how these would relate
to the subject matter of the poems is not obvious to me.

RJXov.de.bcxn.po.RJXov.btxn/ Ao.los.mi.lov.m.ZUs/

Zg.gsum.A.m.d+n.pai/ aqor.Zg.l.ag+o.dgos// 227

2b ‘khor zhag shig la ‘gro dgos

This young man didn’t say he’d not stay in the local demon’s fortress:
I’m just asking for three days’ leave - I’m thinking of my belovèd mother.

Sørensen identifies the demon’s fortress as being the Potala, which would make the subject of the
poem Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  This, then, is a poem contrasting his position as Dalai Lama with
his desire to spend time with his lovers, for which a ma is a standard euphemism.

That the Potala takes up the entire first line of this poem signals it as the most important character,
more important even than the poet himself.  The o lo, the young man, seems, despite the grammatical
structure of the couplet, to play very much the passive rôle.

That he asks for three days leave is, of course, significant, three days being the period of time after



which a relationship becomes serious, rather than simply being a casual fling.  In this case, the poet
seems not only to be saying that he’d not mind staying in the Potala but that he’d also like to make his
relationship with his lover more committed.  The contradiction here is only resolved when one remem-
bers that, as a lay Dalai Lama, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho would have had the opportunity not only to
play an important part in the religious and political hierarchy of Tibet but also to exercise his rights as a
layman outside the confines of the demon’s fortress.

LCv.m.bcg.ni.m.bcg ajol.m.dk+og.ni.m.dk+og

RJxov.RGYb.k)U.qv.\,.mor/ bLTs.mo.bLT.dbv.los.yov.// 228

1b ‘jol ma dkrogs ni ma dkrogs

The willow is not broken, nor the thrush scared away.
And I can watch the celebrations in the Potala’s elegant Naga house.

The apparent accusations, denied by the poet, which are made in the opening couplet, seem to me to
be concerned more with general problems in the Potala - that is, on a wider political scale - than the
amorous liasons suggested by Sørensen in his commentary.  

That the willow is not destroyed means that lovers can still meet under it;  that the thrush is not scared
away means that it can still sing, presumably from the branches of the willow.  Nothing untoward has
occurred and the young Dalai Lama can do as he pleases in the Naga house he has had constructed in
the grounds of the Potala.

As we have already seen, the klu khang was a place where Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is reputed to
have entertained his lovers, so we can see here a suggestion that this might carry on as normal:  the
first line could indicate here that, since nothing bad has happened as a result of his behavior, then he
can continue doing what he has always done.

This can then be construed as a political poem, a statement by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho that he
is still Dalai Lama, that he has the right to privacy and that nothing has gone wrong as a result of his
unconventional behavior.  After all, it is nowhere written that a Dalai Lama has to be a monk, nor that he
has to behave in a certain way:  this poem emphasises the extent to which, on the one hand, the politi-
cal pressure weighed heavily upon him, while, on the other hand, he was able to escape to the klu
khang - or to the bordellos of Zhol - and enjoy himself.

\*i.de.LCgs.ris.bSKor.yod/ nv.n.nor.bu.bZUgs.yod/

nor.bu.me.Qel.]u.Qel/ RGY.yi.nor.bu.yin.p/

bod.qms.SKYov.bai.nor.bu/ po.t.l.ns.bZUgs.yod// 229

Outside, it’s surrounded by iron mountains, and inside there sits a jewel.
The fire crystal and water crystal are jewels from distant lands.

But the jewel which protects Tibet sits in the Potala.

The jewel here of course is the Dalai Lama, identified as such in the final line of the poem.  The fourfold
repetition of nor bu, in various guises, hammers home the preciousness of the Dalai Lama’s position -as
yid bzhin nor bu - in Tibetan culture.

The first couplet describes, in a contrast between the outside and the inside, the Potala, surrounded



by iron hills and the jewel which resides within.  The final two couplets are set in contrast to one anoth-
er:  in the first, crystals are mentioned, which come from foreign lands, whilst in the final couplet, the
Dalai Lama is again mentioned as the jewel which protects Tibet.  Note the deliberate repetition in the
final couplet of bzhugs yod, linking with the first and symbolically shutting out the foreign influences.

However you read it, this is surely a political poem and we can imagine how it might still today be used
against the Chinese occupation.  During the lifetime of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, of course, Tibet
was beset by Mongolian and Chinese forces and the position of the Dalai Lama, the internal wrangling
within the Potala itself notwithstanding, was threatened.  The unchallenged position of the Dalai Lama in
this poem is important therefore, since it counteracts the negativity which was placed upon him from
both within and without during his brief life.  

]u.de.gya.]u.dgUn.]u/ RJX.mo.rov.l.sim.sov./

bZes.q,Uv.A.rg.bdUd.RCXi/ SKU.ls.l.sim.sov.// 230

1b rdza mo’i rong la sims song
2b sku lus de la sims song

Winter’s alpine water refreshes the clay gorges.
The nectar of brandy refreshes the body.

A simple poem comparing the refreshing power of cold, clear waters as they flood the mountain gorges
with the refreshing power of alcohol as it floods the body.  The word sim here clearly indicates a positive
situation:  we can imagine that this is a kind of paean to alcohol, in particular to a rag, a brandy brewed
from barley and obviously much enjoyed by the poet.

The use in the second couplet of the word bdud rtsi is important in that it echoes religious language
and the amrita of poems such as 45.  The phrase bzhes ‘khrung is curious and might be better amend-
ed to bzhes ‘dren or bzhes thungs:  however we read this, though, the use of the honorific (as with sku
lus in the final line) suggests that this is a special kind of alcohol, to be understood on both the mun-
dane and the spiritual level.  The transformation implied by sim in this poem is one, perhaps, of the
mind (the word sku lus, after all, refers to the transcendent, rather than the quotidien, body), or at least
of the outlook:  as with 45, we have here a tantric approach to alcohol  - but we should equally remem-
ber how such an approach can be misused by otherwise unscrupulous practitioners.

Noteworthy here is the repetition of fronted rounded vowels in the first couplet, echoed in ‘khrung and
bdud and sku lus in the second and conveying perhaps a flowing or undulating movement - of water in
the first couplet and of swaying drunkenness in the second.  The echo between sim rong and sim song
is a clever way of ending the couplets with an alternative articulation of the same sounds.

g+U.Qiv.RT.mgo.ker.ker/ RT.mgoai.dr.lCog.LHeb.LHeb/

[ugs.sems.SKYo.SKYo.m.mjxd/ b*ms.p.ls.bkod.yov.// 231

2b byams pa las kyis bkod yong

The horse’s head stands upright on the boat, silken banners fluttering in the wind.
My spirits should not be low - I’m off to meet my lover.

The use of repetition in this poem seems to me to be quite different in the first couplet, as opposed to
the second.  In the first, the onomatapoeic ker ker and lheb lheb signify a range of movement - the one



straight and solid, the other fluttering and motile:  we could conceivably read them as male and female
images, connected by the repeated rta mgo image of the horse’s head at the prow of the boat.

The movement of rta mgo from the middle of the first line to the beginning of the second gradually
moves it center stage in the imagery of the poem, allowing the silken flags to illustrate the happy situa-
tion in which the poet finds himself.

In the second couplet, the use of the repeated word - skyo skyo - is more material and descriptive of
emotion.  The aural link between gru shing and thugs sems is enough to compare the images of the
proud horse’s head and the rather forlorn poet and the final line skillfully echoes rta mgo and byams pa
to create a positive and happy denouement.

Unlike in mgu glu 10, then, the boat and the horse’s head encourage the poet to raise his spirits,
rather than focus upon the sadness caused by his lover’s apparent disinterest.  The yong which closes
the poem looks forward to a meeting and the contrast between the two lines of the second couplet sug-
gest that this meeting will be good for both parties.  On the other hand, the emphatic skyo skyo might
presage a future sadness, leaving the situation open.

ri.de.gyon.riai.log.ns/ Q.b.SMUg.]uv.RGYUg.gis/

SKl.b.su.yod.mi.Qes/ RDo.[ebs.ajxegs.ns.\ebs.Qig 232

1a ri de gyon ri’i logs nas
1b shva ba smug chung rgyug gis

A small sorrel deer climbs the left side of the mountain:
Who knows who might get lucky - set up the stone steps and climb up.

That the small deer in the first couplet is a stag is clear from the ba particle.  We can assume, then, that
it might refer to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho climbing the left side of the dMar po ri - climbing up and
down, to and from the Potala’s rocky fastness, towards and away from his lovers.  The description of
the deer as smug chung might well, in this case, refer to the robes of a monk, the robes which the Dalai
Lama wore until his nineteenth year.

What is interesting about the sound of the first line is that the repetition of ri as an unstressed syllable
throws the regularity of the rhythm:  the awkwardness of this perhaps sounds like the steps of the deer
negotiating the rocky slopes and the equally awkward smug chung rgyug plays much the same rôle in
the second line.

The second couplet bears a striking resemblance to the second couplet in 224 and, in my opinion, car-
ries a similar meaning.  The use of las ‘phro in that poem has more serious connotations perhaps than
the term skal pa here, but basically the reference is to good fortune.  So, we can assume, the poet is
encouraging his listeners to try their luck and support Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in his feud with the
Regent and the dGe lugs pa hierarchy.  The stone steps here function as the ladder in the previous
poem, of course, though there is a further reference back to the rocky mountain of the first couplet.  The
implication seems to be that the steps might not be too hard to deal with, that anyone might succeed if
they take a chance.

gnm.SVon.moai.dkYil.ns/ z).b.dUv.ls.dkr.g

bZUgs.SGor.moai.dkYil.ns/ j.q,.Qel.ls.dWvs.adUg 233

1a gnam de sngon mo’i dkyil nas
1a nam mkha’ sngon mo’i dkyil nas (WS)



The moon, whiter than a conch, amidst the blue sky;
The teapot, clearer than crystal, amidst the guests.

Although this poem seems on the surface to be quite straightforward, it contains a number of important
elements.  When read aloud, the first lines of both couplets are aurally very similar:  the contrast
between gnam and bzhugs is striking, but the unstressed second syllable strikes me as even more sig-
nificant.  Sørensen’s reconstruction of de echoes the centered vowel in gral, but it seems to me that
mkha’ is a better option, since the nasalisation of the a chung creates much the same movement of the
tongue in the mouth, whilst creating a sound which is half-echoed by gral in the second couplet.  In this
way, the return to the repetition of the final two feet in both lines seems to be easier.

Another reason for my preferred recdonstruction of 1a is the way in which the second lines of both
couplets move away from rhyme:  the cæsura, then functions like a pivot around which the rhyme-
scheme of the couplets can move.  By the end of both lines, the mouth has taken on radically different
shapes. 

This discussion of phonology and rhyme is of practical consideration in the interpretation of the poem.
The two images - the moon and the teapot - are placed at the emphatic points following the cæsura and
it is the words which directly follow them - dung and shel - which, in their different articulation, set up the
contrast within the idea of similarity.  It is as though the moon and the teapot are simply vehicles,
through which the conch and the crystal can in fact be emphasised, white and shining in their respective
environments.

The conch and the crystal are both important symbols in Buddhism for purity and clarity and this leads
me to believe that this we can read this as a poem about the nature of the Dharma, or in fact the Dalai
Lama - personified here by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  The way in which the poem is structured is
such that the differences are assimilated within the similarities, the imagery becoming in a way less
important than the message itself, that the truth (the pure white moon) is in fact the Dalai Lama himself
(the clear teapot).

sems.p.dkr.ns/ lo.dv.z).b.yv.m.sov./

Zen.p.agYod.ns/ [og.so.dgU.[og.l.s)ebs.sov.// 234

1a nga gnyis sems pa dkar nas
1b lo dang zla ba ma song (WS)
2a zhen pa gting nas ‘gyod nas
2b thog so dgu thog slebs song (WS)

Not a month has passed since we fell in love.
Regretting quite how obsessed I’ve become, I’ve reached the height of repulsion.

Although both Sørensen and I have offered reconstructions for this poem, it should be noted that the
repetition of the same structure in both couplets may well be deliberate and so not requiring amenda-
tion.  In support of this, I would indicate the anaphoric rhyme between sems and zhen, although this
would not necessarily preclude the changes from being made.

Whatever the true structure of the poem, the meaning is clear.  The couple have been together for a
very short time, a matter of weeks.  The use of sems pa dkar, as Sørensen points out, can refer to pure
thoughts or, equally, to thoughts of love:  the two, of course, are not necessarily contradictory.

The second couplet is a commentary on the dramatic effects of falling in love, the obsession which so
quickly develops in the heart and the mind.  Indeed, the problem is such that the poet finds it hard to
know how to handle his feelings, whether he should find them repulsive or positive - and, one must
assume, whether this transfers into corresponding feeling for or against the object of his affection.  The
use of ‘gyod is interesting, since it carries the idea of grief, which maybe suggests a realisation that his



attitude is destructive and fatuous, or perhaps the idea so common to these poems, that his love will
finally be rejected.

fi.m.z).b.Qr.dUs/ SKr.mai.lo.RGYUs.mi.adUg

bdg.po.nor.dv.a\,d.dUs/ dvos.po.lo.RGYus.mi.adUg 235

When the sun and moon arise, the stars are without value.
When a ruler comes into his wealth, mere trifles have no value.

This appears to have similarities with 141, in that the second line is identical and is followed by the word
bdag, indicating a ruler or a husband.  One possible reading is that the central idea of both poems is
also similar, although here the discourse is less humorous and sardonic.  This is, perhaps, the surface
meaning, but I believe there is another, less obvious, way of reading the poem.

The words lo rgyus mi ‘dug, too, are repeated in the same place in both couplets.  There is no history,
no knowledge of the (past) years, for the shimmering stars when placed against the sun and moon, nor
for the frivolous trifles when placed against the marriage of the powerful man and his wife.  That the
happy couple are described as the owner and his riches (or maybe his error?) deliberately points to the
pride and possible vulnerability of the situation.  

The fact that both sun and moon are said to obliterate the stars is strange, since the moon clearly
does no such thing.  Nyi ma zla ba also, particularly in this emphasised place in the verse, calls to mind
the repetition of this phrase in numerous prayers and sadhanas, being the discs on which yi dam and
lama reside within their mandalas.  Compared with the opening line of the second couplet, there would
seem to be a link between the rising of the sun and moon and the ruler coming into his wealth:  the
obvious conclusion is that this is about Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho finally achieving his rulership of
Tibet.  The stars, perhaps, are the dGe lugs pa and the trifles are the frustrations which beset him in his
youth.  It is, then, another political song, talking in veiled terms, not as elsewhere about some kind of
assault on the state, but about the natural development of the situation towards the Dalai Lama’s rightful
assumption of power in the Potala.

Qr.riai.log.ns.yov.dUs/ Q.b.yin.p.bsm.kYv./

nub.riai.log.ns.s)ebs.dUs/ RGo.b.RKv.]g.yin.p// 236

1a shar ri’i logs nas yong dus
1b shva ba yin pa bsam kyang
2a nub ri’i logs nas slebs dus

When it comes from the eastern mountains, they think it’s a deer;
When it reaches the western face, it’s a crippled antelope.

As with 232, I read this song as being implicitly political.  The parallelism in the first lines of both cou-
plets is broken only by direction (shar, nub) and by verbal action (yong, dus).  If, as I think likely, we
should read the subject of the poem as Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then I would suggest that shar
and nub are as much to do with his figurative rising and setting as with physical directions.

Notice how the deer and the east/rising are connected through homophony.  What is significant is that
there is no attempt at a similar homophony, or even rhyme, in the second couplet.  This could be read
as an indication that the appearance of the deer in the east is in fact his true form, whereas the crippled
antelope is somehow an aberration.  We can unpack that further by pointing out that the broken leg is



not a natural state, that someone or something has broken the leg:  it reminds me of the practise of
hobbling horses to prevent them from roaming and this could be interpreted as the action perpertrated
against the Dalai Lama by the Tibetan government under the sway of the regent.  Notice too how the
second line of the second couplet is almost a reversal of the corresponding line in the first couplet,
breaking the structure of the deer into a crippled antelope:  indeed, it is just about feasible that the term
rkang chag could be a reference to the fact that the metrical line (rkang) has been broken in order to
achieve this specific figurative effect.

So this poem can be seen as another attack on the treatment of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho by the
authorities during his minority.  He is so controlled and restricted that he is unable to express himself
and becomes in a sense a parody of what he should be.

ser.]en.abog.RDo.bZes.mqn/ nmqai.[og.dv.ad+.b/

[ogs.l.gr.abebs.mi.adUg dg+.l.dog.zon.m]od.cig 237

1b nam mkha’i thog dang ‘dra ba
2b dgra la dogs zon mdzod cig

The one in the yellow felt hat is like lightning in the sky:
Wherever the lightning may strike, my enemies should be on their guard.

The large yellow felt hat referred to here is, as Sørensen points out, the headgear of lay government
officials.  Whilst it could refer to any one of these men, it could also refer to Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho,
who was not, as much as he would have liked people to believe him so, a monk.  It can’t be too fanciful
to imagine that a man with such power and such intelligence could be extremely aggressive and
dynamic, and the image of lightning flashing across the sky seems very fitting for him in this context.

This would fit nicely with the second couplet, too, where his unpredictability (very much one of his
characteristics) is shown, for once, to be protecting his young ward, rather than frustrating him.  It is
then, if this is a valid reading, a different approach to the Regent and his dGe lugs pa henchmen from
that of the previous poem.  The combination of these two verses points to the heart of the problem
between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and the Regent, namely their inability to see eye to eye and
work together, rather than against one another.

Another, more sinister, way of looking at the poem might be to see the enemy as the Dalai Lama him-
self, being an enemy of the Regent perhaps.  In that case, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho feels that he
should always be on his guard, lest the lightning strike him.  Read in this way, we can see a connection
with the both previous and the following poems.

gtm.gsum.lb.tU.mi.ajug gom.gsum.\g.tU.mi.ajug

RCXib.m.re.reai.STev.dU/ g+i.mdUn.re.re.gzer.gtov.// 238

No speaking three words, no walking three steps:
A sharp sword cuts between the ribs.

The first couplet of this very dark poem uses the standard language of threes, intimately connected with
love affairs.  The echoes between gtam and gom and between lab and phag serve to connect the two
ideas:  the poet is prevented - presumably by the Regent - from speaking his love to or, indeed, from
visiting potential lovers.  We are back to the sentment of 236 (and maybe also 238), in which the
Regent is the controlling force.



As with the second couplet of 237, the second couplet here has two possible readings, one of them
again considerably more sinister than the other.  On the one hand, as Sørensen suggests, there is the
suggestion of attacking (and, one imagines, killing) the poet’s enemies, similar to the previous poem.
An alternative to this could be that the first couplet is explained by the murderous silencing, by the
sword and at the behest no doubt of the Regent, of his potential girlfriends.  

But there is a second possibility.  We know that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is reputed to have
threatened to kill himself when pressed not to renounce his monastic vows.  Might this poem perhaps
indicate a veiled threat to commit suicide, unless he be allowed to see whomever he wishes?

Structurally, the second couplet revolves around the middle foot of both being re re, much as the first
couplet paralleled the similar sounding lab tu and phag tu.  But, whereas in the first it is the emphasized
actions which are restricted, the repetition in the second indicates the terrible lack of restriction when all
are potentially subject to such violent repression.

]u.mo.yur.po.gv.yod/ RJXiv.bu.gcig.tU.dkYil.yod/

b)o.bg.g+os.p.yod.n/ RJXiv.bu.ad+en.p.\ebs.Qig 239

Water flowing, through a channel and into a pond:
If you care to, come and draw from the pond.

It is almost as though, given the grimness of the last three poems, the compiler has deliberately given
us here a pleasant and easy song to help us calm ourselves.  The flow of water along the channels and
into the pond is a standard image for love and the pool, notably repeated in the same point in the sec-
ond couplet, is gradually filled.

The deep meaning of the second couplet is maybe somewhat unclear, but it would seem to be a sim-
ple invitation to others to come and enjoy the love which the poet is already enjoying.

]os.SKYov.ajigs.p.]e.yv./ Zg.gsum.ag+og.RGYU.yino/

br.do.lm.a\,v.dog.kYv./ aqor.gsum.RTgs.ns.s)eb.yov.// 240

1b zhag gsum ‘grogs rgyu yin no
2b ‘khor gsum rtags nas slebs yong

Although the Dharma protector is terrifying, I’ll stay with my lover.
Although the path between is narrow, I’ll go equipped as a warrior.

Here we have a poem in which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho appears to speak of his determination to
be both spiritual practitioner (Dalai Lama, but a layman) and lover.  We have the three days again, the
period after which a relationship is considered to be serious:  the poet will keep loyal to his lover,
despite the ferocity of the Dharma protector.  This, one must assume, refers to the Regent - or, if plu-
ralised, to the Tibetan establishment.

By bar do lam ‘phrang is meant, I would suggest, the narrow defile between the outraged anger of the
poet’s critics and the love of his girlfriend.  In order safely to traverse this path, he requires all the help
he can get, namely the weapons of battle (‘khor gsum - spear, arrow and sword).

Reading this after the previous verse, we could see 239 as being a challenge, couched in somewhat
anodyne language, to anyone who would prevent the poet (or anyone else, for that matter) from fulfilling
his destiny as a lover as well as a spiritual and temporal leader.  In this poem, he determines to follow
his path, whatever might happen along the way, whilst being realistic enough to acknowledge the prob-



lems which face him along the way.

v.rv.Qi.yv.Qi.Qog RT.g+i.]gs.kYv.]gs.Qog

LH.Qiv.SKYes.pai.QUg.p.l/ d+i.q.Zim.dU.mi.ajug 241

2a lha shing skyes pa’i shugs la (WS)

If I must die, then let me die;  if the ax must break, then let it break.
The strength of the juniper tree is not in its sweet scent.

Following on from the previous poem, in the first couplet the poet again declares his intention to devote
himself to his destiny.  Although love is not mentioned explicitly here, from context it would seem likely.
The dramatic language of this declaration is striking, but we should not doubt the sincerity of the poet,
especially after reading 238.

Søensen suggests that the poem is concerned with a fight between two men over a girl.  Whilst this is
possible, I feel that the implication of the second couplet is just as likely to be a tongue-in-cheek refer-
ence to the restrictions placed upon him by the Regent.  It is as if he’s laying down a challenge to
Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho, saying that, whatever happens, he will do his utmost to follow through on what
he truly desires.

We should, when reading this poem aloud, be aware that there is a homophonous reading for shug,
namely shugs and that this power, inherent perhaps to the juniper, is what is important here.  The poet
realises that, however beautiful his lover might be, this is not a reason for loving her, that his love for
her goes far deeper than appearance.  Like 240, then, the poet is prepared to do anything to keep his
lover, because he knows that their relationship is strong and profound.

There is, of course, the possibility, as elsewhere in this collection, that the lover is a tantric-inspired
shorthand for spiritual practise.  Either interpretation seems possible to me:  Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho’s determined attitude does not waver, either for sexual love or for his desire to attain enlighten-
ment for the benefit of all, and nothing that the formalistic dGe lugs pa hierarchy does will get in his
way.

mi.]xo.lb.kYv.lb.Qog q*i.]xo.z.kYv.z.Qog

SP+v.q.dm.pai.ag+Ul.RGYUn/ de.ns.gcod.RGYU.yino// 242

1a mi tshos lab kyang lab shog
1b kyi tshos zas kyang za shog
2a sprang kha bsdams pa’i ‘grul rgyun
2b da nas gcod rgyu yin no

If people gossip, then let them gossip;  if dogs bark, then let them bark.
No more will I travel where beggars’ mouths need a cork.

Another poem in which the poet refuses to be disturbed by those who would criticise him.  Dogs as
much as people create difficulties for him, by barking perhaps in recognition of him:  but this is nothing
to him, and the repeated structure of the lines in this first couplet illustrate how he can simply dismiss it.

The implication of the second couplet is ambiguous.  As Sørensen says, it could be that he has decid-
ed to give up his illicit activity and fulfill the rôle intended for him by the Regent.  More likely, though, I
think is that this implies that he will not spend time caring what others say, that he will act in his own



way whatever might happen.  
Of course, dam pa can also mean “holy” and it could be that the third line refers ironically to the “holy

mouths of beggars”, that is to those members of the religious establishment who would stop Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho from behaving as the layman he was.  Whether this implies that he intends to stay
away from the Potala or that he simply has no concern any more for their opinion is unclear.  The bitter-
ness, however, is extremely clear.

LT.b.gyv.ajxin.[en.RGYU/ dpon.poai.SKU.d+in.yin.p/

ng.po.r-.gzi.a[en.pr/ b)o.adod.l.mi.adUg 243

1a lta ba gyang ‘dzin ‘then rgyu
2b blo ‘dod la ni mi ‘dug

Thanks to the chief, I’m smoking this chinese pipe.
Smoking this black opium, my mind has no desires.

In this poem, it appears as though Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho wishes to dispel all the problems of his
relationships and statecraft from his mind.  The nag po rva bzi which he is smoking in his Chinese pipe
seems to refer to hallucinogenic opium, although we can’t be sure whether it is the dullness which this
admixture creates, or else the visions, which makes him free from desire.

Aem.]i.b).ms.gnv.bai/ gos.SKU.gsd.mqr.dgU.[og

dg+.bo.SFiv.r)Uv.lvs.mqn/ ]xur.gzigs.pr.\ebs.Qig 244

2a dgra bo snying rlung blangs mkhan
2b tshur phyogs gzigs par phebs shig

A thang ka as tall as gSad mkhar gdu thog was given me by the doctor:
My enemies, overcome with anger - come here and check it out

Whether, as Sørensen suggests, the first couplet describes a thang ka as big as the nine-storey tower
at gSad mkhar or whether this is a thangka depicting the tower is uncertain.  This was, we are told, a
gift from the poet’s doctor.  

In the second couplet the poet lays down a challenge to his detractors and critics, who seem to have
developed inflated ideas about the nature of this gift.  Jealousy might well be at the core of the problam,
of course, but a trip to see the image would not necessarily have allayed the disatisfaction.  These ene-
mies are described as having enormous anger in their hearts, and the polite use of the honorific in the
final line could be a means of calming their anger and putting their minds at rest.

l.mo.l.RJXs.gfis.po/ SPv.po.l.bZg.ns/

RT.m]og.A.li.g+o.mr/ RGYUg.]xd.Zig.Ae.gtov.// 245

1b spang po la ni bzhag nas



2b rgyug pa’i tshad zhig e gtong

The mountain pass and the cairn, I call as witness
To a horserace between excellent chestnuts from Amdo.

Given the presence of the em ‘chi in the previous poem, it might be possible here to hear an echo of lha
rje in place of la rdzas the first line, especially if we read la mo as lha mo and imagine that this is the
central figure of the huge thang ka.  If we read the poem in this way, then I would see the second coup-
let as an ironic comment on the poet’s critics, fighting to catch a glimpse of an image which has taken
on a mythological status in their minds.

The text as written, however, reads differently.  The pass and the heap of stones (here again, in fact,
there is a link set up between the Mongolian term em ‘chi in 244 and the cairn, or oboo, which has a
powerful place in Mongolian popular culture) are called by the poet as witnesses or markers for the race
described in the second couplet.  As I have already suggested, the identity of these two witnesses and
the nature of the race might have a number of guises, but again I would say that this is a way in which
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho believes he can ameliorate the situation in which he finds himself.

The true identity of the fine horses described in the third line is unclear.  Sørensen mentions a number
of possible readings found in various dictionaries, but it is certain nonetheless that the implication is of
high quality and good - even divine - breeding.  For this reason, we might surmise that the race could
be a match between the Dalai Lama and another man, ostensibly for the love of a woman;  it could, of
course, also be that the other person is the Regent:  the fact, though, that the number of horses racing
here is unspecified makes the situation far less clear and thus open to speculation.

LCv.g)iv.LCv.]xd.[ug.pr/ v.rv.l.RGYUs.yod/

ajol.moai.gsuv.SKd.fn.ns/ lo.mo.LV.cxm.Qr.sov.// 246

1a lcang gling lcang tshags mthug par
1b nga rang la ni rgyus yod

I am aware how thick the willow grove is.
Five years have passed since I have been listening to the thrush’s song.

Even if we were certain that this was the work of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, we would probably not
be able to date it accurately enough to explain the reference to the period of five years in the final line.
It is true that he spent about five years as a layman before his death or disappearance in 1706:  this
might indicate, first, that this is a poem written about the Dalai Lama after that date by another person
and, second, that it is a poem about his time spent in the company of lovers and musicians outside the
Potala.

In this case, we should read the first couplet as a reference to the intensity of the poet’s feelings,
maybe for a particular girl, maybe also for his life as a layman.  The repetition of lcang seems to
emphasise the density of the willow trees, the place where lovers come together, and so the secrecy
perhaps is also emphasised, the secrecy of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s liasons, both before and
after he returned his vows.

The image of listening to the thrush’s song might well be an euphemism for sex or simply for intimacy,
but it could also, I think, be read as a more general reference to the pleasures of life outside the monas-
tic setting.

qm.bu.STr.q.z.n/ v.rai.dgon.gZis.abol.b/



LCv.g)iv.SDov.po.m.dk+Ugs/ s)Uv.gi.LH.mo.kr.mo// 247

2b  slung gi lha mo dkar mo

I’ll eat the peaches and the walnuts which grow abundant in my estates:
Don’t shake the trees in the willow grove.

The MS version for this poem is corrupt and the final line is marginalia, meaningless in connection with
the other three lines.  

The peach and walnut trees grow abundantly on the poet’s estate and, he says, he eats their fruit.  As
we have seen before, peaches tend to represent beautiful girls and walnuts those girls who are harder
to grasp (both literally and figuratively).

The final line appears to be a request not to betray the poet’s secrecy, not to reveal his whereabouts,
nor what he is doing there, to those who would control his activity.  It could be that the additional line is
a reference to a girl, a fair-skinned goddess with whom Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho consorted in this
particular place.

dv.po.lo.yv.LJn.p/

b*s.bZin.pai.a\,os.yin// 248

1b gnyis pa shog ma’i phog lcog
2a nga rang gnyis po’i las ni

The green sprouts are planted first and grow into hay stalks:
The things we do have their own results.

The MS version is, as Sørensen says, probably beyond saving.  His suggested reconstruction, while
plausible and, moreover, the text which I have here translated, relies to my mind too heavily on the con-
nection between this text and the mgu glu.

\*i.de.A.Zv.sog.po/ nv.de.SB.ri.SBi.ri/

sog.po.mv.ns/ sog.SKd.mi.[un.p.adUgo 249

2a sog po mang rang drag[s] nas
2b sog skad mi mthun pa ‘dug go

Outside, he seems like my Mongolian uncle - but, inside, he’s losing control:
Too many Mongol tribes around, all speaking with different accents.

This is almost certainly a song about the relationship between lHa bzang Qan and Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho.  The fact that the Qan and the Regent were locked in a fraught and difficult war of word
and action meant that, for the Dalai Lama, it must have become very hard to determine what was the
true situation between them and what the upshot of that situation might be for him.

Maybe the implication of a shang is that the Qan wanted to ingratiate himself with Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho and behaved in what appeared, on the surface (phyi) to be a considerate and open way.  In



his heart, however, he is perceived as being untrustworthy:  the echo of the term ra bzi ba, indicating a
kind of drunken stupor, is clear to me here and it would seem that, either, the Qan indeed did have
some addiction to liquor or else that he was as though drunk on the power which he perceived he had.

The second couplet points to the many different clans and social groupings amongst the Mongolians
(or, more accurately here, the Sog po) and how what they say (their declarations, their promises, their
beliefs) are never in agreement:  the implication is, of course, that such a situation - mirroring, perhaps,
both the relationship between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and his Regent and the wider relationship
between these two and the dGe lugs pa hierarchy - leads to conflict and disruption.

m]xo.mo.vu.b.mi.dgos/ gser.b*.bRGYl.ns.SDod.n/

m]xo.SMn.RGYl.mo.mi.ajog v.rai.RJes.l.q,id.ag+o 250

The lake should not weep and, even if the goose should swoon,
I’ll take my lake queen along with me, she’ll not stay behind.

This poem offers another take on the traditional topos of the goose and the lake:  it also reminds us of
the poet’s determination, shown in the previous sequence of verses, to be with his lover whatever might
happen to him.

The strength of the emotions in the first couplet is produced through the slightly lengthened vowels in
ngu and dgos and sdod and by the palatal-alveolar consonants in bya rgyal:  we can almost hear the
call of the lovesick bird in the mid-high vowels in the second line.

The structure of the first lines in both couplets is noteworthy, in that they both contain the word mtsho
and a negativised verb.  However, the use of the negativisation in relation to the lake is quite different in
both:  the first is an exhortation, even a criticism, against an unrealistic emotional response, while in the
second the poet declares that he will not forsake his lover, that she will not need to remain alone.  Such
a contrast indicates, perhaps, not only the poet’s determination but also his commitment to his lover:
however much others might disagree or try to persuade him with emotional ploys, he will remain
unchanged and secure.

That mtsho sman rgyal mo indicates the Protectress of the Lake as much as she represents the poet’s
lover perhaps means that he feels that, by taking her along with him, he is placing himself under her
protection.  In this sense, then, he is helped by the goddess whilst able to express his love for her phys-
ical form.

]v.de.j.q,.q*er.ns/ b*ms.p.]xol.dU.m.\*in/

Ao.loai.b*.RDo.lm.a\,d/ su.gs.g.re.zer.b/ 251

I didn’t go seeking my lover, carrying a teapot full of beer:
We met by chance - who can say more?

The inclusion of poems such as this in the present collection is clearly meant to excuse and explain
away the behavior of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho for the audience.  Whether or not it is his work is
unimportant, a point very much to the fore in this poem.

The custom of taking beer to an engagement party is part of the traditional ritual and the fact that the
poet has not brought this slong chang with him indicates that he has no intention of taking the girl as his
wife.  The use of tshol here is interesting, since it conjures up the image of a man seeking out a partner,
rather than having one specifically in mind:  the poet is deliberately trying to pull a girl for company or
for sex, but not for any longterm relationship.  In this respect, we can see the use of byams pa as being



slightly hyperbolic - there is really no love likely to result from this meeting, after all.
The phrase bya rdo lam ‘phrad in the third line is nearly identical with the first line of 25 (there the MS

reads phrad), which is also about a casual encounter and a signal lack of responsibility.  Here, though,
the charge of illicit and irresponsible behavior is thrown back at the accusors:  what has the poet done
that is so wrong?  In terms of the tshul khrims, or the ethical conduct expected of Buddhists, this is a
rhetorical question about what is appropriate sexual conduct;  nonetheless, if this is Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho speaking (in his own words or through those of another), then the fact that he is no longer a
monk should indicate that his conduct is his own, and no-one else’s, business.

If you read this poem out loud, you’ll find that the combination of palatal and alveolar plosives and
vowels made elsewhere in the mouth means that your tongue spends much of the time moving in a
fashion similar to spitting and other noises of disapproval (such as clicking the tongue).  The sound of
the poem, especially in the first couplet, seems to be quite a strong attack against the poet’s accusors -
or else a strong defense of his own motivation.

b*ms.p.gv.ns.gv.bZUgs/ v.rv.l.RGYUs.yod/

mi.]xo.mjxub.mo.re.STon/ bdg.l.gnv.dgos.med.do// 252

1b nga rang la ni rgyus yod
2a mi tshos mdzub mo re ston

It’s my business, where my lover’s from and where she lives.
People are pointing their fingers, but that means nothing to me.

This poem repeats the idea of the previous poem, albeit from another viewpoint.  The identity and status
of the poet’s lover is his business and his business alone.  That people are pointing their fingers and
criticising his choice is not important to him.  Again, as in the previous song, the poem contains sounds
of disapproval, in the alveolar consonants of the third line.

The switch between nga in the first couplet and bdag in the same position in the second couplet
echoes the idea of ownership, or of a husband controlling and protecting a wife (as in 141 and 235).
While this could be simply a stylistic change, we should be aware nonetheless of the symbolism set up
between these two words and the protection (of himself as much as of his lover) implied by the poet’s
choice of bdag.

dkr.gsl.z).b.lugs.kYi RGYv.RGYv.dv.mi.Qes/

ajxm.g)iv.s.bcud.\ebs.pai/ fi.m.ad+.ad+.btv.STov.// 253

1b rgyang rgyang de dang mi shes

Don’t bother finding out how the clear, white moon changes her position:
I will be like the sun and increase the world’s fertility.

The interrelationship between the sun and the moon, as well as their complementary activity, is the
theme of this poem.  The changing phases of the moon can be seen to mirror the stock idea of the fick-
le young woman, but here the girl is warned against finding out the moon’s secret and thus developing
an attitude of uncertainty.

In the second couplet, the poet establishes his credentials as the - male and potent - sun, bringing life
to the world.  The vitality (sa bcud) of which he speaks could simply be the enthusiasm which he brings



to his (physical and emotional) lovemaking, but it could also refer of course to getting his lover preg-
nant.  

While it is obvious why he might not want his girlfriend to be changable like the moon, still the relation-
ship between the sun and the moon, between a man and a woman, is very much to the fore in this
poem.  The phases of the moon, here conveyed with the repeated word for distance (rgyang rgyang) is
echoed in the second couplet in the use of ‘dra ‘dra, the repetition being moved from the first to the sec-
ond foot.

We could read this as a poem in which the poet shows a patronising attitude towards his lover, as
though only he need have understanding.  But, as with so much male prejudice, it seems, this could
also be a sign of great vulnerability - that he fears her becoming uncertain in her love for him and,
instead, promises her the stability and protection and vitality of the sun.

LH.qv.de.l.bLTs.mo/ bLT.b.cxm.min.p/

gser.SKU.de.l.b*in.r)bs/ ZUs.yov.dog.mi.adUg 254

1b blta ba tsam zhig min pa
2b zhus yong dogs pa mi ‘dug

They came to the temple, not just to watch the show,
But to ask blessings, no doubt, from the golden statue.

Since there is no subject specified here, the nature of this verse is unclear.  If, as Sørensen suggests,
we understand the subject to be a girl who has come to visit the Dalai Lama, then the implication of the
second couplet is equally clear.  We must assume that the term byin rlabs is a euphemism for sex, or at
least for some level of intimacy.

The golden statue perhaps indicates the power or wealth or attractiveness of Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho:  in any case, he is a desirable catch for a young woman.  The phrase dog mi ‘dug strikes me as
an ironic usage:  whilethere is no doubt that people generally go to a temple to make religious offerings
or to pray, there is equally no doubt why this girl has arrived to see what there is to see, namely the ele-
gant and witty young Dalai Lama.

Qiv.de.RCX.b.gcig.l/ RCXe.mo.sum.bRGY.d+Ug.cu/

RCXe.mo.mi.gcig.qg.qg so.so.l.lv.sov.// 255

2b so so la ni langs song

The tree’s single trunk has three hundred sixty branches -
And each of these has its own point of view.

This bears a resemblance to 249, in that the poet is indicating how difficult it can be when a collection of
people hold such radically differing points of view.  Quite what the tree refers to is unclear, but I would
suggest that it is probably Tibet, or at least the Tibetan government:  the word shing has echoes of
gzhung and for that reason - and especially given it’s place as the first word of the poem - such a politi-
cal interpretation should not be overlooked.

The variety of the opinions presented here is conveyed, partly, by the repeated words - khag khag | so
so - around the cæsura in the second couplet;  moreover, the use of the feminine ending in rtse mo
could be a deliberate reference to the innumerable women with whom Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho has



had a relationship.

SGo.mo.\*e.ns.SKYe.ajxa/ mi.ajxeg.n.gv.b*ed/

bZUgs.g+l.]xogs.ns.]v.[uv./ mi.RGYg.ni.qn.mi.adUg 256

1b mi ‘dzeg na ni gang byed
2b mi rgyag ni mkhan mi ‘dug

mi rgyag na mkhan mi ‘dug (WS)

Why should we not go upstairs once the front door’s open?
And why should we not drink beer once the guests are settled?

This is a straightforward poem about sex and alcohol.  There is no reason why the pleasures of the
bedroom or the bottle should not be indulged when offered.  Is the feminine sgo mo a euphemism, per-
haps, for another type of entrance?  The word sgo is, after all, sometimes used for the senses, the
doors of perception.  Read in this way, skye ‘dza’ ‘dzeg is clearly also a euphemism for intercourse.

However euphemistic or direct this poem is, it seems to have no specific connection to Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho.  We could speculate that this, as with others in this collection, is a kind of defense
of his perceived behavior, but this is merely speculative.

Qr.kov.lai.l.mo/ m.[eg.g+gs.p.min.p/

dr.RCXe.mdo.l.bcr/ adod.mi.gnv.qn.mi.adUg 257

1a shar phyogs kong la’i la mo
1b ma thegs grags pa min pa
2a dar rtse mdo la bcar rgyu
2b ‘dod mi gnang mkhan mi ‘dug

The eastern Kong la pass is the only one I know:
If you want to travel the Dar rtse mdo pass, you have to take that route.

Unless this is a song to be taken literally, it is unclear how it should be understood.  The presence of the
feminine mo | ma in the first couplet might indicate a lover.  With this reading, we could surmise that the
poet is saying how he only has one girlfriend (maybe from Kong po) but that if another has a girlfriend
from Dar rtse mdo, he would have to find his own way into her personality.

b*iau.LCv.mr.duv.duv./ dpl.b*ai.kYi.duv.duv./

bdg.po.yod.pai.duv.duv./ lg.SDUm.pai.pd.SKor// 258

1a byi’u lcang mar gdung gdung
1b dpal bya’i lags kyis gdung gdung
2a bdag po yod pa’i gdung gdung
2b lag ni sdum pa’i pad skor



The little bird beckoning to the willow, the noble bird beckoning with her hand:
She who has a husband, she’s beckoning, gesturing with her crippled arm.

Here we have a poem about love which can never be realised (although, of course, scenarios such as
that in 141 are never far from popular imagination).  The first couplet describes a little bird, charac-
terised here by the diminutive form, beckoning to the willow tree.  This is yet another example of this
stock image, but it is the bird here who appears to be making the first move.  Although Sørensen ques-
tions the word dpal bya in the second line, it might simply be an epithet conveying the elegance and
beauty of the bird.

The use of the diminutive in connection with the bird in the first couplet is followed up in the second by
the prominence of the phrase bdag po yod pa, showing that the girl here has an owner, that is, a hus-
band.  Both of these indicate a powerlessness, which is also conveyed by the repeated word dung
dung, at once melancholy and hopeful.

The final line of the poem is striking in its use of imagery.  The girl’s arm is crippled, but it is still ges-
turing:  the word pad skor implies a mudra used in Vajrayana practise, but it also suggests desires
which might be fulfilled.  The entire song, then, is a sad commentary on the attraction between a poet
and a woman who, because she is married, is out of bounds.  One feels that the girl is not happy in her
marriage, not only because she is looking outside for men to flirt with, but also because she is per-
ceived as being crippled by her situation.  This recalls, in some ways, the image of Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho as a crippled antelope in 236:  there appears to be no way around the situation, both Dalai
Lama and the married woman have, somehow, to live their lives within the restrictions set down for
them.  

LDUm.rai.nv.gi.h.lor/ bRJod.b*.gnv.gi.mi.dgos/

bRJod.b*.gnv.gi.SPv.RGYn/ me.tog.l.gnv.ZU// 259

2b me tog de la gnang zhu

There’s no point in talking about the hollyhock in the garden.
If you’re going to say something, talk about the flower ornamenting the meadow.

This can be read in conjunction with the previous poem.  The contrast here is between the cultivated,
controlled hollyhock (representing a married, so controlled, young woman) and the the flowers in the
meadow (representing unmarried, and thus available, women).

The fact that the opening word here - ldum - is homophonous with the word sdum in the previous
poem connects the hollyhock in an even stronger sense to the married, crippled, woman.  There is obvi-
ously an etymological connection between the two words and we can understand the similarities in their
meaning:  the hollyhock and the wife are both restrained and cultivated, and so unable to develop along
the paths which they would otherwise have trodden.

That there is no point in commenting upon the married woman indicates not only that she is out of
reach but, also, somehow veiled from sight and invalidated within society.  Whilst this might seem a
peculiarly contemporary analysis of the language here, I would argue that the description in these
poems is such as to indicate both the aggression purpetrated through marriage in this context but
equally the realisation by both men and women of the dissatisfaction which it sometimes engenders.

The repetition of brjod bya gnang at the start of the second couplet strikes me as a kind of mockery of
the first couplet, as if the poet understands the injudiciousness of the situation, yet realises that he
remains powerless to change it.  Because of that, if we wish to say anything, we should direct our com-
ments towards the flowers which grow in the meadows.  It is as though the flowers are still capable of
being beautiful, that they are spang rgyan and not sdum ra’i nang (sic):  although to our ears - and
maybe to the ears of the Tibetan audience too - this poem is a sad commentary on the attitudes



towards women, especially married women, it should also be remembered that this is almost certainly
by a young man and is concerned, not with the frustrations of sociopolitical inequity, but with love and
sex and the potency of friendship.

v.gs.b*s.p.m.red/ ]v.gis.b*s.p.yin.p/

g)v.]en.SMYon.pai.nus.ps/ m.bZg.[g.]od.yin.no// 260

1b chang gyis byas pa yin pa

It wasn’t me - it was the beer!
The crazy elephant, for sure, didn’t put me off.

The intoxicant called glang chen smyon pa is discussed at some length by Sørensen, but suffice it to
say that it appears to be thorn-apple, a Datura which renders the subject unconscious or, when detoxi-
fied and taken with chang is a powerful stimulant.  It is interesting that Vatsayana mentions its anæs-
thetic properties in his Kamasutra, as though it were some kind of early date-rape drug.

The first couplet reads a little like the first couplet in 161:  the poet explains his actions through
acknowledging his love of beer, which explanation, he hopes, will prevent further blame being heaped
upon him.  We should, I guess, assume that the use of glang chen smyon pa here is in the detoxified,
stimulant form, since in the second couplet we see that he realises that he - or at least his altered form -
has something to answer for.

The second couplet, as Sørensen points out, can also be read, with nus pa instead of nus pas, in quite
another way.  The acknowledgement of his behavior in the first couplet, perhaps, has led him to for-
swear the effects of the drug.  Taken in this way, we could see him as, periodically, feeling guilty for
what he does under the effect of drink.  If this is Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s work, this could equally
show a growing realisation that, as Dalai Lama, such behavior might not be acceptable.

nv.so.SKYbs.gns.RDo.RJe/ Qog.buai.dr.LCog.ad+.bs/

LHg.p.A.ms.RCXod.pai/ g)v.]en.SMYon.p.d+o.b*Uv.// 261

This lay official sKyabs gnas rdo rje is like a paper prayer-flag:
When he argues with lHag pa’s mother, it’s like he’s high on the crazy elephant.

The official called sKyabs gnas rdo rje has yet to be identified, but we might imagine that he was a
source of great frustration throughout the upper echelons of the government, due to his lack of reliabili-
ty.  A paper prayer-flag flutters in the breeze, but it’s unclear quite why this would carry the idea of unre-
liability.  It is more, perhaps, that he was as vulnerable to damage as a flimsy piece of paper, easily torn
and easily soaked.  There is, however, also at least one gtam dpe which mentions this and which gives
an idea of how it might here be interpreted:  kha shob shob shog bu’i dar lcog red | don snag rtsa’i ri mo
bris dvogs med.

This reading would tie in with the potent glang chen smyon pa.  His arguments with the equally
obscure mother of lHag pa decend into farce, because the official is either extremely manic or else
nearly catatonic:  however the drug has affected him, it is for the worst.

This seems to be a song criticising a specific person, of whom we have no record.  Such jokey, sar-
donic songs are common to the gzhas literature - we have a number in this collection, mostly aimed at
the Regent - but it is difficult to pinpoint any more specific information, since we cannot identify the pro-
tagonists.  



gys.l.STg.don.RTgs.yod/ ]xl.dmr.RGod.SG+o.zer.yod/

gyon.l.\o.QUg.RTgs.yod/ dWgs.cn.ser.po.RJXv.yod// 262

1b mtshal dmar rgod sgro gzer yod
2b dvags can ser po brdzangs yod

To the right hangs a tigerskin quiver decorated with the vulture’s scarlet feathers,
To the left hangs a pouch stuffed with a golden cup from Dvags po.

It could well be that this is a description of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, either by himself or by another
author.  It depicts an archer, which the Dalai Lama certainly was, and moreover these are elegant and
maybe expensive accoutrements which he is carrying.

The quiver and the pouch hang, one on one side, the other on the other side.  The quiver is carrying
the same vermilion vulture feathers as was recommended in 200, so if this is not a portrait of the Dalai
Lama, it is certainly of a fashionable man who knows how he is expected to look.

The pouch, for carrying a wooden cup, is in fact stuffed with a golden cup from Dvags po, again signi-
fying an awareness of style.  The word rdzang, however, can also imply something given to someone to
take with them, so this might also be a gift from someone, maybe a lover.

ag+o.RGYU.rv.reai.sems.dpa/ dg.SNv.l.yin.no/

sems.dpai.LHg.m/ LCv.g)iv.g+U.bZi.ru.yin// 263

1b dag snang de la yin no
2a sems dpa’i lhag ma de ni

We go where we want, we follow our fancies.
I particularly want to go to the square willow garden.

The presence of the term sems dpa’ here is significant and tells us a lot, I believe, about what the inten-
tion of the compiler might have been.  The more usual word in this situation would have been sems pa,
indicating simply an idea or an intention or a thought.  That here we have sems dpa’ puts us in mind of
the heroic mind of the byang chub sems dpa’:  this enlightened mind is particularly appropriate in the
context of the Dalai Lama and it would seem that this poem is intended to remind us of this.

The poet’s theme is his desire to do what he wants and, in this case, to go to the willow garden, to
meet, as always in such places, with his lover.  The combination of the quasi-religious sems dpa’ and
the quasi-erotic willow garden may seem odd, until one remembers the tantric possibilities mentioned
elsewhere in this collection.  Whether this is precisely the message here is unclear, but there is no
doubt that this plays a rôle in the deep meaning of the song.

g)U.gcig.g)U.gfis.len.p/ a]xer.RGYU.gv.yv.mi.adUg

]xer.gcig.]xer.n/ mi.RTg.a]i.b.l.a]xer.b// 264



2a ‘tsher gcig ‘tsher ba yin na
‘tsher gcig ‘tsher gnyis yin na (WS)

Just one or two songs shouldn’t cause any grief:
If you want to grieve, then grieve about impermanance and death.

This is a simple and direct poem, obvious on the surface, but which appears to challenge those who
would criticise Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho for his love of poetry and music.

My suggested reconstruction of the first line in the second couplet deliberately mirrors - and thereby
mocks - the idea of the first couplet.  It seems to me that the poet wants to point out the foolishness of
criticising his singing, whilst not grieving for the truth of impermanance and death.  This, he seems to be
saying, are the really important things to worry about, and not whether the Dalai Lama is singing a few
songs.

Read in this way, then, this is a poem full of Buddhist sentiment:  it could almost be understood as a
kind of teaching poem, pointing out what is significant and what is irrelevant - and, most importantly,
pointing out the need of many people to know the difference.

nm.mqa.SKr.ms.qevs.kYv./ SMin.d+Ug.ad+.ad+.mi.adUg

s.gZi.mi.yi.qevs.kYv./ bZugs.g+l.ad+.ad+.mi.adUg 265

2a sa gzhi mi yis khengs kyang

The sky is full of stars, but none is like the Pleiades.
The world is full of people, but none is like this crowd.

To the Tibetans, the Pleiades - already mentioned in 196 and occurring several times more in the follow-
ing set of poems - held a strong place in the imagination, for their fixedness and, since they were visible
for most of the year, for their constancy.

This song is a series of simple and direct comparisons, framed within an equally simple structure.  The
concessive clauses in the first line of each couplet present a generalised multitude - the sky full of stars,
the world full of people.  Note the way in which the sound of these lines are reversed:  the first line has
four vowels in the mid-low area and the third has four high vowels, both followed by the unifying kheng
kyang.  

The second line in each couplet varies only in the first foot, contrasting the Pleiades with a group of
guests.  Both are unique in their specific contexts: ‘dra ‘dra mi ‘dug is emphatically placed to convey
this.  The whole poem, in fact, creates a formula, into which other words could, in other situations, be fit-
ted.

So the implication here is, perhaps, that the guests at the party are reliable and elegant, that they are
no threat to the poet’s situation.  We have seen elsewhere - for example, in 159 and 161 and - that
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho sometimes found himself in such situations among hostile people, so it is
not surprising perhaps that he decided to praise these guests for their steadfastness and reliability.  This
is also no surprise when considering the nature of the people surrounding him also at the Potala, partic-
ularly the Regent.

ls.b*s.p.RJes.med/ q*Uv.dkr.gYi.mjxo.\o/

bod.kYi.sog.RCXW.bcxug.ns/ ri.cx-.ad+en.pr.btv.b*uv.// 266



1a las ka byas pa rjes med
1b khyung dkar gyi ni mdzo pho
2b ri rtsva ‘dren par btang byung

Herds of mdzo work without a trace:
Having planted hay-grass, they’re sent to eat the mountain-grass.

How precisely the mdzo plant the Tibetan hay-grass is unclear:  perhaps this is a reference to their
manure, containing the seeds in the grass which they have already consumed.  However this is to be
read, the animals work with no trace (rjes med), and without reward for their labor.  The herders fail to
realise their charges’ contribution and send them off to eat the grasses growing in the mountains.

This could simply be a folksong about the rôle played by the mdzo and about their unrecognised work,
presented as though from their point of view.  Sørensen suggests a number of different interpretations:
my preference, in the context of this present compilation, is to read the animals as representing
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho who, while working hard but without recognition at the Potala for the ben-
efit of his people, is nonetheless sent away into the mountains.  

In this context, we can definitely see an attack on the Regent and the dGe lugs pa hierarchy, for their
treatment of the Dalai Lama - especially if we read the sending away as referring to his being dis-
patched to Peking in 1706.  Another reading, however, could relate simply to his own decision, set out in
the gsang ba’i rnam thar to go off and become a common hermit yogi, wandering the mountains and
eating (maybe literally) the normal grasses which grow there.  Of course, setting off for the mountains
recalls a number of earlier poems, in which the young man wanted to go into a mountain retreat, away
from the problems of the state and of his lovelife.

Qr.gYi.SKr.m.SMin.d+Ug.l/ yr.dpe.Zig.rv.l.yod.du/

rv.dbv.rv.l.yod.du/ rug.se.rug.p.gnv.ZU// 267

1a shar gyi skar ma smin drug (WS)
2a rang dbang rang la yod dus

Take the eastern-rising Pleiades as a fine example:
When you have your independence, please stay united.

This poem emphasises the stability of the Pleiades, but it is unclear to whom this is addressed.  In the
context of the previous song, we can maybe read it as a request to the Tibetan people to remain united,
if they are given independence.  One can assume that the independence refers to the chance to decide
the fate of the Dalai Lama:  after all, we know that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho received considerable
popular support and, as suggested in the commentary to 224, it is possible that there might have been
some more radical movements working in Lhasa in his favor.  So this could perhaps be a plea not to
allow factions to develop, which might have become problematic.

An alternative would be to read this as addressed to a girl, who is urged to act sensibly and constantly
when she reaches her independence.  The central ideas of the second couplet are linked through the
sound structure of the lines, rang...rang la and rug...rug la, ending in the rhyming of dus and zhu.

The problem with interpretation here, though, lies in the phrase rug se rug pa:  it is hard to see exactly
how a single person, the girl, can be “united”, unless of course the missing, implied, element is “with
me”.  While this is only speculative, it nonetheless fits with the theme of female inconstancy running
through the collection and with the idea of the ever-constant Pleiades as an example to be followed.

mi.]xo.SKr.m.SMin.d+Ug q*ed.rv.l.lb.gis/



SMin.d+Ug.med.pai.nm.riv./ su.yis.SKYel.b.bLTao// 268

1b khyed rang rang la lab gis

People liken you to the Pleiades:
Let’s see who could go a whole night without the Pleiades!

If the previous poem was indeed addressed to a young woman, then this presumably continues the
theme of her constancy.  The first couplet is simple, repeating the general opinion that she resembles
the Pleiades, one assumes, in her reliability, or her shining beauty.

The second couplet is, as several times before, a challenge to those people who criticise the poet for
his spending time with inappropriate - or maybe even quite appropriate - women.  It’s couched in ironic
language - I would guess that the people’s opinion is that she’s as reliable as the Pleiades, while the
poet’s view is that she matches them in beauty:  since they shine all night for most of the year, they are
used for time-keeping and are therefore essential for practical concerns.  The poet’s use of them here is
clearly quite different.

\*i.l.bl.SKUd.ador.ador/ mi.sems.ajxin.l.dgos.gis/

nv.l.LCgs.SKUd.SG+il.SG+il/ rv.mgo.adon.pr.dgos.gis// 269

Outwardly, like casting woollen thread, I have to do what people want.
Inwardly, like twisting an iron chain, I have to rely upon my own head.

Although this poem could easily be read as being by or about Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, it could
equally be concerned with the problems encountered by many people in balancing their duty to others
with their own personal behavior.

The contrast, as elsewhere, is set up at the beginning of each couplet, between phyi la and nang la.
The structure of the opening lines is also identical, with the final foot being a repeated onomatapoeic
word - ‘dor ‘dor and sgril sgril.  The sound values here are important, since the slow and gradual paying
out of the woollen thread in the first line, expressed through low, back vowels, is contrasted with the
sharp and laborious twisting of chains in the third, expressed through high, fronted vowels.

The second line in each couplet, significantly, ends in obligation - in the first, to the expectations of
others, in the second, to the workings of his own mind.  As we know, this balance was central to the life
of the Dalai Lama and, frequently, it appears, his head took control.  But, as I have said, this could easi-
ly be a reference simply to the problem which we all have, from time to time, of pleasing those around
us while attempting to remain true to ourselves.

se.b.b,g.l.sim.sov./ seau.ab,u.[v.l.zg.sov./

se.b.se.ab,u.gfis.dv./ mfm.pai.]xes.bRGYd.z).b.gcig.Qr.yov./

1a se ba brag la sims song
2a se ba se’u ‘bru gnyis po 
2b kho thag de khas chod song

mnyam pa’i tshed brgyad zla shar (WS)



The wild rose grew into the rock, the pomegranate dropped upon the plain:
The eighth day moon rises equally upon the wild rose and the pomegranate.

I do not agree with Sørensen that the fourth line of this poem does not fit with the other three.  While
there has clearly been a mistake in the writing of this verse, still the idea of the fourth line is clear and
can be reconstructed, at least provisionally, as I have attempted to do.

In fact, it would seem to me that the fourth line holds the meaning of the poem.  The wild rose and the
pomegranate end up in different places, but still the waxing quarter moon of the eighth day rises on
them both.  It is interesting that this verse follows the previous, in which the poet contrasted his inner
feelings and outer responsibilities:  here, we are told that it matters not where one is or what one is
doing, that one is still in the world and subject to it.  Note also, in the context of 269, the use of sim,
implying disappearance, contrasted with the open plain.

b*.bRGYai.dkYil.ns.mjxes.p/ SPv.STod.LH.b*.gov.mo/

ad+e.b*.SK+g.pai.ls.a\,o/ b,g.STod.m[o.po.n.yod.do// 271

2b brag stod mtho por yod do

Most beautiful bird of them all, the divine grouse sits in the high meadow:
The fearful goblin owl sits high in the rockies.

Another comparison poem, ostensibly about birds but probably contrasting two girls - or types of girl - of
the poet’s acquaintance.  The first, the grouse, has, as we saw in 123, divine associations and here is
fêted for its exquisite beauty.  The second, the goblin owl, is associated with demonic forces, presum-
ably because it prefers the night.  The contrast here between lha bya and ‘dre bya is decisive and it is
clear from the description which is the bird to be preferred.

To further emphasise the contrast, the birds’ habitats are both placed in the first foot after the cæsura
in each couplet.  Although the vowel is identical in both cases, its articulation is different, the sound of
spang stod being smooth and easy to form whilst that of brag stod is harsh and requires more move-
ment - like climbing an oral mountain perhaps - of the tongue and lips.

q*i.de.RGY.bo.mig.bZi/ RNm.Qes.mi.ls.LCv.b/

s,od.l.s)ebs.b*Uv.m.zer/ [o.rvs.lv.sov.m.zer// 272

mgu glu 52 (Sørensen p234)

That bearded old four-eyed dog is sharper-witted than any man.
Don’t say, “He went out at dusk”, don’t say, “He got in at dawn”.

It appears from the various commentaries on the version of this poem in the mgu glu that the old dog
here is an attandant to the Dalai Lama, and that his sharp powers of observation render him at once
loyal to the authorities, but disloyal to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  The phrase mig bzhi, whilst denot-
ing two extra “eyes” of yellow above the real eyes, can also be seen as a pejoritive, or at least mocking,
association between vision and intelligence - much as we use “four-eyes” in English to mock those who
wear glasses as being, supposedly, too intelligent for their own good.

The second couplet reveals the poet’s specific problem with the old dog’s perceived disloyalty.
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s frequent night-time liasons with his drinking friends and lovers in Zhol



meant that he would leave the Potala late and come home early:  clearly this old retainer is reporting
this to the authorities, confounding the young man’s plans and frustrating the Regent and the govern-
ment to distraction.

Again, there is structural contrast here, set up between srod la and tho rangs and the ma zer which
closes both lines.  Moreover, the sound of slebs byung brings to mind a little of the excited caution with
which an escape was achieved, while lang song is more gentle and subtle, slipping quietly through the
back door as the sun rises.

Qi.ns.d+il.buai.tiv.tiv./ sems.dpaimgo.SKor.yin.p/

m.Qi.]xe.riv.b*Uv.n/ z.RGYo.RGYb.p.qe.yin// 273

After death, ringringing bells delude the mind:
When you’re not dead, there’s plenty of time for eating and fucking.

It would be very satisfying were this poem to be positively identified as being by Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho, but it is probably a hopeless cause.  More likely, this is a song ascribed to him so as to show his
human side and his “normal” personality.

The ringing of the bell plays tricks on the mind after death.  Whether, as Sørensen suggests, this is a
reference to the fact that before death one is told many things which might not be true after death, or
whether this is a reference to the delusion of the mind in the bar do is uncertain.  Suffice it to say that
the poet is convinced that too much concern for religious practise before death (the onomatapoeic ting
ting recalls the phrase ting nge ‘dzin, or medative awareness) is unwise and can create problems in the
mind.  Note also, as in 263, the presence of the term sems dpa’, which carries echoes of the
Bodhisattva, as well as the homophony between shi nas and another meditative practise, zhi gnas.

It is also possible, of course, that the dril bu here refers to the female principle and that, after death,
the mind is tricked by visions of beautiful women.  But this is, nonetheless, of no great import prior to
death.

In the second couplet, the range of activities possible before death is explored.  The presence of the
word rgyo indicates, at the very least, a casual and maybe humorous tone, but its meaning is quite clear
and explicit.

v.gs.db*r.qai.Ziv.l/ wv.]ov.ni.m.RGYg

su.yg.ls.kYi.aqor.bai/ ]xe.SVon.ls.a\,o.yin.p// 274

1b vang mchong rgyag ni ma rgyag

I never jumped into the summer fields:
It’s all down to my previous good actions.

The fields which, in summer, are full of grass ready for harvesting, are out of bounds but could also be
the place where, hidden from view by the tall grass, he and his girlfriend could make love undisturbed..
The implication seems to be that he did not in fact have an illicit relationship, although it is just as likely
that he is claiming that he has done nothing wrong, whatever the charge might be.

The reason for this innocence is couched in explicitly Buddhist language and we could imagine that
such a retort could be slightly tongue-in-cheek on the part of the poet.  He says that the merit which he
has accumulated in previous lives prevents him from acting inappropriately now.



rin.]en.gser.gYi.bum.p/ m.agYUr.bRTn.pr.bZUgs.dv./

l.r)Uv.q.bs.]od.kYv./ mjl.ajxom.ls.kYi.yov.gis/

2b ‘mjal ‘dzoms la kyis yong gis

The precious golden pot should stay unchanging and firm:
The valleys and the passes may be blocked by snow, but we’ll still meet.

The precious golden pot is almost certainly an image for the poet’s lover, a precious and valuable per-
son.  Moreover, there could be a physical similarity hinted at here, both between the girl’s rounded body
and the pot’s curved surface as well as between the girl’s vagina and the hollow pot.  The respectful
language in which the request is made here suggests that the girl might be a noblewoman, possibly the
Regent’s daughter.

Another interpretation for the pot, which would perhaps fit better with the use of the honorific here, is
that it represents the Regent himself.  Both he and the various girlfriends mentioned in this collection
are characterised by being unfaithful and inconstant and, whomever the pot represents, it points to the
theme of betrayal which seems to run throughout Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s life, so far as we can
speculate from the texts which remain to us.

In a sense, the expectation of betrayal which catalyses a request such as that in the first couplet leads
naturally with the type of heartfelt declaration in the second.  Here, even if the country is blocked by
snow, the poet will finally meet with the object of his affection, whomever that might be.

Zog.p.Zog.SVr.m.svs/ fin.moai.gUv.]xig.RVs.sov./

adir.bZUgs.bZUgs.g+l.SGor.mo/ RDo.RJeai.\.lm.ad+.b/

SKU.gzugs.]uv.kYv.\*g.RGYs/ mi.bs)U.b.adug.go 276

1a zhogs pa zhogs sngar ma sangs
1b nyin mo’i gung tshigs rngas song
3b mi bslu ba ni ‘dug go

Don’t wake up before the morning’s come, or you’ll have an early lunch.
The circle of guests sitting here is like a diamond -

Although small, it won’t deceive you.

Although Sørensen is of the opinion that it is the last couplet which is obscure here, I would say that it is
the first couplet which is more likely to be misplaced.  There seems, nonetheless, to be a path which
can be successfully followed through the poem.

The small group of guests which has assembled, the poet says, is like a diamond.  The diamond, of
course, is an image for the unchanging Buddha nature so, as is indicated in the final couplet, although
the group is small (literally, sgor mo means a handful), it will not deceive.  This lack of deceit (bslu med)
is also used occasionally of the adamantine Buddha nature and so we can imagine that this collection
of people are people whom Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho trusts implicitly.

But, with this reading, how should we understand the first line.  There is the obvious meaning, namely
that if you miss lunch, you’ll miss the chance to spend time with the guests.  However, if we trust the
orthography here and read gung tshig (rather than the amended version) the second line becomes



something like “...or you’ll be early for the midday discussion”.  If we understand this in connection with
the rest of the poem, we can begin to see the possibility that this might relate to a meeting of the Dalai
Lama’s inner circle.  This is perhaps a fanciful explanation for what is a rather obscure verse, but, as
with 224 and 232, it is not altogether impossible to imagine some kind of support group having been set
up around Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho for the purposes of protecting both him and his good name.

q,i.bdUg.g)iv.bZi.bSKor.b/ fi.m.re.l.aqor.gis/

v.l.dgos.pai.b*ms.p.l/ aqor.dUs.ni.mi.adUg 277

2a nga la dgos pa’i bams par
2b ‘khor ba’i dus ni mi ‘dug

The throne-protecting sun revolves around the four continents.
My lover, whom I so need with me, won’t ever return.

What is most interesting about this verse is the peculiar structure of the first couplet.  The sun is repre-
sented in the first foot of both lines - khri bdug and nyi ma - and the four continents which make up the
remainder of the first line are deitically mentioned in the re la of the second line.  So what we have is a
kind of recapitulation in the second line of what is presented in the first, together with the verb ‘khor to
describe the movement of the sun.

The description of the sun as the throne canopy, and the position of this term at the start of the verse,
reminds us of the Dalai Lama’s position on the throne of Tibet.  And it is this position, I feel, which is
indicated in the second couplet.

Whereas, of course, the lover could be a woman whose companionship the poet realises he has lost
forever, the use of dgos pa here suggests to me more a practical need than a true desire (for which per-
haps ‘dod pa, which has a slight echo of dgos pa, could have been substituted).  Read in this way, then,
we can see the final line as an acknowledgement that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s position has final-
ly become untenable.

Taking this together with the previous poem, the poignancy of the situation becomes almost tangible.
However honest and well-meaning the people in the Dalai Lama’s inner circle may be, the reality is that
the situation is lost.  One imagines that, if this was written by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, it
was composed sometime before he was summoned to Peking towards the end of 1706.

SGUgs.SGUgs.pai.RJes.l/ aqor.dus.gcig.Ae.yov./

m.b*Uv.zer.ni.Aog.mai/ Aog.LTov.l.vo.]x// 278

1a sgugs sgugs bsdad pa’i rjes la
1b ‘khor ba’i dus gcig e yong
2b og ltong can la ngo tsha

After waiting, waiting - oh, will she ever return?
If they say she won’t come, sadness will overwhelm my face.

This clearly follows on from the previous poem, and here the poet realises the finality of his position.
Again, we can read this as a poem about a man foresaken by his lover, but in context the alternative
seems more likely.

The use of sgugs sgugs at the start of the first couplet and ma byung zer na at the start of the second



couplet is interesting, since it suggests that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho still remains hopeful that the
situation might be somehow resolved in his favor.  However, should all be lost, he will be overcome with
grief. 

]u.mo.yin.n.bcud.]og mda.mo.yin.n.RGYb.]og

b*ms.p.SFiv.ns.adod.pr/ b*.[ebs.gv.yv.mi.adUg

ri.de.gys.riai.cxn.dn/ d+i.q.gZn.br.\ebs.qig 279

A stream you can irrigate, an arrow you can fire.
When my lover is so passionate, I’m completely lost.

The scent of sandalwood travels from the right side of the mountain.

Sørensen points out that the final couplet of this poem, straddling Parts 2 and 3 of the MS, is corrupt
and therefore it is best to omit it entirely when attempting an analysis of the poem.

Here we have a more obvious poem about desire and love.  Note the female endings of both chu mo
and mda’ mo, indicating the poet’s girlfriend.  The first couplet consists of two lines structured around
yin na...chog.  Both a river and an arrow can be controlled fairly easily.  But this woman, placed similarly
at the beginning of the line, is so full of desire that there is nothing which the poet can do to satisfy her.
We have met girls like this before, as in 31 and 55, and - although we must not imagine that a Dalai
Lama could not experience this kind of joyful frustration - it seems to me more likely that this is another
song inserted to make Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho appear just like a regular guy.  

z).STod.z).b.dkr.b/ z).med.ZUn.mr.SPr.]og

]xe.STod.\.m.ajxom.p/ ]xe.SMd.rv.mgo.STon.]og

rv.ago.rv.gi.adon.dUs/ aqor.bai.adm.l.m.RGYg 280

2a tshe stod pha ma ‘dzoms pa
3a rang ‘go rang gis ‘don dus

At the start of the month, the moon is white, by the end you’ll need to light a lamp;
At the start of your life, you meet your parents, by the end you’re on your own.

When you have your independence, no chance you’ll fall into samsara.

The first two couplets again have a regular structural pattern of repeated words, allowing for semantic
variance.  The beginning and end of a month, like the beginning and end of one’s own life, have particu-
lar characteristics:  at the start, there is natural light and one’s kind parents to provide what one needs,
whereas, at the end, one needs to act unaided by others, so as to have both light and the wherewithal
to live.

The independence which becomes necessary as life goes on, the poet says, offers the chance to
avoid the muddy swamp of samsara.  In connection with Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, we should
remember that not only was he removed from his parents at a very early age, but that as he moved
towards adulthood, his position became more and more restricted.  Added to this, of course, were the
accusations of impropriety levelled against him from all quarters, so we can imagine that, by removing
himself from dependence upon other people, he would feel more secure.



Furthermore, if this sounds like a sad indictment of the system in which he was raised, we should also
be aware that such independence is also praised within the Buddhist tradition:  the more we consort
with others and compromise our own position, the more likely we are to fall into the mire which consti-
tutes their erroneous understanding of life.

dr.gYi.dkYil.gYi.dr.SKUd/ adir.bZUgs.bZUgs.g+l.SGor.mo/

b*i.ru.fg.gv.SPor.do/ ajxin.bdg.ZU.dgos.medo// 281

2b ‘dzin bdag zhu dgos med do

A circle of guests sitting here, like a woven silken thread.
A forty gram coral, though, has no claim to ownership.

The second line of the first couplet here repeats the first line of the second couplet in 276.  In the other
poem, the guests are described as being like diamonds, whereas here the heavy coral in the second
couplet is said to have no claim to ownership of the thread.  

This appears to me to be a different group of guests, maybe tightly knit and, like silk, extremely strong:
perhaps this group, unlike the group in 276, represents the Tibetan government, maybe even associates
of the Regent, with whom the Dalai Lama is expected to consort, but whom he distrusts.

The coral in the second couplet, then, might represent Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  These men can
exercise no control over him and, one imagines, they are perfectly aware of that. 

Alternatively, as Sørensen suggests, this could be simply a poem about a man being rejected by his
girlfriend.  Either reading strikes me as plausible, although given the presumed meaning of some of the
poem in this sequence, maybe my interpretation is more likely here.

ab,s.loai.bZUgs.g+l.SGor.mo/ Qel.dkr.poai.m]od.RTen/

SKor.b.gcig.SKor.gfis.SKor/ SKor.fid.adod.du.ag+o.gis/

SKor.b.ln.gsum.m.RGYg logsu.ag+o.RGYU.mino// 282

1b shel dkar dkar po’i mchod rten
3b logs su ‘gro rgyu min no

Eating the rice, the guests are a stupa of clear crystal:
Once around, twice around - more and more I want to circle around.

I’ll not step aside, unless I go a third time round.

This poem, whilst repeating the bzhugs gral sgor mo topos, reintroduces the tension between his spiri-
tual and worldly desires, which were so prominent in earlier poems in this collection.  Indeed, the contin-
ual reference to circumambulation here makes me believe that this is a kind of reversal of the theme in
180, that it presents a young man at a party who, in fact, is thinking far more about his religious yearn-
ings than about enjoying himself with his friends.

I read ‘bras lo as being the food which the guests are eating, maybe contributing to their pure white
crystalline form.  They become an object of veneration, possibly because they are practitioners whom
the poet trusts.  He circles them, once, twice, becoming determined to repeat and repeat his circumam-
bulation, shown by the repetition of skor.  



Taken in connection with the previous poem, we can perhaps surmise that the lack of control exer-
cised by the thread over the large coral represents the fact that, in many ways, Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho was motivated by his own desire for practise and neither required nor sought approval for his
spiritual development.  As we can see here, this had nothing to do with his devotion, rather it was his
approach which was problematic to the authorities.

]uv.dUs.bg.]gs.bSFen.p/ gZon.pai.]v.l.SKYl.yod/

Qi.ns.rus.p.SKm.pos/ ]v.RCXi.fn.p.yod.do// 283

1b gzhon pa’i chang la bskyal yod

When you’re young, you set up patterns in your life:  I got used to beer.
After death, my dried out bones could be used as yeast.

This is a simple repartee song about the devotion of a young man - who might or might not be Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho - to beer.  If we listen to the sound of the poem, there is a link between chung and
chang and a homophonous connection between bsnyen and nyan, which might be an ironic indication
of the usefulness, not only of the poet’s beery bones for yeast, but equally of the patterns which fill
one’s life.

What is interesting here is how direct the poet is about his own obsessions, particularly concerning
alcohol.  It is as though he is emphasizing this dependence so as to ward off the criticism of others.

RGY.gs.RGY.l.\*in.kYv./ yod.RGYU.j.ls.mi.adUg

sems.dps.]os.l.\*in.kYv./ d+n.RGYU.pd.SDov.k.r// 284

However widely you travel in China, you get nothing but tea.
However deeply my mind travels the Dharma, I think of the sweet lotus tree.

It would seem that the use of rgya gas here, ostensibly meaning China, is used to set up a contrasting
rhyme with sems dpas in the second couplet;  after the cæsura in both, there is a similar effect between
yod rgyu and dran rgyu.  Notice again the formulaic structure of these two opening lines, ending in the
same three syllables.

The meaning of the poem is similar to 21, in that the poet admits to thinking about his lover, whom we
can probably identify as a girl called Pema (ie Lotus), even when he’s meditating.  The difficulty which
he finds in concentrating on his spiritual path, as opposed to the ease with which his mind follows his
girlfriends, is a constant theme of this collection, but here there is the added element of comparison.

The implication of this comparison is puzzling.  The first couplet describes the universality of tea in
China, but the tone is more exasperated than negative.  Equally, the second couplet suggests, perhaps,
that Pema is an inherent part of his practise.  After all, there is in neither couplet a particularly negative
feeling about the situation:  neither the concessive kyang nor mi ‘dug necessarily implies frustration or
disappointment, rather simply an acceptance of the situation.  

I don’t think that this is another Tantric poem, but it can certainly be included alongside the more
ambiguous texts in this collection.  That there is no contradiction set up between Pema and meditation,
as there is none between tea and China, is a sign that this woman was, if not his yum, then definitely
someone the thought of whom augmented rather than disturbed his meditative concentration.



mon.yul.\*ogs.ns.\ebs.pai/ b*.de.qu.b*Ug.SVon.mo/

Qiv.SN.ajxom.pai.LCv.g)iv.dU/ gsuv.SFn.Zig.SKYUr.dv.// 285

2a shing sna ‘dzoms pa’i lcang gling
2b gsung snyang zhig kyang skyur dang

You emerald cuckoo, coming fom Mon:
Sing out your sweet song from the willow grove.

The green cuckoo from Mon reminds Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho of his home and the people whom
he has left behind there.  That it represents a young woman is likely, but, given his predeliction for song
and for language, we could also assume that he wants to hear his own language spoken (or sung) once
more, maybe also to hear of the places he remembers from his childhood.  We have encountered
homesickness such as this before, in poems such as 1, 84 and 121, and we should be under no illusion
how difficult it could have been for the young man in the Potala to remember his origins in the face of
the hostility which he is supposed to have suffered.

nmqai.y.gir.SKYo.q/ yv.yv.ni.mi.\og

ln.cig.\og.pai.SKYo.q.l/ m]xn.aq*ov.p.gtv.STov.// 286

1a nam mkha’ ya gir skyor kha
1b yang yang su ni mi phog
2a lan cig phog pa’i skyor kha
2b mtshan gang ‘khyong pa gtang stong

We rarely come together up there in the sky.
If once we do meet then, may it last the whole night through.

The orthography and meter here seems to be somewhat corrupt, but, following Sørensen’s lead, I read
this as a poem comparing the macrocosmic movement of the heavens with the microcosmic love affair
between the poet and his girlfriend.

The influence of the heavens, both in terms of astrology (see 69 and 92) as well as in terms of the sun
and moon and, elsewhere, of the Pleiades, is present throughout this collection.  It seems to provide a
backdrop and an explanation, as it continues to do today in other situations, for the experiences of the
poet’s life.  We know that both he and his Regent were skilled astrologers and the ability to associate
the movement of the sky with good fortune in relationships is clearly in evidence here.  Maybe the impli-
cation of this poem is that he wants to find a time when a match lasting the entire night (that is, one
which lasts for life) can be predicted.

ab,s.loai.bZUgs.g+l.SGor.mo/ dr.dkr.pai.yol.b/

btv.[g.]od.pai.dUs.su/ RGY.Qog.SG+il.SG+il.gtv.STov.// 287

1b dar dkar dkar pa’i yol ba



The guests are eating rice, a white silken curtain.
When the time is come, I’ll roll it all up in Chinese paper.

As in 282, the meaning of ‘bras lo is unclear, but it would appear again that the guests are eating the
rice which has been harvested.  The white silk curtain in the second line might refer to the dress of the
guests, or to the whiteness of the rice or both.  It could also be figurative, indicating the goodness or
honsety of the guests (see 276).

Nonetheless, once the time has come for putting everything away, the poet says, he’ll roll up the detri-
tus (and the guests?) into Chinese paper.  As Sørensen suggests, this may mean that everything will be
put away neatly:  after all, Chinese paper is of good quality and both fine and delicate.  

There could also be a political message here.  The white silk curtain could refer to something blocking
off the poet from the guests, while the paper might be a skillful way of getting rid of evidence, hiding it
under the pretense of its being, for instance, a letter from the Emperor.  Whilst there is no historical evi-
dence for such an explanation, its inclusion in this particular collection would suggest that there could
be an alternative reading to what on the surface looks like an innocent poem about cleaning up after a
party.  In this regard, of course, we should also seriously ask ourselves how much housework a Dalai
Lama might be expected to do.

\u.l.SPv.s.bLTs.sov./ mda.l.Qiv.lo.SKYUr.b*Uv./

fUv.l.q.lo.gfis.kYis/ ab,l.m]xms.l.s)ebs.sov.// 288

2b ‘bral ba’i mtshams la slebs song

The soil up the valley has changed color, the trees lower down have shed their leaves:
The point of separation has arrived for the turnip and its young leaves.

The endless changing of the natural world through the seasons is another common topos in these
poems, frequently, as here, illustrating the sadness of separation.  

The first couplet compares the upper and lower parts of the valley, showing the way in which autumn
has affected the soil and the trees.  Autumn, of course, is the harbinger of winter, when the light lessens
and nature turns in on itself, chilled by the snow and frost.  

The word nyung ma at the opening of the second couplet, while indicating a turnip, also carries within
it the idea of nyung ba:  this idea of smallness might refer to the young woman (with the female ma par-
ticle), surrounded by the leaves, representing poet (or, perhaps, the poet and some other men:  see, for
instance, 77).

Whatever the circumstances, the relationship has to end.  For Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, of
course, the presence of the Regent meant that such an ending was a common occurrence but here,
there appears to be an acceptance of the natural order.  The use of the natural world to comment upon
human existence is important in this regard, since the acceptance of such things means that, in a
sense, they grow less powerful in our minds:  throughout the poems ascribed to Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho, we can sense his understanding of his place within Tibetan society and, to an extent, the way in
which that understanding shapes his experience, both of the process of falling in love and of its corol-
lary, separation.

]u.mo.fin.bQd.m]xn.bQd/ g.l.riv.b.adUg.p/

mi.\o.v.ni.SKYid.pai/ \.yul.l.riv.b*Uv.// 289



1b gang la rings ba ‘dug pa
2b pha yul de la rings byung

The water runs on, day and night, so what’s the hurry?
I’m a man, I’ve got to get safely home - and fast!

The stream of water, representing a woman’s love (note the feminine ending on chu mo) flows both day
and night.  Note also that bshad can carry the idea of speaking and telling something to someone:  we
can imagine that this woman is constantly affirming her love for the poet, like a stream of nourishing
water.  Because of this, there is no need to make any rash decisions.  

The contrast between the sexes is dramatic here, it seems as though the poet is taking advantage
somehat of his lover’s effusive emotions.  Chu mo in the first foot of the first couplet is replaced by mi
pho in the second couplet, an idea repeated after the cæsura in the form of pha yul.  That he describes
his home, his fatherland, as skyid pa suggests that this is in fact Mon yul:  this broadens the message
of the poem somewhat, insofar as the flow of water might be more an endless supply of lovers rather
than one in particular, a supply which will still be there even if he goes to Mon for a while.

gya.dv.SPv.gi.m]xmsu/ b.lu.]xol.dU.\*in.p/

b.lu.m.rFed.LH.Qiv./ QUg.p.dv.mjl.b*Uv.// 290

1a gya’ dang spang gi mtshams su
2b shug pa de dang mjal byung

On the borders of the meadow and the mountain, I went looking for rhododendron.
I couldn’t find it, but came instead upon the divine juniper.

As Sørensen says, this is most likely to be a poem about the choice to be made between two equally
lovely young women.  A comparison between the lover and a rhododendron has already been made in
60, and we have seen too - in 212 and 241 - how the juniper is described as being holy when used for
incense.

More interesting, however, is the phrase gya’ dang spang gi mtsams su, which through its position in
the opening line governs the entire poem.  Although it specifically refers to the high slopes and low pas-
tures of the mountains, I would suggest that here it is also being used figuratively to contrast the high
slopes of the dMar po ri with the low plains of Lhasa in general, and maybe Zhol in particular.  Read in
this way, the word mtshams has a double meaning, referring not only to the physical boundary, but also
to the spiritual boundary of the monastic semi-retreat to which he was subject - even after returning his
vows - whilst in the Potala. 

The structure of the poem, however, revolves around the two plants.  The rhododendron (ba lu) stands
at the beginning of the second and third lines, the latter opening the second couplet and thus taking the
prominent position.  The third line, though, contains both the rhododendron and the juniper, separated
by ma rnyed:  taken with the positioning of the juniper at either side of the cæsura here (lha shing |
shug pa:  note also the consonantal link between these two terms) we can perhaps read this as the lat-
ter being a replacement for the former, albeit a very suitable and desirable replacement.

\.riai.cxn.dn.SDov.po/ ]xur.riai.LH.Qiv.QUg.p/

d+i.q.Zim.n.\r.Zim/ ]xur.Zim.rv.yin.p// 291



2b tshur zhim rang ni yin pa

The sandalwood on the mountain opposite, the juniper on the mountain over here:
If both smell sweet, then here and there their scents can meld together.

Continuing the theme of the previous poem, here we evidently have the poet in the guise of sandalwood
(although it is a little confusing that he describes himself as being on the opposite mountain, rather than
using tshur).

Both the sandalwood tree and the juniper are popular sources of incense and, whether their fra-
grances are complimentary to the nose, in this case their human counterparts are well suited to one
another.  Note the possible echo of bzhin in the word zhim, which could indicate mutual attraction and,
moreover, the sweetness of a face-to-face meeting.

As with the previous poem, too, the presence of the mountain theme reminds us of the Potala.  The
physical union intimated here, whilst temporarily problematic, can nonetheless be imagined in terms of
scent carried on the breeze and a mental image of one another.

In structural terms, whilst Sørensen’s reconstruction of the second couplet is plausible, I prefer to
retain the MS version:  the cæsura break between phar zhim and tshur zhim strikes me as effective in
emphasising the tension between the lovers’ present distance and their potential closeness.

LCv.g)iv.m.giai.dkYil.ns/ ajol.mo.gsuv.SFn.SKYUr.gis/

bZUgs.g+l.adi.dv.dgYes.p/ g)U.dv.gr.l.ag+igs.sov.// 292

The thrush sends out her sweet song around the willow garden down below.
In our happy gathering here, we’ve organised song and dance.

Yet another contrast here between the human world and the world of nature.  The thrush, a standard
image for the female lover (see also 84, 204 and 246) sings out her song from the willow grove.  Of
course, the willow itself is a meeting point for lovers and we might be tempted to feel the poet would
prefer to be there with his lover than here with the guests, however much dancing and singing there
might be here.

Indeed, the description of the bird’s song as gsung snyan is an indication of its loveliness:  the use of
the honorific gsung reminds us also of the transcendent speech of the Buddha and, while this might not
be the specific association intended here, the implications are important nonetheless.

The penultimate syllables echo through the first three lines - dkyil, skyur and ‘gyes - and create a con-
trast between the thrush’s joyful voice in the center of the grove and the happy guests, entertained by
the organised (‘grigs, again in the penultimate position, a conrast, presumably, with the bird’s natural
self-expression) song and dance.

\o.lo.fi.QU.RCX.LVai/ dguv.SKeg.l.s)eb.sov./

\.ms.ri.mgo.m[o.sr/ LH.bsv.Zig.RGYob.Qog 293

1b dgung skeg la ni slebs song
2b lha bsangs zhig ni rgyob shog

When I reached twenty-five, my life turned dangerous.
My parents burnt incense for the gods upon a high mountain.



Since Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho died at the age of twenty-four (according to Tibetan reckoning), this
is highly unlikely to be his work.  Short of assuming a persona for dramatic effect - which is not impossi-
ble - there would seem very little point in composing a poem such as this.  However, we should note
that there is no specific reference to the I-voice here, so we could conceivably see this as a poem about
another person, maybe a friend of the poet.

According to Tibetan tradition, every twelfth year of a person’s life (that is, the end of the zodiacal
cycle) is a time of danger, presumably due to its being a liminal point, much in the way that danger is
ascribed to the influence of Pisces and Neptune in occidental astrology.  Consequently, the young
man’s family went and burnt incense on a high mountain to appease the gods and thus protect his life.

The fact that both couplets begin with a masculine noun creates the association between the poet and
his parents.  The use of lha bsang should recall the use of juniper (lha shing) as incense in other poems
in this collection.

riv.mo.dga.l.SKYid.l/ gcxv.gi.rov.]en.rov.]uv./

rov.]en.]xd.p.]x.l/ rov.]uv.q.luv.dog.p/

bsil.d+od.SFoms.p.m]xo.SNai/ gZUv.Qin.rv.SKYid.p// 294

2b rong chung kha klung dog pa
3b gzhung shing rang la skyid pa

I have been happy now for some time.  
Two valleys, large and small, both in gTsang - one hot, the other narrow:
But I am happier in the forests of mTsho sna, where the weather is good.

Another poem about Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s longing for his homeland.  Whether Rong is a spe-
cific place or else simply two valleys is as yet unclear, but both appear to be unwelcoming.  In this
respect, precisely what the source of the poet’s happiness, as expressed in the first line, might be
remains speculative.  

The first two couplets take their structure from the repetition of laterals and nasals - ring...|...rong...
rong...|rong...|rong...lung:  the final word in this list, in an unstressed position, echoes the words chen
and chung, also unstressed, and links back finally to the central geographical theme of gtsang at the
opening of the second line.  This is more complex to explain in writing than to hear when spoken or
sung, however, and the sound of these words, not being plosive, flows onwards and illustrates the feel-
ing of pleasure conveyed by the poet through the words.

The final couplet opens with a line devoid of these sounds, showing the difference between gTsang
and mTsho sna.  In contrast to the first line of the second couplet, the weather in mTsho sna is temper-
ate and pleasant (note the opposition between the syllable mtsho - also, of course, suggesting the cool-
ness of an ocean - and the heat of tsha).  The poem’s final line opens with a further echoing of the first
two couplets -  gzhung shing rang - and the narrowness of the valley in gTsang is unfavorably contrast-
ed with the poet’s happiness in his homeland.

Although the effect of sound is not immediately perceived through intellectual reason, it cannot be by
chance that this poem is aurally structured in this way, especially since it was designed to be sung to an
audience.  Suffice it to say that here, the import of the poem is to express the Dalai Lama’s desire for,
and joy in reaching, the place of his birth and of his belovèd family.

gser.gYi.b*.\o.b*.m/ g.ns.\u.QUd.gnv.p/



RM.b*s.RGY.gr.Qr.ns/ SG+o.mdov.RVoms.pr.yov.yod// 295

1b gang nas phu shud gnang pa
2b sgro mdongs rngoms par yong yod

Where are the golden male and female geese flying from?
The peacock, from the east of India, has come to strut its stuff.

That Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho came originally from Mon naturally plays a significant rôle in his story
and we can see here the pride and exoticism which the Indian peacock brings to the situation.  Note the
way in which the birds are compared, both filling completely the first line in both couplets:  bya...bya is
replaced by rgya...shar, and there is even an echo between gser gyi and rma byas.

However, this is where the silimarity ends.  Where uncertainty is expressed in the first couplet, pride
and strength is boldly shown in the second.  The final foot of the poem, yong yod, is particularly striking,
the peacock’s footsteps powerfully resonating in the mind of the audience.

We should, however, remember that the poet also identifies himself occasionally with the goose (here
gser gyi bya, elsewhere simply ngang pa), albeit in another context, namely the traditional love affair
between the goose and the lake:  thus, it is just possible that the peacock here represents the Regent
and the male and female geese the young man and his lover.  If this is in fact not the work of the Dalai
Lama, it is probably a kind of repartee song (similar to a tshig rgyag) in which a challenge is laid down,
here by a proud and flamboyant peacock to a less dramatic couple of geese.

k.\uv.bRGY.yi.STegs.pai/ k.riv.rin.]en.SN.LV/

bdg.sogs.ag+o.b.yovs.kYi cod.pn.l.qr.b*Uv./

m.rig.ag+o.bai.mun.p/ aod.gsl.gYi.qev.sov.// 296

1a ka phung brgya yis stegs pa’i
2b cod pan la ni shar byung
3b ‘od gsal gyis ni khengs song

Like a single jewel-encrusted pillar among the hundreds which support it,
You appeared as the crown of beings such as myself,

Overwhelming with light the darkness of our ignorance.

While there is no direct identification as to the subject of this poem, Sørensen’s assertion that it could
be the Panchen Lama, bLo bzang ye shes, is quite likely to be true.  He alone, of the principal players
in Tibetan religious politics at the end of the seventeenth century, remained neutral and disinterested:
his relationship with Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was strained, if only because of the Dalai Lama’s
decision to disrobe.  This poem echoes and develops the theme of 102 and we must assume that, if this
is not specifically about bLo bzang ye shes, then it is nonetheless about the perfect rtsa ba’i bla ma
who, in human form, was none other than the Panchen Lama.

The sentiment presented in this poem is standard in its use of imagery.  Noteworthy in the first couplet
is the repetition of ka which, as well as meaning “pillar” is also the first letter of the Tibetan alphabet and
thus represents a kind of primary force, which fits perfectly with the idea of the rtsa ba’i bla ma.  

The remainder of the poem relates much the same ideas as presented in 102, using the traditional
imagery found in countless texts of the lama seated on the head of the practitioner, overwhelming the
darkness of ignorance with his all-pervading light.



b).m.dpon.poai.Zbs.pd/ RDo.RJeai.b,g.ls.bRTn.p/

gvs.cn.ag+o.bai.lus.sems/ mda.mo.ls.bde.b// 297

2b mda’ mo las kyang bde ba

The position of the Governor and Lama is more secure than a rock of diamond:
The body and mind of the Tibetan people fly straight to their target.

The way in which we read this poem depends primarily on whether we read bla ma dpon po as one per-
son or two.  If one, then it would seem more likely to relate to the Regent, whose position as ruler (ie
governor) and whose pretence to the status of a lama was both well-known and openly criticised.  In
this case, the second line would seem to me to be somewhat ironic:  furthermore, the second couplet
would indicate that, however fixed the Regent considers his position to be, the Tibetan people are
wholeheartedly behind the Dalai Lama.  Of course, if it is the Dalai Lama who occupies both positions,
then there is no irony whatsoever and the poem can be seen as a guarantee of the people’s powerful
support for their young ruler

However, if we read the lama and the governor as being two people, then the meaning of the poem is
slightly altered.  The relative positions of the two men - of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as the spiritual
head and of Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho as the secular governor - are acknowledged to be solid.
Nonetheless, that being said, the people’s choice is still the Dalai Lama, particularly given the way in
which he was treated by the Regent.

The political power wielded in this case by the populace is shown by the phrase which fills the final,
decisive, line of the poem.  mDa’ mo las bde ba indicates, as Sørensen says, something like the English
phrase “hitting the bullseye” or “on target” - that is, that no obstacles exist between the archer and his
target - but it can also suggest deep and total happiness.

mda.bzv.RGYb.yod.s.\ogs/ gv.\*in.l.RGYb.yod/

gtm.gsum.qs.g+gs.go.mjxod/ RDo.RJeai.g)iv.n.bZg.yod// 298

1b gang phyin kun la rgyab yod

The good arrow was fired and landed everywhere on earth.
His stories and fame are kept in the armory at rDor rje gling.

The armory of rDo rje gling, which is also mentioned in the following poem, is situated in Zhol, where
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho persued not only archery but also, of course, women.  Cupid notwith-
standing, it is maybe too tempting to imagine that these arrows, fired everywhere, yet exhibited in Zhol,
have a more lustful aspect.

Nonetheless, the Dalai Lama’s renown as a skilled archer seems to have been universal:  the phrase
mda’ bzang should remind us of the descriptions in 200 and 262 of the fashion-conscious sportsman,
while gtam gsum khas grags further indicates his fame (especially if we follow Sørensen’s suggestion
and read stong gsum skad grags).

po.t.l.yi.RGYb.ri/ LCv.seb.Qr.l.aq*il.sov./



fi.mai.]xod.gYi.go.mjxod/ RDo.RJe.g)iv.de.d+n.b*Uv.// 299

1b lcang gseb shar la ‘khyil song

The mountain behind the Potala skirts round lCang gseb shar.
The sun’s reach reminds me of the armory at rDo rje gling.

This evocative poem brings together the natural geographical features around the Potala and the
armory at rDo rje gling which, as we saw in the previous verse, held a special place in the mind of the
poet.  

The image conveyed here would seem to be simply the way in which the shadow of the mountain
behind the Potala cast by the sun against the lCang gseb shar mirrors, perhaps, the outline of the
armory.  We should also, of course, remember the signification of the willow grove in the gzhas litera-
ture and even the arrows of love mentioned in the commentary to the previous poem. 

The interpretation of such a poem can really be only speculation.  I would imagine that this was com-
posed very much on the hoof, that it is specific to time and space and so maybe benefits no-one by
being minutely unpicked.

v.yi.dpon.po.LH.yin/ v.yi.gyog.po.bcxn.yin/

dpon.gyog.LH.bcxn.SG+il.ns/ dg+a.mgo.adUl.br.Ae.[d// 300

My governor is a god, my servant a demon:
Twisting the two together, shall we go overcome the enemy?

That a god and a demon are on opposing, contradictory ends of the scale of spiritual beings is not so
clear here.  In Buddhist thought, a god has problems, just as a human does, just as a demon does, but
their problems are of a different nature.  A god is rich and ostensibly fortunate, a demon is cruel and
mischievous - but they are still in the world of samsara.  

Looking at their place in this poem, then, we can perhaps identify two characters in the life of the Dalai
Lama with whom they can be linked.  One is the Regent and the other is lHa bzang Qan:  which one is
which is, in this case, far less clear.  The alternative possibility, one that I favor, is to see both the god
and the demon as personalities within the Regent:  the governor, a god, is the arrogant and elegant
Regent who seeks to control and to restrict Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, while the servant, a demon,
is the man who sees the Dalai Lama as the re-embodiment of his teacher bLo bzang rgya mtsho and
who actively manipulates the situation in order to produce the outcome which he so desires.

In the second couplet, the poet suggests that he combine the two forces to defeat the enemy, which
would seem most likely to be the Qan.  The act of twisting the god and the demon into one makes them
inextricably linked:  the Regent would have been far stronger, one presumes, had he been more honest
and less vulnerable, and might not finally have lost his life to the power of the Qan.

The structure of the poem is straightforward.  We have the familiar layout in the first couplet, contrast-
ing two ideas within a specific pattern, here emphasising the I-voice, the governor/god and the
servant/demon in the points of metrical stress.  The first line of the second couplet, self-referentially,
twists the four ideas together in the stressed and unstressed syllables of the first two feet, and the
enemy is subjugated in the meter of the final line.

RGYg.RGYU.med.p.m.yin/ j.de.ng.poai.SPu.b*/



d.lm.gnm.j.SVo.moai/ SKol.]xd.ZU.br.yov.bs/

b*ms.p.Zed.kYi.yod.p/ g+ov.pai.q*i.dg+.zug.gi 301
1b ja de nag po’i spus bya
3b grong pa’i khyi dgra zug gis

I’m not incapable of handling it, this fine Chinese tea;
Now I’ve come to offer Mongolian Heaven tea, it’s boiling hot.

My lover is afraid:  the village dogs are wailing.

The poet here asserts that he can handle both Chinese and Mongolian tea, representatives of the two
main threats to Tibetan political stability at the turn of the seventeenth century.  The defensive tone of
the first line, with its double negative and its opening palatal-alveolar rgyag rgyu, seems almost threat-
ening, as though the poet is responding directly to a challenge.

However capable he might be at dealing with the Chinese, he is now offering a Mongolian brew.  Note
that it’s skol tshad, scalding hot, and note also, as Sørensen points out, the name of the tea: gnam ja,
echoing the Mongolian’s devotion for and fear of the sky (god) Tengri.

The final couplet is, though, obscure, although the language itself is straightforward.  Perhaps his lover
is fearful because the village dogs are wailing per se, or else because they presage the arrival of the
Mongol hordes, presumably under lHa bzang Qan.  The connection between this and the boiling tea is
unclear, although it could be that she has yet to acknowledge his ability to cope with the Mongolian tea
and so is still afraid that they will be overrun by the army.

SP+in.p.SP+in.]xogs.[ug.l/ RGY.m]xoai.q.r)vs.yin.p/

SB+v.]r.abebs.dv.mi.abebs/ k)U.moai.\*g.ns.yod.do// 302

1a sprin pa sprin tshogs mthug la

A thick cloud-bank, ocean vapor rising upwards:
The female serpent’s hand will choose whether a peaceful honey-rain will fall.

The presence of the word rgya mtsho here coule signify either the Regent or Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho.  The vapors of this ocean rise upwards to collect in an ever-thickening cloud-bank and, at first,
given the supposed authorship of the Dalai Lama, we should assume that the perpetrator is the Regent.
Nonetheless, we have seen elsewhere that the young man is quite capable of admitting his errors, so it
could be he who is at fault.  

The outcome, however, is down to the klu mo, who could be a real person (Sørensen suggests the
mother of the girlfriend) or else could be a Naga queen, maybe connected with the klu khang which
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho built in the grounds of the Potala.  The honey rain would, then, constitute
a successful relationship between the poet and the young girl. 

gv.ns.yin.p.zer.n/ adi.gsl.ZU.dgos.mi.adUg

gsl.po.ZU.n.Qr.\*ogs/ kov.yul.ns.yin.no// 303

2b kong po’i yul nas yin no



“Where’s she from?” they ask;  “It’s clear”, you reply, “you don’t need to ask.
You want clarification?  She’s from the east - from Kongpo”

This straightforward poem simply suggests that anyone who asks where the poet’s lover is from is not
looking clearly.  The repetition of gsal, first in the unstressed position and then stressed, at the begin-
ning of the second couplet, shows how obvious her provenance is.

The echo between gang nas in the first line and kong...nas is a kind of an answer itself to the ques-
tion:  we could rewrite the entire poem as a single six syllable line:  gang nas ‘di gsal kong nas.

g+Ub.m[a.RV.mo.ng.poai/ ]xos.q.ns.yino/

Ae.yin.m.yin.goms.pai/ RGYg.]og.l.gzigs.dv.// 304

1b tshos kha de nas yin no
2b rgyag chog de la gzigs dang

Is this one of the black magicians?
Just look at how he’s walking and you’ll see.

Although the orthography here is clearly grub mtha’, I would suggest that it could be a misspelling of
grub thob and that the first couplet is a question about a sngags pa.  This is an obscure pair of lines,
however, and until we are certain of the meaning of the opening term, we cannot decide upon a defini-
tive reading.

I read tshos kha figuratively - that is, as the nature of something or someone, rather than as a specific
color.  this reading would, I feel, fit better with the far clearer message of the second couplet.  One
assumes that there is a specific gait used by these sngags pa, maybe because of their clothing or
because they carry a drum.

Note finally the honorific imperative gzigs dang, recognising the high status of the person addressed.

Qr.\*ogs.SP+in.p.dkr.po/ lu.gUai.bl.l.sov.n/

b*ms.p.Av.ki.dv.po.l/ ZW.gos.LHm.gsum.SG+on.gtov.// 305

2a byams pa ang ki dang por

If the clouds in the east became white as lamb’s wool,
I’d adorn my number one lover with hat and coat and boots.

This is another obscure poem, and neither the literal meaning, nor the allusive meaning offered by
Sørensen, seem quite right to me.  The soft and fluffy white clouds in the east do not, surely, threaten
the bad weather that would occasion dressing in hat and coat and boots, nor would an amelioration in
relations with China and/or Mongolia.  

We should also ask whether there is some significance in these garments being given specifically to
the poet’s main lover.  Does this, perhaps, indicate that she will be some kind of a signal of his happi-
ness, rather than a person to be offered fine clothes?  The use of sgron here might indicate that she is
to shine like a lamp in her finery.



LH.b*.gov.moai.LTo.l/ RDeau.ng.]uv.zs.yod/

gyv.dkr.luguai.LTo.l/ [ugs.sems.\,ev.dgos.mi.adUg 306

2a gyang dkar lug gu’i lto la
gyang skar lug gu’i lto la (WS)

The divine grouse fills its stomach with small black stones.
The lucky sheep doesn’t need to worry about its stomach

Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, in the form of the grouse, eats his fill of small black stones.  The fortu-
nate sheep (I feel gyang skar to be more fitting) need not worry about its food supply.  The poet seems
to be claiming that he has no interest in stealing food from others, which would indicate, possibly, that
he has no desire to extend his political control.  Therefore, the leaders of other nations - such as China
and Mongolia - should relax and not perceive threat where none exists.

gnm.de.SGog.SGog.SDid.SDig m.gnv.dv.Ae.go

]r.p.abebs.pai.]r.RKv./ cxm.]xr.ns.mi.adug 307

1b ma gnang rogs dang e go
2b brtsams la tshar nas mi ‘dug

The sky crashes with thunder - please don’t let it get the better of us:
Gentle raindrops have just begin to fall.

As with 301, we have here a possible reference to the Mongolian devotion to the sky in the word gnam.
Given what seems to be at least one context in which to read the previous two poems, we can definitely
understand thunder here as a precursor to an invasion by lHa bzang Qan’s troops.  However, we should
not be too quick to rush into such an interpretation.  After all, this might simply be a one-dimensional
poem about seeking shelter from a storm. 

Note the onomatapoeic difference between each couplet.  In the first, the vowels are heavy and short,
whereas in the second, they are lighter and more fluid, culminating in an entire last line articulated in the
front portion of the mouth, almost like the spitting of  rain.

A.m.bu.mo.SNv.SKYid/ SGl.rl.m.mo.re/

SGl.p.rl.ns.mqr.RGYUg SP+os.mqn.mi.adUg 308

1b sgal ral ma ni mo re
2b spros mkhan de ni mi ‘dug

sNang skyid, ever her mother’s daughter, pretends she’s got a bad back.
But there’s no-one around to proffer a walking stick.

Although the word a ma bu mo can simply sometimes refer to a young woman, it seems that the placing
of the mother at the opening of the poem suggests that, perhaps, she takes after her mother in her lazi-



ness.  That snang skyid can also refer to the girl’s happy nature is also possible, although here it might
better indicate that she’s mocking the more hard-working, obedient girls.

She pretends that she has a bad back, so as to skip work duties.  In sgal ral ma we also have an indi-
cation of her sly attitude.  The repetition of this term at the beginning of the second couplet is interesting
since, if we read it aloud, somehow it rounds on itself and begins to mock sNang skyid herself for her
behavior.  With mkhar rgyug | spros mkhan holding up either side of the cæsura, in the denoument we
are forced to laugh at this girl and her immaturity.  Read in this way, the literal meaning of her name
takes on a new significance.

This is an excellent example of the tshig rgyag genre:  not only is it critical but, in its construction it
also creates a tension, here with the slight lengthening of the phrase sgal ral ma in the prominent third
line, so that the final mi ‘dug has a tragicomic or slapstick element (how, we wonder slyly, will she man-
age with no-one to help?).

gser.SKov.A.ms.m.btgs/ rg.SKov.b)o.l.mi.adUg

ser.]en.bog.RDo.aog.ns/ adi.q.gnv.sos.bde.b// 309

Her mother didn’t fasten the golden earring, and I wasn’t thinking of the brass earring.
I was content nonetheless beneath my large yellow hat.

In 153, we saw a comparison between a stallion and a sorrel mule as possibly representing the merits
of two girls, each with very different social status.  Here it is the gold and the brass earrings which
show, at least, their superficial worth.  

The mother of the rich girl is not willing to fix the golden earring, indicating that she will not consent to
her daughter marrying - at least not to her marrying the poet.  But in the poorer girl, the brass earring,
he has no interest:  note the contrast between the proactive, outside influence of a mas in the first line
and the poet’s own opinion, in the same slot in the second line.

But it seems as though, under his wide-brimmed yellow hat, he is still content.  Note the homophony
between gser and ser and the echoes between the first feet of both couplets.  Maybe there is a link
between the girl with(out) the gold earring and the young man with the yellow hat, of which her mother
is unaware.  If we read ‘di kha as referring specifically to the mother’s view (literally, perhaps, “In the
face of such prejudice...”) we can imagine an alternative situation while the mother is not at home.

Given the combination of this and the previous poem, it is tempting to imagine that sNang skyid might
- at least in the mind of the compiler - be the girl with the golden earring, that she has a specific reason
for staying at home while the others, her mother included, go off to work.

ri.Qog.qog.RDo.log.gi me.tog.ser.po.db*vs.ajxin/

q*ed.ni.v.l.mi.Zed/ v.ni.q*ed.l.mi.Zed// 310

1a ri shog khog rdo logs gi

A yellow sundew on a barren rocky mountain-side.
You’re not afraid of me, I’m not afraid of you.

The sundew, as Sørensen points out, is often known as rtag tu ngu, ever-weeping, indicating the dew -
hence the English name - which flows continually from its leaves.  Note the shortened version of its
more common name (‘jam dbyangs ‘dzin) given here, dbyangs ‘dzin, clearly a wordplay on the name
Tshangs dbyangs.



Other than the reference to the Dalai Lama, there seems no specific reason why the sundew is men-
tioned here.  Maybe the idea conveyed by the name rtag tu ngu also calls to mind the weeping of sepa-
ration and the weeping of meeting together once again.  

The rocky mountain of the first line is expressed through a series of (mainly velar) plosives, inter-
spersed with lower back vowels:  in articulating this awkward combination, the tongue moves quickly
forward and backward through the mouth, creating its own harsh outcrops.  The second line, on the
other hand, has but two plosives, and both unstressed:  the flowing dew is sounded in the elision
between semi-vowels and open vowels.

The second couplet is a simple declaration of openness, albeit couched in somewhat peculiar lan-
guage.    What should one person’s lack of fear in another suggest?  In Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s
case, and given the fact that it is the “you” character who is mentioned first, it might be a reference to
his precarious and singular position and the fact that anyone interested in having any kind of relation-
ship with him would have, at some stage, to deal with the Regent and the authorities.

fid.rv.gfis.poai.SK+g.n/ agl.ajxoms.Zig.b*s.b*Uv./

]xur.l.dUv.dUv.mjxd.n/ \r.l.sems.sems.ZUs.]og

ajxum.gYis.qevs.p.b*Uv.n/ mfm.ajg.l.bZg.yod// 311

1b ‘gal ‘dzoms zhig kyang byas byung
2a tshur la gdung gdung mdzad na
3b mnyam ‘jag la ni bzhag yod

Although uncertain of each other, we were bound to come together.
If you fancy me, then I want you too.

And if our meeting is full of smiles, then we’ll be as one.

This poem might contain the key to explaining the strange sentiment of the last couplet of the previous
verse.  Notice how the first line here ends in skrag na, reminding us of the repeated mi zhed before.
The couple are also repeated, brought closer together, through the phrase nyid rang gnyis po
(homophonous in a way in which the more standard nyed rang would not have been).

So we can assume that this is a poem about a fated meeting.  The couple, though wary of one anoth-
er, are somehow bound to be together.  The coyness of the language in the second couplet - one per-
son here, the other there, the delicacy of dung dung (see also 258) and sems sems - reinforces the
uncertainty between them, as they explore one another and see what, if anything, they might have in
common.

The final couplet creates the chance of a positive denouement.  The fear of the opening line is here
contrasted with a situation full of smiles, with ‘dzum placed in a prominent position at the head of the
line.  Note also in this couplet how the echo of ‘dzum...byung is reinforced by the contrasting echo of
‘jag...bzhag, their joy producing a positive and fruitful relationship.

Wecan understand this verse, then, as tracing the story of a relationship, from its uncertain beginnings
to its happy conclusion.  Beyond its inclusion in this collection, there seems no reason to relate it specif-
ically to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.

RT.\o.RGYUg.p.RVs.sov./ s,b.mda.[en.p.\*is.sov./

ls.a\,o.med.pai.b*ms.p/ SFiv.gtm.bQos.p.SVs.sov.// 312



1b srab mda’ ‘then pa phyis song

The horse bolted too soon, the reins were pulled too late.
Too readily my luckless lover speaks our intimate words.

In many of the verses in the early part of this collection, the poet criticised his lovers for telling the
secrets of their lovelife to others, often to her other suitors.  Here, this recklessness has produced diffi-
culties, if not for here then definitely for him.  

There is only a split-second between a horse under control and one out of control.  The presence at
the beginning of the opening two lines of the horse and the reins, and the relationship, expressed in the
central foot of both lines, between the animal’s violent bolting and the attempt to pull him back, leads
inexorably to the hopeless situation of the final foot of the couplet:  it’s too late.

The structure of the first couplet is repeated in the second:  the contextually neutral terms las ‘phro
and snying gtam are modified by the negative med pa and the contextually negative bshos pa, this lin-
ear development emphasising the way in which, given other circumstances, the situation might have
turned the other way and securing the lovers’ intimacy.  The final foot, while literally the opposite of the
final foot in the first couplet, reinforces the hopelessness of the situation:  this time, the revelations are
spoken too early.

The homophonous pair rngas song and sngas song also link the headstrong horse with the equally
headstrong girl.  The association of young women with natural forces, such as the moon and stars, and
with wild animals such as the horse and the wolf (see 72 in the present collection), in some ways, func-
tions as an explanation, if not an excuse, for their behavior, tempered by the rational intellect of her
male lover.  Indeed, here, there is only criticism of the girl:  it’s as though the poet feels that he is free
from blame, despite not pulling early enough on the reins, and despite also being equally responsible
for their relationship.

\.riai.LH.b*.gov.mo/ ]ur.riai.b*iau.ajol.mo/

SKU.]xe.ls.a\,o.zd.pai/ gY.m.do.gcig.b*s.b*Uv.// 313

1a phar ri’i lha bya gong mo
2b gya’ ma do gcig byas byung (WS)

The grouse on the mountain over there, the thrush on the mountain over here:
I’m caught in between, my chance of a lifetime is gone.

The poet finds himself incapable to choose between two girls, whom he finds attractive for different rea-
sons.  The grouse, perhaps, represents a kind and loving woman, a goddess, offering him earthy pleas-
ures such as sex and beer;  the thrush is perhaps a more flighty partner, with a lovely voice, a sweet
singer, but one with whom he can only have an occasional relationship. 

Although Sørensen chooses to read bar ma do at the beginning of the final line, I would suggest that
the correct reading is gya’ ma do, indicating that the poet is stuck amidst the slate between two moun-
tains, where he finds it difficult to find his footing.  Read in this way, the emphasis is on the poet himself,
unable to choose between the two young women, rather than on them:  as he says, his chance of (a
happy) life is all but lost.  Notice too that, if we do read gya’ here, we have a homonymous connection
with Yama, reinforcing the poet’s desperation and the statement of the previous line.

Qiv.de.SP.m.bkUg.bkUg gv.l.bLTs.ns.gUg.p/



luv.p.adi.l.lus.sems/ qug.p.rv.mi.adug 314

1b gang la bltas nas ‘gugs pa
2b khug pa rang ni mi ‘dug

The juniper tree, bending, bending - but why does it bend like that?
Here in this valley, my body and mind find no relaxation.

Here the poet looks at a small variety of the juniper tree, wondering why (or maybe, in the context of the
second couplet) how it manages to be so flexible.  The sound correspondences in this couplet - the
vowel sounds in the first two feet of the first line are switched in the second - perhaps illustrate the
organic movement here, while the variation in the final foot stands as a kind of interrogation.

The valley referred to here recalls the poet’s predicament in the previous verse.  There, too, he had no
respite and his mind and body were unable to be relaxed and flexible.  The movement of the key word
khug pa to the front of the final line both emphasises it and allows its negation (a kind of half-rhyme,
moreover) to take another prominent position at the poem’s close.

l.mo.y.giai.RCXe.ns/ SP+in.gsr.Zig.lv.b*Uv./

\.yul.\*ogs.kYi.b*ms.ps/ sems.p.btv.b.los.yin// 315

1b sprin gsar zhig ni langs byung

From the top of the upper pass, a new cloud rises up.
My lover, of course, sends thoughts from home.

As in 89, the poet infers from the appearance of a new cloud over the pass beyond, that his lover is
thinking of him at home, sending him thoughts of love.  The presence of los here maybe bespeaks
wishful thinking or else is a reminder to himself of the woman whom he knows misses him.  

Noteworthy here is the parallelism between la mo and pha yul, the female pass (echoed in the word
byams pa at the end of the third line) and the poet’s homeland, his father(‘s)land.

mqr.gYi.RCXe.LH.m.mfes/ SGo.LH.RT.gyg.m.mfes/

[ms.cd.mfes.pai.bs,Uv.m/ m.gcig.dpLH.bZevs.gtov.// 316

2b ma gcig dpal lha bzhengs gtong

Not only to please the castle peak gods, nor the gate gods, the horses or the yaks,
But to please everyone, we erected the protector Ma gcig dpal lha.

dPal ldan lha mo, also called Ma gcig dpal lha, is a protector of Lhasa and of the dGe lugs pa order
(see 138, 158, 163).  Here the poet declares that what is presumably a statue of the protector was
erected, not only to please the gods who might require propitiation, nor the animals on whom Tibetans
depend for their livelihood, but for the wellbeing and benefit of everyone.  

The implication here is obviously that, although spiritual practise is supposed to be for everyone of
whatever rank, however important they might be to their society, nonetheless there are people who



believe that they are special and require more respect and good treatment than do others.  Such opin-
ions, the poet says, he is not prepared to entertain.  We should recall that Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho’s popularity stemmed in part from what we might today call his “common touch”, his preference
for welcoming his guests and waiting on them, rather than being himself waited upon and, of course, his
preference for spending time in Lhasa rather than in the confines of the Potala.

vv.p.g+o.ms.ab,v.bai/ SBo.SGeg.m.mo.re/

m]xo.SMn.\.ls.LHg.p/ Ae.mfes.p.bLTao// 317

1b sbo sgeg ma ni mo re
2b e mnyes thub pa blta’o

How proud is the goose, eating up sweet potatoes!
Let’s see whether he can find pleasure away from the lake goddess.

The relationship between the goose and the lake is well attested in Indo-Tibetan literature and is men-
tioned extensively in this collection.  Geese supposedly mate for life and are therefore an image of the
loyalty and constancy which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho seems to have craved, both from his lovers
but also from those in his retinue, not least of whom was his Regent.

Here the goose is described as proud, although the word sbo sgeg ma also implies a swollen stom-
ach, which is clearly also intended to be heard in connection with his diet of potatoes.

As with so many of these gzhas, the contrast is set up in the opening foot of both couplets, here
between the goose and the goddess of the lake.  The challenge, though, does not seem to be serious -
the use of e mnyes is quite casual -and is clearly going to be answered in the negative.  We could per-
haps read a connection between ‘brang ba and lhag pa, in the feet preceding the two cæsura:  the
goose pursues the sweet potatoes, but he has no need to pursue anything superior to what he already
has.

LCv.ms.q*om.q*om.m.gnv./ b*iau.k)d.p.aq*om.gis/

LCv.mai.[ugs.l.med.n/ b*iau.SDod.s.SPos.]og 318

Willow, do not sway, in case your swaying sways the little bird.
If the willow shows no concern, the little bird will move away.

The willow and the little bird, though frequently pictured as a single, loving unit, are here placed almost
in opposition.  The poet warns the tree not to sway too much, in case it disturbs the bird:  the use of
khyom khyom...|...’klad pa khyom is a clever play on words linking the two central characters.

The placement of the willow and the bird at the beginning of, respectively, the first and second lines of
each couplet allows the verbal connection set up in the first to be threatened in the second.  The sway-
ing of the willow might indicate a roving eye or else simply a lack of concentration:  nonetheless, if the
willow is not careful, the bird will fly away.  Chog as the final idea of the poem indicates that the bird
would be perfectly within her rights to move and we can imagine this poem to be a warning to unfaithful
or inattentive lovers (whether male or female), that they should take care to treat their lovers with con-
sideration. 



rv.gi.sems.dv.mi.sems/ m.m[un.dv.zer.n/

sems.p.mi.yi.\*g.\*ir/ btv.dv.m.btv.mi.adUg 319

1b ma mthun pa dang zer na

If you said my mind was not in harmony with the minds of others,
It would be pointless to give them a hand.

The obligation upon the Bodhisattva is to act so as to help all beings in whatever way is possible.  The
Dalai Lama, as the yi dam sPyan ras gzigs, is also supposed to have the heroic mind (sems dpa’) of the
Boddhisattva and here, at the opening of the second couplet, we have the homophonous sems pa, cre-
ating a two-tier meaning for this poem.

Indeed, the personal obligation of the poet is illustrated here through the interplay of words and stress.
The phrase rang gi sems not only emphasises the subject, but also his mind, through the use of
stressed syllables;  the minds of other people, however, are unstressed and it is they themselves (mi)
who are stressed.  

The implication of the first couplet is, as we know from elsewhere, that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
was, if not a false Dalai Lama, then certainly an aberration in the lineage, who had more concern for his
lovers and for beer than for the benefit of all sentient beings.  This is where the structure of this poem,
however, comes into play.  The message of the first line is repeated, in another form, in the third:  the
emphasis upon the poet’s mind working for others comes to the fore in the word phyag phyir, which
recalls phyag rgya, the seal or gesture of the Buddha nature.

It is in the first lines of both couplets that the central them of the poem takes hold.  The second lines
echo one another through the use of alveolar plosives and velar nasals, with a kind of throwaway state-
ment in the final line, as if Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho wishes to dismiss the suggestion that he is act-
ing other than in the interest of others.

Of course, this can be seen as a much more general, popular poem.  From the point of view of Tibetan
Buddhism, the activity of the Bodhisattva is paramount and it is taught that one is naturally given to
seek, for oneself as much as for others, happiness and clarity of mind.  Thus, the idea suggested in the
opening couplet here is, in some ways, considered by the poet to be nonsensical.

zur.bZi.mda.ls.ad+ovs.p/ b).b,v.gsr.pai.zur.bZi/

dpon.po.svs.RGYs.RGY.m]xoai/ bZin.rs.gsl.por.m[ov.b*Uv.// 320

The new monastic residence is straighter than any arrow.
You can clearly see the face of Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho in it.

The control which the Regent exercised, not only over Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho but equally over
the dGe lugs pa and Tibet in general during the final two decades of the seventeenth century probably
meant that his face was clearly visible in every building erected and every official document published.
Here, the new monastic residence is physically locked within its four corners (zur bzhi), described as
straighter (that is, perhaps, more inflexible) than any arrow.

The association of Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho with straightness and inflexibility hides, however, the likeli-
hood that he was in fact a highly emotional and unstable person.  On the surface, of course, he was the
rigid and angular hierarch suggested in the first couplet here;  deeper down - and this might have been
a side of him seen only by those closest to him, and that infrequently - he was perhaps like a mirage,
perceived clearly in his actions, but then as an influence more than a powerful presence.  If we read this
poem as by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, it is perhaps this aspect of the Regent’s influence



which is being emphasised here.

s.de.qv.p.ser.por/ bze.m.bze.[v.gtiv.yod/

bze.m.mv.ns.bze.ag+os/ mi.Qes.p.adUgo 321

2b de mi shes pa ‘dug go
der mi shes pa ‘dug go (WS)

There’s a plain of spiny goathorn, where the yellow houses are.
Walking in this prickly place, I don’t know what to do.

In his commentary to this poem, Sørensen gives an extensive explanation and history of the phenome-
non of the yellow houses in Lhasa.  These khang gser were, ostensibly, places in which either the Dalai
Lama or the Panchen Lama had spent a night, and were thus specially blessed with their presence.
Moreover, the tradition developed that they were also houses which once had been used by Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho to conduct his illicit affaires, even down to the presence of small stone thrones.

Throughout the area of the yellow houses, we are told, a plain of spiny goathorn obstructs his way.
Note the feminine ending for this plant and the way in which the central two lines of the poem seem to
be strewn with it, in four of the six stressed syllables.  The growth is thick, too, and numerous and is a
real hinderance to movement.  This spiny, feminine plant is clearly a reference to Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho’s many lovers who live in this area of the city:  meeting with them reminds him of many things,
including his disapproving Regent, his presumed lack of propriety and, maybe most importantly, the
potential problems which his behavior causes the government and the people of Tibet.

With this in mind, the slightly corrupted final line is an acknowledgement of his helplessness and, I
would say, of his realisation that no one can really help him.  The thorns are also indicative of his (per-
ceived) lack of safety and of a direct route through life.

l.de.RGod.mqr.l.mo/ ajxeg.kYin.ajxeg.kYin.\*in.ps/

gvs.ri.]u.bai.]u.SN/ dv.l.RKed.l.mjl.b*Uv.// 322

2b dvangs la rked la mjal byung

Going up, up over the rGod mkhar pass,
I meet halfway with clear, glacial waters.

As we saw in 164, the chances of encountering a pool of clear water on the dGod mkhar pass is highly
unlikely.  Indeed, the inhospitable nature of the place is illustrated by the second line, with the repeated
climbing sound of ‘dzeg kyin echoing as the poet ascends.

It is possible, of course, that it is the very inhospitality of the place which occasions the mention of the
cool glacial waters.  For, possibly, this is a figurative description of someone whom he met halfway up.
There is no reason to think that this was necessarily a young woman, but the description leads us to
believe that, whomever it was, his spirits were revivified by the meeting.  Note that the verb used here is
the respectful mjal, rather than ‘phrad, conveying both the pleasure and the emotional assistance afford-
ed by the meeting.



dUv.RCXe.r-.m.RGY.mor/ SMn.RCXe.dr.LCog.bcxug.yod/

don.med.r)Uv.po.m.RGYg SMn.RCXeai.]xos.q.log.ag+o 323

I fastened a flag of Chinese silk to the Dung rtse Rva ma rgya mo.
Without reason, the wind won’t lift it and turn its painted face around.

The poet fixed a ceremonial scarf to the statue of the bearded goat, Dung rtse Rva ma rgya mo, erect-
ed in memory of the founding of the Jo khang in the seventh century BCE, but the wind failed to lift it
and allow it to be seen.

An unusual feature here is the repetition at the start of the second line of both couplets.  The word
sman rtse echoes back to dung rtse, which is echoed once again in don med.  But the prominence of
the second lines is interesting, in that they hold the main theme of the poem, namely the poet’s prayer
flag.  

Why the wind fails to lift the flag is unclear.  The fact that the wind is mentioned suggests that it should
be strong enough for the job, and we can only speculate on reasons, such as the disapproval of the
goddess for matters here undisclosed.

l.de.RGod.mqr.l.mo/ RGY.Qog.dkr.por.sov.n/

RGY.Qog.SG+il.SG+il.gYi dpon.po.mjl.br.Ae.[d// 324

2a rgya shog sgril sgril gyi ni

If the rGod mkhar pass turns white, like Chinese paper.
Let’s roll it up and go meet the governor.

The explanation offered by Sørensen in response to this poem is ingenious and seems to be extremely
plausible.  This pass, which, as we have seen before (164 and 322), is very barren and unwelcoming,
grows even more so when whitened by snow.  After the first fall of snow, it is pure and delicate, white as
Chinese paper.  This being the medium for official documents, the people should present a complaint to
the governor about the impassability of the area in such conditions.

The identity of the governor here is possibly, Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho.  As in 320, this could be an
ironic reference to him as a kind of factotum, capable of doing whatever he wanted in Tibet, even down
to altering the weather or the terrain on the mGod mkhar pass. 

mdo.b.RT.\o.bZin.gYi mu.q,id.gnv.l.mi.dgos/

gyv.dkr.lu.gu.bZin.gYis/ RGY.m]xos.gnv.rog.gnv.ZU// 325

2a gyang dkar lug gu bzhin gyis
2b rgya mtshos gnang rogs gnang zhu

Don’t bother leading out the best of stallions:
Better to oversee the ocean of white sheep.

In this poem, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho pleads for the chance to be allowed to go his own way.  He



likens himself to a high quality A mdo stallion, he has no need of being guided:  indeed, it would be use-
less to attempt such a thing, as we know from other sources concerning the Dalai Lama.

The independent stallion in the first line is contrasted with the white and frankly ovine sheep in the
third.  It is unclear whether this is meant deliberately to be dismissive of the general populace, whom
the sheep clearly represent, although the comparison with the excellent horse suggests that this is the
case.  

Whereas the horse requires no guidance, the sheep require alert observation.  The pun on the
Regent’s name (but also, of course, on the poet’s) seems to be a request to take responsibility of the
people, and maybe also Tibet itself.  Could this be a veiled acknowledgement by Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho that he was ill-suited for his rôle, and that Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho would be eminently better,
being not only a brilliant politician but also a man concerned with power and with popular adulation?

The repetition of gnang in both the second and the fourth lines signal the respectful nature of the
request, which suggests that this is a genuine and deliberate request for a shift in power.  Perhaps
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho perceived that Tibet would be safer politically and in terms of security with
the Regent at the helm. 

nmqa.SKr.ms.qev.sov./ qog.p.bsm.b)os.qev.sov./

]xogs.m.bsgs.pai.b*ms.ps/ SFiv.gtm.bQos.p.mi.adUg 326

1a nam mkha’ skar mas khengs song
1b khog pa bsam blos khengs song

The sky is filled with stars and my stomach is filled with thought.
My love, who has no conviction, won’t tell me her secrets.

This is a striking song about the feelings of being in love with someone whose mind you don’t under-
stand.  Like the sky is filled with stars, the poet’s gut is filled with thoughts, churning around and disturb-
ing his mind.  The astrological link should not be missed here (and the homophony between skar ma
and karman, which also seems relevant here):  the movement of the stars in the sky effects what hap-
pens on the earth, which in turns has its effect on the health and inner feelings of individuals.

The young woman to whom he refers in the second couplet is not mischievous, nor ill-willed:  she sim-
ply has not gotten her act together and (as the Tibetan literally has it) her mind is uncollected.  So
maybe she really has no idea what she should be saying to her lover, maybe there are no intimate
thoughts to offer him.

The use of the word snying gtam recalls previous poems (27, 70) in which it is the girlfriend who
reveals the couple’s pillow talk to others.  Here, contradictorily, she is incapable of expressing such feel-
ings.  It is hard to ascertain which of these problems the poet finds more wearing.

LHm.gog.m[il.RDol.gYon.ns/ RKv.]uv.]x.ls.mi.adUg

LHm.]uv.A.Qes.vr.gdov./ fi.m.ade.ru.]ug.dv.// 327

Wearing shoes with soles of holes only pains my feet:
Little shoes, be kind to my shins and let them warm up in the sun.

It would be unlikely that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho would have needed to wear ill-soled shoes, so
this is probably not by him.  Rather, it seems to be a poem expressing a feeling which, one imagines,
most Tibetans would have known at some stage in their life.



Walking around in shoes with holes in them pains the feet dreadfully:  here, we might recall the poet’s
clambering up the rGod mkhar pass or else his crossing of the caltrop-strewn plains of Zhol.  The use of
the diminutive chung, both for his feet and, in the next line, for his shoes, identifies this as a young man
- or else a man who would think himself in need of succour.

The poet’s voice here, in fact, is unusual for this collection in that he is asking for respite and bewailing
his situation in an explicit fashion.  We could surmise that this is not a poem so much about the practi-
calities of poor footware, rather that his shoes stand for some kind of protection.  In this case, we could
reintoduce Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho here, asking for kindness to be shown to him, for the weight
maybe to be lifted from his back, as in 325.

The rest he asks for, though, is nothing if not simple, to be allowed to recouperate in the sun for a
while.  If we do choose to read this as a simple folksong, then it is clear that this is a straightforward
poem about the human need for rest and to feel the warmth of the sun on one’s skin.

Qiv.de.SBYr.ps.ln.n/ SBYr.p.RT.g+is.bcd.]og

SBYr.pai.QUl.dU.cxn.dn/ Ae.aq,Uvs.p.bLTao// 328

2b e ‘khrungs thub pa blta’o

If you take up with the poplar tree, you can always fell it with an ax.
Change the poplar for a sandalwood tree and let’s see if it’ll bloom.

This is a pretty cynical poem, ostensibly about the choice to leave one girl for another, perhaps better,
girl.  The tone suggests that it might be sung by a woman, maybe one identifying herself with the poplar,
although it could be a kind of tsgigs rgyag, sung by one man to another whose motives he feels are not
as honorable as they could be.

The movement of the word sbyar pa from the second foot of the first line to the first foot of the second
and third lines (including the prominent, opening foot of the second couplet) is a way of foregrounding
the poplar.  If the man decides, having apparently committed to this girl, that he made a mistake, he
can, quite literally, cut her off.

Such a violent decision, however, doesn’t phase the girl and, in the third line, she introduces the san-
dalwood tree, albeit at the end of the line, indicating already that she considers herself to be in a better
position.  The final line, sardonically, hints that the new relationship will not bring forth flowers, heralding
the man’s speedy and, we assume, somewhat shamefaced return to her bed.

Even though Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was, and still is, regarded with great devotion among the
Tibetan people, there must have been some element of society that found the stories surrounding him
occasionally hard to stomach.  That he was a womaniser is fairly certain, and we can imagine certain
women - and maybe some men too - who would have created songs such as this to poke gentle fun at
him, or at least at the rumors concerning him.  Of course, too, the final line only hints at the expected
outcome:  there is nothing here which is explicitly critical, and e ‘khrungs even carries a slightly respect-
ful tone.

RCX.b.bcxug.ns.yov.yod/ ab,s.bu.SMin.ns.yovs.ps/

agYUr.med.Zbs.bRTn.LH.qv./ m.agYUr.bRTn.pr.bZUgs.Qig 329

I come and plant the roots and then I come to see the ripened fruit.
May the Zhabs rtan lha khang remain firm and unmoving.



In this poem, the second couplet sounds like a standard prayer (102, 222) for the long life of a lama or,
as here, for the stability of a temple or an institution.  While Sørensen sees this as a prayer for an
enduring love affair, I would say that this is not necessarily the case.  It could, in fact, refer to anything
which the poet has begun.  Maybe Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho had a particular devotion to or concern
for the Zhabs rtan lha khang, supposedly a small temple within the Potala and it is these roots which he
wishes to see ripen.

Note, in the second couplet, that what could have been a simple prayer is in fact quite a subtle
arrangement of language.  The first two feet of both lines contain two phrases implying steadfastness
and stability:  ‘gyur med changes to ma gyur and zhabs brtan becomes brtan pa, moving the active, ver-
bal roots next to one another while keeping the deep meaning of the phrase the same.

LCv.m.b*iaur.gces.p/ b*iau.LCv.mr.gces.p/

d.loai.riv.l.LCv./ gcod.mi.gnv.rog.gnv.ZU// 330

2a da lo’i ring la lcang ma
2b gcod mi gnang rogs gnang zhu

The willow’s in love with the sparrow, the sparrow’s in love with the willow.
Please don’t cut down the willow while the season lasts.

This verse echoes mgu glu 62 although, whereas in that poem love is seen to conquer all, here there
appears to be the strong possibility that the lovers will be thwarted by outside forces.  Again we have
the topos of the willow and the sparrow to carry the idea of a loving couple.

The da lo mentioned here refers most likely to the course of the love affair.  This implies that it’s
unlikely to last for very long, but that it should be allowed to take its course.  As in 328, the implication
surrounding Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho seems to have been that he was incapable of finding true
love, whether that was because of his own basic nature or because of the outside forces impinging
upon him.

The final line, with its pleading and repetition of gnang, emphasises the lovers’ desire for their relation-
ship to remain intact, a powerful echo of the sentiment in 15.

k.b.agYUr.gYi.dog.ns/ k.gdn.RDo.l.bcol.yod/

b*ms.p.agYUr.gYi.dog.ns/ mi.bzv.SPv.por.bzg.yod// 331

1a ka ba ‘gyur gyi dogs nas
2a byams pa ‘gyur gyi dogs nas

Fearful that the pillar might shift position, I fixed its base in rock.
Fearful that my lover would shift position, I’ve engaged a good witness.

The stability of the pillar is mentioned elsewhere in this text (66, 210) and here we see it used in con-
trast with the presumed instability of the poet’s lover, a contrast achieved through the repetition in line
three of two of the three feet from line one. 

By fixing the pillar into rock, it can be held fast.  Although the mind of the girl cannot be treated in this
way, a witness can at leats testify to any promises she might make.  The description of this witness as a
mi bzang is interesting:  is this in opposition to the girlfriend, perhaps, who is considered untrustworthy,
and therefore perhaps not a good person?  Or is this an ironic comment about the nature of their love in



general, that someone good needs to be found in order for their relationship to be kept, like the pillar,
fixed and straight?

j.de.ng.poai.SPu.j/ g.le.SKU.bZUgs.gnv.ZU/

gser.j.v.yv.mi.SDod/ A.mdoai.gZUv.l.log.ag+o 332

1a ja de nag po spus ja

I bid farewell to that fragrant black tea.
Nor will I stay - this golden tea returns to central A mdo.

I agree here with Sørensen’s homophonous reading of ja as both tea and a bird.  From the yang in line
three, it appears that the black bird - we should maybe read this as another one of his lovers - is the
leaving the poet.  But he, the golden goose, will also not stay but return to A mdo instead.  Interestingly
enough, we have yet to see a relationship set up in this collection between a goose and anything other
than a lake, so it is perhaps not surprising that the black-feathered bird is leaving.  

If we read the orthography literally, with tea replacing the birds, the poem is less clear.  We can specu-
late on why tea might have been used here, but it seems better to imagine perhaps that the homophony
might have had some intimate meaning for the lovers, like a kind of secret language.

The phrase spu ja before the cæsura in the first couplet is replaced in the second couplet by mi ‘sdod:
when read aloud, there is a trace of ‘phur bya here to suggest the flying bird, mirrored by the poet’s own
decision not to remain behind.

dge.a\el.dbu.RCXeai.RCXe.ns/ SKr.m.g+vs.med.Qr.b*Uv./

]u.dv.ao.m.ad+es.pai/ ]xi.gi.RDo.q.aq*er.Qog 333

2b tshig gi rdo kha ‘khyer shog

From the top of dGe ‘phel dbu rtse, numberless stars are shining.
Bring a firm decision about our mixture of milk and water.

dGe ‘phel dbu rtse, rising behind ‘Bras spungs monastery in Lhasa, is considered one of the most
important and sacred mountains in the area and is clearly cited here for its powerful significance, both
as a landmark and as a kind of witness to the relationship between the poet and his lover.

The innumerable stars twinking over the top of the mountain are mentioned, I think, as a reminder to
this specific young woman to make a definite choice regarding her future.  This bespeaks a remarkable
arrogance on the part of the poet, although if we imagine that this is Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, we
should also keep in mind the way in which the admixture of power and youth operates, as much on men
as on women.

The inseparability of water and milk is a popular theme in Tibetan for a permanant relationship, as we
saw in 91.  This second couplet uses an interesting rhetorical device, using a commonplace, almost
bland, form of language to speak about something of considerable importance and then, in the final line,
making a sharp and direct request.  Indeed, the force in this final line carries a sense of anger and irrita-
tion, which reinforces the implication of the first couplet and suggests that the poet is coming to the end
of his tether.



fi.m.gza.yi.zin.p/ SKYe.b.SVon.mai.ls.red/

RV.gog.bRDUv.bs.gza.ajxin/ mi.q,ol.b.adUgo 334

1a nyi ma gza’ yis zin pa
2b de mi khrol ba ‘dug go

The sun is trapped by Rahu, bringing us the ripening of karman.
This worn-out drum can’t unlock Rahu’s grip.

According to Indian mythology, it is Rahu who, by swallowing the sun (and moon) as an act of revenge
for punishment incurred elsewhere at their behest, creates eclipses:  we should also note here the
importance of Rahu and Ketu, the lunar nodes, in Vedic (and, increasingly, in occidental) astrology.
These two adversaries stand at the start of this poem, signalling the theme to be developed.  The con-
nection made by the poet here between the eclipse and karman is interesting, since of course the dis-
appearance of the sun has been a widespread harbinger of the last days in many and diverse cultures.
The second line here could also refer to the relationship between Rahu and the sun, indicating the
repeated effect of the sun’s previous treatment of Rahu, but it should probably here be taken primarily
as being the working of the karman of the poet and his lover.

Here, however, Rahu appears to represent a man who has seized (that is, married) this particular
woman.  The intertwining of mythology and reality also crops up in this collection in the context of
Prince Nor bzang (20, 63, 89), which describes similar circumstances.  

The second couplet introduces the old Tibetan belief (common also in other cultures such as the
Maya) that, by making noise, the people of the earth can cause the release of the sun.  Here, however,
the drum which the poet wants to use is old and decrepit and not capable of making enough noise.  The
verb phrase gza’ yis zin pa in the first line is shortened to the noun phrase gza’ ‘dzin here and placed in
the prominent place just before the cæsura, thus making it the final sub-theme of the poem, governing
the hopeless situation of the final line.  The young woman cannot be released (or, maybe, does not
want to be released) from the grip of the other man:  the poet is left miserable and, with his broken
drum, without ritual power.

Incidentally, Sørensen’s alternative reconstructions of the final line, with nyi ‘dzin as the opening foot,
strikes me as pleonastic, given the placement of gza’ ‘dzin just before the cæsura.  In context, his sug-
gestion of de mi khrol ba dug go seems far more appropriate.

Qr.gYi.\*ogs.ns.LHgs.p/ m.b*Uv.g+gs.p.m.gtogs/
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1a shar gyi phyogs nas lhags pa
2b blangs pa tshar nas mi ‘dug

The wind comes from the east, but it would be better if it didn’t.
Still, you grasses, you’ve already sung your sad songs.

This poem conceals a number of homphonous allusions to what we might assume is yet another failed
relationship.  The word lhag pa, while meaning a cold wind, can also indicate a meeting or a coming
together.  Read in this way, it would seem to indicate a difficult or unpleasant meeting, whether with a
recalcitrant lover or else, as Sørensen suggests, with foreign (maybe Chinese or Mongolian) forces.
The implication of the second line is clear, and the ma gtogs here suggest that the problem is already
very much present.



At the start of the second couplet, while the word ‘jag ma speaks of grasses, it could also homophoni-
cally be read as chags ma, the poet’s lover.  Her sad songs (or, at least, her songs of sadness) have
already been sung, so there is now no hope for the two of them to be together.  The only obstacle for
this reading is the pluralised khyod tsho, although, given Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s notoriety, it
would not be impossible for him to be addressing more than one of his lovers.

This could be seen to follow from the previous poem, with the cold wind from the east replacing Rahu,
but the hopelessness of the poet’s situation remaining unchanged.  

m]ed.g+ogs.se.r.ab,s.SPUvs/ m.bsm.p.med.de/

rs.gos.adi.gs.]os.gos/ mi.fn.p.adugo 336

1b ma bsam pa ni med de
2b mi nyan pa zhig dug go

My brothers in Sera and ‘Bras spungs are always on my mind.
These cotton clothes, though, aren’t suitable as a monk’s robe.

Once again, as in 222, the monastery of dGa’ ldan is ommitted from this list of the three principal reli-
gious establishments in Lhasa and more research needs to be done on why Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho might have felt less inclined to acknowledge the monks there.  Nonetheless, in this poem, he
declares that, for sure, he is no longer a monk and cannot feel part of the monastic life any more, how-
ever much he might think of his religious brothers.

The poignancy of this song is also found in the way in which he describes his friends as mched grogs
(an echo perhaps of gtan grogs) and how he claims that he is never not thinking of them (ma bsam pa
med).  His cotton clothes (another echo, perhaps, but this time of his desire for retreat) are not suitable
to be used as the ceremonial robe used by fully ordained monks (and remember, in any case, that
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was never ordained as a gde slong) on special occasions.

This, then, is a realisation that there is no going back to the life which he once lived as a monk.  In
1702, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho burnt many of his bridges with the establishment - although,
notably, not with his preceptor bLo bzang ye shes - and we must presume that, from time to time, he
regretted his decision and felt even more alienated therefore from the community of which he was sup-
posed, at least in theory, to have been spiritual head.

LCv.m.]u.l.SKYes.m/ y.m]xn.]e.RGYU.mi.adUg

de.ls.SKm.poai.b,g.l/ LH.Qiv.QUg.p.aq,Uv.adUg 337

2b lha shing shug pa ‘khrungs ‘dug

The water-born willow isn’t half as amazing
As a juniper tree, springing from a dry rock.

The self-evident truth of this poem would seem to hide a secondary meaning.  The contrast between the
willow and the juniper, for instance, is set up at the beginning of the first and fourth lines.  The use of
lha shing (rather than simply shug pa) here is maybe a device to emphasise the specialness of the
juniper over the willow:  if, as Sørensen surmises, this is a comparison between one rather ordinary girl
and another, considerably more attractive, one, we should note the contrast also between the verbs
skye and ‘khrung to describe their growth.  Of course, the marvel of a juniper springing from a rock



might well occasion a divine and honorific association;  nonetheless, that seems to be the point here,
further indicated by the replacement of ya mtshan with lha shing at the head of the second lines of both
couplets.

b*iau.LCv.mai.mgo.l/ mi.ajog.[g.]od.yin.n/

SDod.bde/ SKY.q,.hor.p.l.mi.adUg 338

2a sdod pa’i gnas bzod bde po
2b skya khra hor par mi ‘dug (WS)

If you cut the ties and free the sparrow, high up in the willow,
The Mongolian hawk will have no pleasure in hanging round.

Sørensen’s reconstruction of the somewhat mutilated penultimate line fits into the context quite well,
gnas bzod bde bo being a well-attested phrase in the colloquial language for a peaceful and content
existence.

The opening of the poem introduces the sparrow and the willow, but unlike in many such pairings, the
bird is perched at the top of the willow:  the poet here places the willow in the weakest foot of the line,
emphasising the word mgo (more commonly this would be shing rtse) instead.  The implication of the
entire couplet hangs on this placement, just as the sparrow, given its freedom, is free to fly away:
indeed, the positioning of mgo la | mi ‘jog around the cæsura is significant, since the implication of
course is that the poet, by allowing his lover her freedom, has no claim to her in his mind, quite a differ-
ent sentiment from the one found in many of these poems.

The Mongolian hawk, maybe a reference to one of the girl’s foreign suitors, will not stay, once the girl
has disappeared.  That he will have no pleasure (this idea is clear from what we have in the MS, amen-
dations notwithstanding) from waiting implies that he will go off and look for other women to court.

There is, though, another possible interpretation.  The poem could be a request by Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho for his freedom, for the chance to go into retreat or else to settle down as a householder
somewhere (the latter would seem a more practical solution).  The hawk, then, would be the lHa bzang
Qan who, as we know, ended up taking matters into his own hands and installing Nga dbang ye shes
rgya mtsho as a replacement 6th Dalai Lama.

b*ms.p.zur.RDo.fid.]xol/ gnv.RGYU.Zig.yin.n/

]u.mo.SFog.ns.SGl.]xod/ mi.[iv.b.adUgo 339

1a byams pa zur rdo nyid ‘tshol
1b gnang rgyu ‘ba’ zhig yin na
2a chu mo snyog nas bsgal tshod
2b mi thing ba rang ‘dug go

If you only go seeking love’s corner-stone, forget it:
You can’t judge the depth of a muddy river while you’re crossing it.

The term zur rdo seems to me to parallel the English term “cornerstone”, indicating the foundation or,
more figuratively, the axis around which something moves.  Read with this interpretation, the poem
becomes clearer.  The implication of the poem as a whole is that, whilst in the throes of a relationship,
passion and excitement makes calm consideration impossible, so that it is always somewhat unstable. 



The comparison with a muddy river is interesting.  The poet appears to be saying that, at least for him
(or, since either is possible here, for her?), the movement of his body through the muddy water makes
everything chaotic and alters his perspective.

We could easily see this simply as a folk adage, not exactly written by anyone, but just as part of the
tradition.  Nonetheless, its place within this collection points to a commentary upon Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s life and, more importantly perhaps, the poems in this collection and in the mgu glu, in par-
ticular the two immediately following  So many of these poems are concerned with the problems of love,
but they are all written from within the experience, rather than from a distance.  This poem, then, can be
seen as a rare example of the compiler’s voice, offering advice, both in retrospect  to Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho and, in more general terms, to the reader.

Qiv.de.bRGY.yi.dkYil.ns/ RGYl.LCv.SDov.po.LDem.ps/

RGYl.LCv.qog.p.rul.b/ Ao.los.dr.br.m.Qes// 340

From a hundred trees, he chose the noble willow.
But the young man hadn’t seen it was rotten inside.

Like 333, this poem suggests that the poet has a large number of women from which to choose a lover.
Although more often it is the man who is identified with the willow, here it is the girl:  the word rgyal here
might be an orthographical slip for rgya, indicating that she is Chinese, which would maybe produce the
political repercussions identified in the second couplet.

Read in conjunction with the warning of the previous poem, we can see here the results of being over-
whelmed by the external and physical aspects of beauty.  The outer form of the young girl (literally, per-
haps, her curvaceous trunk or sdong po) hides an inner rottenness:  note how the inner and outer are
contrasted in the second foot of these adjoining lines, whilst the positioning of rgyal lcang remains, frus-
tratingly, the same.

We cannot be sure in which way this girl was rotten, but maybe she was simply two-timing the poet, or
else playing with his mind and leading him on.  The phrase da bar definitely recalls the previous poem,
in that the young man is clearly too smitten to have noticed what may well have been obvious to those
around him.

sems.p.m.sov.gov.l/ lus.po.ni.ab,el.sov./

LH.sai.q,om.l.]xov.fes/ RGYb.p.ls.agYod.p// 341

1b nga lus po ni ‘brel song
lus po gnyis ni ‘brel song (WS)

2b rgyab pa las kyang ‘gyod pa

Before we had fallen in love, our bodies had come together -
Even worse than striking a bad bargain in the Lhasa market.

Again, the body entrances the eye and the mind is overcome.  The couple had had sex before there
was a chance of falling in love, perhaps a bittersweet tumble in a field:  my amendation of the second
line suggests a onomatapoeic version of this uninspiring situation.  The key word in this first couplet, of
course, is ma:  even though it is placed in the weakened central foot of the first line, it conveys the very
real lack of love which around which this poem is based.

But this is not a miserable, humorless poem.  The second couplet, as Sørensen says, recalls a Tibetan



proverb (tshong nyes Lhasa’i khrom la rgyab, ‘gyod pa byang thang la skyes) and claims that this situa-
tion is even worse than that.  Although the byang thang is far away, it is conceivably possible to return
and confront the rogue trader:  sex, however, cannot be undone - can we see a trace here (as in 25) of
a pregnancy or a forced and loveless marriage?  

b*.de.q,Uv.q,Uv.dkr.mo/ gQog.RCXe.v.l.db*r.dv./

[g.riv.RGYv.ns.mi.ag+o li.[v.SKor.ns.log.yov.// 342

mgu glu 57 (Sørensen p251)

Hey there, white crane, lend me your wings.
I’ll not go far - just round Li thang, then I’ll be back.

That there is no secondary evidence for this famous and frequently cited poem much before the twenti-
eth century points to the crux of the problem in identifying Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as the author of
any or all of these poems, or of those in the mgu glu.  Although the historical and poetic importance of
this song, referring to the place in which the Dalai Lama was reborn in 1708 as sKal bzang rgya mtsho
and employing the most poetic of birds, the crane, as its medium, cannot be underplayed, it can also
not be substantiated.  This suggests, and we can furthermore begin tentatively to develop such a theory,
that the authorship is implied and mythologised, not only to re-create and re-member the belovèd per-
sonality of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho but also to establish an alternative to the politically savvy and
religiously orthodox dGa’ ldan pho brang community which ruled Tibet during his lifetime.  This theory is
in keeping with another theme explored from time to time in this collection, namely the putative exis-
tence of a support group backing Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho against the Regent and the dGe lugs pa
hierarchy.

As for the poem itself, the first couplet recalls the human obsession with birds and the chance to fly.
Birds are seen in many cultures as wise and knowledgable, presumably because they have seen other
lands of which humans (at least before the Wright flight) could only dream.  The crane, too, is associat-
ed with heaven and, thus, with the gods:  some kind of atavistic link between the Dalai Lama (or
Avalokitesvara) and the crane could therefore be indicated here, as though the bird were some kind of
medium.  Note that this is a female bird, too, a rare instance when we feel that the young Dalai Lama is
actually going to receive unconditional assistance from a woman.

The association, too, between Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and the crane, is also reminiscent of the
Tibetan proverb khrung khrung dkar yang gzhug rtse nag:  however much he was the Dalai Lama, he
was also a fallible human being, subject to hardships and unfulfilled desire.

The second couplet is the site for much speculation as to whether this was some kind of rebirth
prophecy.  Li thang is close by, says the poet, and, having made a circumambulation (both to bless the
place and out of respect for the new Dalai Lama), he’ll come back, ostensibly in another physical body
but with the same Boddhisattva mindset.  

Not only can this be read as a prophetic poem, but more importantly perhaps it shows that, even
though his behavior might not have replicated that of any of his five predecessors (and, particularly
galling for his Regent, that of bLo bzang rgya mtsho), Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho did intend to return
to the throne of Tibet.  We can easily imagine, not only given the perilous situation in Tibet in the early
eighteenth century but equally given the situation there today, how politically important such a promise
must have been to the people and this may well be one of the reasons for the enduring popularity of
this song.

db*r.q.SPv.sov.SKYid.p/ LH.b*ai.gsuv.SKd.SFn.p/
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1a dbyar kha spang gsongs skyid pa

The happy, verdant summer meadows, the lovely song of the grouse:
When will the meadow’s beautiful flower ornament bloom?

This picture of an idyllic summer scene is missing but one thing.  The gentian, the spang rgyan me tog,
has yet to bloom:  this is a standard metaphor for a beautiful girl and this is a standard poem of as yet
undiscovered love.

Although the grouse, with its lovely song, is also often used as a metaphor for a girl, it would seem
here more likely that it is just another element of the pastoral vision.  The first couplet is divided by the
cæsura into a description of the summer meadows and the grouse’s song:  it is the song, not the bird,
which is emphasized through the respectful term gsung skad snyan pa, which maybe reflects the oral
tradition of these texts.

What is especially noteworthy here is the universally positive nature of the first three lines, as if to
press home the fact that the poet has no-one with whom to share these relaxed days of summer.  The
half-rhyme in the first two feet of the final line sounds a feeling of desire, of yearning for the companion-
ship of another, more accomodating, bird.

SMin.d+Ug.dpa.RCxl.]e.ns/ gnm.l.gZUv.Qg.gtv.sov./

RGYl.SKr.mi.gcig.lg.gcig nm.m[a.SKor.ns.log.yov.// 344

1b gnam la gzhung gshag gtang song
2b gnam mtha’ bskor nas log yong

The Pleiades, so brave and strong, they cut their way across the sky.
Tisya, the royal star, revolves alone throughout the heavens.

The Pleiades, as we have seen elsewhere, represent the generality of beautiful girls, presumably not
because of their constancy, but maybe because are visible at night for most of the year.  Here, the poet
sees them cut a swathe directly through the sky, a group of loveliness - though noble and powerful too -
turning the head of everyone they meet.

The identity of the so-called royal star, Tisya, is less easy to pinpoint.  Sørensen, who suggests that
the Pleiades stand for the warring Chinese and/or Mongol forces, sees this solitary mover as being
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, partly identified through a play on words between rgyal and an
alternative title for the Dalai Lama, rGyal ba rin po che.  If this is the case, then it would also fit with my
identification of the Pleiades as young girls and, furthermore, would point to the problem, inherent to his
position, of feeling alone within what presumes is generally a crowd of sycophants and hangers-on. 

If Tisya is indeed Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho - or, moreover, if it is to be identified with Sangs rgyas
rgya mtsho - then the Pleiades could also represent the court around him at the Potala, moving as one
with immense power and privilege through the world of Tibetan politics, controlling everything in its path. 

However, we could also see Tisya perhaps as another young woman, who stands out from the crowd.
Maybe the poet is following her, watching how she behaves among others, how she goes her own way.
The phrase mi gcig lag gcig very much emphasises the solitariness of this person, how they have to - or
choose to - do everything for themselves:  such independence might be very alluring to one such as the
Dalai Lama.



m.qol.qol.dU.zer.n/ RGY.rs.qol.qol.btv.STov./

mi.ld.ld.dU.zer.n/ ao.m.ld.ld.btv.STov.// 345

1b ‘o ma khol khol btang stong
2b rgya ras lad lad btang stong

If they say it’s boiling when it isn’t, then let the milk boil over.
If they say it’s woven when it isn’t, then let be woven like Chinese cotton.

This poem suffers from scribal metathesis and the words ‘o ma and ‘rgya ras should be switched at the
opening of the second and fourth lines.

These two couplets don’t seem to me to convey precisely the same meaning.  The first is clear
enough:  if people say that something is one way, when in fact it’s another way altogether, then just let it
carry on regardless.  The implication for Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, of course, is that if people criti-
cise him for acting inappropriately, then it means nothing to him simply to continue and suffer their
approbation for what is not in fact his doing.

The second couplet is less obvious.  To say that something which is clearly not woven has in fact been
woven in the regular style, that being the style of Chinese cotton, would seem somewhat bizarre.  The
only explanation I can offer is that Chinese cotton is so ordinary that it can be easily taken for granted
and thus overlooked:  dealing with disagreements like this, perhaps, the conversation can move onto
more important topics.

This song has an interesting structural element.  The repeated syllables - khol khol and lad lad - are, in
the first line of both couplets, introduced on the unstressed second syllable of the first foot, their repeti-
tion being on the stressed syllable of the second.  This is grammatically due to the negativising particle
taking the primary position in the line, and to these syllables belonging in fact to different grammatical
units, but it also results in the repetition being accorded emphasis.  In the second lines of both couplets,
the repeated syllables take up the entire second foot and imply a different, resigned, kind of emphasis.
Note finally the sound of these lines, where each foot - ‘o ma, khol khol, rgya ras, lad lad and btang
stong - exhibits its own quasi-homophony.

ajxin.pai.]x.ni.RGYb.yod/ Zim.pai.SG.ni.RGYb.yod/

de.l.[og.[og.mv.n/ mgo.l.ye.RGYg.btv.yov.// 346

Throw in salt for taste, throw in ginger for perfume.
Too much seasoning, though, and you’ll get your head walloped with a ladle.

A warning to the cook.  This poem seems to fall into the category of folk wisdom and we can imagine it
being sung at dinner as a good-natured taunt to the (proud or nervous) cook and his or her assistants:
it might have been the kind of entertainment to which the poet referred in 159.

The structure of the first couplet is a straightforward formula, like many we have seen thus far in this
text.  The second couplet, though, is where the threat lies:  the thog thog (mang is almost pleonastic
here) in the first line is replaced by e rgyag in the second line, linking the over-zealous cook with the
whack of a well-aimed ladle.  This might have been the result, of course, when officials were entertained
to badly cooked food at the Potala:  given Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s supposed affection for the
working people, we would imagine that this song could have come out of his own experience with dis-
satisfied guests and maltreated employees.



ri.bo.m[o.ri.]xd.l/ ri.bo.ZU.RGYU.min.no/

LH.sai.LH.b,v.STev.gi d+Uv.yig.SFU.guai.RGYv.gzer/

yi.ge.ab,i.ni.mi.dgos/ SNm.bu.ajxin.ps.los.yov.// 347

1a ri bo mtho ri mtho tshad
2b drung yig snyug gu’i rgyang gzer

The high mountain is not high enough to be called “head mountain”.
On top of the Lhasa lha brang, the clerk fixes his pen to the wall:

No need to write anything, just hold the ink bottle.

If, as appears to be the case, the first couplet of this poem has been tacked onto another verse through
scribal error, then it is nevertheless apposite that the error be made here, in a comment on an inefficient
clerk.  See 359, though, for a possible match.

The clerk is, tellingly, referred to as the drung yig, a term echoed in the word yi ge at the head of the
following line.  Despite this association with literacy, it is clear that this man prefers to stow his pen
away and, grasping the bottle of ink, pretend to work rather than actually committing himself to labor.
The final couplet is a sarcastic comment, a kind of cartoon of incompetence.

If the addition of the first couplet is not mistaken, then perhaps this song is a reference to a high-rank-
ing clerk who, like the high mountain, is neither good enough at his job nor powerful enough to be given
any higher accolades.  The structure of the couplet, however, ending with yin no, would possibly indi-
cate that the first half of the verse has gone missing.

q*od.ni.bdg.po.LCv.r/ v.ni.m*v.STod.LCv.r/

LT.b.m[o.res.m.gtogs/ lm.bu.zur.res.mi.adUg 348

You are from Dvags po lcang ra, I am from Myang po lcang ra.
Aside from our high regard for one another, we’ll not step aside on the road.

A simple poem about rivalry between noble families.  As Sørensen suggests, the identification of these
names with willow groves is also possible, although the context of the collection suggests that such a
reading should be taken for granted.

In both lines of each couplet, the second, unstressed, syllable is repeated, affording the poem a struc-
tural cohesion.  In the second couplet, too, the distributative res is also repeated, emphasising the tit-
for-tat nature of the rivalry.

The mutual respect expressed in the second couplet is worth noting.  Moreover, while this could be
about a feud over a girl, it could equally be a poem commenting upon the strained relationship between
neighboring clans and the way in which they manage to deal with the situation.

]u.mo.g.le.g.le/ f.moai.b)o.SN.s,iv.dv./

f.moai.b)o.SN.bs,iv.n/ lus.sems.de.l.agod.sov.// 349



1b nya mo’i blo sna srings dang

The river, flowing slowly, slowly...be patient, little fishes.
If you’re patient, little fishes, your body and mind will relax.

It seems unlikely that this is a literal song, with the poet speaking directly to the fish, encouraging them
to relax.  There would seem no reason for doing this, although it could conceivably have been com-
posed in response to watching the movement of fish in water.

The feminine particles attached both to the fish and to the water point to a more likely interpretation
here, of course.  The poet’s message is, firstly, that relaxation eases the mind of every one, a common
theme in gzhas as much as in Buddhist instructional texts, albeit in rather different terms;  and, second-
ly, it would seem to be directed especially towards his girlfriend (and maybe other girls, too), to encour-
age them to lie back and relax into his affection.

The common structural device of repetition in line three of material in line two results here in near-
identical lines, differentiated only by the polite imperative dang and the conditional na.  

]u.mo.yur.bai.k.ns/ ]u.SN.v.rs.d+vs.yod/

]u.mjug.SNv.b.gv.bder/ gtov.[ub.p.med.do// 350

2b gtong la thub pa med do

I lead the headwaters on, from the top of the watercourse.
The water will not flow off and take its own course.

In this song, the poet declares that he is complete control of his relationship with his lover.  The identifi-
cation of a watercourse with a girl has already been seen 170 and the flow of waters is a standard illus-
tration of the perceived motility and controlled anarchy of the female mind.

Again, there is a semantic and aural connection between the second and the third lines.  First of all,
we have chu sna contrasted with chu mjug, the first of which is controlled already, while the second, the
poet tells us, will not be allowed to make its own way.  The echo between nga and sngang and between
drang and gang should also be noted - especially the latter pair, where the direction of drang at once
contradicts and is contrasted with the gang of gang bde.

It is hard to decide whether this song is an example of wishful thinking on the part of the poet or
whether he is in fact determined to follow through with his decision.  This collection does not generally
present us with emotionally intelligent men, just as it doesn’t present us with emotionally constant
women.  Nonetheless, this might be the very reason why a poem such as this is included here.

]v.de.dv.po.dv.gfis/ [uv.bZin.pai.\,os.yin/

mgo.bo.k)d.p.q*om.q*om/ mi.b*ed.pai.]xod.yin// 351

1b ‘thung bzhin pa’i ‘phros yin
2b mi byed pa’i tshod ni yin

I’m quaffing down one, two pints of beer -
You can see, my head’s not spinning.

Here we have a well-known image of the hardened drinker, being able to down a large quantity of



strong beer without being affected at all.  I read dang po dang gnyis in the first line here as being the
number of rounds the poet claims to have drunk.  Two rounds might not be enough, however, to show
his self-control:  an alternative is to read dvangs gnyis, beer of a lesser quality, of which he might well
have had more than his fair share.

The central theme of the second couplet is held in the repeated khyom khyom and its negation after
the cæsura.  In the first line we maybe have an image of his friends drinking themselves into oblivion,
their heads spinning.  But the final line offers a kind of proud challenge to those around him to check
just how sober he in fact is.

This poem recalls one of the more famous accounts of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in action, that
found in the autobiography of sLe lung bzhad pa’i rdo rje:  “de nyid kyang sde srid dang de mo sprul
pa’i sku sogs zhabs phyi tshang ma bzhes khrung gis bad pas ngo tsha dang bral ba’i spyod ngan sna
tshogs dang | phan tshun du ‘khyor nas bzhengs bzhugs mi thub pa tsam ‘dug kyang gong ni ‘gyur ldog
skad cig kyang med par slob ston dang bka’ rtsom phyag bris glu gnang pa nams thams cad ‘khrul med
du gnang shing thugs ‘krol bas...”  (“That day too, some, including sDe srid Nga dbang rin chen and the
De mo sprul sku, together with their attendants, because they had gotten really into drinking, behaved
themselves in any number of outrageous ways, completely shamelessly, staggering around and holding
each other up, able neither to get up nor to sit straight.  The Gong sa, however, without the slightest slur
or change to his voice, gave instructions, composed literary texts and sang songs, with not a single
error, his mind being relaxed.” [my translation]).

Now, although sLe lung was unlikely in fact to have been present (he was born in 1697 and so would
only have been very young at the time the Dalai Lama is supposed to have died), this account, which
we should maybe assume was second-hand, is dramatic evidence for Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s
apparent ability to stay sober amidst heavy partying.  Note, however, that the text mentions nothing of
the Dalai Lama’s own drinking, so it might just be evidence of his ability to forswear drink, as opposed
to others’ inability.

gns.mai.k.bai.log.gi ZUn.mr.mda.]xd.mdUv.]xd/

mda.]xd.zd.kYv.mdUv.]xd/ SPr.]og.b.yod.do// 352

1a gnas mo’i ka ba’i logs gi
2b spar la chog ba yod do

Butter lamps are fixed to the pillars in the tavern, the size of arrows and spears.
The arrow-sized ones have all gone out, but the spear-sized ones are ready to light.

This poem shows a scene inside a tavern, with butter lamps hanging on the wall.  There are two sizes,
one the length of arrows and one the length of spears.  All the arrow-sized ones have gone out but, the
fact that the spear-sized ones have still to be lit implies that the night is still young.

So this is a poem about the poet’s desire to continue drinking and spending time with his friends.
Once again, the structure of the poem revolves around the first line of the final couplet:  here the two
alternatives are presented, with the subject of the final line placed in the foot before the cæsura, repeat-
ing its position in the previous line.

gns.moai.nv.l.dr.dkr/ yol.m.ni.m.bk+m/

mg+on.poai.dbu.l.Qai.bai/ r-.co.ni.m.SKYes// 353

1b yol ma de ni ma bkram



2a mgron po’i dbu la shva’i ba’i
2b rva co de ni ma skyes

The white silk curtains inside the tavern are not drawn shut.
The guests’ heads have not yet grown antlers!

The fact that the curtains have not yet been closed suggests that the tavern is still functioning as a
chang khang, rather than as the bordello it will soon become.  The universal interchange between beer
and sex is well accounted for in the gzhas literature of which one of the more famous poems in this col-
lection (25) is but one.  Note in this regard the phrase gnas mo’i nang, implying the madame/landlady’s
house.

So far as the peculiar image in the second couplet is concerned, I read it as a comment on the rela-
tionship between stags and sex, also explored in poems in this collection (21, 51, 77).  So the meaning
of this somewhat euphemistic song is simply that the guests are still drinking and have yet to move onto
the second course.

RT.\o.RGYUgi.bsm.ns/ bov.bu.RGYUg.p.m.gnv./

bov.bu.r.mgo.zm.pai/ r.mig.l.RGYb.yov.// 354

1a rta pho rgyugs gis bsam nas
2a bong bu rgyug pa ma gnang
2b rva mig de la rgyab yong

Thinking the stallion would race, the donkey doesn’t race -
It would only fall through the slats on the Rva mgo bridge.

This would seem to be a poem of comparison, between an agile stallion and a less-accomplished don-
key.  But the donkey is smart, nonetheless, since it knows its limitations and that the design of the as
yet unidentified Rva mgo bridge would be its undoing.

That either animal here could represent Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is clear:  the fine stallion, ele-
gant and strong, or the humble and self-aware donkey both contain echoes of what we know of his per-
sonality.  Moreover, the race could here represent the battle of wits between the Dalai Lama (the don-
key) and the Regent (the stallion).  Whereas Sangs rygas rgya mtsho seems always concerned to show
off his abilities and good taste, the young poet, while knowing that he would be outshone, albeit in a
superficial way, chooses not to get involved.

Note the wordplay in the second couplet, between ra mgo and ra mig.  The significance of the goat in
this case is unclear, but presumably its eyes, the slats in the bridge, are especially observant (that is,
tricky to negotiate).

SPv.ri.RCXW.med.mgo.l/ mjxo.mo.so.med.RGYb.adUg

LCv.g)iv.g+U.bZiai.nv.gi ajol.mo.SKYid.SKYid.bu.q,id/

h.cv.SNg.rv.d+g.ns/ dga.bai.dUv.sems.a]or.sov.// 355

2b ‘jol mo skyid skyid bu ‘khrid
3a ha cang snag rang drags nas



3b dga’ ba’i gdung sems ‘chor song

They let the toothless mdzo roam free on the grassless mountain meadows.
In the square willow grove, the thrush, Happy Childrearer,

Was so miserable, she had lost her loving mind.

Sørensen suggests that the first couplet could be part of an otherwise incomplete poem.  If his interpre-
tation of thest two lines is correct, that the mdzo and the mountain represent a young man and a young
girl who are not interested in one another, then while there could be a missing couplet somewhere, it
could also be that this lack of emotional and sexual interest is what is grieving the thrush in the second
and third couplets.

The main elements of the first couplet, rtsva med and so med, are found in the central feet of each
line.  We can understand immediately the incompatibility of a toothless ruminent and a bare mountain-
side - maybe the girl has no personality, no bite, and the young man no elegance.

If we choose to read the remainder of the poem, however, as a separate unit, it seems to be quite
straightforward in its description of a bird, sad we should maybe assume, given her name, because she
has no children to rear.  She turns up again in 422, where she is given a mate and a purpose.

Here, however, despite being joined with her beloved willow grove, was so unhappy (note the empha-
sis on both sides of the central word in the third line) that all her love and affection had been lost.  There
is perhaps a play on words here in the depressive madness of sems ‘chor, a phrase almost homopho-
nous with sems shor, which elsewhere in this collection conveys the madness of being in love.

It is too easy always to seek to identify the flora and fauna in these poems with specific people, but the
emotion in this poem is of such strengh that it is hard not to imagine a young woman who, for reasons
of love or infertility or for another reason altogeher, has fallen into depression.  No mention here is
made of her song, only her name and her sadness seem somehow to be linked.

RGY.\ibs.bZevs.dgos.bsm.ns/ gser.gYi.s.gZi.btiv.yod/

aod.]g.mjxd.dv.mi.mjxd/ bl.poai.\*g.ns.yod.do// 356

2a ‘od chags mdzad dang mi mdzad

I thought I should erect a Chinese-style roof, so I laid a golden base.
But whether or not it would shine was in the hands of the Nepali artisans.

This is an allusion, as Sørensen says, to the pagoda-style roof of the Jo khang.  All the poet can do is
organise the project, he has to employ laborers skilled in the construction and design in order to bring it
to fruition.

The third line, as frequently in other poems, holds the key to the poem.  The brilliance of the golden
base, prominent at the head of the second line, is as yet uncertain.  The honorific mdzad dang mi dzad
here seems to point backwards to the phrase ‘od chag as much as onwards into the hands of the
Nepali craftsmen.  They, too, are honored with the word phyag, probably because of the project on
which they are engaged as much as because of their own ability.

From a structural point of view, note should be made of the interplay at the head of each line.  While
the first and fourth lines open with the Chinese roof and the Nepali workers, the project itself - the gold-
en base and its potential brilliance - takes precedence in the second and third lines.

]r.p.]r.RKv.Qig.Qig l.RKed.ns.log.sov./



LJv.]uv.fi.mai.q,od.ns/ SFiv.re.mi.RJe.adUgm// 357

1b la rked de nas log song
2b snying re mi rje ‘dug gam

Falling rain, dripping down, stops halfway down the pass.
Couldn’t you show mercy on the green sprouts growing in the sun?

In this song, the poet’s plans have yet to be brought to fruition.  We can imagine, of course, that these
small green shoots are the beginnings of a love affair.  The rain is called on to nourish them and make
them grow.  Presumably, this is an image of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho asking that those of his ime-
diate circle who would control him - in particular the Regent - given him the space to explore this possi-
ble new relationship.

The word la, of course, echoes Lhasa and la sked here might well be read as halfway down the dMar
po ri, or else halfway into the city proper.  The first line is interesting in this connection, containing not
only the idea of rain, but also the phrase char rkang (which is echoed in la sked):  is this an example of
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho identifying with the falling rain, dropping down from the Potala into the
expectant arms of his new love?  The onomatapoeic shig shig, used also in 77 for the crowding of stags
around a young girl, here might be read as the poet’s growing excitement.

The opening of the second couplet echoes the opening of the first, with palatal-alveolar articulation in
the first three syllables.  The sun in the first line is also rhymed with mercy in the second, connecting
the two ideas and bringing the poet’s desire, one hopes, closer to realisation.  The strength of the sun is
shown in the unusual construction nyi ma’i khrod:  although Sørensen believes this to be a mistake
(perhaps for ‘og), it seems to me a plausible way of expressing the harshness (both phonologically and
semantically) of the sun’s heat:  the identification of the sun with the Regent is possible in this context,
too and this could be a verse directed to Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho to show kindness to Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho and his lover.

RT.\o.gZn.]xo.ad+.bai/ q.q*er.b*ed.RGYU.yod.n/

d+g.poai.RT.s,b.gyog.ns/ Zi.bai.RT.LCgs.btv.STov.// 358

If you pretended you were like other stallions,
You’d get a strong bridle and a gentle whip.

Although the relationship between a young man and a powerful stallion is self-explanatory, the precise
meaning of this poem is not so clear.  The implication of the opening couplet appears to be that the poet
does not carry himself like others:  given the fact that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho most certainly did
behave like other men, in his predeliction for women and beer and archery, we cannot be sure that this
is about him.  Moreover, the idea that somehow he could pretend to be other than he is is patently
absurd:  his status and the intrigue which surrounded him made it impossible, we must assume, for him
to act in any other way.  

One possibility, though, is that he is here being encouraged to be more of a Dalai Lama and less of a
louche young man, to conform to the standards expected of him.  In this case, he would be under strict
control (whether as a monastic or not) but would also be treated with more consideration, in contrast to
the aggressive bullying meted out to him thus far.

However we choose to read the message, the structure of the poem is a familiar one, the repetition of
rta keeping the equine theme moving through the poem, albeit with different aspects in each line.  In the
second couplet the poet places the contrasting drag po and zhi ba in the prominent head-slots to show
the effect of bridle and whip. gYog nas at the end of the third line, again the pivotal foot of the second
couplet, echoes yod na at the close of the first, recalling the conditions which need to be fulfilled for the



more amenable situation to take hold.
Finally, it is interesting perhaps to note the contradictions inherent in the semantics of the second

couplet.  Whereas the bridle is described as strong, the word srab pa suggests something tender and
fine;  similarly, the gentle whip holds within itself the idea of iron (lcacgs):  the interplay of these con-
cepts tells us quite a bit about the Tibetans’ relationship to their horses and, in the context of this poem,
the subtlety with which independent young men need to be handled.

Qr.\*ogs.dpl.gYi.ri.bo/ m[o.dv.mi.m[o.mi.adUg

[v.Qiv.dbu.a\v.m[o.l/ g+ib.so.s.l.mi.abb/

ZW.mo.leb.ZWai.aog.gi bsil.g+ib.adi.g.SKYid.p// 359

Who cares whether the noble mountain in the east is high or not?
The pine tree is so high that its shadow doesn’t touch the ground.

There’s a happy, cooling shadow beneath a flat hat.

While it is exceedingly tempting to reconstruct the opening couplet here with that in 347, the MS reads
otherwise.  That notwithstanding, given the fact that this text is but a record of spoken poetry and sung
songs, the reader is encouraged to mix and match at will, exploring the possibilities.  To this end, I
would choose to make this the opening couplet of a new poem, with the first two lines of 347 forming
the conclusion:  as an explication for my decision, I would point to the phrase tshad la in the crucial
point in the third line of the new verse.  Moreover, the sense is such that the rhetorical question here
seems to imply the statement in the new second couplet.  Without further research, however, it is
impossible to be certain that this is an accurate reconstruction, or even that these two couplets do
indeed go together.

The second and third couplets, which clearly do form a separate unit, contain some intersting play on
words and sound.  The first thing to notice is that the top of the pine tree is provided not only with a
head (as opposed to the more usual rtse, for which also see 338) but is also accorded the honorific
dbu.  This can be seen as pointing forward to the same central foot in the third line, where leb shva cov-
ers a human head:  it could be that this deitic use of the honorific is the poet’s way of identifying
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho (or another important person) as the wearer of the hat.

The sounds in the first foot after the cæsura in both couplets are switched, so creating an aural pat-
terning:  grib so becomes bsil grib, the sibilant-vocalic change providing variation against the repeated
shadow.  Notice also the interplay of vowels and consonants in the remainder of these two lines.

Finally, the stressed and unstressed use of zhva allows, as we have seen, the flatness of the hat to be
emphasised.  While this is not identified as a ‘bog do, it appears to have the same broad-brimmed prop-
erties, allowing the wearer to enjoy the heat of the sun with none of the discomfort.  

That the pine tree’s shadow doesn’t reach the ground contrasts with the shadow afforded by the hat’s
brim.  The idea seems to be that you should get happiness and comfort wherever you may find it.

Qr.\*ogs.ri.boai.RCXe.ns/ gyb.yug.Zig.gnv.b*Uv./

sems.p.dkr.bai.mi.dv./ mjl.ajxom.yov.b.qg.q*g 360

1b gyab gyug zhig ni gnang byung
2b mjal ‘dzom yong ba khag khyag



Something’s beckoning from the top of the eastern mountains.
I’ll certainly be meeting with someone whose thoughts are pure.

It is almost impossible to read this poem without thinking of 2, which contains not only the identical
opening line but also, in the final line of the version in the mgu glu has the phrase ‘khor ‘khor, echoed
here by khag khyag.

That the other poem is about the moon, or else about the beautiful white face of the poet’s lover (his a
ma skyes ma) is equally reflected here in the use of sems pa dkar ba.  This phrase, moreover, includes
more than a hint of pad dkar, and all of these elements point to a girl with both beauty and, unusual per-
haps for this collection, good intentions.

A further interesting echo here can be found in the second line.  gYab yug certainly means beckoning
here, or waving, but it also sounds reminiscent of yab yum and, when read in that way, together with the
respectful verbs gnang and mjal the entire poem opens up into something resembling a kind of nyams
mgur.

We have seen before the way in which what appears to be a mundane poem about love can, with cer-
tain interpretative twists, be reanalysed as a quasi-tantric poem.  It is hard sometimes to justify this kind
of interpretation, but nonetheless it should be pointed out that many gzhas can be read as verbal knots
and riddles, which, much like spiritual practise or love affairs, can reveal themselves only with a certain
amount of deep probing.

ri.RGYl.LHUn.poai.RCXe.ns/ fi.z).Zig.Qr.b*Uv./

nm.qai.nor.bus.gys.SKor/ ln.gsum.Zig.RGYb.b*Uv.// 361

1b nyi zla zung zhig shar byung
2a nam mkha’i nor bus gyas skor
2b lan gsum zhig kyang rgyab byung

From the top of Mount Meru, the sun and moon appeared together.
Three times they went around, the jewel of the skies.

Reading this in conjunction with the previous poem, we can see some justification for the echo of yab
yum in the second line.  Here we have much the same construction in the opening line and a further
echo of mgu glu 1 in the second.

The second couplet dscribes a circumambulation of Mount Meru by the sun and the moon, a heavenly
jewel, symbolising the lovers.  Nor should we forget that the admixture of the sun and the moon plays
another rôle, as the seat upon which sit yi dam and lama in Vajrayana visualisations.  This circumambu-
lation also reminds us of the use of ‘khor ‘khor in mgu glu 1, echoed here in the phrase gyas skor at the
end of the third line.

Clearly, however we read the surface structure of this and the previous poems, the deep structure is
concerned with the powerful link between mutual love and spiritual practise, an ideal frequently hinted
at, though less frequently realised, it would appear, in this collection.

k.dm.aq*il.pai.nv.gi rin.]en.]xvs.pai.me.tog

gv.ns.bLTs.kYv.mjxes.p/ ajxm.g)iv.gser.gYi.m]od.RTen// 362

1a bka’ gdams ‘khyil pa’i nang gi



The precious flower of Brahma, surrounded by the golden bKa’ gdams lineage:
It’s beautiful from wherever you’re looking, the golden stupa of the world.

The exact implications of this poem are complex and unclear, since it seems to present a concatenation
of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and his predecessor. bLo bzang rgya mtsho.  That said, it could also be
a simple acknowledgement of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as the true sprul ba of the Great Fifth.
Such a reading would turn on the interpretation of the third line, where any viewpoint would afford a
beautiful glimpse of the reliquary of bLo bzang rgya mtsho (more usually called ‘Dzam gling rgyan gcig).

The flower of Brahma, we must assume, is a reference to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, sur-
rounded by the entire bKa’ gdams pa lineage.  Thus, we could understand these two couplets as plac-
ing these two Dalai Lamas side by side - ostensibly to validate the more recent incarnation by associa-
tion with the previous one.

RGY.yi.\*ogs.ns.\ebs.pai/ RGY.yi.bsod.nms.q.btgs/

dpon.gyog.dr.Qiv.RGYs.pai/ dr.LCog.l.gcxug.yod/

yv.dgos.bcxn.p.dr.bai/ SFn.Ql.l.abulo// 363

2b dar lcog rtse la gtsug yod
3b snyan shal de la ‘bul lo

The merit scarf which comes from China
Is hung on the prayer flags, to spread out the fortune of master and servants.

A crystal for the ear is offered, to spread the teaching.

This poem compares two types of offering scarf, one to increase material benefit for the benefit of sen-
tient beings (here characterised as a master and his servants) and the other to increase spiritual bene-
fit.  

The regular structure of these couplets is especially notable.  The opening lines each end with the
same grammatical marker, indicating their descriptive rôle in relation to the second lines.  The first coup-
let also makes use of the two meanings of rgya, as if to compare the extent of merit with the vastness of
China:  such a comparison, together with the two couplets accored the kha btags, seems to suggest
that material riches require more effort and space than do spiritual riches. 

The fact that these Chinese scarves are attached to the prayer flags also suggests the idea of merit by
association, that temporal power in some way takes its strength from spiritual power.  This is shown
explicitly, then, in the second couplet, which acts as a pivot around which these two extremes can
rotate.  Again, here, we have a wordplay, this time on dar, which, both like its half-rhyme rgya and its
counterpart rgyas, implies expansion and breadth as much as it does rippling silk.

Dar is also repeated in the final couplet, ostensibly in its verbal form but also pointing subtly forward
into the silken snyan shal of the final line.  Here, there is a connection set up between the fineness of
silk and the elegance of crystal, but also the spreading outwards of Buddhist teaching through the pres-
entation, this time for purely religious reasons, of offering scarves.

The complex interaction of double meanings and homophony and grammatical subtlety makes this a
remarkable exercise in poetic construction.  The relationship developed between the spiritual and the
temporal which flows through the three couplets, while far from being binary, shows a precise and
sophisticated awareness of the psychology surrounding people’s motivation in performing religious prac-
tise.  Furthermore, I would not characterise this as a cynical poem, but rather as a realistic exposé of a
multilayered social phenomenon, an acknowledgement that even the best practitioners may well have
ulterior motives.

Such a reading, of course, has strong resonance in the personalities of both Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho and his Regent.  There is no doubt that both had strong spititual motivation, but nor is there any



doubt that both exhibited human failings and weaknesses of the kind presented in this verse.

RGY.yi.\*ogs.ns.\ebs.pai/ LH.RJxs.fin.mo.bde.legs/

dpon.gyog.dr.Ziv.RGYs.pai/ LH.dr.l.abulo// 364

2b lha dar de la ‘bul lo

A lucky-day merit scarf, coming from China,
Is offered that the the fortune of master and servants increase.

Here, as in the previous poem, we have a scarf offered for the increase of merit among sentient beings.
Clearly, making an offering in order to create an “auspicious day” (nyin mo bde legs) continues the idea
explored in the previous poem, of the interrelationship between the sacred and the profane and the
motivation which drives human impulses towards either or both.

Note that the opening line is identical with that of 363, but that the repetition is now between the sec-
ond and the fourth lines, with a kind of half-rhyme between lha rdzas and lha dar (particularly if
Sørensen’s amendation, adding de, is read here).

b,g.gi.RDo.RJeai.log.gi RGod.po.LH.RGYl.]xe.riv./

nm.a\v.gcod.ni.mi.dgos/ RCXe.SG+o.vom.ps.yov.gis// 365

1a brag ri rdo rje’i logs gi
2a gnam ‘phang gcod ni mi dgos
2b rtse sgro ngoms pas yong gis

The vulture on the rocky mountainside is lHa rgyal tshe ring.
He has no need to soar through the sky, he need only show his wingtips.

The vulture lHa rgyal tshe ring is attested in other gzhas.  Here he is shown resting on a rocky moun-
tain, whose identity - if it is in fact a toponym - is unidentified:  the chances are, of course that, even if
the poet is thinking of a specific mountain, he is maybe using its popular name.

That another descriptive word for a vulture is gnam ‘phang gcod lends a rhetorical quality to the state-
ment in the third line.  Rather than show off his power in flight, he has only to present his wingtips:  any-
one who has ever seen a bird of prey in the air will understand that it is the flexibility and subtlety of its
wingtips which control the accuracy and direction of its flight.

By extension, this poem seems to be saying that it is only necessary to imply one’s strengths:  any-
thing more is superfluous and boastful.  Moreover, to show the extent of one’s power is to give every-
thing away to one’s adversaries which, for the hunting vulture as much as for the political aware hamns
on the ground, is an unwise and potentially disasterous move.

In passing, mention should be made of another reading for rgod, that connected with laughter.  The
connection between laughter and wildness is one of chaos (think, on the one hand, of the place of
manic laughter in the portrayal of evil in movies and, on the other, the desire of some sections of
humanity to tame the wild as much as emotion and render it safe) and one should be aware of the link
when considering certain examples of gzhas.  In this context, perhaps, the vulture finds his amusement
in the realisation that he retains his power and his control over those around him without ever taking off.



b*ms.SKYov.fe.riv.med.p/ su.l.b*ed.ni.mi.dgos/

fi.m.gv.ag+oai.s.l/ RKv.p.RKYv.ns.SDd.]og 366

2b rkang pa brkyangs nas bsdad chog

I need not be impartial towards anyone in how I love and care for them.
You can stretch your legs and relax where the sun has reached.

This poem could simply be a comment on the poet’s desire to treat everyone the same and to look after
them according to their needs.  It could also be a barely veiled come-on to a young woman, inviting her
to lie down and relax where he can look after her.

The aural relationship between the two couplets is unusual.  There is a fronting shift here, moving the
palatal/sibilant nye...|...su back an entire foot into the second couplet, which has nyi...sa. The effect of
this is to link the impartiality of the poet with the impartiality of the sun (although, away from the text, the
postfixed med pa means that it is the partiality which is, temporarily, in mind:  the sun, too, as we are
reminded in the third line, can only shine where it can reach) and the personal with the topographical.
And, as frequently is the case, the earth just before the cæsura becomes the centerpoint of the second
couplet, on which the girl, if that is who it is, can stretch out.

The invitation is couched in the language of suitability rather than of direct encouragement, moreover,
which suggests to me either an awareness of efficient courtship methods, or else an open and accomo-
dating attitude, both of which echo the idea put forward in the first couplet.

k.bZi.gduv.bRGYd.nv.ns/ bZon.p.dpuv.[v.Qig.Qig 

gZon.p.v.]xo.b)o.gtd/ [‘d.mq*en.pr.bcol.yod// 367

2b thams cad mkhyen par bcol yod

In a small room, a bunch of kids crammed together.
Us kids - we’ve put our faith in the Omniscient One.

If we understand the poet to be Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then this is a poem of loyalty to the
Panchen Lama, bLo bzang ye shes (see also 102, 222, 296).  Of course, if this is not the work of the
Dalai Lama, then its inclusion in this text points to his being the object of veneration.

In terms of the written text, it is interesting to note what could either be a misspelling or else a humor-
ous comment in the bzhon/gzhon binary at the head of lines two and three.  bZhon refers to a beast of
burden or labor and, if this is indeed some kind of witty aside, or even a genuine acknowledgement of
their loyalty, it might be that these young people consider themselves as the servants of the Omniscient
One.

LH.sai.SKor.lm.q,.mo/ b*v.]ub.RGYUn.lm.yin.p/

b*ms.p.med.pai.s.lm/ m.ag+od.p.adugo 368

2b mi ‘grod bgrod pa ‘dug go



The many roads round Lhasa are the paths of bodhicitta.
I’ll not travel the path without my love.

There are many ways in which a Bodhisattva might realise his or her path, as we have seen before, in
273 and 319, among others.  There is no way in which one specific route through life can be exclusively
accepted as the way of bodhicitta, since one following that path must be prepared to work in all aspects
of this world or another so as to relieve the suffering of all beings and bring them to enlightenment.

Lhasa is frequently described as a dkyil ‘khor, a site of pilgrimage but also a site in which, as (a more
esoteric reading of) the term suggests, is at once the center of the universe and its furthest reaches.  In
this sense, then, the skor lam brings together all the possibilities of a practitioner’s life in one point:  the
parallel created in the first couplet between the circumambulation of Lhasa and the path of bodhicitta is
powerfully made here.

The opening syllable of the second couplet is an echo of the corresponding syllable in the second line,
the switch from dental to bilabial nasal being the only difference.  Whereas byang chub rgyun onomat-
apoeically creates the footsteps on the circumambulation, the softer sound of byams pa’i med pa indi-
cates a little of the melancholy which would result from the poet’s being without his lover.  As Sørensen
points out, the term sa lam in the pivotal foot at the close of line three reminds the Buddhalogically
inclined of the sa bcu lam lnga of the path of the Boddhisattva.

The poet claims that he is not prepared to travel the path without his (or at least a) lover.  For Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho, this might be a retort to those who would have had him retain his monastic vows:
if, as he says, there are so many paths available to the Bodhisattva, he should be permitted to take that
which suits him best, that being as a layman and with a gtan grogs, a life companion.

Zim.po.RGY.jai.qu.b/ gv.gi.SPg.gis.Zim.p/

v.rs.bLTs.pai.b*ms.p/ gv.ns.bLTs.kYv.mjxes.p// 369

1b gang gis spag gis zhim pa

Perfumed Chinese tea - delicious at every slurp.
This girl I’ve seen - beautiful at every turn.

A straightforward poem about a beautiful young girl whom the poet has seen, maybe whilst taking
equally lovely Chinese tea.  We have come across in 8 the use of zhim pa to describe a beautiful girl’s
sweetly smelling body and here there is clearly an implied connection between the scent of the tea and
that of the young woman, even though this perception might simply be (as yet) a fantasy.  

The word khu ba is worth considering in this context.  Although it ostensibly here refers to the tea, khu
can also refer to semen.  We have already seen how the poet associates himself with tea in 332, and it
might then be that this is a veiled reference to his excitement at the young woman’s beauty.  Further to
this, the word spag indicates the lipsmacking sound made in eating, showing just how delicious the tea
is.

The placing of bltas at the same point in both lines of the second couplet serves to emphasize the
visual pleasure which the sight of the girl brought to the poet.  In the final line, moreover, it is reinforced
and echoed by the word mdzes, parallelling the girl herself in the third line.  

fin.mo.q.dog.m]xr.l/ m]xn.mo.d+i.q.Zim.p/

SKYid.]xl.k)U.SDiv.nv.gi me.tog.bcxn.g+ogs.ls.dga.b// 370



1a nyin mo kha mdog mtshar
2b me tog bstan grogs las dga’

me tog gtan grogs dga’ ba (WS)

The beautiful colors of day, the fragrant scent of night.
The flowers in the sKyid tshal klu sding are even lovlier than my darling.

This is a poem about the poet’s delight at being in the sKyid tshal klu sding, Lhasa’s traditional place for
welcoming and taking leave of guests.  The opening couplet presents the lovely colors of the flowers
during the day, and their fragrant scent at night.  

Note the interchange of kha in the second foot of both lines here, as well as the echo between mtshar
and mtshan in the feet either side of the cæsura.  The comparison, of course, is introduced by the first
feet of both lines here, the day opposed to the night.

These, of course, are sensations which recall the previous poem, but there is a catch in the second
couplet.  The poet declares that even his lover is not as lovely as the flowers in this park.  Unlike
Sørensen’s, my amendation to the final line retains the verbal emphasis rather than giving it to the com-
parative las, which is dropped.  

Most important in structural terms here is the presence of me tog at the head of the fourth line, an
unusual place for the central element of the second couplet of a gzhas.

SKYid.mos.]xl.gYi.me.tog q.dog.m]xr.bs.mi.]og

da.dUv.d+i.q.Zim.pos/ sems.l.d+n.pos.b*s.b*Uv.// 371

1b kha mdog mtshar bas mi chog

The flowers in this joyous park have colors of incredible beauty.
Now their fragrant scent haunts my mind.

Looking at the previous poem in another way, it could be that the poet is comparing his lover unfavor-
ably with the young woman whom he notices in the sKyid tshal klu sding.  Here, he develops this idea
further, emphasising in the first foot one particular element in the park’s name.  In this couplet he
expresses his admiration for the colors of the flowers (the way the women are dressed, perhaps), once
again using the cæsura to focus on the important words, here me tog and kha dog (which are both
echoed by mi chog at the end of the couplet).

The second couplet offers a response to the first couplet of the previous poem, but here dri kha (again
followed by zhim pa) is replaced by dran pos.  He recalls even now the flowers’ scent, the word sems
replacing me tog in 370 in the important slot at the beginning of the fourth line, stressing the memory of
the perfume and what we must assume is a psychophysical reaction.

It is as though he has been swayed by the new experiences, almost to reject his lover.  His mind is
filled with desire and the loveliness of the women whom he has seen, coming and going in the park.

SKYid.]xl.nv.l.bZUgs.pai/ ajol.mo.s,i.bcod.bu.q,id/

Ao.loai.dpon.po.\ebs.b*Uv./ gsuv.SFn.Zig.SKYUr.Qog 372

1b ‘jol mo sri bcod bu ‘khrid

Sitting in the pleasure grove, the thrush Sri bcod bu ‘khrid:



Lift your lovely voice, for the young man’s master has come.

Yet another poem set in the sKyid tshal klu sding, where the thrush Sri bcod bu ‘khrid is perched.  The
second couplet seems to be a request that she sing, not for the poet himself, but for the poet’s master.
If Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is the author of this verse, then we can imagine either that this refers to
Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho or else to the Panchen Lama.  

Ziv.de.SKYer.Qiv.SGor.mor/ ]xe.mv.gis.bSKor.yod/

SVr.gYi.b.g)v.SKYbs.ajug m.gnv.rogs.dv.Ae.go 373

1b tsher ma mang gis bskor yod
tsher mang gi ni bskor yod (WS)

The field is hedged around with barberry and thorns.
Please don’t give in to the cows, as you did before.

Here the poet contrasts the natural defences of a field with the cows who, we must assume, want their
freedom.  The half-rhyme between skyer shing sgor mor and tshe mang bskor yod intertwine the thorny
barberry and the many other thorns in the hedge.  Without outside interference, it would seem, the cows
are safely enclosed.

In the second couplet, the poet requests that the situation not be altered, that the cows be left in the
field, as they should have been left previously.  The majority of the couplet is taken up with this request,
ending in an emphatic e go.

It is hard to determine quite how this should be understood in terms of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s
life, unless we understand the thorn-filled hedge to be an analog for his restricted existence in the
Potala.  What the cows could signify, beyond simply being cows in a field, is beyond my understanding.
It is sometimes better to understand poems as indicating nothing more than the words of which they are
composed.

n.q,.gZon.q,.ls.SFem.p/ SKYid.mos.]xl.gYi.LJon.Qiv./

dgos.med.r)Uv.gi.bSKYod.ns/ SKed.p.LDem.LDem.los.b*ed// 374

2a dgos med rlung gis bskyod nas

The elegant trees in the pleasure garden are suppler than the young grasses.
The uninvited wind rises up to twist their waists.

This would seem to be another poem about the girls walking in the sKyid tshal klu sding park.  Here,
elegant trees (ljon shing, a phrase not used elsewhere in this text) are the standard metaphor for their
swaying allure:  the poet says that the trees are more flexible than the young grasses.  this would sug-
gest, then, that this poem is written in, or at least about, the springtime, the time of exciting young love.
As Sørensen suggests, the phrase na khra gzhon khra in the first foot of the poem emphasises the
newness and freshness of the grassy earth.

A sudden breeze bends the trees, twisting their branches and putting the poet in mind of the lovely
girls around him.  The phrase ldem ldem not only implies vibration or movement from side to side, but it
also recalls ldem pa, a riddle or an enigma:  perhaps the poet is entranced by these young and beauti-
ful enigmas, he cannot get their measure (see 69)



sems.p.q.btgs.dkr.poai/ d+i.nog.med.p.ZUs.yod/

m]og.dkr.gZU.moai.gyb.yug su.l.gnv.RGYU.yin.p/

b*ms.p.STg.dov.\,.mo/ dov.pai.nv.du.bZg.yod// 375

2a mchog dkar gzhu mo’i gyab gyug

Like a white offering scarf, my thoughts are pure and clean.
To whom will you give your fine white bow?

I’ll place my love, the fine arrow, inside my quiver.

In this song, the poet claims that his thoughts are pure and white and unsullied, like a white offering
scarf.  These thoughts, perhaps, he conceives as suitable to give to his lover, much as he might give an
offering scarf to his lama.  

The question in the second couplet appears to be addressed to another man, apparently one intent on
courting the lover.  The white bow is described, significantly, as gyab yug, which indicates a motility and
tension of high quality, a fitting receptacle for the beautiful young woman.

In the final couplet, the poet says, he’ll hide his girlfriend, away from the grasp of the other man, inside
his quiver.  The fine arrow, with her characteristic feminine ending, takes center stage in the poem as
performed, whilst at the same time being secreted through the meaning of the words, a most skillful use
of rhetoric.

In terms of the poem’s structure, it has been suggested that the first couplet does not belong to the
second and third, which should be read as a regular four line verse.  This would rule out the rhyme
between zhus yod and gzhu mo’i, however.  So far as the rest of the poem is concerned, Sørensen
interprets stag dong as the arrow, although I would argue for the arrow to be inferred by phra mo, literal-
ly hidden within (between) stag dong and dong pa’i nang (nang in this case would be, in some senses,
pleonastic).

Qiv.SBYr.pai.Qog.Qog m.gnv.dv.Ae.go

\.yul.\*ogs.kYi.STr.gdov./ sems.l.d+n.pos.b*s.b*Uv.// 376

1a shing de sbyar pa’i shog shog
1b ma gnang rogs dang e go

Please don’t rustle like a poplar!
The walnut tree back home is haunting my mind.

The poems about trees which run through this collection are invariably about the lovers, or potential
lovers, enjoyed by the poet.  Here, he is thinking about his truelove back home, she haunts his thoughts
(see 371, in which the same final line is used).  However, another girl, this time in the guise of a poplar
tree, is provoking him and leading him on.

From the way in which the poem is structured, it seems clear that the poplar is but an idle fantasy.
After all, while she and her provocation take up the entire first line, it is the walnut tree which is placed
in the powerful pre-cæsura position in the third line and whose effect is described in the final line.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the basic structure of the final line here recalls that of the opening



verse of the mgu glu (represented in a slightly different form in 2 of this text).  Whereas that version
reads yid la ‘khor ‘khor byas byung, this is similar enough to remind me, at least, of the ma skyes a ma’i
zhal ras which is here replaced by the body or trunk of the girlfriend back at home.

gvs.cn.s.l.dbv.b/ mv.dv.mv.po.adUg.STe/

RGYl.q,ims.]os.kYi.agevs.mqn/ RGYl.po.s,ov.bcxn.SGm.po// 377

There are many, many rulers in the snows of Tibet.
It was Srong btsan sgam po who codified the religious laws.

A straightforward poem of historical fact.  This is the kind of gzhas which reminds us of one of the rea-
sons for oral and performative poetry, namely to tell the history of one’s tribe and country in the pre-
modern absense of newspapers, TV and the internet.  This almost sounds like a verse expounding one
of the first historical lessons which a Tibetan child might learn at its mother’s knee, so we should ask
why it might be included in this specific collection.

Srong btsan sgam po created the religious law code called Mi chos gtsang ma bcu drug in the first half
of the seventh century.  The Great Fifth Dalai Lama, bLo bzang rgya mtsho also promulgated religious
laws and it could be that here we have a reminder, by association, that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is
part of the lineage of Dalai Lamas, despite being somewhat unorthodox.  The repetition of rgyal at the
start of both the lines in the second couplet reminds us, moreover, that the Dalai Lama is also referred
to as rGyal dbang.

Qiv.de.cxn.dn.SDov.poai/ bsil.g+ib.kYi.aog.ns/

m.RGYb.sems.kYi.mdUd.p/ A.re.dm.gcig.b*s.b*Uv.// 378

1a bsil grib can kyi ‘og nas

In the cool shade of the sandalwood tree -
Oh, my unknotted heart became bound.

Here we have a verse in which the natural coolness beneath the shade of a tree invites the kind of
relaxation which causes knots to bind the heart.  The sandalwood tree, moreover, exudes a delicious
perfume.  The poet’s mind might well be fantasising, lulled by the combination of shade and scent, but
this tree could equally represent a young woman or, maybe more likely, the combination of the two.
After all, his experiences in sKyid tshal klu sding in recent poems should remind us of the way in which
love is so often expressed in terms of the interplay of the natural and the human world.

The idea of the knotted heart (or mind) suggests the mental confusion, not necessarily of those in love,
but of those whose love is somewhat out of control, or else overly complicating their life:  this is a subtly
different type of love from sems shor, it would seem.

The negativising ma at the beginning of the second couplet both points to the verb but also backwards
to the sandalwood tree, being a direct reminder of the girl’s presence.  Maybe too, she is responsible for
the relaxation expressed in the first line, as much as for the tension of the final line.

In the last line, then, the poet’s sigh comes directly after the word mdud pa and the cæsura:  his
anguish is clearly felt and clearly expressed - he is bound up, in a new love affair, with lovesickness,
with the troubles which come with love. 

Here, then, we have the bittersweetness of love, the hold it can exercise over a person, the complexity
to which it gives rise.  That notwithstanding, the a re also seems to show how the poet, despite his best



intentions, can see himself getting embroiled in this new relationship, repeating the same mistakes as
before.

Q.z.mqa.ag+os.bSKor.bai/ Qiv.de.cxn.dn.SDov.po/

d+i.q.Zim.p.m.RTogs/ ab,s.bu.[ogs.RGYU.mi.adUg 379

2b ‘bras bu ‘thogs rgyu mi ‘dug

Flesh-eating dakinis surround the sandalwood tree.
Save for its fragrant perfume, I can’t get to the fruit.

In this poem, unlike the previous one, the poet is unable to reach the embrace of the sandalwood tree,
because of the terrifying dakinis which are guarding it.  Sørensen reads sha za mkha’ ‘gro as the girls
mother, but unless we understand the verb bskor ba figuratively, it should be read in the plural:  if this is
not her family, then perhaps these fearful creatures are in fact the weight of the Regent and the dGe
lugs pa at large, preventing Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho from persuing this, or indeed any, relation-
ship.

Notice how the first line of the previous verse is repeated here as the second line.  The tree is now
subservient to its guardians, both in structural and in literal terms.  And, whereas there was a very phys-
ical reaction to the tree before, here it is the perfume alone which is experienced:  the concessive ma
gtogs in the prominent slot in line three gives indicates that the poet has a problem, namely that he can-
not reach the fruit.

The use of ‘bras bu here recalls the term sha za at the beginning of the poem, offering a distinction
between himself and the young woman’s guardians. ‘Bras bu should also remind us of the result of kar-
man, so maybe the poet is here suggesting that, despite everything, he is not destined to experience
the love of this girl.

Read, tentatively, with the previous song, there seems there to have been an acknowledgement of
what is described here, the problems caused by those - whoever they might be and for whatever rea-
sons - who would prevent him and the girl from falling in love.

sev.]en.bRGYd.kYi.btegs.pai/ gser.SKU.m[ov.b.don.LDn/

SKU.Zbs.Zbs.pd.bSTn.poai/ bZUgs.q,i.l.abulo// 380

1a seng chen brgyad kyis btegs pa’i
2b bzhugs khri de la ‘bul lo

The golden statue, Meaningful to Behold, supported by eight great lions,
Was offered to the minister as a firm seat.

mThong ba don ldan is a term employed for all kinds of statues, but it specifically relates to that housing
the remains of Tshong kha pa at dGa’ ldan monastery in Lhasa.  What strikes me as interesting about
this epithet is that it is the act of seeing which is said to be meaningful.  For an oral culture such as
Tibet, the act of seeing and then expressing what one has seen is central to one’s understanding:  for
an illiterate farmer, after all, there is no contemplation possible of texts which one is unable to read.  
The same is true of the performative poetry of which gzhas are representative.  These verses contain
descriptions of the natural world and of beautiful women - things seen, which open up the powers of
thought and give birth to expression.



In this poem, the golden statue of Tshong kha pa, then, resting on eight lions, is described.  It is
offered to the sku zhabs, a term denoting, in many cases, a high lama such as the Dalai Lama:  here,
then, it could have been offered to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho in order to preserve his life and length-
en his rule.  

b.lu.su.lu.dpg.med/ gya.SPv.m]xmsu.SKYes.ns/

LH.b*.gov.mo.LCv.g)iv./ g+U.bZi.l.m.SMon// 381

1b gya’ spang mtshams su skyes nas
2b gru bzhi de la ma smon

Innumerable rhododendrons grow where the mountains meet the meadows:
The grouse has no wish for the square willow-grove.

The rhododendron in this poem, as elsewhere, represents the endless number of young women whom
the poet sees around him.  Here, though, they are shown growing on the borders of the mountains and
the meadows.  That this place - designated here by the almost pleonastic gya’ spang mtshams su - is
such a common topos of these poems is interesting, since its liminality in a sense reflects Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho’s own liminality, neither truly monk nor truly layman, neither free nor captive.  

In this poem, both the rhododendrons in the first couplet and the grouse in the second are shown as
preferring their freedom to being cultivated or kept in a garden.  That the grouse foresakes even the inti-
macy of the willow trees suggests the importance to them of having a place to express themselves and
to find their own way, rather than being rigidly controlled.

For Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, then, both flower and bird represent, not only the young women
whom he knows, but also the freedom, both physical and emotional, which he so craved in his house-
arrest at the Potala.  Even if the Dalai Lama is not the author, this is a poignant verse, showing the
melancholy which results from real or perceived restrictions to ones movement.

b*ms.p.lg.ni.STr.qai/ me.tog.dv.ad+.b/

fin.mo.migi.mi.m[ov./ m]xn.mo.lg.tU.mi.lon// 382

1b me tog de dang ‘dra ba
2a nyin mor mig gis mi mthong
2b mtshan mor lag tu mi lon

My lover, like the flower of the walnut tree:
Invisible by day, out of reach at night.

The walnut tree produces no flower and so we must assume that this is a song in which the poet con-
ceives that he is in the wrong place at the wrong time to get a lover.

The humor here is produced through the placement of the putative flower at the start of the second
line and by the addition of further impossibilities in the second couplet.  It’s like a game of Chinese
Whispers, in which reality gets more and more distorted through a single misunderstanding.  

The structure of the lines in the second couplet, moreover, emphasise this growing complexity:  the
binary of night and day rules out any time between, and neither the eye nor the hand are able to find
the flower.  In passing, it is interesting how the absurdity of the situation is strengthened by the fact that
the flower is said to be invisible by day and untouchable at night, rather than the reverse, which would



be more likely.
So here we have the poet deluding himself that, if only circumstances were slightly different, he could

have found the girl of his dreams.  But, since this walnut flower doesn’t exist, it is in a sense merely an
unreachable dream.

m.RCXigs.RCXigso.legs.p/ dkr.mo.ns.kYi.RCXigs.p/

RCXig.ns.agYUr.b.med.do/ agYUr.med.Zbs.bRTn.LH.qv./

mqa.l.SKYon.pai.RGY.\ibs/ fi.z).dv.mfm.b*Uv.// 383

1a ma rtsigs rtsigs so legs pa
2a rtsigs nas ‘gyur ba med do
3b nyi zla de dang mnyam byung

This unconstructed construction is excellent:  a white barley construction,
Fixed and secure.  This unmoving, firm temple,

Its Chinese roof astride the sky, is like the sun and moon.

The opening phrase here, ma rtsigs rtsigs so, is curious and in some ways reminds me of the contradic-
tory in riddles, such as ma skyes a ma.  This, then, is an unbuilt building, an unconstructed construc-
tion, built of white barley, a material which does not seem to me to provide much practical security.
In the second couplet, the word rtsig is repeated, now for the fourth time.  ‘Gyur ba med do before the
cæsura becomes ‘gyur med after the cæsura, the immobility of the temple being reemphasised with the
honorific zhabs rten.  

Thus far, we have simply a set of very confusing images, none of which seem to clarify any others, nor
do they make much sense taken on their own.  Indeed, it is repetition here which appears to be the
main theme, the firm and unmovable unconstructed construction.

In the final couplet, the golden, pagoda-style roof, high in the sky, is likened to the sun and moon.
This could be a comment on the roof’s architecture or its polished brilliance, but we should remember
the key statement at the beginning of the poem, ma rtsigs rtsigs so.  That the roof is, furthermore,
described as nyi zla dang mnyam calls to mind another way of describing stability, namely the discs of
sun and moon upon which yi dam and lama sit in Vajrayana visualisations.

This is clearly an example of what we could call a ldem gzhas, a riddle gzhas.  The first two couplets
use three words - rtsig[s], nas and ‘gyur...med - to create a veritable maze of implied meanings and
contradictions.  To hear - or read - the poem once is confusing, but the more one thinks about it, the
more familiar yet more difficult it becomes to create sense from it.

The image in the final couplet is, perhaps, the least complex part of the song, since it can both be
visualised and understood in terms of the literal and symbolic language.  It seems, at a first glance, that
the poem is a description of an intangible, yet very real presence:  maybe this temple is in the first
stages of construction, or still in the mind of the architects.  Seen in this way, it becomes less of a riddle
and more of a plan, although I would suggest that what appears to be the deliberate semantic complexi-
ty of the opening four lines points to a desire to amuse, if not confuse, the listener.

gnm.l.SP+in.p.mi.adUg s.l.bu.yug.a]ub.gis/

dog.p.de.n.mi.adug gZn.l.[ugs.LCgs.gnv.ZU// 384



2a dogs pa de na mi ‘dug

A cloudless sky, snow lashing the ground.
In this place there is no fear - please take care of others.

Here we have another poem in which contradiction is used to create an effect in the listener’s mind.  A
snowstorm falling from a cloudless sky suggests a hidden danger, perhaps, or an obvious danger
whose source is unvisible.  Either way, we can see this as a comment on the intrigue and uncertainty in
Tibet at the end of the seventeenth century, and especially as it relates to the life of Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho.

What are we to make, though, of the parallel construction of the first lines in both couplets?  In the
second, it is fear which is emphasised over the site of the fear, which reverses the structure of the first
line:  nonetheless, this final couplet seems to be offering hope, which would explain the rhetorical place-
ment of dog pa, as well as its negation just before the cæsura.

In the final line of the song, the poet asks that others be looked after.  The use of the word thugs lcags
is interesting, since the presence of iron, whilst hard and strong is, nonetheless, not associated particu-
larly with care or concern.  Maybe this usage emphasises the importance, not of care so much as of
protection.

Read in this way, the poem seems, as Sørensen suggests, to be concerned with the apparent incur-
sions of outside forces.  Maybe the presence of gnam at the headpoint of the verse should lead us to
conclude that an invasion of the Mongols is expected.  As for de in the third line, we could read this as a
self-reference on the part of the poet, presumably Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself:  in the event of
an invasion, he says, no-one is to worry about him, rather they should worry about looking after the
safety of others.

gser.SKU.gser.l.m.bRDUv./ bl.poai.lugsu.b)Ug.ps/

gZUgs.g+l.mi.lus.LH.gdov./ g.cxug.b*s.ns.b*Uv.b// 385

1b bal po’i lugs su blugs pas

The golden statue wasn’t hammered out of gold - it was cast Nepali style.
How come these guests have human bodies, but divine faces?

This poem offers a new take on the old theme of the reality behind superficial appearance.  The statue,
which appears to have been made from pure gold, was in fact cast in the Nepali style, or at least by
Nepali artisans, from bronze or copper.  Only then was gilding applied.  

In much the same way, the guests here seated in rows give the impression of being pure and holy:
the term lha gdong is clearly in opposition to mi lus but we look first at a person’s face in order to get
their measure.  That mi lus is placed first here means that lha gdong is almost an afterthought, irrele-
vant once the reality has been grasped.  The final line, with its amazed expression of ga tsug, shows
how the poet is baffled by the gall of these people:  their pretense to superiority is baffling to him.

That Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho would have come into contact with many people like those
described here is clear:  as rGyal dbang, he would undoubtedly have had people pretending to be his
friends, or else devoted and loyal supporters, yet who in reality were either cynical or treacherous or
downright malfaisant.  While the popular image of him as a man continually let down and mishandled by
all around him is probably far from the whole truth, it is self-evident that such unscrupulous hangers-on
would have been commonplace wherever he went, at least in Lhasa where his face was known.

\u.yi.SPv.mdog.agYUr.sov./ mda.ns.Qiv.lo.SKYUr.sov./



qu.b*Ug.mon.l.ag+o.bai/ qug.RT.yin.n.dga.l// 386

1b mda’ nas shing lo bskyur song

The color of the upper slopes have changed - lower down, the leaves have fallen.
The cuckoo’s headed off for Mon, but, happily, still the swallow remains.

The interrelationship between the cuckoo and the swallow in Tibetan thought is bound up with the
change from winter into spring and from summer into fall.  Although we are told in 1 that the cuckoo is
the herald of spring, the swallow’s arrival itself presages the cuckoo’s;  the reverse is true in the fall,
when the cuckoo’s departure precedes the swallow’s by a few weeks.

The birds’ migratory habits are matched by the changing landscape.  The soil has changed color and
the leaves are beginning to fall from the trees.  The autumn has arrived, the sun’s strength is weakening
and the chill is setting in.  From our centrally heated houses we cannot now properly understand the
implications which would have greeted the early autumn within an agricultural, pre-modern society such
as Tibet.  Nonetheless, the near-constant presence of the landscape and of both fauna and flora in
these, and other, gzhas, is a testament to the significance of nature, both in terms of symbolism and of
day-to-day experience.

That the swallow has not left, however, means that autumn has yet to take a firm hold.  the poet is
happy, realising that he has still time to relax and enjoy himself in the open air.  

SKYe.s.aov.STod.Zv.qai/ vn.SKYUgs.l.med.p/

LT.b.dga.LDn.dr.SMYon/ RCXe.[og.ls.m[o.b// 387

1b ngan skyugs de las med pa
2b rtse mo’i thog las mtho ba

Where she was born, in ‘Ong stod zhing kha, is nothing but wasteland.
But she imagines she’s higher than dGa’ ldan dar smyon.

As with 52 and 385, among others, this is a poem about social pretension.  The market place at ‘Ong
stod zhing kha is, according to the poet, a dirty place:  his description is especially forthright, implying
by the word skyug the vomit of sickness as much as of drunkenness.  Alongside this market-place
stands the flagpole called dGa’ ldan dar smyon:  this vulgar woman thinks she’s higher even than this
tall pole. 

The implications of such a song, belonging to the tshig rgyag genre of gzhas, are clear and probably
don’t need any further explanation.  Nonetheless, it should be noted that there is no explicit indication
that this is a poem about a woman:  contextually it would seem more likely, especially if this is a poem
by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho or another man.  It could, though, be sung by anyone about anyone
else, simply as a criticism of their self-importance.  

Moreover, the topology is equally inconclusive.  It could be suggestes that the market and the flagpole
form a pair, seemingly contradictory:  it would require more research to determine whether ‘Ong stod
zhing kha is - or has been in the past - a general indicator of social vulgarity, but it seems possible that
an association such as this might have been made.

adir.bZUgs.bZUgs.g+l.SGor.mo/ dga.dga.SP+o.SP+o.gnv.ZU/



dga.bai.dus.su.dga.p/ m.b*s.dv.zer.n/

dga.po.v.yin.zer.ns/ yov.mqn.ni.mi.adUg

mi.]xe.sog.mai.RCXW.r/ gv.du.yl.ag+o.mi.Qes 388

2b ma byas pa dang zer na
3b yongs mkhan cig ni mi ‘dug
4a mi tshe sog ma’i rtsva ra

All you guests sitting here, rejoice and be merry!
If you get the chance to be happy and you say, “I’m not happy”,

No-one will come along to say, “I’m happy”.
Life is like a grassy pasture - you’ve no idea when it’ll fade.

The message of this song seems to be quite clear, and requires little explanation.  If you get the chance
to have a good time, you should take it, because, like grass in a field, it is uncertain how long the expe-
rience will last.  

The meaning of the third couplet seems to be that no-one can come and be happy for you, that some-
one who is unhappy needs to change his or her own life, rather than expecting help from others.

In structural terms, the key word is dga’, which appears at the start of the middle two couplets.  The
emphatic dga’ dga’ spro spro of the second line is condensed thereafter and implied through placement
rather than syllabic quantity:  in the second couplet, it appears just before the cæsura as well as the
headword, being thus emphasised onward into the third couplet.

The final couplet follows the familiar pattern, the rtsa ra simile leading over the cæsura towards the
conclusion of the song.  That the emphatic final foot - all the more emphatic due to the extended num-
ber of lines - is mi shes reinforces the message central not only here but to Buddhist thought in general,
of the unpredictability of human life.

SPv.Qov.nor.gYi.qev.bai/ ag+ig.ag+ig.dv.mi.adUg

b.l.mgo.[g.RGYb.pai/ q,id.q,id.ni.gsuv.gis// 389

1a spang gshongs nor gyis khengs ba’i
1b ‘grig ‘grig dang ni mi ‘dug
2b khrid khrid rang gi gsung gis

The meadows shouldn’t be filled with cattle.
Someone suggested I halter a cow and lead it off.

Here the poet seems to be saying that he should find someone to take as his lover.  The cattle are here
called nor, recalling not only the precious jewel which is the belovèd girl, but also the errant nature of
both cattle and young women.  Note also the slight echo of ba lu in the other term used here for a cow,
ba (joined to the la particle), further linking cows with girls.  The meaning of this first couplet appears to
be that the cows should not be herded together into a field, that they should be given their freedom and
allowed to disperse.  But this strikes me as ironic:  the poet is expressing feigned surprise at what is a
regular occurrence, as if to state his opinion in a veiled way.

The nature of the dispersal that he has in mind comes at someone else’s suggestion (honorific gsung
implying in this context more of an advisory capacity;  or maybe this is the poet’s idea, but he is unwill-



ing to take the responsibility for it).  ‘Grigs ‘grigs in the second line is replaced here by the echoing,
though contradictory, khrid khrid, both of these terms pointing back to the image of a full meadow and a
haltered cow into the previous lines.

Qiv.de.SBYr.pai.SKYe.s/ g)v.[v.gZUv.l.ZU.yin/

sBYr.pai.SBYr.lo.gnv.sos/ gv.bde.ru.\ebs.]og 390

2b gang du bde ru phebs chog

I found the poplar tree where it grew, in the valley of gLang thang.
Poplar leaves, spring forth and relax as you wish.

The poplar here evidently represents a young woman, who comes from the valley of gLang thang.
There seems to be an echo here between the name of this valley and the cattle of the previous poem,
here represented by the word glang.

As with 366, the poet seems here to be inviting the girl to lie down and relax under his gaze (or under
his body).  We can imagine the leaves representing the girl’s limbs:  the distribution of palatals and alve-
olars - shing, sbyar, gzhung, zhu and skye - is interspersed with mid-high vowels such as sos and ru
which, although unstressed, still lend the performance of this verse a slow and relaxed feeling.

ri.l.RCXW.ni.mi.adUg k)U.l.]u.ni.mi.adUg

Q.b.l.mo.mi.RGYg gv.l.bLTs.ns.SDod.p// 391

2a shva ba la mo mi rgyag

There’s no grass on the mountain and no water in the valley.
The stag, finding nothing here, should go look elsewhere.

In the context of the mythology of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho as a love poet, this should clearly be
taken as a poem about the absense of potential lovers.  However, there is no doubt that it can be
applied to many other situations where a person feels that he or she should move on and try pastures
new.  The stag should do the same.

The stag occurs throughout this collection as an image for the lover, his antlers representing power
and also potency (see also 353), his control of the female deer absolute and his desire for superiority
over other stags fierce and frequently bloody.  That he is also a kind of leader means that he is respon-
sible for the wellbeing of his herd.  For this reason, a place where there is neither grass nor water is a
place to be avoided.

Structurally, there is a connection between the ni mi ‘dug linking the lines of the first couplet and the
nas sdod pa at the close of the second, where what is lacking will drive him to settle elsewhere.  In
terms of both sound and structure, the opening line of the second couplet provides a break, emphasis-
ing the emptiness of the situation.

Significantly, too, the the third line can also be read as indicating the stag’s lack of females.  That this
is, in some ways, the most important line of the poem, is shown in the change in grammatical structure.

lm.po.sum.mdo.agg.gi m]od.RTen.m.$i.pd(e/



bSKor.b.bSKor.bs.agYod.b*Uv./ \*i.mig.bLT.Ziv.log.ag+o 392

A stupa where the road forks is inscribed with the mani mantra.
I repent in circumambulation and, looking backwards, leave again.

The place where one road joins another, or where a fork creates three roads converging on the inter-
section, has universal significance as a liminal, confused and confusing place, where criminals are
hanged, outcasts are deposited and life-changing decisions are made.  The presence of a stupa in this
song acts, like a stone cairn, as a depository for desires and hopes, for offerings to the gods and for, as
here, the repentance of misdemeanors.

From what we know of him from the poems ascribed to, or about, him, Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
was torn between the religious and the secular, between spiritual retreat and the pleasures of beer and
love affairs.  The many poems in this collection and in the mgu glu which tell of his uncertainty suggest
that this junction of three roads was a common experience for him, one which he found wieghed heavily
on his commitment to the Tibetan people and to his independent heart.

Threeness is also, of course, a significant symbolic element in folklore and mythology.  The specific
significance in this poem is not clear, but the parallel in the first and third lines between the three roads
and the repeated bskor suggest that the reference is, in part, to the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, the
dkon mchog sgum.  As he leaves the place, he looks backwards, an act of respect and acknowledge-
ment with which he is perhaps able to bring closure to the mistakes he has made and of which he has
now repented.  

mda.mos.LV.bRGY.lon.sov./ Q.bk+d.gnv.sos.bde.b/

gZU.mo.r-.RGod.aq*il.ad+/ fi.mai.zer.l.gUg.sov.// 393

Five hundred times I’ve fired the arrow and the bow-notch is quite at peace.
The bow is twisted like a ram’s horn, it bends into sunrays.

This poem, if not about Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, is nevertheless about an inveterate
archer.  We have seen in poems such as 200, 220 and 262, the importance of the images and fashions
of archery to the Dalai Lama and his coterie and here again we have an indication of the poet’s enthusi-
asm for the sport.

That the sha bkrad remains peaceful - that is, without significant wear and tear - is a tribute, one sup-
poses, to the poet’s skill in loosing the arrow cleanly and accurately, so that corruption of the bow notch
is kept to an absolute minimum.  The bw itself, however, has been pulled so many times that it has
become twisted like a ram’s horn.  

The final line of the poem strikes me as unusually poetic.  The grammar implies that the bow bends
towards or into (la) the rays of the sun, as though it becomes one with them.  I am reminded here of the
spiritual aspect of archery, as found in the Japanese art of kyudo and in many western mediæval texts.

Needless to say, however, the present of the word mda’ mo in the prominent, opening foot of the poem
should not be forgotten.  On a completely different level, the poet is saying that, despite having fallen in
love (or at least taken up his bow) five hundred times, he is still ready for more.

RGY.gr.Q.l.ag+o.b/ RM.b*ai.SKYe.b.len.dgos/

ajm.po.adUg.gi.lo.ms/ mi.bZog.p.adUgo 394



2b de mi bzhog pa ‘dug go

Reborn a peacock in the east of India,
I dared not eat the soft, yet deadly, leaves.

Here we have an unusual song about the poet’s future rebirth.  Reborn as a peacock in the east of
India, he is not prepared to eat the poisonous leaves which are the natural food of these birds.  The
east of India, of course, could indicate a place close to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s birthplace of
Mon, which suggests that, while this could be a future rebirth, it could also be a retrospective descrip-
tion.  Note in this regard the use of dgos, which indicates that this rebirth might have been something
more akin to an obligation.  This might well have been how Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho sometimes
viewed his life as Dalai Lama, with all the hardships and problems which this entailed.

There are a number of possible interpretations of the ‘jam po ‘dug gi lo ma.  On the one hand, they
could, as Sørensen suggests, be a reference to the many women who crowded around him, beautiful
yet dangerous in that they were wont both to let slip to their other suitors the intimate secrets of the
Potala and to act disloyally towards him in matters of the heart.

On the other hand, the leaves could also refer to the food which he was offered as Dalai Lama, name-
ly the temporal power of statecraft and the gifts and bribes which he might, however respectfully and
devotedly, been offered by unscrupulous lackeys.  All these things would, to him, have been anathema,
one assumes, and he would have grown over time disinclined to partake of them.

The obstruents here lend the poem a harsh sound, distributed as they are between the stressed and
the unstressed syllables.  Much of the articulation here takes place in the upper front of the mouth and,
as in 251, it creates a feeling of spitting the words out.  Whether this is supposed to represent the natu-
ral reflex of ejecting poison or of spitting out the unpleasant taste left my many of the poet’s experiences
in this rebirth is unclear.

sd.bs,Uv.bai.SP+in.p/ yod.g+gs.p.m.RTogs/

LJv.]uv.fi.mai.zer.l/ mi.]gs.p.adUgo 395

1a sad de bsrung pa’i sprin pa
sad las bsrung pa’i sprin pa (WS)

1b yod rang grags pa ma rtogs
2b mi chags pa ni ‘dug go

Unless the friendly clouds protect them against the frost,
The small green shoots will be stifled by the rays of the sun.

The symbolism inherent in this poem illustrate the many difficulties under which Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho labored during his life.  It could be, moreover, that the frost and the sun continue here the theme
begun by the soft, yet poisonous leaves of the previous poem.

The frost, though the first word in the poem, is symbolically overwhelmed by the remaining syllables of
the couplet, which describe the protecting and warming clouds.  Grags pa could, as Sørensen suggests,
be replaced with drag pa, but I would allow both homophonous readings, implying the idea of a strong
and protecting friend.  Who this central character here might be is uncertain.  It could be the Regent of
course, in his fatherly rôle, seeking to help the young man out of difficulty and protect him against his
accusors (of which he was nevertheless one).  On the other hand, and I prefer this reading, the amor-
phous mass of the cloud might represent the anonymous and amorphous mass of Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s friends and advocates and hangers-on who, whilst not always completely loyal, must nev-
ertheless have been a source of great joy and strength to him at the most difficult points of his life.

The second couplet, interestingly, places the subject of the verse in the opening foot, rather than in the



more usual pre-cæsura slot.  lJang chung here has echoes of byang chub and we can imagine that
these shoots could also signify Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s attempts to live the life expected of a
Vajrayana practitioner, which attempts might also have been thwarted by the onslaught of outside
forces.

The interaction of the frost and the kind of heat from the sun expected in the summer are twin
extremes of the high Tibetan plateau, but they also exemplify what seems to have been Sangs rgyas
rgya mtsho’s way of dealing with the Dalai Lama.  Not only could he be emotional and over-protective,
but he could also act with machiavellian cruelty, neither of which - and especially not together - would
have made life among those closest to him easy.

qu.b*ug.mon.ns.yov.b/ LH.Qiv.bsm.ls.yov.yod/

LH.Qiv.agYUr.mdog.STon.ns/ qu.b*Ug.mon.l.log.ag+o 396

The cuckoo comes from Mon, thinking of juniper.
The juniper turns color come autumn and the cuckoo returns to Mon.

The cuckoo’s arrival, as shown in 1 and 386, indicates that spring is come.  In the early autumn, the
leaves turn color (symbolised by the multilayered meaning of ston) and the the cuckoo flies back to
Mon.  In this poem, the juniper, as in many other poems, represents the poet’s lover.  Her change of
mind sends the young man away:  as with the changing seasons, this has become a vicious circle for
the poet, a feeling which is ever-present in this collection.

In terms of the structure here, it should be noted that the cuckoo and the juniper begin all four lines, in
an ABBA formation.  Interestingly, this is the only place in which they figure:  this configuration results in
a poem lacking internal tension.  The khu byug mon nas...| khu byug mon la structure in the first and
fourth lines, while thematically predictable, add a little to the poem’s sound.

rov.de.rov.[g.riv.l/ m[ov.RGYU.gnm.ls.mi.adUg

b*ms.pai.mjl.q.mi.lus/ len.p.ls.qg.p// 397

2b len pa de las khag pa

The valley is so long, you can only see the sky.
It’s harder to meet with my lover than to get a human body.

The difficulty of acquiring a human life is explained in Buddhist texts as being about as likely as the pos-
sibility that a blind deep-sea turtle, who rises to the surface of the ocean every hundred years, might on
one of his appearances put his head through a ring which floats at random, carried here and there by
the tides.  With this in mind, the poet clearly reckons his chances of meeting his lover to be less than
negligible.

The valley’s length and depth are so vast that it is possible only to see the sky.  That it is impossible to
see his lover approaching, or at least to notice her without passing her, is self-evident, we are told.  To a
certain extent, this sounds defeatist, but given the almost mythological status of Tshangs dbyangs rgya
mtsho’s lack of success in his various trysts, it is not an insubstantiated claim.

de.ad+ai.SG+o.RGYg.yod.p/ SKYg.p.dv.ad+.b/



de.l.aqor.bai.mi.]xo/ SFv.m.dv.ad+.b// 398

1b skyag pa de dang ‘dra ba
2b snyang ma de dang ‘dra ba

Show offs like that are like shit.
The ones around them are like squit.

It seems very likely to me that this poem, which vies with 273 and 400 as being the most explicit in this
collection, is directed at the Regent and those gathered around him.  Perhaps it is the work, not of
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself, but of one of his own associates, making clear the contempt with
which such haughtiness and self-aggrandizement was held, as much in Lhasa proper, we must assume,
as in the Potala itself - albeit less explicitly.

The image of a bird flapping its wings and making a lot of noise is maybe not the most convincing por-
trait, however, of Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho.  He seems to have been a man of great cultivation and ele-
gance, although this might simply be a caricature by someone who might only have seen him, rather
than by someone, like the Dalai Lama, who knew him intimately.

STg.gi.LPgs.p.m.red/ gzig.gi.LPgs.p.m.red/

rs.LPgs.\*i.nv.s)og.pai/ SPos.q*er.l.gzigs.dv.// 399

2b spos khyer de la gzigs dang

Neither tiger skin, nor leopard skin:
Look at the guy with the incense bowl, wearing a goatskin inside out!

This, like the previous poem and the following one, is a classic example of tshig rgyag, making fun of
pretension by pointing out someone’s failings through what can at times be extremely savage humor.

The poet is here evidently looking at someone wearing what they think is an elegant covering made of
the skin of an animal.  The first couplet offers two possibilities, refuting both of them.  In the second, the
deëmphasis of the word lpags allows additional mockery to be heaped upon the proud butt of the joke:
here, the emphasis falls on phyi and, like the story of the Emperor’s new clothes, the truth of the situa-
tion is spoken aloud.

What is particularly notable here is the way in which the second couplet is structured.  As often, the
first line contains the important information.  What we are told in the second line, however, strikes me as
quite superfluous to the implication:  it appears that the incense bowl is added, as it were, to complete
the full complement of syllables.  One could assume that this character was using his position as
incense bearer to show off even more his elegance and style.

]u.mu.tig.RJX.RJXr/ cum.cum.pai.aog.ns/

A.LCe.bu.mo.Zv.Zv./ ZUm.ZUm.ms.qev.sov.// 400

1a chu de mu tig rdza rdzar
2b zhum zhum mas ni khengs song



Trying to keep her juices from dripping like pearls,
Here comes the young girl, coy and full of charm.

Whereas Sørensen reads chu here as urine, I would think that the context demands a more sexual
reading, that in her excitement at meeting the beautiful young - and available - Dalai Lama, the girl’s
juices are beginning to flow.

The description of her juices, though, is couched in very delicate - or maybe ironic - terms, as dripping
pearls.  The onomatapoeic nature of this text is one of the main features, filling in both couplets one foot
either side of the cæsura.  In the first couple, the dripping rdza rdzar is followed by cum cum, her
attempts to keep the flow at bay:  say these words and you can sense the movement outwards in the
first and inwards in the second.  The onomatapoeia in the second couplet, zhang zhang | zhum zhum,
has a combination of ideas:  the creeping of a cat, the act skimming scum from a liquid, dismay.  That
the term zhang po means “uncle” strikes me as interesting, insofar as the girl might feel herself to be in
the presence of someone, like an uncle, whom she perceives to be older and therefore superior.  All
these ideas, and more no doubt, are working together in this description:  it is unlikely, as with onomat-
apoeia in general, that words alone can express what she is feeling.

m]od.cn.dg.cn.ser.po/ yod.yod.pai.qog.ns/

SPen.RCX.[ugs.kYi.q*il.ns/ m.bor.b.gnv.ZU// 401

1a mchod can dvags can ser po
1b yod yod yod pa’i khog nas
2b ma bor ba rang gnang zhu

While you have a yellow cup from Dvags po,
Please don’t stop thinking about this small wooden bowl.

This poem contrasts a yellow cup from Dvags po (see 262) with another cup, a small vessel carved
from tamarisk wood.  The peculiar repetitive quality of the second line is worth noting, if only because it
serves to emphasise the possession of the cup and, presumably, the affection and pride that the owner
takes in it.

On the other hand, the poet urges that the smaller cup also be remembered.  In contrast with the way
in which the Dvags po cup is described, as the main (or central) vessel, tamarisk cup should not be
thrown away, or forsaken, from the very edges of the heart and mind.  This poetic way of urging consid-
eration for such an apparently insignificant thing is reinforced by the honorific language in which it is
presented.

Structurally, the first couplet is marked, of course, by the repetition of syllables and sounds:  palatal-
alveolars in the first line and the string of three yod in the second.

SP+in.]r.]u.ris.Qig.Qig sil.sil.l.mo.RGYb.sov./

legs.pai.s.STev.me.tog [r.pai.lm.SN.d+ovs.mjxod// 402

1b bsil bsil la mo rgyab song

The cooling banks of new clouds have moved beyond the pass.
Please guide the well-planted flower on the road to freedom.



I do not agree with Sørensen in his assertion that this is a poem about love.  It seems to me that the
language and the structure points more in the direction of a religious, or else possibly a political, lyric.

The new clouds, described using the onomatapoeic shig shig | sil sil as massing together like rippling
waves, have moved beyond the pass.  The implication here is that they have run their course and will
not return:  they are moving away from the poet.

The second couplet echoes a common phrase in Vajrayana sadhana, lam na drongs, used frequently
as a prayer that the practitioner be guided onto the path of goodness, there finally to achieve the
enlightened mind.  In the context of the present poem, the poet is asking that the flower - ostensibly he
himself - be guided in this way.

That the flower is described as legs pa’i sa steng points, in part, to the tension between Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho’s homeland of Mon yul and his adoptive city of Lhasa.  Both could be described in
this way and this phrase even carries a slight echo of the city’s name and the Dalai Lama’s desire to be
a good practitioner and a good statesman here becomes evident.  As for the clouds in the first couplet,
they might stand for his parents who, now dead, cannot help him any more (they are new, perhaps,
because they have already now taken rebirth elsewhere);  or we can see them, not as representative of
anything in particular, rather of the feeling that his luck has finally disappeared.

gns.]en.po.t.l.l/ gser.gYi.SG+om.SKd.bcxug.yod/

bk+.Qis.q.btgs.bSNms.ns/ RGYl.dbv.mjl.br.\ebs.Qig 403

A golden staircase was erected in the noble Potala.
Bring an auspicious offering scarf to greet the rGyal dbang.

This again is a poem which I believe is not written as a lovesong, but as a more general or political
comment.

The gilded staircase mentioned here can probably not be identified until we have full access to the
Potala, and even then it might prove difficult to find.  The direct association of this lavish decoration with
the phrase gnas chen and with the Dalai Lama, by its inclusion in this collection, suggests that this is in
fact a poem about the respect with which the office was held, rather than perhaps the person holding
the office.  

That the Dalai Lama himself is referred to here, and using the title rGyal dbang, also suggests to me
that this is not by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho himself.  It might be a general dga’ gzhas sung to or by
people who have been given an audience at the Potala, including a reminder to take an offering scarf.
It could equally be, depending upon when this collection was compiled, that this was a song sung about
an audience with a later Dalai Lama, possibly the great rnal ‘byor pa and poet sKal bzang rgya mtsho.

Note in passing the echo in the phrase rgyal dbang mjal ba, linking the two ideas in the mind of the
performer and the listener, as a kind of mnemonic-mantric device.

\o.b,v.dmr.poai.RCXe.ns/ gser.gYi.RGY.g)iv.SKYUr.b*Uv./

Ao.lo.v.]xoai.sems.pai/ dga.Qd.l.gzigs.dv.// 404

2b dga’ shad de la gzigs dang

The golden rgya gling sound from the top of the Red Hill Palace.
See how happy we young men are.

This would seem to be another poem about a visit to, or the life led within, the Potala.  Interesting here



is the verb skyur, used so frequently elsewhere for the song of birds, here used for the blaring sound of
the rgya gling from the top of the palace on the dMar po ri.

The main question to be answered in terms of this verse, though, concerns the identity of the young
men in the second couplet.  While they could be off to an audience with the Dalai Lama, they could also
be monks attached to the Potala.  

In fact, the more one reads and thinks about this poem, it becomes gradually more possible that this is
in fact an ironic poem about the decidedly unhappy life led by Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho - and, we
must also assume, by other less visible and perhaps less opinionated men who shared his world.
Moving ever wider, this song - or one like it - might have passed through generations as a comment on
the contradiction between the glorious reputation of the Potala and the presumed honor of working
there and the physically and emotionally taxing reality of the day-to-day life.

The inclusion of the emphatic shad in the final line seems to lend an extra note of ambiguity to the
poem.  Note also the use of color and sound to create an image of the Potala, the palatal-alveolars in
the second line echoing the harsh articulation of the rgya gling.

b)o.sems.STg.dov.nv.gi mda.mo.ls.bde.b/

sems.p.lo.]u.legs.pai/ ab,u.SN.ls.ajxoms.p// 405

1b mda’ mo de las bde ba
2b ‘bru sna las kyang ‘dzoms pa

My thoughts are happier than an arrow in a tigerskin quiver,
My mind more content than with a good harvest from a bunch of seeds.

These two couplets are identically structured, the poet using comparison to express how happy his
mind (and, by extension, he himself) is.  Just as happy thoughts create a happy mind, so this is mir-
rored by the trajectory of the poem.

Neither of these similes is particularly unusual or original within the gzhas form.  The arrow and the
quiver, furthermore, appear several times in this text, illustrating the interest and skill shown by Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho in archery.

But this is a simple poem with a simple meaning.  I don’t feel that its placement following the last
poem, with its possibly sarcastic import, should be taken as implying that this hides an equally critical
attitude.

fi.m.l.l.[d.sov./ g+ib.so.r)Uv.l.\og.sov./

do.nUb.ag+o.s.gns.moai/ nv.]uv.l.yin.no// 406

2b nang chung de la yin no

The sun has set beyond the pass, a shadow has struck the valley.
At evening’s fall, I’m away to my little landlady.

Poems about the interrelationship of distinct elements of nature and the world are common within the
gzhas tradition.  We see frequently in this present text the way in which birds migrate in autumn and
spring, and the interpretation placed upon such instinctual movements by humans.

In a similar way, the coming of night drives people to seek safety and warmth and comfort, perhaps an
atavistic memory of a time when the land was (perceived as being) more dangerous.  Here, the poet



connects the sunset with his setting of to spend the evening with the gnas mo’i nang chung.  This
phrase seems to combine the idea of the landlady - or madame - of a pub with a diminutive suggesting
either familiarity (the little wifey) or youth.  Whomever this represents, she is a source of comfort and
security and friendship for the poet.

In structural terms, the first couplet develops the idea of the sunset, placing the sun and the shadows
it casts in the prominent positions at the beginning of each line, their activity (thad song and phog song)
standing at the end of each line.  Do nub at the opening of the second couplet brings these both togeth-
er into a specific point in time, from which the remainder of the poem procedes. 

Zes.gsuvs.so/ pu$*e.jx<.n.bdg.gi.miv.kYv./ adir.bzuv.ns.bRJod.p

My name is Punye Dzana.  Continuing from where we left off...

Here the compiler of the collection breaks in and identifies himself in the Sanksritized form of what we
may assume is his Tibetan name, bSod nams Ye shes.  This would seem also to be the character iden-
tified in 202.

bk+.Qis.gys.su.aq*il.b/ LHg.bsm.dUv.dkr.gys.aq*il/

s,id.gsum.zil.gYis.non.pai/ RGYv.SKd.gcig.SG+og.dv.// 407

2b rgyang nas skad gcig sgrog dang

The white conch of an altruistic mind, twisting rightwards:
May its voice be heard from far off, conquering in the three realms.

This poem invokes one of the eight auspicious symbols of Buddhism, the lhag bsam dung dkar, whose
clockwise twisting recalls the clockwise circumambulation made around temples and statues and mchod
rten.

In this direct and straightforward song, the poet prays that the sound of the conch be heard universally,
stamping down the narrowmindedness and meanness of the three worlds (that is, above, upon and
below the earth).  As is implied by the first word here, this poem is an invocation of good fortune.

\un.]xogs.kun.yid.a\,og.pai/ RGY.rs.gur.gUm.mdvs.mjxes/

b)o.bzv.bSTn.SKYov.mfes.pai/ m]od.RJXs.l.abulo// 408

2b mchod rdzas de la ‘bul lo

Beautiful, shining Chinese cotton, dyed in saffron and captivating the mind,
Offered as a pleasing gift to bLo bzang bsTan skyong.

The figure mentioned here has yet to be identified, but there are two obvious candidates in dGe lugs pa
history, namely bLo bzang rgya mtsho, the “Great” Fifth Dalai Lama and bLo bzang grags pa, otherwise
known as rje btsun Tshong kha pa.  Either of these could be described as “Dharma Protector” and
either of them (or indeed both of them together, which is an alternative reading of this phrase) could be



offered such a beautiful swash of saffron colored cloth.
We have seen elsewhere (345) that the term rgya ras refers to a regular style of weave, so it would

seem that it is the color saturating the cotton which is truly captivating.  The whole of the first couplet,
however, is full of praise for the beauty of this gift, described significantly in the second couplet as
mchod rdzas, an honorific word frequently indicating a religious offering to a lama or to a sku of whatev-
er type.

dpl.gYi.]os.aqor.LH.s/ RGY.m]xoai.STev.ns.RGYb.yod/

RGY.m]xo.non.pai.dpon.po/ svs.RGYs.RGY.m]xo.bZUgs.yod/

v.]xo.Zbs.SPYi.ZU.mqn/ SNv.sos.mda.mo.ls.bde.b// 409

3b snang sos mda’ las bde ba (WS)

Lhasa, the glorious Dharmacakra, placed upon the ocean.
Here, the governor, Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho lords it over the ocean.

We servants are happier than an arrow.

This appears to be another tshigs rgyag in the spirit of 404, implicitly criticising through faint praise the
Regent Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho, who here is described as a governor oppressing or subjugating the
ocean, here used, presumably, to represent Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.

As Sørensen points out, the historical reference in the first line is to the ‘o ma’i thang, the now subter-
ranean lake upon which first the Jo khang and then subsequently Lhasa itself was built.  We can also
see this statement as showing the importance of the Dalai Lama lineage to the city:  more importantly,
in the context of late seventeenth century Tibetan politicking, we can perhaps get a hint here of the
fragility of the status accorded to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and the instability of the situation sur-
rounding both the Regent and his young ward.

The apposition of the first two couplets and the way in which the scene focusses down, in the second
couplet, upon the Regent, points to a political interpretation of the final two lines.  The almost throwaway
tone of this statement by what appears to be a kind of Greek chorus of servants (who explicitly identify
themselves with nga tsho) suggests to me that they are considerably less than happy with their lot:  per-
haps here again we hear the sound of a potential call-to-arms against the Regent by supporters of
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, this time from within the Potala.

kov.yul.\*ogs.ns.\ebs.pai/ b*.de.SM+.mqn.ne.cxo/

v.yi.]uv.ag+ogs.mjxes.m/ SKU.qms.bzv.po.Ae.adug 410

Hey, talkative parrot from Kong:
That beautiful girl of mine, is she well?

The ability of the parrot to speak means that it is presumed to have intelligence in addition to the wis-
dom and wide-ranging knowledge gleaned from its travels to distant lands.  In this poem, the poet asks
the parrot for news about how his lover is doing:  the identification of the bird with Kong yul may sug-
gest that this particular girl was also from that area, or was spending time there for some reason.

Note the deliberate way in which the girl is described in the second couplet, using words such as
mdzes ma and chung grogs (an echo perhaps of chung ‘dris) to indicate her beauty as well as his affec-



tion for her:  the placement of mdzes ma and sku khams at either side of the cæsura reminds us of the
relationship between beauty and health, particularly in a pre-society where poor health could lead to a
sudden and sometimes disfiguring loss of physical attractiveness. 

s.de.a\*ov.RGYs.Zol.ns/ a[uv.bai.]u.ni.mi.adUg

\un.]xogs.rb.bRTn.mdUn.gYi m]xo.mo.yid.l.d+n.b*Uv.// 411

1a sa de ‘phyongs rgyas zhol nas

This village in ‘Phyongs rgyas has no drinking water.
The lake of Phun tshogs rab brtan springs to mind.

Just as the stag, in 391, foresakes a barren place for one with more nourishment, so here the poet
decides to leave ‘Phyongs rgyas because there is no lovers there for him.  The association of water and
love is a common theme and the emphasis here on drinking water indicates the nourishment which
affection and intimacy gives.

Sørensen identifies the lake in the second couplet as a noble family from ‘Phyongs rgyas.  Note the
use of the phrase mdun gyi mtsho mo here, which carries perhaps the implication of a possible mar-
riage with a girl from this family, whom the poet has remembered in his quest for love.

ZW.mo.ser.]en.abog.RDo/ sems.l.med.p.min.STe/

de.lm.ls.a\,o.Zn.ps/ lug.gi.SGl.pr.lus.adUg 412

A big, flat yellow hat is never far from my mind.
My chances of making it are weak, it’ll stay on the sheep’s back.

The large yellow woollen hats called ‘bog rdo (or ‘bog tho:  the compiler’s orthography seems to imply
that he imagines them to be like flat stones) are made from sheep’s wool.  The poet is always wanting
to make one, he says, but has not the chance or, more likely, the good karman, to do so.

The double negative construction in the second line is clearly intended to distance the poet from the
subject of his desire.  If this Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho speaking to us, we have seen before his pre-
deliction for fashion and it might be that he feels he ought not to be too enthusiastic about this idea of a
new hat.

Nonetheless, his circumstances are so weak that he is unable to fulfill his wishes.  Consequently, the
hat will have to stay on the sheep’s back, remaining simply as wool.  The casual humor of the final line,
including a half-rhyme between lug and lus recalls the distancing effect of the first couplet:  we get the
impression that he really would like this hat but is loath either to admit his desire for it or to do some-
thing to achieve his goal.

bsm.ys.z).b.g)iv.dU/ SG+Ub.p.RGYg.tU.\*in.ps/

rb.gsum.rb.l.b*Uv.n/ lo.gsum.bZUgs.rog.zer.b*Uv./



ab,iv.dv.[.mr.sov.kYv./ Zg.gsum.SDod.rog.zer.b*Uv./

lo.dv.z).b.mi.SDod/ Zg.gsum.SDod.do.b*s.ps/

q,.]uv.migi.aog.ns/ SB+v.]r.sil.m.bbs.b*Uv.// 413

2b lo gsun bzhugs rogs zer byung
3b zhag gsum bzhugs rogs zer byung
5a khra chung mig gi ‘og nas
5b sbrang char bsil ma babs byung

I went to practise at Zla ba gling in bSam yas.
It would be best, they said, if I stayed three years,

Or just three months or even three days.  I said I’d stay three days.
I wouldn’t stay for for years or months:  I’d stay three days.

From beneath her glistening eyes there fell a gentle honey rain.

This, the longest poem in the collection, has elsewhere been split into two separate poems (the first and
second pair of couplets), with the final couplet here being joined with the first couplet of the following
poem.  My opinion, however, is that we have here a complete song without need for structural alter-
ation.

The song itself is about retreat and, more importantly perhaps, the relationship between the poet and
his lover, who, we assume, will wait behind for him.  The significance of the number three is universal
and the tradition of the three year, three month and three day retreat is common in Tibet, particularly in
the bKa’ rgyud school of Buddhism.  The twentieth century ‘Brug pa bka’ rgyud rnal ‘byor pa lama Ka lu
rin po che used to say that this extended period of retreat was supposedly the shortest period of time in
which a determined practitioner could achieve enlightenment.

Despite the advice given to him, which in some ways reflects Ka lu rin po che’s advice, that three
years would be the best length for his retreat, the poet refuses to listen and decides upon just three
days.  The repetition of this statement in the second line of both the third and fourth couplets not only
solidifies his resolve but also provides the chance to open out to the denouement in the final line.

Why is the girl crying?  The description of her tears as sbrang char sil ma is a common poetic conceit,
and it points not so much to sadness but to a kind of veiled joy.  There is a coyness here which cannot
be explained purely in terms of the religious theme of the previous lines.

The term zhag gsum sdod contains within it an important figure in love poetry.  The period of three
days is considered to be the length of time after which a relationship is considered to be more than a
casual affair.  So, when the poet here says that he will stay in retreat for three days, he is also implying
that he will spend that time, not in meditation, but with his lover.  Her tears, then, may be tears of relief,
not only that he will not leave her for a long time, but also that they will not be parted at all.

Read in this way, the poem highlights more than the tension in Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s life
between spiritual practise and his worldly concerns.  It also speaks of the interaction between these two
aspects, the ways in which they interrelate and inform one another.  For, wherever there is a Gotama,
disappearing into retreat to gain enlightenment, there is frequently also a Yasodhara left behind. 

gtn.g+ogs.q*ed.kYi.q,el.dv./ vo.]x.l.gzigs.dv./

\r.l.\ebs.pai.dUs.su/ \,.]uv.migi.SKYl.yod/

nm.Zg.gtn.dU.vo.ajxum/ so.dkr.sems.bzv.ZUs.yod// 414



1b ngo tshar de la gzigs dang
2b phra chung mig gis bskyal yod

My eternal love, see how bold and shameless you are!
When it’s time for me to go, your tiny eyes are glinting.

You said you’d think of me, your white smile shining, day and night.

The term gtan grogs is frequently found in love poems such as this, indicating someone with whom one
feels eternally connected:  we could perhaps render it as “life partner”, although it doesn’t connote quite
the vagueness of this term.  

In some ways, this follows on from the last poem, whose final couplet the second couplet here echoes,
albeit using different language.  She weeps, however, also because the poet is leaving her and says
that she’ll think of him day and night, and smile as she does so.  It is structurally significant that the sec-
ond and third couplets are both defined by her emotional responses, one actual and one promised:  the
act of crying fills only the second line of the second couplet, point of departure receiving the main
emphasis of the first line, whereas the promise to think joyfully about her lover is sited around the
cæsura in the third.  

This shifting structure creates a movement, from two disjointed ideas to the fluidity of a single and, if
not heartfelt then explicit, promise.  Is this explicitness the reason why he calls her khyel dang ngo
tshar, because she reveals her emotions?  Interestingly, the verb in the final line, zhus, is a respectful
verb, used to describe speech addressed to one’s superior.  If this couple is as intimate as we might
believe, then this could either be a teasing comment (especially after the directness of gtan grogs) or
else an amazement that she is so forward - or else so affectionate - towards him.  If we read this song
in conjunction with the previous song, we get the impression of a profound and loving relationship, a
real friendship between two people who, while not perhaps socially equal feel themselves equal on a
deeper and more important level. 

]uv.ad+is.b*ms.p.mi.bZUgs/ v.fid.SKYur.ns.\ebs.n/

bu.mo.v.yv.mi.SDod/ dm.pai.]os.l.btv.ag+o 415

If my sweetheart doesn’t stay, but goes off, casting me aside,
Young girl that I am, I’ll not stay:  I’ll escape to holy Dharma.

This is a parallel text to mgu glu 16, although here, significantly, the subject is changed from pho gzhon
there to bu mo here.  Again, its placement here seems to address the import of the previous two
poems, indicating that now it is she who will disappear off to retreat.

Tracing the relationship between these two poems is an interesting exercise in Tibetan religious and
gender politics.  Most notable is the second line, which in the original reads dam pa’i chos la phebs na
(almost identical with the fourth line here):  whereas there, the young man describes what appears to be
a kind of respect for the young girl’s choice, here the action is quite harsh and brutal and the description
bitter.

With this dramatic exception, the verse is almost the same.  The correspondences are socially impor-
tant, since they show clearly that the path of hermitage was as possible for women as for men.
Nonetheless, here we feel that the decision to go into retreat is more of a aggressive reaction to the
choice of the girl’s lover rather than to her determination to gain enlightenment.  As with many aspects
of these songs, more research needs to be done concerning the reaction of those people foresaken by
determined practitioners (a problem in contemporary occidental Buddhism as much as in the pre-mod-
ern Tibetan form).



gns.]en.bsm.ys.m]xim.\ur/ SG+Ub.p.RGYg.dU.\*in.ps/

mjxv.m.m.bzv.bu.mos/ bSG+Ub.RGYg.abul.dU.s)ebs.b*Uv.// 416

1a gnas chen bsam yas mtshims phur
2a mdzangs ma ma bzang bu mos
2b bsgrub rgyags ‘bul du slebs byung

I went into retreat at mTshims phu in bSam yas.
A beautiful girl from a good family came offering provisions.

As in 413, the poet (maybe the same, maybe another) goes into retreat at a satellite hermitage of bSam
yas:  the basic structure of the couplet is identical in both poems.  He is provided for by a noble family,
who send their beautiful daughter (or maybe she chooses to visit) bearing provisions.

Note the structural use of the aural palindrome mdzangs ma ma bzang in the first line of the second
couplet and the homophonous wordplay on sgrub...rgyag and bsgrub rgyag after the cæsura in both
couplets.  This wordplay, of course, is a telling link between the girl and the poet and, although there is
no indication of any particular intimacy here, the sound of the language conveys nonetheless a feeling
of closeness.

gns.]en.b,g.dmr.SKed.]xv./ m[o.dv.mi.m[o.adUg

dd.p.STiv.ns.yod.n/ mjl.q.ZU.br.yov.gis// 417

1b mtho dang mi mtho mi ‘dug

It doesn’t matter how high the Brag dmar sked tshang is.
If your faith is deep, please come and visit.

This is, specifically, where the poet is in retreat, at the Brag dmar sked tshang in the bSam yas com-
plex, a cave once inhabited by Guru Rinpoche.  this should clearly be read in conjunction with the previ-
ous poem and it could also, conceivably, be joined to it to form a single song of four couplets.

The repetition in the first line of the introductory formula gnas chen... is a clear linking device here.
The second couplet invites the faithful to visit, however high the cave might be and however hard the
climb.  Note the rhetorical contrast set up between mtho and gting in the second and third lines and the
echo of yod and yong in the two lines of the final couplet.

This sequence, 413-417, is a group of poems which in a sense answers those poems near the begin-
ning of the collection, in which the poet (and, to a lesser extent, his lover) is uncertain whether to
choose the life of a hermit or of a householder.  The answer is not as clear as a first reading of this
sequence might suggest:  the interactions between the young couple is not cut and dried, there is no
definitive and happy acknowledgement of one’s path through life.  The partings are both messy and
uncertain, loving and tearful, and always the question remains as to whether the choice which has been
made is the right choice.

Qr.\*ogs.LHUn.g+Ub.SGv.gi RGYv.rol.mi.l.gzigs.dv./

mi.RTg.a]i.b.qo.ni/ fe.dU.fe.dU.ag+o.gi



v.yi.yid.ajxin.dbv.mo/ ri.RTg.a]i.b.m.gtov.//

2b nye do nye du ‘gro gis

Take a look down at the ruins of lHun grub spang to the east.
The uncertain time of death grows nearer and nearer.

The girl who has a hold over my mind - may uncertain death not take her.

This poem presents one of the central themes of Buddhism, the ephemeral and unpredictability of
human life, through a simile of ruined buildings on the lHun grub spang.  This has yet to be indentified
but, were it to be near bSam yas, we could read this poem as following on from the previous sequence,
maybe sung by the young hermit in retreat.

The reading of the first couplet depends upon how we understand the word mi.  As Sørensen says , it
could be an alternative for ma, but it could also remain as mi, the ruins being compared with human life.
In this case, the echo in both mi rtag and ‘chi ba would be a way of connecting the three ideas
mnemonically, the same being true of the phrase nye du nye du in the second line of the central coup-
let.

It is around this central couplet that the entire poem revolves, pointing as we have seen back to the
comparison with the ruins on lHun grub spang and forward into the final line.

The conclusion of the song brings the general contemplation of death here into the realm of the specif-
ic, this being the poet’s girlfriend, identified with Yid ‘dzin dbang mo (see 89) and thereby with Yid ‘phrog
lha mo, the lover of Prince Nor bzang in the jataka story called Sudhana.  The association with this
character conjures up the idea of true and lasting love as much as the slight obsession suggested by
the term yid ‘dzin (which itself recalls terms such as yid bzhin nor bu).  Simply put, this girl haunts the
poet’s mind and he asks that she not suffer the mi rtag ‘chi ba, repeated once again at the opening of
the final line.

Despite this, however, we must also assume that this is a rhetorical plea, though no less heartfelt for
that.  Whether the poet is the hermit or not, he would be aware of the teaching and aware of the pres-
ence of disease and wild animals, which could take the life of his lover.  Nothing is secure and both the
language and the message of this poem seeks to underline this fact.

LH.ri.LCogs.mgo.m.red/ bdUd.ri.LCog.mgo.yin.p/

v.yi.]uv.ad+is.mjxes.LDn/ mig.gi.mi.m[ov.adUg.go 419

2b mig gis mi mthong ‘dug go

lHa ri is not a mountain cairn, but bDud ri is.
My beautiful lover is out of sight.

That neither of these sites has been satisfactorily identified is of little importance to an analysis of this
poem, since the implication is self-evident.  bDud ri is a place between the poet and his girlfriend, and
therefore he cannot see her.

As for the interpretation of the song, it could be that bDud ri represents someone (maybe originally
from the area of that mountain) who stands between the two lovers.  If we understand Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho as the poet, then this mountain is visible from Lhasa and the putative interloper might be an
official at the Potala, maybe one under the Regent’s thumb.  In this case, we might see lHa ri as repre-
senting the divine girl and bDud ri as representing the malevolant official - that is, that the mountains
are metaphors for the individuals rather than specific geographical features.  Another possibility, of
course, is that these terms are nicknames for specific peaks which are no longer remembered.



gzim.]uv.gov.mr.bZUgs.pai/ svs.RGYs.m.]gs.pd(/

adi.\*i.gtn.gYi.SKbs.gns/ q*ed.kYi.gnv.rog.gnv.ZU// 420

2b khyed kyis gnang gogs gnang zhu

To the passionate lotus, the Buddha who dwells in an upper room:
Please be our eternal refuge, both now and in the future.

This is another song of supplication, similar in this respect to verses such as 102, 296, 222 and 329.
Sørensen suggests that the statue mentioned here probably refers to one erected in the Potala’s oldest
temple, the ‘Phags pa lha khang, supposedly once the upper storey of Srong btsan sgam po’s medita-
tion cave.  The description of this statue as ma chags padma emphasises the legendary desireless
mind of the Buddha:  after the previous few poems, and in the context of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
as being a love poet, the implications of this identification are quite clear, that by taking refuge in this
specific statue, the poet is seeking to control his desires, specifically for beautiful women and for sex.
The prayer of the second couplet is a standard request for eternal refuge.

b*.de.qu.b*Ug.SVon.mo/ mon.l.g.cxm.[d.yov./

v.yi.SFiv.g+ogs.mjxes.mr/ a\,in.p.ln.gsum.bSKUr.dgos// 421

Emerald cuckoo, just when are you off to Mon?
I need you to carry three messages to my beautiful lover.

Much as in 410, the poet is here asking a bird to act as a mediator between him and his lover, although
the cuckoo here is from his homeland Mon yul rather than from Kong.

Here again we have the threeness topos, indicating perhaps the commitment between the two lovers.
These messages are therefore of the utmost importance and clearly the poet expects safe carriage in
the beak of the cuckoo.

gyu.[og.LCv.g)iv.g+U.bZiai/ ajol.mo.SKYid.SKYid.bu.aq,id/

ne.cxo.v.dv.SDov.ns/ kov.yul.Qr.l.Ae.[d// 422

2a ne tso nga dang bsdongs nas

The thrush Happy Childrearer, in the square willow-grove of gYu thog:
“Shall we get together, parrot, and go east to Kong?”

We have already encountered the thrush called Happy Childrearer in 355, in far less pleasant circum-
stances.  It could be that this is not the bird’s name per se, but rather an epithet attached to the thrush
because of her maternal qualities:  further Tibetological and ornithological research could reveal an
answer to this question.

The second couplet seems to imply a relationship between the parrot and the thrush which, in the con-
text of these songs, could really only be one of love.  The escape to Kong might imply that these are



Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and one of his lovers (evidently the poet is being propositioned by the girl
here), considering the possibility of elopement.  However we read this, it strikes me that it is a superfi-
cially simplistic poem which can, in context, be interpreted as hiding a very complex web of implications
surrounding the politically fraught lovelife of the Dalai Lama.  Taken out of the context of this collection,
however, we should interpret this as a straightforward poem about love.

Structurally, this is only the second poem in this text (the other being 184) to exhibit end-rhyme in both
couplets:  the pairs gru bzhi’i and bu ‘khrid, together with sdong nas and e thad lends the lovers’ disap-
pearance to Kong a kind of finality, as though we shall never hear of them again.  Notice, moreover, the
placement of the two birds in the first feet of the two lines at the center of the poem.  The parrot, howev-
er, is merely a device here:  the thrush not only does the talking, but her name and her location also fill
completely the opening couplet.  This diminution of the male rôle in this poem might be deemed signifi-
cant insofar as Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is concerned:  this might point to a further area of life in
which he was controlled by outside forces, even if in this case the control was, to some extent, quite
welcome. 

g+Um.p.LCv.seb.g)iv.qai/ b*iau.]uv.Ao*n.dpl.ajxom/

dg.po.bQd.SG+Ub.g)iv.gi RGYUn.ab,um.ls.Zim.p// 423

1a grum pa lcang gseb gling kha’i
1b by’i’u chung or gyan dpal ‘dzoms
2a dvags po bshad sgrub gling gi
2b rgyun ‘brum de las zhim pa

This little bird, O rgyan dpal ‘dzoms, in the willows on the Grum pa estate,
Is sweeter than the wine grapes growing in bShad sgrub gling in Dvags po.

Here, the poet tells how beautiful and delicious is his belovèd, clearly a daughter of the noble family of
Grum pa, who is again identified with a little bird (maybe byi’u chung indicates a little sparrow) in the wil-
low grove on the estate.

The comparison between this young girl and the taste of wine is interesting.  The word rgyun ‘grum is
homophonous with the name Grum, which could be the reason for the specific comparison.  Added to
this, as Sørensen suggests, it could imply that the harsher grapes from the bShad grub gling vineyard
are a metaphor for another young girl with whom the poet has been involved, whom he clearly finds
less amenable.

The use of gustatory language to talk about love (and sex/uality) has a long and varied history
throughout the world.  We need only think about the word “orgy” in English, used both in a sexual con-
text and in the context of gross over-eating.  Further, the aphrodisiac relationship between orally ingest-
ed drugs and sex is a common one in many cultures.  That preparations involving chemical transforma-
tion - such as wine and beer - are common in love poetry is witness to the transformation, now better
understood by neurobiologists, ethnobotanists and anthropologists, effected by the act of falling in love.
We can imagine, than, that the difference between these two girls is not only in their attitude - one sour,
the other sweet - but also in their ability to make the poet swoon and become somehow transformed by
their lovemaking. 

Qr.\*ogs.kov.po.vr.l/ m[o.dv.mi.m[o.mi.adUg

b*ms.p.yid.l.yod.p/ RT.\o.ag+o.ag+o.STov.gi 424



2b rta pho ‘gro ‘gro gtong gis

It doesn’t matter how high the eastern Kong po ngar pass is.
The stallion, thinking of his lover, wanders everywhere.

This is a companion song to 417, whose second line - except for what appears there to be a metrical/
grammatical discrepancy  - is here repeated verbatim.

However high the pass is, the stallion will continue to search for his lover, of whom he is constantly
thinking.  In this poem, the two lines of the second couplet hold the deep meaning of the verse:  byams
pa and rta pho as the headwords are followed by two sound-patterns which, in their differences, sug-
gest both the wandering of the stallion and his enchanted mind.  Indeed, the structure of this couplet is
such that it is the stallion which is the subject and the first line, though emphasising the lover, which is
in apposition to the second, thematic line.  The vocalic repetition in this final line, sounding the horse’s
steps, contrasts with the longer, more dreamy semi-vowels and liquids at the beginning of the couplet.

The contrast between this poem and 417, then, lies in the fact that, whereas there the poet invited the
girl to visit him in retreat, here he is determined to find her, guided by memory and desire. 

kov.yul.A.LCe.bu.mo/ sems.p.SKYo.SKYo.m.mjxd/

m.Qi.qms.bzv.b*Uv.n/ mjl.\,d.ls.kYi.yov.gi 425

2b mjal phrad las kyis yong gis

Young girl from Kong, don’t be sad.
While we’re not dead and our bodies are healthy, fate will have us meet.

It is, of course, uncertain whether Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho had a particular lover from Kong yul,
but this is clearly another suggestion that this might have been the case.  It would appear to be another
poem about separation, similar to 39 or to mgu glu 56.

It is interesting, in the context of how gender is expressed in these poems, that it is the girls who show
sadness by crying, whilst the men are the comforters.  This comforting rôle, of course, is also traditional
for women, although the way in which the situation is here expressed would be more generally defined
in male terms.

The echo between the two couplets, between ma mdzad and ma shi, provides a bridge linking the
emotional succour of the second line with the logical statement which fills the second couplet, further
reinforced by the lightness of the mid-high vowels towards the poem’s end.

RM.b*.SG+o.mdov.]xr.b/ dUg.gi.[ugs.RJe.yin.p/

d.l.dUg.lo.med.p/ RM.b*.LTog.ris.Qi.sov.// 426

1a rma bya sgro mdongs mtshar ba
1b dug gis thugs rje yin pa
2b rma bya ltogs ris shi song

The peacock’s lovely plumage is thanks to poison.
This year, without poisonous leaves, hunger’s knifed the peacock to death.

That the peacock subsists on what to most creatures would be poison is referenced also in 394.  In



considering the relationship between this bird and Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho we should be aware
that the behavior of the young Dalai Lama appears to have been considered poisonous not only to his
karman and his reputation, but equally to his political and religious position.  

The peculiar conceit here is further expressed in the phrase dug gi thugs rje.  That dug is homony-
mous with words implying heat and revenge and homophonous with words implying beauty and misery
(sdug) illustrates the complexity of this idea.  It is almost as though, in a kind of homeopathic way, the
peacock and Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho both court and thereby transmute the poison into something
positive, in the form of both life and love.

Without this poison, however, both will die from starvation.  The connection between dug as revenge
and the possible reading of gris for ris in the final line is all too clear in the political context of the late
seventeenth century.  But, more plausibly, we can read this as a figurative and imaginative commentary
on the way in which the intervention of the dGe lugs pa hierarchy, guided by Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho,
dealt the Dalai Lama a kind of death by privation.

Structurally, the poem conforms to patterns seen elsewhere in the gzhas literature.  The opening and
closing lines both begin with the thematic rma bya, whilst the middle two lines send echoes back and
forth with the use of the homophonous dug and thugs:  the offset of dug to the second foot of the third
line allows for the placement of da lo, which itself echoes and thereby reinforces the phrase dug lo.

In passing, we should be aware of the Tibetan rendition of the Sanskrit mayura as rma bya:  the word
rma, of course, implies a wounding, pointing to the bird’s mythical quasi-shamanic ability to transform
poison.  This link between physical suffering and both physical and sexual beauty is not uncommon, of
course, and, with further reference to 394, it would seem that the inherent contradiction is perceived as
being understood by the peacock itself, a belief which lends the entire myth a significant cultural slant.

]u.mo.gv.ag+o.med.pai/ zm.p.bcxug.ns.gv.b*ed/

de.l.bk+.Qis.yr.g+oai/ rdo.[eg.ajxugs.p.dga.bs// 427

1b zam pa btsugs nas gang byed

Why build this bridge when the current is uncertain?
Better to lay down stepping-stones to increase our chances.

The uncertain current here refers clearly to the uncertainty of a relationship.  It would seem that this
affair is in its early stages and, the poet warns, should not be counted on to last.  It would be more
appropriate to lay down stepping stones to make the crossing easier.  

The structure of these two couplets is interesting, in that the use of the genitive before the cæsura,
though sounding the same, is used with different grammatical intent.  In the first, it is used in verbal
apposition, whereas in the second, it is nominal.  Note also the rhymed structure of the second line of
both couplets, in the second and the third feet.

The bridge is an important symbol in folk litarature, a liminal point much in the way the intersection of
roads (see 392) is.  The crossing of water, too, frequently symbolises a perilous situation which cannot
subsequently be undone.  For this reason, we should note the poet’s hesitation to fix a firm structure
and, moreover, his preference for persuing the route which is not only easier but which leads to good
fortune.

In terms of the mythology surrounding Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, it is no wonder that he would be
resistant to making firm commitments, either in his political or in emotional life.  Neither his relationships
nor his position as Tibetan head of state offered any security and he must have constantly been in fear
of a new problem appearing to further destabilise him.

LH.sai.q,om.ns.fos.pai/ rs.]en.q.gv.q.do/



gZon.p.r)Uv.RT.dr.bai/ dr.LCog.l.bul.lo// 428

2b dar lcog de la ‘bul lo

I bought a couple of squares of quality cotton in the Lhasa market.
Young man that I am, I’ll offer them as prayer flags.

For once, we have a reference to the market in Lhasa which doesn’t involve prostitutes.  That it is men-
tioned here in connection with the specific term gzhon pa most probably suggests a link with love:  the
use of the cotton squares as prayer flags may suggest that his intention is as much to attract women
into his life as attract good fortune on the spiritual level.

The use of repetition here is interesting.  In the second line, echoing the word khrom and possibly
reproducing the chatter of the crowds, we have a repeated series of three hard velar plosives (kha gang
kha), whilst in the second couplet the homonymous use of dar suggests the silkiness of the cotton, the
expansion of good fortune and the prayer flags themselves.

This can again be seen as the intersection of spiritual praxis and the desire for love.  Unlike in many
western societies, a society such as Tibet where religion has been (and frequently is still) a universal
vehicle for experience might find this distinction bizarre.  Nonetheless, as observers, it is useful to notice
how the stamp of Buddhist thought touches every aspect of the poet’s life.

b,g.mda.LCv.s,eb.g)iv.gi ajol.mo.bSKl.bzv.bde.gsl/

]xe.SVon.ls.a\,o.yod.pai/ dga.poai.gsuv.SFn.SKYUr.b*Uv.// 429

The thrush sKal bzang bde gsal, in the willow grove of Brag mda’,
Throws out her sweet voice of joy, the good fortune of previous lives.

Here, a single image, an unusual form in the gzhas tradition, shows a snapshot, a single bird in a willow
grove singing out her song.  There is nothing especially noteworthy about this poem, although her name
is clearly a reflection of the karman mentioned in the third line.

vm.Qod.b*e.mai.[v.l/ ]v.dv.b*.q,s.SKYl.yov./

s.[g.riv.por.sov.kYv./ sems.l.d+n.pos.b*s.b*Uv.// 430

1b chang dang bya khras bskyal yong

On the sandy plains of Ngam shod, here I come, carrying beer in a teapot:
Even though there’s a ways to go, she haunts me still.

Here we see the poet walking on his way to meet his lover, crossing the sands of Ngam shod.  Unlike in
251, he is now carrying the slong chang to offer at an engagement party, in the hope of taking a bride.
Although he still has much ground to cover, thoughts of her obsess him nonetheless.

In the context of sandy plains of the first line, the distance mentioned in the parallel third line should
probably be understood, at least explicitly, as physical.  Nonetheless, we could also read here the dis-
tance in time before the wedding takes place and the couple are finally united.  That the final line can
then be understood in both ways is important, allowing the poet’s intention and our imagination to fan



out and encopass a number of varying images.

LH.]en.yr.LH.Qm.poai/ SFiv.STobs.l.gzigs.dv./

q,.ab,ug.jo.mo.SG+ol.m.l/ yon.]b.bZes.RGYU.yov.gi 431

1b snying stobs de la gzigs dang
2a khra ‘brug jo mo sgrol mar (WS)
2b yon chab bzhes rgyu yong gis

See the power of the great god Yar lha sham po!
Go offer water to the Jo mo sgrol ma at Khra ‘brug.

Sørensen’s suggestion, that these two tutelary figures might represent a loving couple is reinforced by
the description of Yar lha sham po as having snying stobs.  Note that this uses the non-honorific term,
which might indicate the kind of emotional love which would characterise a love affair, or it might indi-
cate that this is a god of lesser significance, despite its being a powerful mountain god.

In connection with this appaently contradictory assertion, we should notice that the poet tells us to
acknowledge the power of the mountain god but, nonetheless, to make offerings only to the statue of
sGrol ma at Kha ‘brug.  This statue is also called Zhal zas ma, a title seemingly at odds with the name
Kha ‘brug. 

s.de.a\*ovs.RGYs.Zol.ns/ \u.QUd.bka.d+in.SKYv.b*Uv./

a\e.g)iv.q.RGYb.de.n/ lm.buai.]xd.gcig.bcxug.[ov.// 432

1b phu shod bka’ drin bskyangs byung
2b lam bu’i tshad gcig btsugs thong

In the village of ‘Phyongs rgyas, the hoopoe dispenses kindness.
I’ll put up a monument on the road behind ‘Phe gling kha.

Although the implications of this song are clear enough, it is unclear why the hoopoe has been used
here.  It doesn’t matter whether or not we assume this to be a girlfriend of the poet, but the description
is nonetheless curious.  Looking at the word used here, phu shud, it could be that this person is known
to whistle, or maybe to sing in a high-pitched voice (in which case, if it’s not a girl, then this could be a
gently ironic poem about a local character).  From another point of view, the other name for this bird is
drung yig, or secretary bird, due to the quills on the top of its head:  could this character be a local
scribe, someone especially literate and skilled in writing texts?

However we read this poem, the hoopoe is clearly also a kind person.  If it is the poet’s girlfriend, then
maybe the kindnesses are of the bed chamber as much as anywhere else;  if it is not a girlfriend, then
one assumes that these are genuine acts of consideration which are to be honored.

The nature of the commemoration is unclear, though.  Whether or not their is an element of humor in
this poem, the message seems to be that this is a person whose character should be known and
acknowledged beyond the limits of their village.

bu.mo.dpl.ajxom.]xe.riv./ g.le.SKU.bZUgs.gnv.ZU/



sems.dpa.dkr.bai.LH.bSNvs/ lg.lg.kYi.gnv.yov.// 433

1a bu mo dpal ‘dzoms tshe ring
2b lag lags kyis ni gnang yong

Goodbye, young dPal ‘dzoms tshe ring, take care of yourself.
Get Mr Lag to offer the white incense of love.

This is another song of parting, although very much from the poet’s viewpoint.  The first couplet is a
simple farewell to a girl, dPal ‘dzoms tshe ring.  In the second couplet, she is asked to get Mr Lag,
Tibet’s official sngags pa, to make an offering of incense.  The significant term here is sems dpa’ dkar
pa, indicating a pure and beneficent heart:  the offering is made, presumably, in order to create such a
feeling in the man as much as the woman.

RT.m]og.A.li.g+o.dmr/ SKU.ls.]en.po.b*Uv.kYv./

g.ru.s)ebs.pai.s.der/ m*Ur.mgYogs.du.s)eb.b*Uv.// 434

2b myur nas mgyogs du slebs byung

Although this excellent chestnut was exhausted,
He quickly reached his destination.

This would seem to have a connection with 424, in which the stallion continued to seek his lover, how-
ever hard the journey and the search might be.  In this song, however, the chestnut stallion, though tired
out by his exertion, reached his goal and met with his belovèd.  

The description of the horse in the first line, including the phrase a li gro dmar (see 245), signals his
quality and power.  For one so fine to become exhausted, the journey must have been truly arduous:
despite this, the emphatic myur mgyogs of the final line suggests that he wasted no time in seeking his
lover.

The language in this poem - including the honorific sku - hints at the subject being Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho, although there is no explicit reason for such an identification.  Structurally, the repetition in
the final couplet of slebs, pushed from the second to the third syllable in the fourth line, allows the focus
words sa der to be placed immediately before the cæsura, linking the place of arrival and the girl in the
same phrase.

RNm.g)iv.A.LCe.bu.mo/ SKu.qms.bde.mor.bZUgs.Qig

gZon.ps.a\*ovs.RGYs.bSKor.ns/ mjl.q.l.s)ebs.yov.// 435

2b mjal kha de la slebs yong

Goodbye, young girl from rNam gling, keep well.
I’ll take off round ‘Phyongs rgyas and come to meet you.

As we move slowly towards the end of this collection, the number of partings - all expressed in simple
and direct language - is mounting up.  This time, the farewell is sung to a young woman from the house



of rNam gling.  The poet promises to visit again, after he has been round ‘Phyongs rgyas.
There are echoes here of religious language.  The poet’s description of his journey to ‘Phyongs rgyas

includes the word bskor, used both as a literal and figurative tour or circumambulation.  In the famous
quasi-prophetical song of rebirth (312), we find this term used in just such a way.  Here, whilst this might
not be a specifically religious use, it hints nonetheless at some sort of devotional feeling, albeit perhaps
his devotion is for another girl.  Moreover, the parallel honorific language in the two feet following the
cæsuras of both couplets suggests further indicates an act of devotion:  mjal, after all, often suggests a
visit to a holy building or statue.  That this language mixes the devotional and the amatory is not surpris-
ing, though, given the nature of these poems.  What is noteworthy, however, is the heartfelt way in
which it is presented to so many different women.

d.ln.sol.q.yin.p/ lug.bl.gZn.ls.riv.b/

n.so.gZon.pai.n.bza/ yid.jxin.LH.mos.SG+on.yov.// 436

Now, in late spring, the sheep’s wool is longer than ever.
The young man’s clothes will be sported by Yid ‘dzin lha mo.

That this poem is set in the late spring is shown by the fact that the sheep’s fleeces are longer than in
other seasons.  Here, the connection between the spring and lovemaking, while a common topos, is
presented in what is maybe the most subtle, yet intimate and in many ways explicit expression of love in
the entire collection.  

By offering his clothes to his girlfriend, here personified by Yid ‘dzin lha mo, the poet seeks to connect
the two of them in a way which strengthens their unity on a psychological, as much as physical, level.  

The language of the poem is also a way in which the connection is cemented.  The first lines of both
couplets echo one another in a stream of fronted vowels, there is a link created between the poet and
his clothes in the articulation of na so and na bza’ and, to connect the couplets, we have the semi-
homophony of gzhon and gzhan in the same position in the second and third lines.

Finally, we should note the use of the word sgron in the final line.  The nominal usage of this word, sig-
nifying a lamp, is here echoed in the verbal usage:  the clothes, given to the girl as a sign of love and
affection by her lover, will show her off at her best, will make a lamp of her among her peers, which
glory will be reflected upon the poet himself.

LDUm.rai.me.tog.pd.SDov./ m]od.RTen.d+Uv.du.[d.n/

adm.SB+v.v.yv.mi.SDod/ gv.SKYid.gns.su.btv.ag+o 437

If the lotus flower in the garden were to be put before the stupa,
This mud -bee wouldn’t stay, I’d also go to where I’d be happy.

This poem resembles 18, in that it presents the poet as a bee, unsuccessfully wooing a flower, here a
lotus, which is to be taken and presented as an offering.

The description of the flower in the first line of the poem, as ldum ra’i me tog, mirrors an alternative
description of the hollyhock.  Furthermore, as Sørensen points out, the presence of the mud-bee could
indicate the preference of the lotus for growing in muddy pools. 

Structurally, we also here have the common mi sdod figure, presenting the decision of the poet to go
his own way when his lover does the same.  In this song, the verbs thad and btang ‘gro show, in the
same feet of both couplets, the differences in the two situations - one an active choice, the other a pas-
sive consequence of beauty.



a\*ovs.RGYs.LCv.g)iv.g+u.bZiai/ mjol.mo.bsod.nms.dpl.ajxom/

[g.riv.RGYvs.l.mi.ag+o mjl.ajxoms.ls.kYi.los.yov.// 438

1b mjol mo bsod nams dpal ‘dzoms
2b mjal ‘dzoms las kyis los yong

The thrush, bSod nams dpal ‘dzoms, in the square willow-grove of ‘Phyongs rgyas:
I’ll not go far away, I’ll certainly get to meet with her.

Here once more we have a bird singing in a willow-grove, and again it is in ‘Phyongs rgyas that this
poem takes place.  Note that the thrush’s name translates as something like “a meeting with merit”:
perhaps this is how the poet thinks of his girlfriend, as well as his relationship to her.

As in 435, which was also centered around ‘Phyongs rgyas, he promises here to be back quickly.  The
interrelationship of these two poems suggests that he is rushing from one lover to another, telling both
the same thing.

As far as the structure of the poem is concerned, palatal and alveolar consonants are an important
feature, especially in the first couplet, where they fill half the syllable slots, creating the feeling of the
bird flitting from tree to tree, or of the articulation of her voice.  In the second line of the second conso-
nant, the first two syllables echo the first and last of the corresponding line of the first couplet, bringing
the ideas of the thrush and the lovers’ meeting together, in both sound and imagination.  It is also wrth
noting that the orthography here, for whatever reason, connects the thrush and the meeting, with the
nonstandard spelling of ‘jol mo in the second line.

d.l.btb.pai.lo.tog sv.\os.m.SMin.zer.n/

gnm.gYi.SB+v.]r.sil.m/ [ugs.bsm.bZes.rog.gnv.p// 439

2a gnam gyi sbrang char bsil ma
2b thugs bsam bzhes rogs gnang pa

If they claim that the crop planted this year had not matured even the following year,
Then please show compassion and send down a cool drizzle of honey.

To the charge that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s behavior was irresponsible and deliterious to the
smooth running of the state was added both that he was not properly fulfilling his destiny and, more
importantly, that he was not in fact the true rebirth of bLo bzang rGya mtsho.  In this poem, the crop
planted previously would seem to indicate the example of the “Great” Fifth, which has not apparently
matured as the hierarchy would have had it matured.

The second couplet presents an image found frequently here and elsewhere in popular and religious
literature, a cooling rain, here of honey as if to emphasise, perhaps, the poet’s own self-identification
with the (turquoise) bee.  The fact that the term sil ma is placed in the final foot of the third line is an
indication of the importance of these qualities are:  the zer na which sets up the rhyme with this at the
end of the first couplet clearly indicates the unrest which appears to have surrounded the young man as
he reached adulthood.

Note that the poet chooses to use the less common sang phos to contrast with da lo in the first coup-
let, maybe so as not to deëmphasise the lo tog before the cæsura.  Also there is an aural connection
set up between gnam and thugs bsam in the first feet of both lines three and four, and between gnam



and gnang in the final foot of the final line, cementing the request for heavenly or natural intervention.
The implied message of this poem is, then, that Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is the rebirth of the Fifth

Dalai Lama, but that some sign is needed, or at least some cooling of the situation, so as to show that
this is true and to stop the vicious and destructive gossip.

]u.mo.mr.ag+o.Qd.Qd/ kov.yul.m[il.l.sim.sov./

b*.de.RGYl.SMn.k.r/ [ugs.sems.SKYo.SKYo.m.mjxd// 440

1b kong yul mthil la sims song

Water flowing ever downwards, refreshing the Kong valley:
The wild duck should not grow weary of heart.

This is another instance of the flow of water symbolising the flow of love which, as in the previous
poem, both refreshes and enlivens the mating chances of the birds, here in the Kong valley.

The identity of the bird in the third line is still unclear.  My choice of the wild duck here follows
Sørensen’s reading, although maybe the metathesis which he suggests from sman rgyal to rgyal sman
is too hopeful, especially in an oral, mnemonic situation:  such a mistake is not, to my mind, particularly
likely.  

The precise identity of the bird notwithstanding, the poet enjoins it not to be sad, for the waters are
coming.  Here again, with the duck representing the poet, we can see that this is spoken more to
encourage himself than for any other reason.  The tension throughout this collection between love and
its dearth is, furthermore, a microcosmic version of the shifting fortunes of the world in general:  as
Buddhist teaching seeks to show, life is fundamentally unsatisfactory, since one is constantly looking for
novelty or improvement in one’s situation.

ku.mud.dkr.poai.RGYv.g+gs/ ajxm.g)iv.ci.l.Qr.b*Uv./

pd(.ge.sr.SDov.po/ ab,s.bu.zur.dU.RGYs.SKbs/ 

b*.v.A.br.ne.cxo/ SKYo.rog.b*ed.pr.s)eb.yov.// 441

3b skyo rogs byed par slebs yong

The far-reaching fame of the white water-lily blooms throughout the world.
And, once the lotus pistil has laid its fruit aside,

I, the little parrot, will come along and offer comfort.

The first couplet of this poem seems almost to have come from a religious lyric, maybe a zhabs brtan or
something similar.  World-wide fame is such a standard description of Buddhist figures that we should
assume that this refers, at least to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho or to the dGe lugs pa or, better still, to
the Dharma itself.   If we read it as the Dharma - or, more accurately as the whole Tibetan machine of
religious politics - the we can better comprehend the poem as a whole.

The placement of the words ku mud dkar po and padma ge sar at the beginning of the first two cou-
plets indicates their combined importance here.  The whiteness of the lily and the lotus’ growth in
muddy water together describe the purity and the resilience of the Tibetan state:  the fruit of this purity
and resilience is, we must assume, the Dalai Lama lineage.



In terms of structure, this poem, unusually, partly turns on the middle feet  of each line: dkar po shows
the purity of the lily;  ci la is read as phyi la to indicate the universality of the flower’s fame;  ge sar is
not only the fructive part of the flower but, of course, has echoes of the legendary character Ge sar;
and now, zur du points to the treatment of the fruit, it is laid aside and, effectively, rejected and forgot-
ten.  That Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho can be seen in these terms is undeniable and, I believe, this is
the way in which we should read this text.

In this case, we should understand the parrot, not as the poet, but as an assumed I-character, some-
one whom the young man would want to comfort him.  Whether this is a girl or else, as might here be
more probable, simply a caring and considerate friend, is unimportant:  what is important is that the one
who has been rejected receives compassionate treatment.  

As in many gzhas the structural treatment of the denouement is subtly different.  The diminutive a bar
forms the central foot of the penultimate line, strengthening the idea of friendship;  in the final line, the
key word skyo rog is shifted to the foot immediately following the cæsura, like a key change from minor
to major, changing the rhythm and power of the song’s end.

mon.yul.m[il.gYi.qu.b*/ kov.yul.m[il.gYi.ne.cxo/

SKYe.sai.SKYe.yul.mi.gcig ajxoms.s.]os.aqor.LH.s// 442

mgu glu 60 (Sørensen p261)

Cuckoo from the center of Mon, parrot from the center of Kong:
Unalike in place and manner of birth, yet they meet in Lhasa, the hub of Dharma.

Not only is this a version of mgu glu 60, it is also effectively repeated in 447, where simply the first line
is altered.

The varying identities of the birds in these three poems is maybe of secondary importance.  Here, the
cuckoo from Mon yul would probably represent Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, while the parrot could sig-
nify not only a lover - as might be contextually most likely - but also other friends or acquaintances or
even adversaries of the Dalai Lama.  The theme here, after all, is simply that these two have come
together in Lhasa.

That Lhasa is the center of the Tibetan Buddhist world is self-evident.  It is also, from the last half of
the seventeenth century, the site of the Potala, the earthly seat of sPyan ras gzigs, and this gives it fur-
ther religious, political and historical significance.  The description of it as the chos ‘khor is a reference
to the Buddha’s teaching of the Dharma, but it also shows the way in which it leads all people as pil-
grims to its center.  It is in this respect that this poem should be understood.

Moreover, it is only because of the poem’s placement in this collection that an identification between
the cuckoo from Mon yul and Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho is suggested.  The poem’s pattern is fol-
lowed in several other gzhas, so it could be simply that this and 447 have been included specifically to
link a popular idea with the person of the Dalai Lama.

]xe.SVon.ls.a\,o.Aen.cxm/ yod.p.ni.los.yin/

gcig.sems.gcig.l.ajug.pai/ bu.mo.bu.q,id.dpl.ajxoms/ 443

1b yod pa de ni los yin
2b bu mo bu ‘khrid dpal ‘dzoms

For sure, there still remains good fortune from previous lives.



Bu ‘khrid dpal ‘dzoms and I, our minds will come together.

Bu ‘khrid dpal ‘dzoms is clearly a girl with whom the poet would like to have a relationship.  She also
reminds us of the thrush sKyid skyid bu ‘khrid (355, 422), whose name strongly implies the mothering
instinct which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, having effectively lost his mother at a very early age, would
perhaps have appreciated in a potential partner.

Their successful union will, however, depend upon the karman of previous rebirths and here the poet
is certain (the use of en tsam and los yin in corresponsing feet of the first two lines makes this clear)
that there remains some benefit stored up for them.  Hence the statement of the second couplet.

The structure of the second couplet parallels gcig...gcig and bu...bu so that not only is the unity of their
hearts and minds indicated, but equally the youth of both lovers is hinted at, even in the speaking of the
girl’s name.  Her name, moreover, also contains the idea of a good meeting, linking gcig...gcig with dpal
‘dzoms and thus pointing up the message of the poem.

s.[g.riv.ns.med.pr/ v.l.sems.dpa.m.gtov./

\n.]xun.[ugs.yid.ab,el.dUs/ sems.dpa.dga.]xor.bgYis.Qig 444

Don’t think of me as being far away.
If our hearts are melded together - then we can be happy.

We could maybe see this as a companion piece to the poems of farewell, although here the idea is
that, however far away the couple might be physically, their minds are yet united in love.  

Note again the technique of bringing the second foot of the second line into the first foot of the fourth
line, here with sems dpa’, leaving room for the insertion of dga’.

The conceit of space being reduced when two minds are in harmony is not only found in love litera-
ture, of course.  It is also central to Tibetan spiritual practise, in particular where the meditator invokes
the rtsa ba’i bla ma or the yi dam with whose thugs s/he is seeking to integrate.  This again, then, is a
further example of the closeness between the spiritual and the erotic.

ls.a\,o.yod.pai.Q.b/ l.moai.RCXe.ns.aqor.b*Uv./

d.dUv.mgon.p.adi.l/ ls.a\,o.yod.p.rv.qg.q*g 445

1a las ‘phro yod pa’i shva ba
2b las ‘phro yod rang khag khyag

The lucky stag reappeared at the top of the pass.
Now, of course, it’s the hunter who has all the luck.

The presence as the headwords of the first and final lines of the term las ‘phro here suggests the work-
ings of karman as much as of luck per se.  Indeed, these two lines define both the stag and the hunter
in terms of their relative karman.  And, although the stag appears at the top of the pass, da dung in the
first foot of the second couplet and, in context, kha khyag in its final foot indicates that his good fortune
might be about to run out.

As far as the interpretation of this song is concerned, it is possible to read the hunter as the Regent
and the stag as Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, constantly in a battle of wills with one another.  It is
equally possible is to read the hunter as the entire Tibetan political and religious hierarchy in much the
same way.  However we look at this scene, the independence of the stag is threatened, despite his



remaining, for the moment, free and alive.

ces.gsuvs.so/

dge.legs.kYi.dpl.yon.mvon.pr.m[o.bai.RGYUr.gYUr.cig

Transform the benefits of piety into a good rebirth.

That this scribal insertion comes after the previous poem seems to be of considerable significance.  The
dge legs kyi dpal yon are unspecified, but we must assume that this is some kind of reference to
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho and his behavior.  The fact that the stag’s luck seems to be exhausted
might point to the compiler’s feeling that, despite the Dalai Lama’s status and the affection in which he
was held by his people, his life should be used as an example, perhaps, of how most unenlightened
people should not in fact live.  Piety, he tells us, should be used to attain a high rebirth.

LCgs.kYi.LHm.]uv.gYon.ns/ SP+d.SP+d.p.Ae.gtov.// 446

Let’s put on our little iron shoes and bring them together.

This fragment has already been discussed in relation to 155, to which is can be appended.  The specific
meaning of sprad sprad would, then, depend upon the content of the previous couplet.

RGY.gr.Qr.gYi.RM.b*/ kov.yul.m[il.gYi.ne.cxo/

q,uvs.sai.q,uv.yul.mi.gcig ajxoms.s.]os.aqor.LH.s// 447

mgu glu 60 (Sørensen p261)

Peacock from eastern india, parrot from the Kong valley.
Unalike in place and manner of birth, yet they meet in Lhasa, the hub of Dharma.

This poem is identical with 442, save for the opening line.  What is interesting in comparing the two ver-
sions is that both the cuckoo from Mon yul and the peacock from the east of India could, both figurative-
ly and geographically, refer specifically to Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.

mi.]xo.mjxub.mo.re.l/ mjxub.RGYUd.re.re.m]od.gi

Ao.loai.Q.q,d.dkr.]uv.l/ m.yg.m.mjxes.mi.adUg 448

1b mdzub rgyud re re mchod gis
2a o lo’i sha krad dkar chung

On everybody’s finger is a finger ring.



But none is better or lovelier than the young man’s small, white archery ring.

In this poem, we see not only the poet’s own interest in fashionable accoutrements, but equally the
fashionable company he keeps.  That this could be Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho reminds us that, once
he had returned his vows to the Panchen Lama in 1702, he was free to indulge his love of archery and
of beautiful clothes, for which he was of course criticised from many quarters.

In thinking about the song, in particular the first couplet, we should be aware that the archery ring is
worn not only for archery but also for show:  in other words, this is not necessarily a poem about
archers or archery at all.  Although everyone is wearing rings, the archery ring worn by the young man
is the most beautiful.

The structure of the verse is focussed around syllabic repetition.  In the first couplet, we have the dis-
tributive re...|...re re, the quasi-palindromic mi tsho mdzub mo and the forward shift of mdzub to the
headpoint of the second line.  The second couplet opens with a seven-syllable line, which should lose
either la or perhaps dkar for the purpose of scansion:  retaining la would echo the first line, whilst retain-
ing dkar would strengthen the ring’s - and, by association, the young man’s - purity.  The final line
exhibits a rhythm created by the stressed sequence ma...ma...mi, which echoes and recalls the opening
line.

]xes.]en.bco.LVai.z).b/ yin.g+gs.p.m.gtogs/

z).b.de.yi.nv.ns/ ri.bov.]xe.zd.]xv.adUg 449

Were it not for the special fifteenth day moon,
The hare in the moon would be done for.

There is a strong similarity here with mgu glu 41, although with a possibly different meaning, if Søren-
sen’s suggestion is to be followed.

According to this reading, the song is about the protection which the poet’s lover’s guardian (here in
the guise of the full moon) can offer her, and without which she would be deflowered (or - tshe zad - her
life exhausted).  The identification of the young girl with the hare in the moon, however, is to my mind
strange, since there is a tradition which associates the hare (sprul pa’i ri bong) with Avalokitesvara and,
thereby, with the Dalai Lama.

Read with this mythological interpretation, without the full moon’s cyclical appearance, there would be
no hare visible.  That the hare represents the lineage of Dalai Lamas seems to indicates that the bril-
liant clarity of the full moon somehow also represents the constant rebirths:  maybe the import of this
poem is that those who do not approve of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s behavior and who maybe
doubt his validity as bLo bzang rgya mtsho’s rebirth should keep in their minds the unbroken line back
to Avalokitesvara and the security of that line, just as the reappearance of the full moon is itself secure.

mi.]xo.v.l.lb.p/ dg.p.qs.[eg

v.l.b*ms.p.m]xo.qai/ SB+v.m.ls.mv.b// 450

1b dgongs su dag pa khas theg (WS)
2b sbrang ma de las mang ba

People talk about me, but I take complete responsibility.
I’ve got as many lovers as there are bees over the lake.



The first couplet, in which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho acknowledges that much of what is said about
him is, in fact, quite true, is effectively identical with the corresponding couplet of mgu glu 61.

The second couplet here, though different from the other version in its language, is again similar in its
meaning.  Whereas in the mgu glu, the poet takes the symbolic three steps into his lover’s arms, here
he frankly admits that he has a large number of girlfriends, more in fact than there are bees over the
lake.  Note the wordplay on mtsho mo and also the echo of the relationship between the goose and the
lake elsewhere in this collection with the bee and the lake in this song.  In fact, we should be aware that
the mgu glu poet describes himself as gyu sbrang (mgu glu 7, 15), which would further strengthen the
connection between the lake and the bees.

l.q.m[on.poai.]u.mig dWvs.a\,o.l.SVog.sov./

SVog.mi.dgos.l.]u/ m.b)vs.p.Zg.]og 451

1b dvangs ‘phro de la sngog song
2a sngog mi dgos pa ja chu
2b ma blangs pa la bzhag chog

The spring at the top of the pass is growing dirty.
Since water for tea should be free from dirt, we’d better leave it be.

Here we have a comment, either about a particular lover who is not being clear (ie faithful) with the
poet, or about the poet’s problematic experience of love in general.  It could also, conceivably, be a
comment about Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho, the uppermost spring (representing his position as Tibet’s
religious and secular head), and how his situation is becoming untenable.  This would be an unsual
reading for a poem in this particular context, but the possibility remains nonetheless.

The echo between chu mig and ja chu in the first lines of both couplets links them and the implicit and
explicit meanings of the entire verse together.  That the spring is becoming dirty, however we might
understand this, makes it unsuitable for tea, so the water should not be drawn.

This clearly does not imply an absolute rejection of Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho.  Rather, in fact, it
seeks perhaps to allow him the freedom which he always desired:  the veiled suggestion seems to be
that, in time, the spring might run clear again, the new rebirth will be discovered and everything will be
better once again.

If, however, this is a simple poem about the course of love, then the meaning is also clear:  this partic-
ular girl is not worth the problems that she causes and it is better to move on and find a new lover, at
least for the moment.

]u.mo.aq,ug.kYv.aq,ug.Qog f.m.a\r.kYv.a\r.Qog

m]xo.SMn.RGYl.mo.mi.ajog z).g+og.SPUn.g+og.btv.STov.// 452

2b zla grogs spun grogs btang song

If the water is turbulent, then let it be turbulent;  if the fish is leaping, then let it leap.
I’ll not leave mTsho sman rgyal mo - she’ll be my soulmate.

In this poem, the poet shows that his commitment to his lover, symbolised by the lake goddess mTsho
sman rgyal mo, is constant, whatever should happen.  That both the water and the fish in the first coup-
let are identified, through their final particles, with femininity indicates that these are other possible



women with whom he could be linked.
The structure of these opening lines, with the concessive verb repeated in the imperative, strengthens

the feeling of disinterest in other temptations.  In the second couplet, we again have the female empha-
sized, though here she is given an identity and the promise of devotion.

The term zla grog spun grog combines four ideas to define the young woman:  zla is not only a com-
panion but also the moon, recalling the identification between the moon and the ma skyes a ma;  spun
is a sister, but one should take this most probably as a figurative implication;  finally, grog (more com-
monly grogs) is a friend and, in phrases such as gtan grogs, a close friend or lover.  These four sylla-
bles, then, define this girl as not only the poet’s sexual partner but one with whom he could live and
share his whole life.

These final few poems of the collection bring in a new feeling of depth and honest commitment.  The
explicit language found in this song is testament to the fact - or to the assumption - that Tshangs
dbyangs rgya mtsho was not able to hold on to a lover, but also to develop a strong and lasting relation-
ship with her.  In his book, mTsho sngon gyi lo rgyus sogs bkod pa’i tshangs glu gsar snyan zhes bya
ba bzhugs so, published in 1786, Ye shes dpal ‘byor writes that, having renounced his monastic vows,
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho “ma bzhes mi dbang gi tshul bzung” (“took a wife and adopted the life of a
powerful man”).  Whether we can take this at face value is open to question;  nonetheless, it suggests
the kind of ideas which were circulating around the Dalai Lama during the decades after his death (or
disappearance) at Kun ‘dga nor.

LCv.m.b*iaur.sems.Qor/ b*iau.LCv.mr.sems.Qor/

sems.Qor.m[u,p.b*Uv.n/ SKY.q,.hor.ps.mi.[ub// 453

mgu glu 62 (Sørensen p268)

The willow’s in love with the sparrow, the sparrow’s in love with the willow.
If losing your heart is natural, then the grey sparrowhawk doesn’t stand a chance.

Following on from the previous poem, the mutual love between the sparrow and the willow tree is again
presented as an image of human love.  Once more, the structure of the first couplet is framed in a
repetitive, almost strophic structure, to illustrate the reciprocated feelings.

The implication of the first couplet in the previous verse is here transferred to the second couplet.
Sems shor is moved from the final foot to the first foot and changes from an interaction to a static, nomi-
nal fact, whose completeness and mutuality is the very point of the poem.  

The curt final line allows the couple’s enemy but a brief appearance.  The grey sparrowhawk - here
perhaps representing the Regent or lHa bzang Qan or even the Tibetan establishment - has no chance
of preventing this pair from expressing their love for one another.  This definitive statement can, in some
ways, be understood as the summation of these poems and those in the mgu glu:  it is not so much that
love conquers all but that steadfastness and integrity and determination conquers all.  It is this attitude,
more than his various liasons, which really makes Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho (or at least his mytho-
logical personage) stand out as an important cultural and religious figure in Tibetan history.

]u.mo.m.SVog.gov.gi SVog.SKd.adi.adr.yin.n/

SVog.pai.RJesu.dWvs.siv/ ab*ed.RGYU.med.p.SVog.dv.// 454

2a sngog pa’i rjes su dvangs sing



Before the water gets muddy, if someone suggests it’s muddy,
Then I’ll make it so muddy it’ll never be clear.

We can probably only begin to imagine the frustration and anger which Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho
would have felt at being constantly bombarded from all sides by criticism and the forces of state and
personal control.  From time to time in this collection, we have heard hints of the attacks levelled
against him and, on occasions, his response to them:  on the whole, the poems here and in the mgu glu
present us with a young man who was willing to admit his faults but to fight against any false accusation
in whatever way he could.

This is a poem in which he threatens a kind of chaos, were he not fairly to be represented.  That chu
mo starts the verse suggests that these specific criticisms revolve around his love affairs, but the
repeated use of sngog in all four lines indicates perhaps just how dirty the comments might have been.
The meaning of sngog, too, changes from line to line:  the interplay of nominal and verbal signification,
as well as the implied reportage in sngog skad create a more vivid set of ideas than one might have
been led to expect.

The final couplet contrasts this key-word sngog with dvangs sing, placing the latter in the prominent
foot before the cæsura as if to emphasise the difference and the measures which he is threatening to
take agsinst his accusors.  

d.LTai.]xe.[uv.adi.l/ de.q.cxm.Zig.ZUs.ns/

STiv.m.b*i.bai.lo.l/ mjl.ajxom.yov.b.qg.q*g 455

mgu glu 63 (Sørensen p272)

In this short life, so much has happened:
We’ll surely meet up in the childhood of the next.

This acts in a sense as a crossover song, bringing together the themes of love and death, of rebirth and
childhood, of separation and togetherness.  Taken in this way, there is a strong sense here of hope, of
the chance to be together once again and, possibly, to put right things which should have been handled
differently.  

For this reason, I would suggest that this is as likely to be addressed to Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho as to
any putative lover.  The apparently pleonastic mjal ‘dzom hides the idea of an intimate relationship
determined by authority (both of the Dalai Lama qua Dalai Lama and of the Regent as the young man’s
guardian) and bespeaks the difficulties inherent in such a union.

The term byi ba’i lo is also noteworthy, since it recalls both the early influence of the Regent and also
the continual reference to chung ‘dris, at least in the earlier part of the text.  Clearly the influence of
Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho’s childhood weighed heavily on him:  having been taken from his family
into a kind of house arrest at an early age and both encouraged and discouraged from accepting adult
responsibilities, this must have been an especially hard period of his life and one which he would not
wish to repeat.

z).b.adi.ni.\r.ag+o STiv.mai.z).b.]xur.yov./

bk+is.z).b.dkr.poai/ z).STod.l.mjl.yov.// 456

mgu glu 42 (Sørensen p210)



The moon’s away - the next moon’s on its way.
We’ll meet again at moonrise, under the white moon of good fortune.

Much the same meaning is held here as in the previous verse:  note in this regard the word sting ma
repeated here for the next moon, as for the next life in 455.  

The movement of the word zla between the first and the second feet of all four lines (especially cre-
ative is its conjunction with phar ‘gro and tshur ‘gro) hints at time’s shifting phases and the changing for-
tunes which accompany them.  That zla also a friend and an adversary points perhaps to the realisation
that, if you meet with your friends in the next life (or the next month) you might equally come into con-
tact with those you might have preferred not to meet.

With this poem, the collection seems to have come full circle.  The arrival of the cuckoo from Mon yul
in 1 presages new birth and the excitement of springtime.  The seasons change and the moon rises
again.  The central theme of this poem, of the phases of the moon and the changes which it entails,
reminds us that the man Tshangs dbyangs rgya mtsho was only a man, subject to birth and death and
to the joy of seeing the full moon and of falling in love.

dbus.kYi.ri.RGYl.LHUn.po/ m.agYUr.bRTn.pr.bZUgs.Qig

fi.m.z).bai.bSKor.]og nor.yovs.mi.adUg 457

mgu glu 43 (Sørensen p212)

Sumeru, the center of the world, stands firm and unchanging.
Nor will the sun and moon change their orbits.

As if to emphasise the cycles of the moon and of the natural world as shown in the last poem, here we
have the stability of Sumeru, the axis mundi, around and in relation to which all things take their place.
Sumeru is also the center of the mandala offering made in Tibetan Buddhist practise to increase benefit
on a practical and spiritual level.

The description of the mountain, as royal and central and unmoving and stable, seems to strengthen
the resolve of the compiler of this collection to convey the relative unimportance of Tshangs dbyangs
rgya mtsho’s life, despite Tibetan popular interest and despite his massive labor in assembling these
texts into one volume.

The stability of Sumeru is matched by the unchanging orbits of the sun and moon.  Whatever happens
on earth, the universe moves inexorably onwards.

b*.de.SM+.mqn.ne.cxo/ q.rg.bZUgs.rog.mjxod.dv./

LCv.g)iv.A.LCe.ajol.mo/ gsuv.SFn.SKYUr.dgos.b*s.b*Uv.// 458

mgu glu 64 (Sørensen p274)

Takative parrot, please keep your mouth shut.
Sister thrush is singing her sweet song in the willow tree.

And finally, a kind of reprise.  The thrush and the willow tree appear once more, as if to cement the nat-
ural order of things as expressed in the previous two poems.  Love and the seasons and the stability of
the universe will not change, even if the fortunes of humans do.



RGYb.kYi.k)U.bcxn// 459

mgu glu 65 (Sørensen p277)

Nagas and demons behind us...

This text is clearly corrupt and only by implication identifiable with the text of the mgu glu of which it
appears to be a version.  Following on from the previous poem, however, we must ask ourselves the
unanswerable question about what, if anything, followed this in the original, complete and uncorrupt text
which might perhaps be extant still, somewhere in the Potala.


